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Dissertation Abstract
A Feminist Post-transsexual Autoethnography on
Challenging Normative Gender Coercion
by Julie Peters
BSc(Melb), Dip Arts(RMIT)
School of Health and Social Development
Deakin University
In our Western culture, a non-normative gendered life – such as a transgendered life
– is often seen, even by the individuals themselves, as problematic, morally bankrupt or
sick (American Psychiatric Association 1994). Terms such as transsexual or transgendered
carry so much stigma (Goﬀman 1963, Kando 1973, Leonard et al. 2012) that most who
could be so labelled go to extraordinary lengths to avoid this labelling. Their life strategies
often include bordering (Anzaldua 1987) behaviour: navigating the diﬀerent identities
and codes required in the various communities they move in, sometimes passing (Kroeger
2003) as gendernormative and secretive and at other times being out and asserting their
individuality. Others, who do not question normative beliefs on gender, often seek a cure
or medical intervention. I believe there is a need to counter the lack of knowledge and
understanding of people who do not or cannot conform to our cultural norms of gender
performance, and that better knowledge and understanding of the range of gender non-
conformities will help both gender-nonconformist and gender-conformist individuals live
more productive lives. My conviction comes from growing up feeling I was unable to meet
the gender- speciﬁc social behaviours expected of me. And even though I do not identify
as such, I have been diagnosed by some in the medical profession as transsexual or as
suﬀering from Gender Identity Disorder (GID) (APA 1994).
This thesis will demonstrate that I, as subject, both in the sense of being subject to
the culture I have lived in, and also because of my self-conscious awareness, was able to
gain some understanding of the limits that our culture imposes over my performance of
gender. My subjectivity is examined by exploring the multiple and often contradictory
links between myself as subject, my internal agentic voice, the subcultures I was inhabiting,
and the changing society I was living in. In a general sense the work examines how I,
the autoethnographic subject, have challenged the normative coercion to perform gender
dichotomously as determined by my biology and consequently delivered myself a liveable
life (Butler 2004).
More speciﬁcally, the thesis conducts an in-depth analysis of the life choices of the au-
toethnographic subject (myself), who was so uncomfortable with their culturally allocated
masculinity that they chose to live an apparently normal female life, while attempting to
remain gender transcendent. In order to place this life in context, it was also important to
explore how the individual was subjected to life-long dichotomous heteronormative gender
coercion from family, media, popular culture and other gender-rigid cultural texts. Second,
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I explore how the life of the subject can shed light on the normative operation of gender
in society (Kando 1973, p.137). Third, this thesis is a testament to the need for remaking
the gendernormative and heteronormative social world with the aim of enhancing social
justice and equity.
Consequently, I see this work as feminist in the sense that, at its core, it is a critique of
patriarchy, male-privilege, my perception of incompetent male hegemony as well as chal-
lenging patriarchally endorsed normative gender coercion. This work is post-transsexual
(Stone 1991) in that it relies on the autoethnographic subject (myself) to forgo passing
(Kroeger 2003) which then enables me to write myself into feminist discourses on the trans
experience.
The aims of this exploratory research are realised by focusing on the following three
questions:
1. What can we learn from the successes and failures of our gender nonconforming
subject in ﬁnding an empowered accommodation to the gender-dichotomous social
world they inhabit?
2. Can we shed light on and critique the normative operation of gender in society and
its tolerance for nonconformity by examining the interaction of our subject with
their social world?
3. Using the interpretation of the subjects life arc and the operation of gender in the
social world, is it possible to develop strategies for remaking the social world, with
the aim of increasing public health, social justice and equity?
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Chapter 1
The Gendered Subject in the Social World
In our Western culture, a non-normative gendered life – such as a transgendered life
– is often seen, even by the individuals themselves, as problematic, morally bankrupt
or sick (APA, 1994). Terms such as transsexual or transgendered carry so much stigma
(Goﬀman 1963, Kando 1973, Leonard et al. 2012) that most who could be so labelled go to
extraordinary lengths to avoid this labelling. Their life strategies often include bordering
(Anzaldua 1987) behaviour; navigating the diﬀerent identities and codes required in the
various communities they move in, sometimes passing (Kroeger 2003) as gendernormative
and secretive and at other times being out and asserting their individuality. Others, who
don’t question normative beliefs on gender, often seek a cure or medical intervention.
I believe there is a need to counter the lack of knowledge and understanding of people
who do not or cannot conform to our cultural norms of gender performance, and that
better knowledge and understanding of the range of gender non-conformities will help
both gender-nonconformist and gender-conformist individuals live more productive lives.
My conviction comes from growing up feeling I was unable to meet the gender-speciﬁc
social behaviours expected of me. And even though I do not identify as such, I have been
‘diagnosed’ by some in the medical profession as transsexual or as suﬀering from Gender
Identity Disorder (GID) (APA, 1994).
As a child I felt incredibly alone, believing I was the only boy in the world who
wanted to be a girl. Not long after puberty I was depressed, disintegrating and suicidal.
The coercion to conform to socially ascribed dichotomous gender roles led me to see two
lose-lose options: either ignore my deepest feelings, or live as a girl and be ostracised and
stigmatised. It took me many decades to realise I could challenge cultural gendernormative
coercion, along with its social relations of subordination and domination, and engage in
a non-normative subjectivity. In my early 20s, I discovered there were other people who
might be a bit ‘like me’. But they were too far removed from my reality for me to be able
to identify with them. And nor could I see myself reﬂected in any published transsexual
biographies such as Conundrum (Morris 1974) or April Ashley’s Odyssey (Fallowell and
Ashley 1982).
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By the 1990s, I had largely worked through my internalised negativity and found a
way of being true to myself while living healthily in society. At that time, I socialised
with like-minded people, and we were able to help each other by sharing our stories and
insights. But as we found ways of living productive lives, our stories were seldom told. I
then started to document and do presentations on my own story as a resource for others
unhappy with their socially assigned genders, as well as to inform gendernormative health
professionals, workmates, the media, university students and other community groups who
were trying to understand gender nonconformity. However, I soon realised I was limited by
the small numbers of people I could meet and the diﬃculty in addressing the complexity
of the subject in a short conversation or tutorial. I considered writing an autobiography
but came to believe I could have a far wider and more solid reach by adding a rigorous
analysis – solidly rooted in the social sciences – of my life story and how I reacted to the
cultural inﬂuences attempting to coerce me toward gendernormativity. This, then, is my
rationale for the thesis.
1.1 Aims of the Research
This thesis will demonstrate that I, as subject, both in the sense of being subject to
the culture I have lived in and also because of my self-conscious awareness, was able
to gain some understanding of the limits that our culture has over my performance of
gender. My subjectivity is examined by exploring the multiple and often contradictory
links between myself as subject, my internal agentic voice, the subcultures I was inhabiting,
and the changing society I was living in. In a general sense, the work examines how I,
the autoethnographic subject, have challenged the normative coercion to perform gender
dichotomously as determined by my biology and consequently delivered myself a livable
life (Butler 2004).
More speciﬁcally, the primary aim is to conduct an in-depth analysis of the life choices
of the autoethnographic subject (myself), who was so uncomfortable with their culturally
allocated masculinity that they chose to live an apparently normal female life while at-
tempting to remain gender transcendent. In order to place this life in context, it is also
important to explore how the individual was subjected to lifelong dichotomous heteronor-
mative gender coercion from family, media, popular culture and other gender-rigid cultural
texts. Second, I intend to explore how the life of the subject can shed light on the nor-
mative operation of gender in society (Kando 1973, p.137). Third, this thesis will be
a testament to the need for remaking the gendernormative and heteronormative social
world, with the aim of enhancing social justice and equity.
And consequently, I see this work as feminist in the sense that, at its core, it is a
critique of patriarchy, male privilege, my perception of incompetent male hegemony, as
well as challenging patriarchally endorsed normative gender coercion. This work is post-
transsexual (Stone 1991) in that it relies on the autoethnographic subject (myself) to forgo
passing (Kroeger 2003), which then enables me to write myself into feminist discourses
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on the trans experience. These themes will be developed further in the following chapter,
Section 2.3.8.
1.2 Research Questions
The aims of this exploratory research can be realised by focusing on the following three
questions, ranging from the speciﬁc via the social to the consideration of social change.
1. What can we learn from the successes and failures of our gender nonconforming
subject in ﬁnding an empowered accommodation to the gender-dichotomous social
world they inhabit?
2. Can we shed light on and critique the normative operation of gender in society and
its tolerance for nonconformity by examining the interaction of our subject with
their social world?
3. Using the interpretation of the subject’s life arc and the operation of gender in the
social world, is it possible to develop strategies for remaking the social world, with
the aim of increasing public health, social justice and equity?
There is signiﬁcant overlap between these areas of inquiry, and so I will also be examining
the contestations and conﬂuences between the subjectively felt normative gender coercion
and the lived gender conformity/nonconformity responses, resistances and accommoda-
tions of the subject/researcher. The structure of the thesis is designed to clearly place and
answer the research questions. I devote Chapter 2 to the critical framing of this thesis
by reviewing the relevant literature. Chapter 3 looks at Methodology and Methods and
considers the ethical questions that arose. Chapters 4-6 present the autoethnographic data
set in its social context, as well as providing an initial level of commentary. Chapters 7-9
formally answer the research questions, and conclude by abstracting and synthesising the
themes and noting important areas for further research.
Chapter 2
Critical Framing: Literature Review
My primary interest in carrying out this research is to shed light on both the normative and
non-normative operation of gender in society. And because so many areas of the academy
have opinions on gender, my reading has been very broad. This chapter brings together
what I consider to be the most useful of these diverse sources, both in terms of articulating
what we know about the operation of gender in society, and in making decisions about
how to conceptually frame the critical analysis of the data. This has led me to structure
this chapter in four major sections. The ﬁrst examines sociological concepts used in
framing both gendernormative coercion and gender conformity and diversity. The second
major section concentrates on the subject in the social world in terms of both cultural
reproduction and subject formation. The third section examines discourses on gender
conformity as framed by diﬀering complexes of power. The fourth examines the health
and wellbeing of transgender and gender-diverse individuals.
Because usage of terminology varies considerably across disciplines, I intend to de-
scribe the research phenomena, the commentary and the conclusions, as much as possible,
using Standard English. When thicker description is required, I will use concepts intro-
duced in this Critical Framing: Literature Review. My choice of constructivist research
questions and qualitative methods means this research is not intended to answer any
questions relating to the biological determination of gender.
In terms of making a start, Van Krieken et al. (2006, p.304) ask whether sex, gender
and sexuality can deﬁne categories of identity such as male/female, masculine/feminine or
homosexual/heterosexual, and give these deﬁnitions:
sex – the biological dimensions of human gender and sexual identity;
gender – the social organisation of those biological dimensions, generally into
something recognisable as masculinity and femininity;
sexuality – the sexual practices associated with sex and gender, which are then
understood in terms of categories such as homosexuality, heterosexuality,
bisexuality or queer sexuality.
They emphasise that even though sex, gender and sexuality are interlinked, there is no
necessary relationship between them. I will add depth to these deﬁntions over this chapter.
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2.1 Sociological Framing of Gendered Subject Formation
The framing discussed in this section is primarily sociological, but also references psycho-
logical, biological and philosophical discourses where they interact with the social life of
the individual.
Nature/Nurture Overview
Prospero: A devil, a born devil, on whose nature
Nurture can never stick: on whom my pains,
Humanely taken, all, all lost, quite lost.
IV i 204
(The Tempest, William Shakespeare, 1611)
This quotation shows the nature/nurture debate was current in 1611, long before sociology
existed as a discipline. And even though there is an incredible diversity in the performance
of sex, gender and sexuality across cultures, the debate is current in terms of whether gen-
der is determined by biology, socialisation or the combination/interaction of them. I will
discuss biological determinism in Section 2.1.5, because biological and medical discourses
on sex and gender are very inﬂuential socially. Van Krieken et al. (2006) note, “sociolo-
gists have tended toward a kind of sociological determinism, where the body and biology are
seen as simply the product of social relations” (p.311), and there are many theorists who
suggest that gender is wholly determined socially. Freud (1905) thought masculinity and
femininity had no origin in biology but emerged from social interaction within the family.
And on sexuality, he believed we are born with a general drive toward pleasure and the
object of pleasure is selected through social interaction. Le´vi-Strauss (1956) argued that
the sexual division of labour sets in place a co-dependency between the sexes. He points
out that the particular reciprocity is not at all deﬁned by biological necessity: “[the sex-
ual division of labour] varies endlessly according to the society selected for consideration”
(p.275). Therefore he believes one cannot claim gender is biologically determined. Oakley
(1972) gathered many examples of societies where women’s social roles were very diﬀerent
to those of contemporary women. She found women who hunted, women in the military
and women working as labourers. She concluded that gender roles were culturally rather
than biologically determined. Connell (2009) suggests gender is a multidimensional social
structure, an enduring and widespread pattern of social relations, and is, in part, about
identity, work, power and sexuality; resulting in both “sources of pleasure, recognition
and identity and sources of injustice and harm” (p.7). Connell (2012) and others have
asked why gender is so persistent across so many cultures. I will look for evidence of its
persistence in the data.
2.1.1 Normativities, Conformity and Nonconformity
Conformity and normativity are useful concepts in framing an individual’s behaviour.
Conformity refers to a subject obeying social rules on a particular occasion, whereas
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normativity refers to a suite of behaviours, an habitual tendency to conform. Searle (2010)
adds, “Conventions are arbitrary, but once they are settled they give the participants a
right to speciﬁc expectations. They are normative.” (p.87). For example, one convention
which is clearly arbitrary but helps with the smooth operation of the social world is which
side of the road one drives on; in Australia we expect all drivers to keep to the left.
Foucault (1976) suggests the social world creates the belief that monogamous het-
erosexuality is normative through the use of both centralised propaganda and the secret
and silent diﬀused power of hundreds of day-to-day interactions. Mottier (2008) notes
that religious, biological and social beliefs coexist in today’s society and still inﬂuence
what is seen as normative. Scherer (2010) describes heteronormativity as “the hege-
monic discourse of the assumption of sexuality” (p.1) and asks if it is possible to be gay,
lesbian, bisexual or transgender and not challenge heterosexist hegemony. He concludes
that assimilationist gay rights’ activists strategically avoid challenging heteronormativity.
He notes that the growing acceptance of gays and lesbians in heteronormative society has
led to the emergence of a new homonormativity that discriminates against, excludes and
marginalises nonconformers; an extreme version of this is known as passing for straight.
Similarly, gendernormativity is the hegemonic discourse of the assumption of dichotomous
gender performance rigidly correlated to the biological sex of the individual. And I’d like
to add the meme of transnormativity. For example, a biologically normal male performing
femininity – with no deliberate aim of resistance, satire or pastiche, and with the aim of
passing as female – would be described as transnormative.
A number of researchers have very deﬁnite ideas on what they consider gender confor-
mity and nonconformity mean. For example, Zucher et al. (2006) developed the Recalled
Childhood Gender Identity Scale and in describing its usefulness they claim, “[there is]
a range of gender-typed behaviour for which there are well established diﬀerences between
the sexes” (p.469). Based on this belief, these researchers and others such as Plo¨derl &
Fartacek (2009) used the scale to measure gender conformity/nonconformity, which they
see as correlating with living successfully in the social world. This model classiﬁes gay,
lesbian, bisexual and transgendered people as being gender non-conforming. Countering
the importance of gender conformity, Baber & Tucker (2006) suggest, “Innovative research
is constrained [my emphasis] by instruments that assume gender can be captured by di-
chotomous categories” (p.459). Rubin (1975) suggests, “exclusive gender identity (and
the consequent repression of those characteristics associated with the ‘other’ gender) is the
suppression of natural similarities” (p.157), noting that the similarities between men and
women are far more important than the diﬀerences.
2.1.2 Power and Social Relations
An understanding of power relations is a key component in placing a subject in their social
world. Foucault (1975) contends that “disciplinary techniques are mobilised to organise,
categorise, supervise and discipline a horde into a mass of modern subjects” (p.168). Mc-
Nay (2008) suggests that how well our physical and social needs are met is dependent on
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the visible and invisible structures of power relations within the social world of each indi-
vidual. On how power operates, Foucault (1982) suggests“power relations are rooted deep
in the social nexus, not reconstituted ‘above’ society as a supplementary structure . . .A
society without power relations can only be an abstraction.” (p.791). Foucault also notes
that in the modern western state, the techniques of “pastoral power” (p.782) – which
rely on knowing people’s innermost secrets and directing them – are used, not just by
the church, but also by“family, medicine, psychiatry, education and employers.” (p.784).
Augmenting this model, Searle (2010) sees the operation of power in the social world as
naming a capacity, which is only manifest in its exercise. In a social sense, he sees individ-
ual or institutional power over people as involving “the ability of an agent of power to get
subjects to do what the agent wants them to do whether that subjects want to do so or not”
(p.147). He notes two common scenarios: ﬁrstly convincing the subject to want the same
thing as the agent of power; and secondly to get the subject to believe the only possibility
is to do what the agent wants. We see both of these scenarios in operation with gendered
behaviour. Hence, power relations are a major component in the formation of gendered
subjects.
Archaeology and Genealogy of Power Relations
After Foucault (1975, 1976), Downing (2008) notes: “Archaeology is a history, but it is not
a history of things, phenomena or people. It is rather a history of the conditions necessary
for given things, phenomena or people to occur” (p.10). If power and social relations,
desire and identity are changing over time, it may be possible to direct this inherent
mutability to broaden what is considered normative in order to empower a greater number
of individuals. Downing sees Foucault’s emphasis on genealogy as inspired by Nietzsche
(1887), who sought to debunk false universals and bring the obvious into question. She
then suggests:
“A speciﬁcally Foucaldian genealogy is a history . . . that is suspicious of grand
narratives and seismic shifts, single causes for historical change . . . . It is a
history of the small and multiple changes that lead to alterations in trends of
thinking and operating in any given epoch. . . . Foucault argues that the making
of the modern sexual subject was not the result of a single legal, socio-economic
or medical ‘development’, but rather the simultaneous coming into being of an
inﬁnitesimal number of arbitrary but co-existing factors” (p.15).
Both Foucaldian archaeology and genealogy will be useful in placing my personal history
in its social context, bringing the obvious into question and debunking false universals.
2.1.3 Identity Memes and their Usefulness
The Macquarie Dictionary (2009) deﬁnes identity as “the condition of being oneself . . . [or]
an instance or point of sameness or likeness” (p.832). Enright (2004) notes, “Personal
Identity involves the set of conditions under which a person remains the same person over
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time” (p.ii). In fact, the word identity is derived from the Latin ‘idem’, meaning ‘the
same’. Who we believe we are and who others tell us we are is key to understanding how
we relate to the world. Pallotta-Chiarolli (2010) makes the distinction between how we
sees ourselves, personal ascription, and externally applied social ascription.
Bamberg (2009) names the central question for psychology as ‘Who am I?’ For him,
our identity can be deﬁned by answering questions on our gender identity (male, female,
transgender), our age, our nationality and our religious beliefs to form categories that
both diﬀerentiate the self from others and simultaneously integrate us. He suggests we
construct a sense of self and identity by navigating three dilemmas: continuity versus
change (diachronic), sameness versus diﬀerence (synchronic) and agency versus passivity.
In a more general sense, then, identity is derived from our relationships. Stevenson (2006)
adds: “Identity is formed out of the constant ebb and ﬂow of conversation between our-
selves and others” (p.277). Identity in this sense, a derivation of subjectivity, a subset of
consciousness, neatly ﬁts with Nietzsche’s (1882) point that consciousness is an artefact
of communication. Once we start to communicate and develop a consciousness, we then
need to categorise and label, and this includes diﬀerentiating between the self and other.
McNay (2008) sees as problematic the use of shared suﬀering as deﬁning identity.
She notes that: “agency is often yoked too closely to uniﬁed ideas of identity” (p.162)
and therefore limits identity to social subjugation. She suggests groups based on race or
gender, have an identity deﬁned by power relations, the group’s shared subjugation and
consequently its suﬀering. McWhorter (1999) puts forward a contrary view: “In order to
protect myself from serious harm – from losing my sense of myself by being reduced to
my sexuality . . . I had to allow my sexuality and the epistemic demands surrounding it to
pervade everything I said and did” (p.3).
Identity Could be Deﬁned by Gender Roles and Performativity
For Stoller (1985), gender identity refers to the mix of masculinity and femininity in an
individual, and implies psychologically motivated behaviour. He notes that there is not
always a strong correlation between masculinity and maleness nor between femininity and
femaleness. He suggests,“masculinity and femininity is a belief – more precisely, a dense
mass of beliefs, an algebraic sum of ifs, buts, and ands – not an incontrovertible fact”
(p.11). He emphasises that the possessor of any quality is masculine or feminine, if they
think they are. Stoller then describes distortions in masculinity and femininity as gender
disorders. He explains the existence of transsexuality in terms of an individual having a
core gender identity at odds with their biological sex.
Looking at the mechanics of gender performance, we see that gender becomes real
in our day-to-day lives only through our interactions with others. Goﬀman (1976/1979)
suggests gender is realised by portraying gender, where portrayal includes action, voice,
silence, gesture, posture, movement, stillness and emotion, and that the ability to perform
masculine or feminine is not a characteristic of being male or female but a characteristic
of being human. Goﬀman suggests: “One might just as well say there is no gender
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identity. There is only a schedule for the portrayal of gender” (p.8). He compares gendered
social interaction to religious rituals, drama and playing games. So for Goﬀman, learning
gender is learning scripts and performing them in a way that is “natural, unfaked and
spontaneous” (p.7), where the actor is unaware of their own performance. Similarly,
Butler (2004) sees the performance of gender as unconscious improvisation within a“scene
of constraint” (p.1). Mottier (2008, p.83) adds another layer in that she believes women
interiorise male preferences so they know how to behave around men in ways men will
ﬁnd attractive. Migdalek (2015) notes,“Norms of ﬁtting embodied behavior for males and
females . . . disempower and marginalize those not inclined to embody in gendernormative
and heteronormative ways” (p.1). Thus, as part of the autoethnography, I propose to
undertake the analysis of my gender performance – successful, unsuccessful, appropriate,
inappropriate – over the span of my life.
Identity Could be Deﬁned by Desire, including Sexuality
Green (1974) equates sexual identity with gender identity and as “encompassing three
components: (1) an individual’s conviction of being male or female; (2) an individual’s
behaviour which is culturally associated with males or females (masculinity and feminin-
ity); and (3) an individual’s preference for male or female sexual partners” (p.xv). Connell
(2009) describes sexuality as an arena of emotional attachment of culturally formed bodily
relationships, which have deﬁnable social structures, and notes that even though sexuality
cannot be reduced to gender, it is very often organised on the basis of gender. Mottier
(2008) credits Foucault (1976) with recognising the creation of the homosexual as an iden-
tity in the 19th century – that is, the homosexual as a type of person rather than as a
type of behaviour. She notes that if we invent a homosexual identity, we need to invent
a heterosexual identity as a distinction. Mottier adds, “sexual identities are not merely
the expression of natural instincts, but are social as well as political contracts” (p.47).
Foucault (Gallagher & Foucault 1984, cited in Dowling 2008) argues, “Sexuality is some-
thing that we ourselves create . . .We have to understand that with our desires, through
our desires, go new forms of relationships, new forms of love, new forms of creation. Sex
is not a fatality; it’s a possibility for creative life” (p.104). I take Foucault’s assertion that
sex is a possibility for a creative life as meaning our sexual behaviour does not need to
determine the suite of behaviours that we call an identity.
Against Prescriptive Identity Categories
A number of commentators suggest the term identity is often used inappropriately and
overloaded with too many meanings to be a useful tool in describing gendered and sexual
behaviours. For example, Connell (2009, p.108) believes terms like woman or gay suggest
stable identity categories and give an impression of essence. She adds, “to weld one’s
personality into a united whole (i.e. an ‘identity’) is to refuse internal diversity and
openness. It may also be to refuse change” (p.108). Connell also notes that identity
labels cannot adequately describe the individual because they emphasise one component
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and do not take into account issues of intersectionality of that named identity with gender,
sexual preference, class, education, race, generation and religion. Flynn (2006) considers
taking on an identity imposed from the outside, rather than being “sustained by our self-
deﬁning existential projects” (p.69) as “bad faith” or “inauthentic”. Making a similar
criticism, McNay (2008) makes the point that, “although embodied identity inescapably
situates women in the world, it does not fully determine their social existence” (p.166),
because it “forecloses exploration of subjective dimensions to action, such as intention
and understanding” (pp.166-167). Butler (1990) notes that feminism both relies on the
existence of the category woman as well as not wanting the category to limit women’s
possibilities. Butler (2004) also argues that there is a tension between queer theory, which
is opposed to all identity claims, and transsexual and intersex activism, which claims the
desirability of both identity categories and sex assignment.
McNay (2000), after Ricoeur, suggests that identities are individuals plus their dis-
cursive narratives; but also believes (McNay 2008) that to be understood as social, the
individual needs to be understood as more than just discourse. Such a potential fault can
be ﬁxed if narrative is used as a descriptor or representation of a lived individual authentic
life rather than as a discursive narrative. Identity, then, is a particularly useful concept in
deﬁning my similarities to and diﬀerences from others, as long as named identities are not
used to pigeonhole or be prescriptive. And considering the autoethnographic subject did
spend many years searching for a named identity, it will be important, in understanding
the narrative, to frame the discussion in terms of identity labels, such as transsexual.
2.1.4 A Livable Life, Recognition and Having One’s Needs Met
A number of commentators use variations on the idea of recognition/nonrecognition of
individuals or groups as a way of framing social inclusion/exclusion. A basic tenet for
living in a just society is for all of us to be able to claim equity in recognition, which
for Fraser (2001) means having the status to participate “as a peer in social life” (p.24).
Nonrecognition, then, describes having a social status that leads to subjugation and not
being able to enjoy full social participation. Pallotta-Chiarolli & Pease (2014) emphasise
the importance of recognition in aﬃrming one’s subjectivity and in acquiring the agency to
resist social injustices, as a precursor to enabling the individual to ﬂourish. Paraphrasing
Allen (2008), they warn,“the desire for recognition is so powerful that we prefer recognition
that reinforces our subordination over and above not getting recognition at all” (p.5). The
quest for recognition is another way of describing the quest for a just society and a livable
life. Butler (2004) asserts that a livable life is necessary to be considered fully human, and
points out that across time and cultures, people have been considered not fully human
because of categorisations such as race, sex, sexuality and gender identity.
Another useful sociological frame is Maslow’s (1943) hierarchy of needs; the most
basic needs being physiological – food, water, shelter. Next up the hierarchy is safety –
security, stability, freedom from fear. The third level is social – friendship, interpersonal
interaction, group membership; the fourth is self-esteem – achievement, recognition and
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personal worth. Self-actualisation is the highest level – where one realises one’s full poten-
tial, personal growth, accomplishment and self-expression. Achieving each level depends
on the stability of the levels below. This frame will be useful for describing aspects of
the life of the autoethnographic subject (myself), who in aiming for self-actualisation by
transitioning to live as a woman was seriously at risk of destabilising the layers below.
By attempting to adopt the gender that felt natural to them, there was a risk of losing
employment and so access to income and shelter, as well as losing friends and self-esteem.
Stigma and its Management
Solomon (2000) suggests that our knowledge of the world comes from being watched, and
suggests shame “is a basic way of knowing that we exist” (p.B.138). Goﬀman (1963) wrote
broadly on the stigma faced by individuals who do not or are unable to conform to social
norms. He noted three general sets of characteristics that might attract stigma: physical
or mental impairment, nonconforming behaviour (spoiled identities), and membership of a
discredited group. Gender nonconformists can be construed as possessing all three of these
characteristics. Similarly, Foucault (1975) notes, “the exercise of discipline presupposes
a mechanism that coerces by means of observation” (p.170). He notes that as long as
subjects believe they are being observed, they will behave as if they are. He discusses
social observation in terms of a panopticon, an annular prison design where a central
hidden observer can see all the prisoners housed on the periphery. But because of the
design, the prisoners cannot see if a guard is watching or even if there is a guard on duty.
Downing (2008) notes that the eﬀects of disciplinary power are “not exercised from a single
vantage point, but are mobile, multivalent and internal to the very fabric of our everyday
life” (p.83). This disciplinary society, where individuals know they can be observed,
labelled and stigmatised at any time, leads to self-surveillance and self-governance. This
is especially true in terms of gender performance.
Noncompliance, Passing and Border-Dwelling
Social outsiders who are not routinely granted recognition still seek a livable life. When
faced with such a situation, Pallotta-Chiarolli (2010) describes three broad performative
strategies: passing, border-dwelling and polluting. Garﬁnkel (1967/2011) notes that many
transwomen expend incredible energy in trying to pass as normative and in controlling
information about themselves as part of stigma and conﬂict management. Kroeger (2003)
examines both the positives and negatives of passing behaviour by looking at a number
of examples of passing across boundaries of gender, race, sexuality, ethnicity and religion.
She sees passers as questioners of the status quo and sees the act of passing “as an eﬀective
if slow-moving means of hastening social change” (p.3). Kroeger is particularly interested
in the type of passing whose aim is to “bypass being excluded unjustly in their attempts
to achieve ordinary, honorable aims and ambitions . . . to be more truly themselves” (p.2).
The potential for social change and the aim of living an ordinary life and wanting to be
oneself are key themes in this thesis. For a gender nonconformist, such as a transsexual,
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living in a highly gendered society, being able to ‘pass’ as the desired gender is also an issue
of safety, employability and the ability to be in a relationship. But passing can also result
in invisibility and lack of political recognition (Altman 1971; Pallotta-Chiarolli & Pease
2014; Peters 2014). This thesis will examine self-surveillance, the control of information
and attempts at passing to minimise stigma.
In Purity and Danger, Douglas (1966) primarily examines the use of rituals of purity
and uncleanness in ‘primitive’ and ‘modern’ societies. Of relevance to this thesis, she uses
polluting to describe noncompliant behaviour. She emphasises that, from the point of view
of a given society, “a polluting person is always in the wrong. He [sic] has developed some
wrong condition or simply crossed over some line which should not have been crossed and
this displacement unleashes danger for someone” (p.113). Douglas believes “ideas about
separating purifying, demarcating and punishing transgressions have as their main function
to impose system on an inherently untidy experience” (p.4). Consequently, naming an
individual as polluting aims to entrench the status quo. But, Douglas notes,“danger lies
in transitional states, simply because transition is neither one state nor the next . . . The
person who must pass from one to another is himself [sic] in danger and emanates danger
to others.” (p.96). Consequently, individuals who are a source of danger and disorder
are vested with inarticulate powers. She notes: “the existence of an angry person in
an interstitial position . . . is dangerous, and this has nothing to do with the particular
intentions of the person” (p.102). Even though the interstitial individual may not realise
they potentially possess disruptive power, their very existence can wield intentional power
on behalf of their social subgroup in a way that threatens authority. Consequently, the
power vested in interstitial individuals “has the potentiality of disrupting ideas about
authority and about right and wrong” (p.111). She also notes individuals such as Joan
of Arc, who are believed to have special spiritual powers, are able to bring about sudden
and deep social change. Butler (1990) suggests, “[Douglas’] analysis, however, provides
a possible point of departure for understanding the relationships by which social taboos
institute and maintain the boundaries of the body as such. . . . indeed the boundaries of
the body become, within her analysis, the limits of the social per se. A poststructural
appropriation of her view might well understand the boundaries of the body as the limits of
the socially hegemonic” (p.179). Summarising these ideas, Pallotta-Chiarolli (2010) sees
polluting – used in a positive sense – as a term of strength and empowerment to denote
“noncompliance, personal agency, outing, resistance and politicization” (p.26). She notes
there have been polluting individuals “who, via their innovation, and resistance to their
dominant worlds, were able to initiate far-reaching empowering political, social, and legal
outcomes” (p.26). Gender nonconformity can be seen as polluting, both in the sense of
being a threat to society’s classiﬁcations of sex, gender and desire, as well as having the
potential to disrupt these classiﬁcations, leading to a new social order.
With ‘border-dwelling’ (Anzaldua 1987), we see an individual who through negoti-
ation ﬁnds an individual balance between the private worlds, of home and subcultural
spaces, and the normative public sphere. Anzaldua also points out an advantage of being
a border-dweller is that they can develop “a tolerance for contradictions, a tolerance for
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ambiguity” (p.101), and suggests that this consciousness helps transcend the duality that
keeps one a prisoner. Kiberd (2009), on James Joyce’s character Leopold Bloom, notes,
“Because he is regarded by many as a Jew in a Gentile city, this man has taught himself
to question every cosy consensus and to adopt the less obvious, less popular viewpoint. For
this reason he is better equipped . . . to break free of old thinking.” (p.80). This suggests
that an individual who has changed gender would have the potential to develop a tolerance
for contradictions, a consciousness capable of transcending the duality of gender, and the
ability to break free of old thinking and question the social consensus on gender.
In the descriptions of Lewins (1995), Perkins et al. (1994) and Leonard et al. (2012,
2014) of transsexual and transgendered women in Australia, we see examples of transwomen
using passing, border-dwelling and noncompliance strategies in diﬀerent circumstances.
Perkins et al. (1994) point out that many trans women primarily socialise in subcul-
tures and avoid leaving home as much as possible to avoid “routine and systematic exclu-
sion, discrimination, abuse, ridicule, ostracisation [and] both physical and sexual violence”
(p.15). I see this as an example of border-dwelling. This thesis will examine strategies
used by me, the autoethnographic subject.
2.1.5 Biological and Medical Discourses on Sex and Gender
Connell (2009, 2012) notes the nature/nurture debate is still current and that there are
some very entrenched cultural beliefs in the biological determination of gender, or at least
that biology is the natural base onto which sex, gender and sexuality are constructed. In
humans, biological sex is usually determined by the presence or absence of the Y chro-
mosome. In a minority of cases there are intermediate or intersex varieties. I have an
XY karyotype as determined and verbally communicated to me by the Monash Dysphoria
Clinic. In this section, I will give an overview on how these biological discourses, concen-
trating on phenotypical or sub-chromosomal genetic abnormalities, attempt to describe
sex and gendered behaviour.
Slater (1978) has shown there is signiﬁcant evidence that animal behaviour is sexually
dimorphic, and both structure and behaviour are often mediated by diﬀerential concentra-
tions of sex hormones. By structure, I mean both primary structure, such as ovaries versus
testes and secondary characteristics, such as brain structure and hair and fat distribution.
The documented sexually dimorphic behaviours include nesting, rutting, aggression and
migration. Baron-Cohen et al. (2004) also suggests there is a connection between human
foetal hormone levels and later behaviour. Kraemer et al. (2009) have noted that in
humans, prenatal testosterone levels impact on brain development and the 2D:4D ratio
(the relative lengths of the second and fourth ﬁngers). Based on this usual male/female
diﬀerentiation, they looked for a correlation between Gender Identity Disorder and this
ﬁnger length ratio. They concluded, “[there existed] the possibility of a weak inﬂuence
of reduced prenatal testosterone as an etiological factor in the multifactorially inﬂuenced
development of MtF GID (Male to Female Gender Identity Disorder)” (p.359). Of course,
I instantly looked at my right hand and discovered it was close to the average female/MtF
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2D:4D ratio. But one cannot conclude that I must have had a prenatal level of testosterone
within the average female range, because I have been taking estrogen for more than half
my life and my ﬁnger-length ratio may be the result of my adult hormone levels.
Hare et al. (2009) found a small – but they suggest signiﬁcant – correlation between
an androgen receptor repeat on the X chromosome and transsexuality. They believe
“[this repeat] might result in incomplete masculinization in male-to-female transsexuals”
(p.95) during prenatal development. Rametti et al. (2010) discovered, using diﬀusion
tensor imaging, some male brain characteristics in female-to-male transsexuals before they
started hormone therapy. But these correlations do not prove the eﬀects are biologically
determined. Brain sex abnormalities could also have an environmental cause, such as
health issues of the mother during pregnancy. Ferguson & Joanen (1982) have shown that
in some species of reptiles, the temperature at which the eggs are incubated determines the
reproductive sex of the oﬀspring. This has left me wondering if temperature, for example
caused by illness or heat stress, might also impact on prenatal hormone levels in humans.
The reason I thought this worth mentioning was that my mother has described the summer
she carried me as extremely hot. This is unprovable in my case but it does suggest a future
line of research. In terms of looking for a ‘cure’ rather than a cause, Diamond (2003),
while acknowledging there may be no biological or medical cause of transsexuality, noted
that a number of medical practitioners believed transsexualism was “a mental disorder
that could beneﬁt from counselling, hormone therapy, and surgery” (p.593).
It is worth noting that even zoologists like Slater (1978), who are primarily inter-
ested in the hormonal inﬂuences on behaviour, acknowledge social factors are also very
important. He gives the example that guinea pigs bred in social isolation do not know
how to behave sexually, concluding their sexual behaviour is mostly learnt through social
interaction. He also notes that there is often little change in behaviour in human males
who have been castrated, again acknowledging the importance of social factors. Many in
the medical professions, as well as transgendered people themselves, continue to search
for a medical cause. I have certainly met a number of transsexual women who deﬁnitely
want there to be a medical reason for transsexuality. Acknowledging a dystopian potential
stemming from the discovery of a medical cause, Mottier (2008) notes that nonconformists
were the people the eugenicists sterilised. And so I am left wondering, if we did discover a
gay or transsexual gene, might not some parents or a conformist medical profession want
those foetuses aborted?
Even though, as already stated, I do not have access to the appropriate data to
make a decision on biological or medical causes for my wanting to be a girl, from my
early 20s on, I read almost everything I could ﬁnd on the biological determination of sex,
gender and sexuality. Consequently, the social impact of science is very relevant to this
autoethnography. I also believe it is important for researchers to continue looking for
biological clues to behaviour. It adds to our complex multidisciplined view of the world.
I could, for example, easily believe that some personality characteristics are genetically
based, and they might impact on gender performance.
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2.1.6 Psychoanalytic and Psychiatric Models of Gender
Another area of discourse that has much to say on the development of gender performance
is psychoanalysis and psychiatry. A detailed technical discussion is outside the scope of
this review, but because of its signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the social debate, the sociological
agenda and the life choices of myself, the autoethnographic subject, it is important to
examine these inﬂuences broadly. For Connell (2009), the primary tenet of all the factions
of psychoanalysis is that the conscious and unconscious can independently impact on
psychosocial development, and that these inﬂuences are often contradictory. This, then,
can explain both the ‘successful’ transmission of conventional gender from generation to
generation as well as non-normative gender development.
Millot (1983/1990) examines the transsexual experience through a Lacanian frame:
“In their requirement for truth . . . transsexuals are the victims of error. They
confuse the organ and the signiﬁer. Their passion and their folly consists in
believing that, by ridding themselves of the organ, they can also be rid of the
signiﬁer which, because it sexuates them, also divides them.” (p.143)
Diamond (2003) notes that from the 1950s to 1970s, there was a medical consensus that
sex-atypical behaviours were deviant, and could be unlearnt using aversion therapies.
Stryker & Whittle (2006) credit Harry Benjamin with popularising the term ‘transsexual’.
Benjamin (1966) argued that trying to ‘cure’ transsexuality would always be unproductive
and that the condition was likely caused by the constitution, psychology and hormonal
balance of the individual. Even though he saw it as a mental disorder, Benjamin introduced
clinical standards of care and diagnosis, involving counselling, hormone therapy, real-life
experience and surgery, in an attempt to empower the individuals. The World Professional
Association for Transgender Health (WPATH 2001) continues to curate these clinical
guidelines. One of the ﬁrst psychiatric classiﬁcations was ‘true transsexual’ (WPATH
2001, p.3), used to describe individuals who were thought to have a disorder involving
cross-gender identiﬁcation, minimal sexual arousal to cross-dressing and no heterosexual
desires as deﬁned by their biological sex at birth. In 1980, the year homosexuality was
removed as a disorder, the American Psychiatric Association (APA 1980) recognised the
mental disorder “Gender Dysphoria of Adulthood and Gender Dysphoria of Adolescence”.
In DSM IV, the APA (1994) changed the diagnosis from ‘Gender Dysphoria’ to “302.85:
Gender Identity Disorder in Adolescence or Adults (GID)”:
“the disturbance is manifested by symptoms such as a stated desire to be the
other sex, frequent passing as the other sex, desire to live or be treated as the
other sex, or the conviction that he or she has the typical feelings and reactions
of the other sex.” (p.479)
Transpeople who sought medical interventions were then presented with a paradox. They
needed to be diagnosed as having a psychiatric disorder to get access to gender aﬃrmation
surgery but they do not see themselves as having a disorder. Butler (2004) acknowledges
this dilemma:
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“the diagnostic means by which transsexuality is attributed implies a pathol-
ogization, but undergoing that pathologizing process constitutes one of the im-
portant ways in which the desire to change one’s sex might be satisﬁed. . . . The
critical question thus becomes, how might the world be reorganised so that this
conﬂict can be ameliorated?” (p.5)
By far the majority of transsexuals object to being labelled mentally disordered. They
see the psychiatric profession as gatekeepers, who make diagnoses that deny them agency.
Butler (2004) critiques this gatekeeper model:
“This (DSM IV) diagnosis . . . assumes that ‘gender dysphoria’ is a psycholog-
ical disorder simply because someone of a given gender manifests attributes of
another gender or a desire to live as another gender. This imposes a model of
coherent gendered life that demeans the complex ways in which gendered lives
are crafted and lived.” (p.5)
Claiming their lives were not disordered, groups such as GID Reform Advocates (2010)
lobbied the APA to reclassify GID to remove the stigma of mental illness, and to adopt a
nomenclature that respects non-normative gender expression and identity. In DSM-5 (APA
2013) the classiﬁcation ‘Gender Identity Disorder’ was changed to ‘Gender Dysphoria’ in
an attempt to reduce this stigma.
Over 40 years ago, Kando (1973) pointed out basic shortcomings of a medical model
of transsexuality on the grounds that the medical aetiology is speculative and there is no
proven biological or environmental cause for transsexuality. It seems to me that Kando’s
point is still valid, in that I do not see any proven biological, medical or psychological cause
of transgendered behaviour. But because all of the abovementioned opinions are in current
circulation, they all inﬂuence the social debate on non-normative gender performance and
consequently are relevant to this thesis.
2.1.7 Queer Theory
For Plummer (2005), Queer Theory is diﬀerentiated from other forms of qualitative re-
search because of its political concern: gender, heteronormative sexualities and putting
“under threat any ordered world of gender and sexuality” (p.369). He also suggests Queer
Theory is particularly suited to the analysis of cultural texts. Mottier (2008) suggests
‘queer’ primarily refers to the rejection of binary categorisations such as gay/straight or
man/woman and instead emphasises the multiplicity and instability of identity labels.
Scherer (2010) suggests ‘queer’ challenges the idea that GLBTI people are a minority to
a heterosexual majority, questions the heteronormative paradigm that gender and sexual-
ity can determine a stable identity and very assertively “stresses the universal ﬂuidity of
gender and sexuality and their performativity . . . through constant constructive reinvention
through intentional and non-intentional performance of identity” (p.1). Thus, Scherer in-
sists that queerness resists the urge to deﬁne identity as exclusion from normative genders
and sexualities. For Downing (2008), one of the strengths of ‘queer’ as a discursive force is
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its resistance to social certainties of knowledge, especially the established gay or straight
understandings of gender, sexuality and identity, and notes, “identities can be ‘constituted’
through practices and bodily acts, rather than ‘discovered’ using the tools of psychoanal-
ysis” (p.115). On Foucault, Downing contends his main inﬂuence was to shift the focus
from the sexual behaviour itself to the study of the discourses on sexual behaviour:
“Foucault’s work has broadly contributed to those theories that problematise
the ‘natural’ status of sexuality and posit gender, sex and sexuality as social
and historically contingent, rather than as natural categories.” (p.110)
Similarly, Downing comments that Butler’s work upends the idea that “how we look,
what we do in bed, and with whom we do it is enough to indicate an essential, meaningful
and predictably sewn-together identity” (p.113), noting that both gendered identities and
gendered bodies are constructed through praxis:
“Butler (1990) argues for the denaturalisation of gender identity categories
which, she claims, are a political ﬁction. By repetitively and unconsciously
performing the gender ascribed to our sex, we make it appear as a naturally
occurring reality. Only by self-consciously playing with gender – through politi-
calised drag – can we disrupt the ﬁction. In Bodies that Matter, Butler (1993)
argues that not only gender and sexuality, but also bodies, are constructed ac-
cording to normative binary thinking, which excludes or eliminates those bodies
that fail to conform to social expectations.” (p.111)
It follows, then, that if gendered bodies are constructed, to free them we need to be
reconstructed in ways that enhance rather than limit our psyches.
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2.2 The Subject in the Social World
All three of my Research Questions are interested in interaction between the autoethno-
graphic subject and their particular social world. This section examines this topic from
two perspectives: ﬁrstly, the individual’s subject formation as a reaction to their social
world, and secondly, the creation and reinforcement of that social world, which then in
turn coerces social conformity. The processes described by these two perspectives interact
iteratively: individuals are created by the societies they inhabit and the social world is
created by the myriad acts of individuals.
2.2.1 Individual Subject Formation in a Social Context
The key data sources in this thesis are autobiographical and the cultural milieu of the
subject. This discussion concentrates on how to sociologically frame this data to take the
point of view of the subject, who over time becomes aware of themselves in the social world,
as well as becoming aware of often contradictory social expectations. After weighing up
all these inﬂuences, the subject acts and interacts within their social world. The sum of
all these inﬂuences and interactions results in the formation of the subject.
As a starting point, I will try to deﬁne a few of the key concepts more clearly. Aber-
crombie et al. (2006), note the subject is an actor, agent, a person. However, the concept
of ‘subject’ has a“paradoxical and contradictory signiﬁcance” (p.384), implying subjection
as well as agency, authorship and action. Nietzsche (1882, pp.297-298) and Searle (2010,
p.61) suggest consciousness – and consequently subjectivity, reﬂection, the self-conscious
awareness of the subject – is an outcome of acquiring language, the content of which is
culturally determined. In terms of meeting the needs of this thesis, it is useful to know
what phenomena subjectivity can best describe, considering it will be the main source of
biographical data. Reed-Danahay (2009) suggests that because there cannot be absolute
objectivity in understanding the world, the social researcher needs to clearly understand
subjectivity and its limits. For McNay (2008), subjectivity is relational and consequently
well suited as an analytic frame for phenomenology of the subject in the social domain.
Searle (2010) describes three general types of phenomena: (a) mental phenomena, includ-
ing non-intentional phenomena such as pain, as well as intentional phenomena such as
beliefs, hopes, desires and fears; (b) phenomena that exist independent of the mind, such
as items we believe exist in the physical world; and (c) institutional phenomena consti-
tuted by declarations, a type of speech act – for example money, government, property and
marriage. Searle’s model suggests gender and the rules that govern it have been generated
by consensus over generations, and notes that in most circumstances these rules deﬁne
how gender is actually performed. Searle’s thesis allows me to use the frames of “function
status declarations” (p.14) and collective intentionality – the “cosy consensus” (Kiberd
2009, p.80) – which create the social world. These frames will allow me to examine how
an individual learns these collective beliefs on gender, as well as asking how an individual
who does not agree with the collective consensus can continue to live in society.
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The Instinctual, Emotional and Rational — Conscious/Unconscious
Why people act the way they do is the subject of many branches of the academy. Solomon
& Higgins (1999), on the relative importance of reason, consciousness, instinct and pas-
sion, note that Nietzsche suggests instincts are dominant. Human instincts, such as the
aesthetic, the territorial and the creative spirit, can be very sophisticated and individ-
ual. Cohen (2006, pp.15-17) notes that it is an agent’s wants, attachments, desires and
interests as well as cultural ritual that can lead to action. McNay (2008), after Bourdieu,
points to habitual dispositions. Freud (1905), Jung (1953/2003) and Brenner (1955)
point to repressed unconscious motivations whereas Sartre (1939/2002), Solomon (2000)
and Flynn (2006) see them as pre-reﬂexive rather than as unconscious. Searle (2010, p.38)
lists two general types of motivation: (a) cognition, which includes perception, memory
and beliefs, and (b) volition, which includes prior intention, intention-in-action and desire.
The following sections discuss the relative usefulness of these descriptions of motivation.
Diﬃcult-to-Access Motivations
As brieﬂy noted above, alongside directly accessible conscious motivations, a great number
of theorists believe we also have very diﬃcult-to-access and repressed unconscious moti-
vations (Freud (1905), Jung (1953/2003), Brenner (1955), Lacan (Z˘iz˘ek, 2006), Searle
(2010)). They postulate this repressed unconscious is unknowable, or at best is very
diﬃcult to access using praxes such as intense psychotherapy or dream analysis. If it
were true that these motivations were not accessible by consciousness, then they would
not be available as data in this thesis. But Flynn (2006), citing Sartre (1939), criticises
conventional psychoanalysis because of its abdication of power to a hidden unconscious.
Rather, he suggests what we consider to be the repressed unconscious is in fact “pre-
theoretical comprehension” (p.73) or, as I understand it, a just-not-currently-conscious or
more completely once-conscious-but-not-currently-conscious-and-can-be-conscious-again-
with-a-little-work. For example, if someone mentions a schoolfriend from decades ear-
lier, most of us can quickly draw memories into consciousness. Solomon (2000) believes
that prereﬂection, “what we do . . . unconsciously . . . without stopping to look and think”
(p.B.56) is far more important in motivation than reﬂection. I believe the prereﬂexive
can be accessed by backtracking our conscious thought processes. And so, looking for
my once-conscious or pretheoretical comprehension, as it varied over my lifetime, as a
way of describing my motivations, including beliefs, memories, desires, rituals or habits,
allows me to describe them in social rather than psychoanalytic terms, and consequently
is amenable to a sociological analysis.
My desire to be seen as female is key to understanding my life. So it is worth giving an
overview of the criteria needed to adequately describe emotion. The literary and perform-
ing arts expend a lot of energy on the expression of emotion. Solomon (2000, pp.B.92-104)
sees emotions as useful because they operate as a psychic short cut that means we don’t
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have to stop and think about every action. Using the existential, prereﬂexive model, he
lists their characteristics as follows:
1. Emotions are intentional – they are about something.
2. Emotions have purpose/ﬁnality –they are strategies for dealing with the world.
3. Emotions set up a ‘magical’ transformation of how we see the world.
4. Emotions have a physical symptom, such as stomach churning.
Solomon suggests we are lying to ourselves if we don’t take responsibility for our compul-
sions and strong desires: “[emotions] are choices that we make in a very subtle way which
very strongly inﬂuence both the way we see the world and the way we act” (p.B.89). And
because we have made these choices prereﬂexively, that is once upon a time, the detailed
characteristics listed above – intentionality, purpose and how we might see the world dif-
ferently – rarely impact on our conscious awareness; rather, the physical symptom is what
we are most likely to notice. The characteristics for emotions, listed above, will be useful
in describing emotions in detail, and help in accessing prereﬂexive decisions.
Coercion to perform gender normatively is a good example of a cultural belief that
can result in emotions – positive if one is comfortable with the way one is being asked to
perform gender or dread if one is uncomfortable. Van Krieken et al. (2006) comment on
the social mechanisms used to coax individuals into the dichotomous gender categories,
including “a very elaborate cultural machinery of instruction . . . imitation, rehearsal, su-
pervision and inspection, constantly backed by sanctions from social disapproval to physical
violence . . . to anchor masculinity and femininity into our recalcitrant natures” (p.310).
In this example, the intention of the emotion is ‘the performance of gender’. The purpose
is to enforce social conformity. If we are comfortable with our allocated gender, our view
of the world is transformed to see it as naturally gendered, and might lead to a physical
symptom of warmth and relaxation. If we are not comfortable with our allocated gen-
der, our physical symptoms might include stomach churning, tension in the shoulders or
sweating.
Interaction in One’s Social World — Subject Formation
The infant subject does not take in and integrate all the cultural input and requirements
of the social world at once; rather, their subject formation is an ongoing process over their
lifetime. As the infant subject becomes aware of sometimes conﬂicting personal and social
desires and then chooses to act on these motivations, there is a consequent impact on
both the embodied individual and their relationship to the social world. For example, a
consequence of taking their ﬁrst steps is the development of muscle memories (Macquarie
Dictionary 2009, p.1100), which are then integrated as lifelong skills. Other interactions
can result in memories, beliefs or perceptions. A memory that a particular behaviour led
to stigma might result in a desire to avoid that stigma in the future. The subject’s suite
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of memories, desires and beliefs are taken into account when the subject considers novel
actions. Subject formation is not a one-oﬀ event but an ongoing and iterative process.
At each stage of the individual’s development, they are a little more inﬂuenced by their
interaction with society as well as their own needs and wants. Flynn (2006) adds: “the
time-bound nature of the human condition requires that existing as an individual is always
dynamic and under way, never static and complete” (p.25). This process also acknowledges
the importance of both personal and social inputs to subject formation.
The sum of these biographical phenomena, the individual’s personal narrative, be-
comes what Heidegger and Sartre (Solomon 2000: B.126-127) refer to as the individual’s
facticity. Those biographical phenomena that are repeated or practised can be eventually
integrated as habitual behaviour. The subject can be aware of the initial social inputs,
and consequent skill development, but once the behaviours are habitual they drift from
consciousness. Phenomena that have drifted from awareness in this way, Sartre refers to
as prereﬂexive. And once they are habitual, they become a component of the embodied
individual, and are perceived as such by both the individual and others. This updated
perception comes with updated expectations of how they will relate to the social world.
In terms of gender, as we learn to walk and talk, our parents’ minds turn to ensuring
appropriate gender performance. We very quickly realise that friends, aunties, school,
church, strangers and popular culture are all telling the same stories, reinforcing the same
messages, teaching us the scripts of gender performance. In this process we learn both
masculine and feminine scripts, but we learn that one script is appropriate and will gain
us praise and the other is inappropriate and will gain us disdain. The individuals who
shed most light on this process are those on the edges. For example, transsexuals perform
scripts they were told were inappropriate.
Embodied Components of Subject Formation — Habitus
Every action we take in life has the potential to have an impact on the body. Some are very
obvious. For example, risky behaviour can lead to injury, diet to weight, exercise to ﬁtness
and musculature, the use of tobacco and alcohol to disease, and the use of hormones and
surgery can alter the appearance of secondary sexual characteristics. Habitual behaviour
can also impact on the body. For example, Bourdieu (1998, 2003/2012) observed Algerian
women’s stooping posture when they were in the presence of their husbands. He refers
to such habitual dispositions as habitus. Cohen (2006, p.259) refers to habitus as being
acquired during primary socialisation, as a set of lasting habitual embodied dispositions
of which the actor is no longer conscious. McNay (2008, p.163) notes that practice,
which posits an intrinsic connection between body and power, is central to the concept
of habitus, and because the body is readily observable, it provides an opportunity to see
the exteriorising of class, gender, race and nationality as well as aspects of embodied
identity, subjectivity and agency in relation to dimensions of power. Changes to the body
and habitus are observable and therefore useful as indications of the autoethnographic
subject’s facticity, and are therefore useful as potential sources of data.
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Subject Reinforcement versus Reformation/Reconstruction
Searle (2010) suggests the choices an individual makes are predominantly motivated by
the beliefs, habits and memories which have developed over their lifetime. Consequently,
most day-to-day choices reinforce the very beliefs, habits and memories that motivated
them. Similarly, McNay (2008) observes, “Habitus is a principle of ‘operative spontaneity’,
that is to say that it is in a state of permanent revision, but this revision is rarely radical
because the new and unexpected is always incorporated upon the basis of previously estab-
lished, embodied dispositions” (p.18). If the predominant processes in our lives reinforce
the status quo, we then need to ask how change is possible. But we do see individuals
change, often after traumatic experiences or sudden insights. In such an instance, the
process has not changed; rather, the subject has become motivated by novel experiences,
insights, beliefs, desires or memories. It then becomes possible with signiﬁcant repetition
to change habits and habitus, which again through repetition reinforce the new status
quo. Heidegger and Sartre (Solomon 2000, pp.B.126-127) name the ability to see beyond
the reach of the current reality as transcendence. Flynn (2006) describes transcendence as
representing possible futures interacting with the past, our facticity, the givens of our situ-
ation, including our embodiment, race and nationality, our talents, as well as our previous
choices. For example, if a transwoman questions their belief in biologically determined
dichotomous gender, this would reduce internal conﬂicts and be transcendent, in the sense
of reaching beyond their present-day beliefs. Flynn’s (2006) distinction between factic-
ity and transcendence will be useful in framing how I, as an autoethnographic subject,
managed to either reinforce or reform habitual behaviours,
2.2.2 Cultural Reproduction — Making the Social World
A culture can only continue if it is able to reproduce itself over generations. Bourdieu
(1973) is credited with coining the term cultural reproduction, which he describes as the
cultivation of order through normative coercion. He saw the education system as being
the primary mechanism for the ongoing reproduction of class and social inequality. Rojek
(2006) suggests, “[Bourdieu] proposed that every individual interiorizes symbolic master-
patterns of thought and values as a condition of the socialization process” (p.109), and
that these master-patterns become markers of social belonging. Because I am primarily
examining cultural reproduction in terms of gender, I will routinely refer to normative
gender coercion. Dawkins (1976) compares the evolution of culture to genetic evolution,
making the point that the culture which reproduces itself the most reliably and quickly is
the one that becomes dominant over time. In attempting to answer how they reproduce,
he notes cultures are made up of memes, which may be “tunes, ideas, catch-phrases,
. . . fashions, ways of making pots or building arches” (p.206). He suggests these memes
can be replicated by any mode of communication: song, art and the written or spoken
word. Searle (2010) emphasises the importance of the individual in cultural reproduction:
“Collective mental phenomena of the sort we get in the organized societies are themselves
dependent on and derived from the mental phenomena of individuals” (p.4). Unless a
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culture is totally isolated and every single individual in that culture ﬁts the norm perfectly,
then the reproduction of culture is inaccurate and culture drifts over time. When looking
speciﬁcally at gender, the degree of success or failure of the cultural reproduction of gender
depends on the level of conformity to the gender norms of that society.
Discursive Models Creating the Social World
Many commentators have discussed the passing of cultural information from one subject
to another. Goﬀman (1976/1979) emphasises the importance of religious ritual, rites
of passage, games, dramatic performance, myth and story. Jung (1953/2003) believes
the primary mechanism is the group unconscious, which is composed of archetypes, from
which aspects are selected by individuals to integrate into their lives. I believe myth and
storytelling can account for much, if not all of our shared consciousness. We share stories
with preliterate children, with family at meal time, by painting on cave walls, in the graphic
art of an advertisement, in stories published as a novel or shared with millions via television
or cinema. Storytelling is one of the oldest and still one of the most common methods of
teaching cultural norms. Some stories try to teach us how to keep safe. Stories like The Boy
Who Cried Wolf (trad.) try to teach us not to lie or exaggerate for attention. And from a
very young age, we hear stories in which boys and girls act in gender ‘appropriate’ ways.
Booker (2004) suggests all narratives teach us how our society works and consequently how
we ﬁt in or do not ﬁt in. For Booker, “[a story] is based on a sequence of mental images
which we anticipate will come eventually to a point of perfect resolution” (p.253). In the
classic comedy, everyone starts oﬀ confused, and the story ends with the world in harmony.
In tragedy, order and harmony are never regained. Interestingly, Booker postulates that
all narrative relies on the interaction between masculine and feminine elements:
“What we thus see emerging is a fundamental polarity which is crucial to
the structure of storytelling. At one (masculine) pole is the power of darkness,
centered on the ego, limited consciousness and an inability to see whole, making
for confusion, division and ultimately death. At the other is the power of
the feminine, centred on selﬂess feeling and the ability to see whole, making
for connection, the healing of division and life.” (p.257) . . . “When power is
brought into conjunction with true sympathetic feeling for the other; when the
sense of order is brought into harmony with the capacity to see whole; then
both are miraculously made life-giving.” (p.262.)
He suggests in Sleeping Beauty, we see that Beauty’s femininity is not enough to save
her. She needs masculine strength to free her. He concludes all stories teach us that
the masculine and feminine need each other to be whole. I found Booker’s assertion that
the resolution of plot is always the resolution of the masculine and the feminine to be
incredibly gendernormative, relying on the very stereotypes feminists have been trying to
break down.
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The Self-Replicating Institution of Language
Searle (2010, p.201) claims the complex structures of human societies, the institutional
realities, can be created, maintained and explained by the ongoing and repeated use of a
single, logico-linguistic operation, the“Status Function Declaration” (p.13). Searle gives
primacy to the social institution of language, for he believes all other social institutions
are dependent on the existence of language. He sees language as an “extension of prelin-
guistic forms of intentionality” (p.63) and a necessary step toward social institutions. He
emphasises that having a shared language is having a social contract: “you cannot have
institutional facts without language. And once you have a shared language you can create
institutional facts at will” (p.63). Under his model, groups of people working together
develop procedures, which are represented by conventions. He makes the point that the
“conventions are arbitrary, but once they are settled they give the participants a right to
speciﬁc expectations. They are normative.” (p.87). And so language and the arbitrary cul-
tures they spawn become self-replicating. Using his model we can see gender embedded in
language as a set of normative expectations with attached rights, duties and commitments,
albeit all of them arbitrary.
Reinforcing versus Re-Making the Social World
Why do some cultures seem to remain stable for centuries while others seem to change
very rapidly? We have already seen that the use of language and the choices people
make tend to reinforce the group consensus. If an individual lives in a culture where the
majority of the population believe that men ought to be masculine and women feminine,
then their use of language, perceptions, memories, beliefs, moral strictures, desires and
embodiment line up and promote normativity. Kando (1973) suggests that a degree of
variation and stigma are necessary in a properly functioning society: “a certain permanent
margin of deviance, and its open punishment [help maintain] normative boundaries and
reinforce the collective conscience” (p.136). Searle makes the point that once we agree
that we have the ability to generate novel status function declarations, then “there is
literally no limit to the institutional realities we can create” (p.88). Butler (1990, p.141)
suggests transgender performance of gender could subvert existing gender norms. But
getting people to change their minds on established beliefs such as gender is not a trivial
task, particularly when, as Searle suggests, these agreed “rights, responsibilities and so on
are the glue that holds human society together” (p.89). Connell (1995/2005, p.65; 2012,
p.866), after Kos´ık (1976), notes that gender is onto-formative, created by our practices of
doing gender. Using Searle’s thesis, we can also say institutional acts are onto-formative
because performing linguistic institutional acts implies agreement with the status function
declarations that deﬁne those acts.
The social world has changed in my lifetime. I have seen my poorly educated rural
grandmothers (both born before 1900) behave very diﬀerently in terms of class and gender
to my parents, my own generations and today’s children. I have seen many cultural beliefs
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about the morality of homosexuality and the way society deals with gender nonconformity
change dramatically. Connell (1995/2005) comments that “to recognise masculinity and
femininity as historical . . . is to locate them ﬁrmly in the world of social agency” (p.81),
and notes that this has partly come about because of changes in technology and class
dynamics. Overall, we see that social stability, gradual change and sudden change can be
explained using collective intentionality and status function declarations. This leads one
to ask how one can inﬂuence change in an attempt to broaden social justice and equity. I
will look to explicate this in the data and commentary chapters.
2.3 Competing/Intersecting Complexes of Power Constructing Gender
The social world is not homogenous; rather, individuals are inﬂuenced by a growing number
of social institutions that compete for adherents, inﬂuence, objects of subjugation and
hegemony. Each of these institutions has its own agendas, worldview, ethics and morality
(Tribe 1973); their inﬂuence varies with subculture as well as intersecting with other
dimensions, such as race, ethnicity, religion, education and economic class. And because
of their genealogy – for example, State Law has derived from Church Law – we can see
similarities, intersections and alliances between institutions. The eﬀectiveness of each of
these institutions depends on its ability to reproduce or evolve in ways that maximises
their hegemony as social circumstances vary. Downing (2008) notes that in the liberal
educated West, the “waning belief in the sovereignty of the leader” (p.18) results in a
tactical organisation of society that gives us social control or governmentality, via a form
of state self-regulation leading to the possibility of government without intervention. And
so “regulation (of bodies, populations, children, sexualities) occurs by means of networks
of strategic power relations” (p.18), which “are rooted deep in the social nexus” (Foucault
1982, p.791). In this section I will critique those institutions which were most inﬂuential
in the life of the autoethnographic subject in attempting to coerce gendernormativity –
the institutions’ attempts at the cultural reproduction of gender.
2.3.1 The Family and Education
For most growing up in the Anglosphere, the basic unit of social structure is the family.
This is where we ﬁrst learn language, with its embedded lessons on gender, and where
we ﬁrst see gendered relations in action. The next most common institution is education,
which for those at religious schools has embedded cultural memes derived from Church
teachings. The autoethnographic subject’s education was one of many factors trying to
ensure the cultural reproduction (Bourdieu 1972, 1973, 1998) of gendernormativity. John
Smyth (2016) supports Bourdieu’s position, adding the school system in Australia acts
to sort students into those who ‘ﬁt-in’ as members of a neoliberal capitalist workforce
and those who are disengaged and are deemed to be “social waste” (p.130) and are then
“recycled into low level precarious labour” (p.130). He suggests the education system lays
the blame for disengagement and poor performance on the victim and consequently dis-
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counts any egalitarian aspirations for education as well as glossing over the real reasons for
rejecting those who don’t ‘ﬁt-in’ — being of little use to neoliberal capitalism. But Smyth
also notes many of these disengaged students gain agency through leaving the school sys-
tem, often entering the labour market in non-conventional ways and some re-engage with
education on there own terms at a later time. Leonard et al. (2012, p.18) note that
transwomen are far less likely to ﬁnish high school than the general population, but inter-
estingly the proportion ﬁnishing tertiary education is similar to the general population.
This suggests to me that even though a signiﬁcant number of transwomen are unable to
ﬁnish high school because of discrimination, victimisation and lack of support a signiﬁcant
number are able to re-engage later in life. This supports Smyth’s position.
There has been a long-running debate within education on diﬀerential pedagogy of the
genders. With the Bennett sisters in Jane Austen’s novel Pride and Prejudice, we see the
sisters’ education was designed to mould them as accomplished mothers and wives. In the
1950s, when I ﬁrst attended school, the emphasis of education was strongly vocational:
boys and girls studied diﬀerent subjects, particularly in high school, to prepare them
for diﬀerent working roles as adults. For example, girls were encouraged to study home
economics and boys trade and academic subjects. From the 1970s, I observed a move
away from gender-segregated education with the aim of eliminating diﬀerential career
opportunities in adult life. But contemporary educationalists (Sax 2005) still appeal to
an essential diﬀerence between boys and girls in psychological makeup and so suggest that
the only way to give them a successful education is to send them to single-sex schools. On
closer reading, I was pleased to see that Sax at least acknowledged that gay, lesbian and
transgendered children existed. He went on to say that they would probably not be well
served by his dichotomous ‘normal boy/normal girl’ pedagogy, but then I was disappointed
that he did not oﬀer any ideas on how to educate the non-normative.
Jones et al. (2016) note that even though the rights of transgender and gender di-
verse students to equity in education and sexuality education is recognised by UNESCO
(2011) and the United Nations (2012), 25% (50% in Christian Schools) of their participants
avoided school because of the dominant coercion to perform gender normatively. They
suggest Australian schools of all types need training in appropriate and supportive sexu-
ality education, facilities, language and behaviour toward transgender and gender diverse
students. Lunneblad et al. (2016) note the Swedish school of their study sold themselves
as having a Christian proﬁle and actively downplayed diversity and multiculturalism. This
supports the sociocultural process noted by Bourdieu, Smythe and Leonard et al. that
education is primarily a tool for entrenching the status quo. In an attempt to oppose
this conforming tendency of education, McLean (2000) argues bisexuality needs to be
discussed more in class to break down the heterosexual/homosexual exclusive categories.
More broadly Pallotta-Chiarolli (2010) calls for “sexual diversity and family diversity to
be recognized as incorporating identities and structures beyond the gay/straight divide and
beyond monogamous heterosexual or homosexual couple framework” (p.1).
This discussion suggests the interaction between the autoethnographic subject, my-
self, and all levels of education will shed signiﬁcant light on the research questions.
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2.3.2 Religions, Philosophies, Ethics, Morality
Most religions and philosophies have opinions on how we should behave and relate to each
other, god and the universe (Tribe 1973). The religions that dominate in the Anglosphere
are the patriarchal Protestant and Catholic Christianity. Counter to this, there has been
a growing relativism which is highly inﬂuenced by science, capitalism and Asian cultures.
In relation to gender, sex roles and identity, Christianity has proselytised it is our moral
duty to conform to the natural order as decreed by the Bible and by centuries of practice.
Catholicism has one of the clearest opinions on sex and gender: the primary purpose of
sex is for procreation and any interference in this process is sinful. Consequently, they
proscribe any sex for transsexuals and homosexuals, or the use of a condom for heterosexual
sex, because these acts do not support reproduction. On altering the body, they are also
very clear. Saunders (2001) quotes Vatican II’s Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the
Modern World, Saint Paul (1 Cor 6:19) and the Catechism (No. 2297) to support his case
that transsexual surgery is “a grotesque mutilation of the body” and is not justiﬁed by the
supposed psychological good it does. He does go on to say that individuals suﬀering from
gender dysphoria must be treated with compassion and counselled to divert them from
their preoccupation with sexual identity. Van Krieken et al. (2006) note that religious
ritual can give a sense of connectedness which contributes to social order, and so any
gender nonconformist who has religious beliefs risks being ostracised and disconnected
from the social order. In this thesis I, as autoethnographic subject, will explore the
relevant Catholic cultural texts particularly in terms of feeling social disconnection from
my family and cultural background.
2.3.3 The Law and Gender Conformity
The Law in the Anglosphere is substantially based on an English Protestant interpreta-
tion of Christianity, overlaid with strata of common law and case law. In recent times, the
Law has been inﬂuenced by medical, psychological, humanist, sociological, socialist and
capitalist thought. The Law has very strong opinions on gendernormativity and sexuality.
Up until the 1970s, homosexuality was seen as immoral and illegal. Now, homosexual re-
lationships are recognised and even celebrated in many parts of the United States, Canada
and Australia. Yet in 2010, Kirby (2010) reported 41 out of 53 former British colonies
still had anti-sodomy laws. The Law has also expended signiﬁcant energy trying to co-
erce gendernormativity. For example, until the 1980s, the Australian state of Tasmania
had a law prohibiting men dressing as women in daylight hours, assuming criminal intent
such as criminal disguise, prostitution or gross indecency. Kirby (1988) suggested the Law
badly lagged behind medical, psychological and social practice in terms of social justice
and equity for transgendered people.
A detailed genealogy of legal opinion on areas of gender nonconformity such as trans-
sexualism is outside the scope of this thesis, except for noting its impact in terms of
normative coercion on the autoethnographic subject. The UK probate court case (Corbett
v Corbett 1971; Fallowell & Ashley 1982), where a transsexual woman was legally declared
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to be male, set the legal recognition of transwomen back decades across the Anglosphere.
There has been some progress in my home state of Victoria in protecting transwomen from
viliﬁcation and discrimination, and in reissuing birth certiﬁcates. Thus far, no judgement
has totally recognised a transsexual person in their identiﬁed gender. The recognitions
have always been qualiﬁed. For example, the person is recognised as a ‘woman’ for the
purpose of travel, for the purpose of criminal law or for the purpose of marriage. The
rights of a transperson still vary incredibly from state to state as well as from country to
country. And legal deﬁnitions of gender are variously based on surgical intervention even
if a core brain sex in line with the identiﬁed gender had been established. This is prob-
lematic in those jurisdictions where transpersons are not protected under the Law unless
they have had surgery. This puts pressure on them to request surgery for legal recognition
rather than in helping fulﬁl self-identity. Normative people have far more rights than
non-normative individuals. Gender nonconformists have to ﬁght for the right to privacy
and the right to marry, protection in law from discrimination and viliﬁcation, and to be
provided with birth certiﬁcates or passports that do not embarrass them. The lack of legal
recognition adds to their social dislocation and problems with psychological and physical
health. I agree with Butler (2004), who asserts that all gender anti-discrimination legisla-
tion ought to now support the transgendered and transsexuals because “gender now also
means gender identity” (p.4). Butler reverses the current assumption on what the Law
could be for: “What is most important is to cease legislating for all lives what is livable
only for some, and similarly, to refrain from proscribing for all lives what is unlivable for
others” (p.8).
2.3.4 The Economic Organisation of Society
In Western heteronormative and gendernormative capitalist societies, it is well established
that there are huge wealth diﬀerences based on class, education, race and gender. Connell
(2009, p.79) lists the ‘sexual division of labour’ as a dimension of gender relations resulting
in the diﬀerential ability of men and women to accumulate wealth. Stuart Ewen (1976)
suggests the twentieth century capitalist invention of the consumer society – and the
thirty year mortgage – destroyed the extended family and created the nuclear family
locking people into very rigid heteronormative and gendernormative sex-roles showing
women, as well as suﬀering violence and discrimination, suﬀered economically. Mohsen
Javdani (2015), looking at the years 1999-2005, notes that there are still signiﬁcant areas
of male-female wage disparity but that this disparity varies with education, having a
dependent child, education, age and the type of product – intellectual vs service – the
ﬁrm produces. As discussed in the earlier section on Family and Education, Smyth (2016)
argues that our modern economy uses the education system to sort individuals into those
who ‘ﬁt in’ and those who do not. And those who do not ‘ﬁt in’ are most often left in
precarious situations in terms of income, housing and, in fact, all the social determinants
of health. He concludes that this precarity is inevitable in neoliberal capitalism. The
economic organisation of society, then, discriminates against those who do not meet the
normativities expected of society.
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But countering this tendency, we see discrimination and its consequent precarity in-
tersect with race, class, gender, sexuality and gender identity. In the USA in the early
1970s, we started to see middle-class homosexual men lead assimilationist movements to
try to remove homosexuality-based stigma. And once legal restrictions against homosex-
uality were removed, many gay businesses sprang up, to the extent that marketing ﬁrms
started to advertise to male homosexual couples, some of whom had double incomes in
middle-class jobs, no children and so a high disposable income. This niche market is often
called the ‘pink dollar/pound’ (Macquarie Dictionary 2009, p.1265). Mainstream com-
panies now see it as advantageous to seek the pink dollar. For example, the program of
the 20th Melbourne Queer Film Festival (MQFF 2010) lists 30 sponsors, including major
sponsors such as Volkswagen and the City of Melbourne. Following the success of gay
men, transsexual women also started to achieve some assimilationist success. The most
successful were commonly middle class, well educated, with high disposable incomes and
an inclination/penchant to spend a lot on feminising products and processes. This led
me to wonder what happened in the late twentieth century when suddenly there seemed
to be less stigma attached to being gay, lesbian, bi or trans. One could suggest these
changes came about because increasing education, knowledge and egalitarian aspirations
of an educated liberal society. But part of me wonders if it may be as simple as neoliberal
capitalism seeing middle class gay, lesbian, bi and trans individuals as good consumers,
investors and employees and so ‘acceptable’ in a consumer society.
An important consequence of trans, gay and lesbian assimilationist aspirations was
that those who met homonormative and transnormative criteria started to exclude non-
normative homosexual and transpeople (Scherer 2010). Mottier (2008, p.111) notes that
a number of queer theorists reject the development of a gay culture based on consump-
tion. Non-assimilationist transsexuals and gender diverse people often ﬁnd it very hard
to get mainstream employment as well as suﬀering severe discrimination and viliﬁcation.
Levitt & Dubner (2010) and the Commonwealth of Australia (1994) report that transi-
tioning to live in one’s asserted gender leads to signiﬁcant loss of income. Leonard et
al. (2015) also noted that trans individuals reported lower income, because of the loss
of employment or under employment, as well as showing signiﬁcant psychological stress,
lower levels of resilience and achieved lower levels of the social determinants of health.
The interaction of normative gender coercion and economics is very relevant to this thesis
because wanting to live with ﬁnancial security rather than precarity is a coercive force
toward gendernormativity.
2.3.5 Medical Prescriptions for Normative Gender
As discussed earlier in this chapter, the medical, psychiatric and psychoanalytic profes-
sions have examined and documented the diversity of gender performance. But beyond
description, many medical professionals believe they have a prescriptive role in enforcing
gendernormativity. I believe this stems from them confusing their moral beliefs with their
medical practice.
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Here is just one example of a surgeon proselytising gender norms. Plastic surgeon,
Douglas Ousterhout (2009) specialises in facial feminisation surgery for transgendered
women, with the aim of helping them pass as women. He lists over 30 diﬀerent procedures,
including cranio-facial, scalp advancement, forehead feminisation and jaw repositioning:
“Facial feminization is a collection of aggressive facial-bone surgeries designed
to reduce the masculine areas of your skull to feminine proportions. By re-
contouring the forehead, eye sockets, nose, jaw, and chin while reducing the
‘Adam’s apple’, the lips and any baldness, your surgeon can give a look and
proﬁle that beﬁts a woman.” (pp.4-5)
He also rebuilds facial proportions, such as the ratio of the length of nose to the length
of forehead to the golden mean1. As well as asserting these surgeries are necessary to
conform to being a woman he also gives advice on ‘correct’ behaviours for women. In
closing, Ousterhout advises:
“To be perceived as a woman, you must walk, talk, dress, and otherwise ‘live’
appropriately in your new gender. By paying special attention to your hair,
cosmetics, hygiene, and weight, in addition to your movements, you can smooth
out those rough edges that suggest you are still a man.” (p.155)
Thus, an important question for this autoethnography is the extent to which the psychi-
atric/medical professions exerted gendernormative inﬂuences on my life.
2.3.6 Heteropatriarchal Popular Culture and the Mass Media
The broad introduction of mass media and mass communication have encouraged a debate
about the value of popular culture. Abercrombie (2006) suggests that in the early 20th
century, popular culture was seen as the culture of the mass of the people, the subordinate
classes. In this view popular culture includes “Hollywood cinema, television, popular mu-
sic and romantic ﬁction” (p.297). He notes that the Frankfurt School contrasted popular
and high culture as the trivial versus the serious, the uneducated versus the educated, the
commercial versus the uncommercial and the fake versus the authentic. On the value of
popular culture, Abercrombie sees two extreme views: “At one extreme are those theories
which propose that popular culture supports a dominant ideology, discourages critical think-
ing, reinforces conventional stereotypes and produces passive audiences” (p.298). There
is certainly a lot of popular culture that reinforces the normative and especially the gen-
dernormative. As this thesis will show, I can easily bring to mind numerous examples of
popular culture where non-normative sexual or gender behaviour is portrayed as stigma-
tised. On the value of popular culture, Abercrombie continues: “At the other extreme are
arguments that celebrate popular culture as a creative expression of popular sentiments,
appealing to an audience that is far from passive and is capable of critical thought” (p.298).
Further, Abercrombie notes that active audiences are “selecting and often rejecting media
opinions” (p.239) and that contemporary societies are made up of competing groups. In
1A ratio of 1 to (
√
5 + 1)/2 – or approximately 1 to 1.618.
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my autoethnography, I will look for evidence to support or counter these diﬀering views.
I suspect that in most cases, we are partly created by popular culture even when we are
trying to reject it.
2.3.7 The Radical Feminist Moral Critique of Transsexuality
Feminist Studies is very broad and multidisciplinary, has given us great insight into the
power relations between men and women, and has trialled a number of strategies and
methodologies to counter the subordination of women. A number of feminists have called
for radical change in society and have promoted gender separatism as a strategy to counter
patriarchy. In terms of understanding the genealogy of the exclusion of transwomen by
radical feminists, a good starting point is Janice Raymond (1979), The Transsexual Em-
pire, where she suggests “male-to-constructed-female” (p.xv) transsexuals reinforce the
power of the patriarchy by passing as ultrafeminine heterosexual women. Raymond as-
serts all transsexuals are gendernormative, crave “the power that women have, by virtue
of female biology” (p.xvi), as well as beneﬁtting from male privilege. Raymond suggests
transsexuals fail in living integrated lives:“Behind the quest for the body and sex role and
identity of the opposite sex is the quest for deeper self-hood . . . the quest for transcendence”
(p.17). She then suggests transsexuals cannot achieve transcendence because they deny
their true selves. Raymond’s appeal to female biology does seem to rely on biological
essentialism and counters de Beauvoir’s (1949/1989) contention that women are made
not born, thereby acknowledging women’s behaviour is primarily socially constructed.
Downing (2008) adds: “feminism has tended to take the female subject as a given, as
the foundation of its politics. . . . [whereas] a post-Foucaldian feminism might reject the
assumption of the category of ‘woman’ itself as having any valid truth status” (p.106).
This debate is current. For example, in late 2015, Sheila Jeﬀreys and Sally Goldner
(Jeﬀreys & Goldner 2015) were guests on mainstream ABC Radio, discussing whether
Germaine Greer (Greer & Walk 2015) had the right to say an individual cannot change
sex. In her book Gender Hurts, Jeﬀreys (2014) expresses dismay that “States, legislatures,
much of the feminist academy, and lesbian and gay organisations are involved in a gender
protection racket” (p.189) by supporting transgenderism. This debate is relevant to this
thesis because of its impact on me, the autoethnographic subject. I will return to this
topic in both the data and commentary chapters.
2.3.8 Toward a Post-transsexual Feminist Framing
I believe the critical analysis in this thesis will be much richer for using a feminist frame.
Feminist theorists have much to say about the harm caused to the vulnerable by rigid
patriarchal gender norms and binaries. Raymond (1979) suggests transsexuality is an
artefact of patriarchal coercion to perform gender dichotomously as determined by bio-
logical sex. Jeﬀreys (1990) is convinced that in a post-patriarchal society, “transsexuality
could not be imagined” (p.188). Their opinions need analysing especially considering the
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work of Ross et al. (1981) and Roscoe (1988), who both note that in societies that have
strongly deﬁned sex roles, there is a greater tendency to allow for opt-out social options,
such as transsexuality.
Sandy Stone (1991) wrote a critique of Raymond’s Transsexual Empire entitled The
Empire Strikes Back: A Posttranssexual Manifesto. In part, it attempts to counter Ray-
mond’s invalidation of transsexuals’ life experiences. Stone notes critical transsexual sto-
ries have primarily been told by non-transsexuals, including the medical profession and
radical feminists. She notes transsexuals rarely tell their own authentic stories because
the “highest purpose of the transsexual is to erase him/herself, to fade into the ‘normal’
population as soon as possible” (p.230) by passing (Kroeger 2003) as normative and by
creating a plausible but ﬁctional personal narrative. Stone urges transsexuals to forgo
passing, becoming visible –“posttranssexual” (p.232) – and to write authentic stories into
the feminist discourses on trans. She sees the transsexual as best understood as “a set of
embodied texts” (p.231). In the“transsexual as text”, Stone sees “the potential to map the
reﬁgured body onto conventional gender discourse and thereby disrupt it . . . to fragment
and reconstitute the elements of gender in new and unexpected geometries” (p.231). In
that I, the autoethnographic subject, intend to forgo passing in this autoethnography, I see
this thesis as taking a post-transsexual perspective. I have been committed to being out
about my trans status since the 1990s as part of my feminist politics (O’Sullivan & Peters
1995, p.7). Reading Mottier (2008, p.65) on Jeﬀreys (1990) – who believed being a lesbian
could be a political act of resistance to patriarchy – it occurred to me that there could
also be ‘political transpeople’. Certainly, my primary motivation for living as a woman
was not political, but the autoethnography will demonstrate some political motivation.
Notwithstanding there have been transwomen who see the patriarchal feminine as an
ideal, many transwomen are attracted to feminism because they experience discrimination
both as transwomen and as women, and many want to step beyond the limitations of
both masculine and feminine stereotypes. Butler (2004, pp.8-9) suggests that the current
trans and intersex movements are feminist and not post-feminist. She also asserts the
feminism that has countered violence against women ought to serve as a basis for alliance
for antihomophobic, antiracist, trans and intersex activisms because of the shared violence
against them. Connell (2012) comments,“Clearly, the issue of transsexual women’s relation
to the feminist project has not been settled” (p.863). She believes feminist social science is
essential in understanding transsexuality, transsexual women’s political relations and their
experience of contradictory “social embodiment as constantly engaging bodies and bodily
agency” as well as the cultural meanings and social practices of bodily change. Noting
another politics is possible, Connell suggests:
“Because transsexual women’s lives are shaped by the intransigence of gender,
there is necessarily common ground with feminism. . . .Much of what transsex-
ual women need is already contained in feminist agendas: equity in education,
adequate child care, equal employment conditions and wage justice, prevention
of gender-based violence, resistance to sexist culture, and . . . a woman-friendly
state.” (p.872)
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I see an important area of security for transpeople is their personal and political recognition
by the people they relate to on a daily basis, especially those who believe the ‘natural’
order dictates people are one of two genders which are ‘rightly’ determined by biology. The
gender status of transwomen has recently been in the public domain and it is often framed
as a feminist issue. For example, Germaine Greer (1989, 1999) insists transwomen are
not real women, and although she (Greer & Wark 2015) insists she isn’t questioning the
right of transwomen to live as women, she does not believe one can change one’s biological
sex. This left many transwomen feeling angry because they are not seen as women. After
centuries of male privilege, I certainly believe women need to have women’s-only spaces
and events to help empower and heal themselves. I have observed this potential growth
can be inhibited by the presence of transwomen they perceive to be male. That said,
the ban does not help transpeople who also need to be empowered. In an ideal world
women would not feel they needed a women’s-only space to feel safe. I believe an angry
disagreement between transwomen and those who do not see them as women does not help
the cause of either group. A better strategy would be to focus activism on non-inclusion
of all women because of patriarchy and male privilege.
For a long time, I have seen it as important for transwomen to build coalitions with
feminists, lesbians and gay men (Collins 1994), but have met a great deal of resistance,
particularly from radical lesbian feminists. Platero & Ortega-Arjonilla (2016) are very
positive about the recent Spanish transfeminism, which has a strong focus on gender
identity and on building feminist coalitions between transwomen and lesbians, noting
they have a strong focus on intersectionality, plurality and challenging the binary gender
system. They note that a positive relationship between transwomen and feminists is far
less developed in the Anglosphere.
Consequently, I see this thesis is most usefully framed as feminist in the sense that, at
its core, it is a critique of patriarchy, male privilege, my perception of incompetent male
hegemony, challenging patriarchally endorsed binaries and normative gender coercion,
with a strong focus on intersectionality with other feminisms. I see it as post-transsexual
because it relies on my forgoing invisibility as a transwoman.
2.4 Trans and Gender-Diverse Health and Wellbeing
In 2000, the Department of Human Services (State of Victoria 2001) established The Minis-
terial Advisory Committee on Gay and Lesbian Health (MACGLH) to advise on the health
and wellbeing of Victoria’s gay and lesbian communities. After some pressure from lobby
groups such as TransGender Victoria, the terms of reference were broadened to include
bisexual, transgender and intersex people where they had issues in common with gay and
lesbian people. The committee noted sexual orientation and gender identity as key social
determinants of health and illness in two major ways. First, dominant heteronormative
beliefs marginalise and discriminate against non-heteronormative GLBTI people and this
shared discrimination leads to common sets of health problems. In reaction, TransGen-
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der Victoria (TGV & Peters 2002) was complimentary of the MACGLH report where it
looked at the commonalities between GLBTI people. Simultaneously, it was critical of the
MACGLH for not acknowledging speciﬁc public-health needs of transgendered and trans-
sexual people. TGV made a number of health promotion and policy recommendations to
the Victorian Department of Human Services: the need for psychological assessment and
transition counselling, workplace transition counselling and education, passing skills and
self-esteem therapy, hormone therapy, availability of gender reassignment surgeries, ﬁnan-
cial support, post surgery care, deﬁnition of standards of care, adequate funding for the
Monash Gender Clinic, the funding of a gender centre and transgender awareness training
for emergency ward treatment. TransGender Victoria received no speciﬁc response from
the Victorian Government. In 2007, TranZnation, a Report on the Health and Wellbeing
of Transgender People in Australia and New Zealand (Couch et al. 2007) was tabled by
the Australian Research Centre in Sex, Health & Society. The study suggested that trans-
gendered people needed to be heard by lawmakers, the medical profession and the general
population. The report provided useful data for activists and researchers, gave a voice to
transgendered people, but made no formal recommendations.
In 2014, the Victorian Department of Health (State of Victoria 2014) continued to
report that trans and gender-diverse people’s wellbeing, physical and mental health were
signiﬁcantly worse than those of the general public and other LGBTI subpopulations; they
suggested this situation was “caused by stigma, social exclusion, discrimination, bullying,
rejection by family and friends and experiencing diﬃculties in being able to transition”
(p.8). Many decades earlier, Kando (1973) examined many of the same issues for trans-
sexual women, primarily in terms of dealing with stigma (after Goﬀman 1963). He made
the distinction between stigma which is discredited – known widely – and stigma which
is discreditable – known only to a very few. In this context, Kando noted that those who
passed as women led more ‘respectable’ lives with less stigma. Kando also noted managing
life-history information, the need for coaching, social and geographical mobility and lying
were all important in stigma management. Comparing the work of Kando (1973) and the
State of Victoria (2014), quoted above, we see there has not been a great deal of progress
over these 40 years. A great deal more work still needs to be done to improve the health
of gender non-normative populations.
Marmot (1999) suggests a typology, the social determinants of health, which is well
suited for describing some of the issues discussed above. In his work for the British
Government and the World Health Organisation, Marmot lists 10 social factors (printed in
bold face in the following text) which correlate with health and each other. Using Marmot’s
typology to frame the Victorian Government research discussed in the previous paragraphs,
it was shown that non-gendernormative individuals often suﬀer social exclusion, both
as adults and in their early life, which can lead to poor social support, and later in
life suﬀer increased problems with unemployment, or have work where they have low
autonomy. This high-stress life sometimes leads to drug and alcohol addiction, and
they are often lower on the social gradient than would be expected based on their level
of education. The other two of Marmot’s 10 determinants do not seem to be directly
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related to non-gendernormative behaviour: food and transport. However, because there
are correlations between the determinants, they also become relevant. For example, an
unemployed person might live a long way from a place where there is work and is less likely
to be able to eat well. In the autoethnography, I will examine how my personal physical
and psychological health has varied in terms of these social determinants of health.
An Empowerment Model of Health Promotion
In trying to summarise medical, psychiatric and public-health approaches to gender non-
normativity, we are a long way from any agreement as to diagnosis or treatment. This may
simply be because gender is primarily a social construction rather than a medical condition
requiring diagnosis. The medical and psychological theories on gendered behaviour are
certainly complex and most assert gendernormative conformity is healthy. But I would
like to ﬁnish this section acknowledging a diﬀerent style of medical intervention. Bock-
ting & Coleman (1992) are medical practitioners who make no attempt to identify the
‘true’ transsexual. In fact, they believe imposing such a rigid classiﬁcation can lead to
tragic results in personal adjustment. And neither do they try to impose gendernormative
behaviour as a condition of treatment, but try to help individuals holistically live in so-
ciety. They acknowledge the diﬃculty many gender nonconformists experience and have
devised a program that looks for and treats related problems such as depression, obsessive-
compulsive behaviour and social inadequacy. Their program facilitates the formation of
a solid healthy identity and encourages diverse and creative solutions, not leading clients
to surgery as a matter of course, which is what the gatekeeper (Butler 2004, p.5) model
does. In addition, it assists with social adjustment after any procedures. Bockting &
Coleman encourage the acquisition of personal agency, assessing the clients’ abilities to
make informed choice, and facilitate and support them. I believe this is a very practical
caring solution which helps individuals.
2.5 In Summary — A Complex Intersectional Multidisciplinary Framing
My research questions have led me into many ﬁelds of academic endeavour. Each has fas-
cinating and relevant input into my thinking, and this literature review has summarised
those I consider key in framing the data and commentary. In terms of trying to bring
some coherence to all the disparate multidisciplinary ideas discussed, I am reminded of
Campbell’s (1982) complexity theory, which suggests that when a system gets to such a
degree of complexity that it cannot be understood logically, then we have to move to a
diﬀerent mode of thinking – chaotic, probabilistic, artistic thinking – which he suggests
gives the best predictive models when complexity is high. I would certainly suggest that
the operation of gender in our society certainly passes such a complexity threshold. An-
other important factor to note is that not only is a multidisciplined approach needed to
examine the complexity of gender, but many of the diﬀerent factors interact. In terms of
intersectionality, I believe the most relevant, beyond those directly related to gender, are
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educational achievement, economic class, embodiment and religion. These will become
evident in the data chapters. The following chapter will discuss how I propose to use the
critical framing deﬁned in this chapter to structure and analyse the autoethnographic data
and commentary, with the aim of answering the formal research questions.
Chapter 3
Methodology and Methods
In this chapter I will discuss the reasons I believe phenomenological autoethnography is
the most appropriate methodology for this project; the criteria for good autoethnography;
and how I will present and frame the data, commentary, analysis and conclusions.
3.1 Qualitative Research Considerations
There have been many strategies advocated for use in qualitative research but Creswell
(2009) focuses on ﬁve: ethnography, grounded theory, case studies, phenomenological re-
search and narrative research. Autoethnography combines all ﬁve of these but is primarily
an ethnographic analysis of narrative. It is also phenomenological in the sense that I, a
participant (and also a case study), will describe the essence of my experiences of living
in a gendered world when I was ill at ease with my culturally allocated gender. I will
also use aspects of grounded theory in that I will derive general, abstract theory from
the process of interacting in a gendered world, grounded in the participant view of the
autoethnographic subject. Over the next paragraphs, I will deﬁne the methods to be used.
This research needs to use the techniques of storytelling and biography to document
the data. Reed-Danahay (1997) writes, “Norman Denzin has . . . distinguished several
forms of writing in what he calls ‘biographical method’: autobiography, ethnography, au-
toethnography, biography, ethnography story, oral history, case history, case study, life
history, life story, self story and personal experience story” (p.6). Bevir (2011) makes the
point that, “Narratives depend on the conditional connections between beliefs, desires and
actions” (p.91). On conventional autobiography, I found Fox (2004) valuable: “a good
autobiographer is writing an ethnography of his [sic] own life, and he [sic] should treat his
[sic] task with the proper detachment and regard for the facts ” (p.47). Both the advantage
and disadvantage of autobiography is insider knowledge, which can be used to hide or dis-
tort the truth, either deliberately or through self-delusion, or to give honest deep insight.
Nevertheless, we can signiﬁcantly add value to biography by layering it with analysis.
The aim of phenomenology is to describe the temporal ﬂow of what is experienced by
the consciousness of the subject and to describe those phenomena free from any theoret-
ical abstractions. On phenomenology, Kando (1973) notes, “Objectivity, here, means the
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accurate rendering of the subject’s subjectivity” (p.133). Solomon (2000) adds, “there is
no separating consciousness from the world. Consciousness in the world or of the world
is a uniﬁed phenomenon and it cannot be separated” (p.B.109). McNay (2008, p.12) be-
lieves that for phenomenology to be useful, it must include a sociological view on power
relations and the subject’s perception of the social world. Flynn (2006, p.20) describes
phenomenology as an iterative process which allows us to get closer to the essence of the
conscious experience, as we gather more information.
Bloor & Wood (2006) describe ethnography as having “a commitment to richly con-
textualized, extended, participant-eyed description . . . with a minimum of pre-existing hy-
potheses and a determination to represent the phenomena at hand faithfully” (p.176).
They see interactive and sustained participant observation, immersed in the social world
of those being studied, as key to an ethnography. Combined with reﬂection and inter-
pretation and the use of multiple methods, they see this resulting in thick sociologically
layered multiperspective description. Kando (1973, p.133) suggests that in studying trans-
sexuality, where there is little dominant theory to be tested, an exploratory ethnographic
phenomenological approach is useful in order to gain as much information as possible to
understand the phenomenon on its own terms. Even though Kando made that statement
in 1973, my reading of the literature – as discussed in the previous chapter – suggests his
point is still very relevant today. He also believed transsexuals could shed light on the
normal operation of gender in society: “the unmasking of latent and tacit methods that
make orderly and routine social action possible” (p.137).
Autoethnographic Methodology
Autoethnography (Ellis 1999, 2013; Holman Jones & Adams 2010) is ethnography of
the self or one’s own group. Reed-Danahay (1997, 2009) notes the method synthesises
ethnography with a deﬁned subject position. Spry (2001) suggests good autoethnography
must be emotionally engaging as well as critically self-reﬂective. One of the major tools
in ethnographic analysis has been telling life stories. Bloor & Wood (2006) argue that the
quality of the research depends on reducing the distance between the researcher and the
participants. Further, they note that ethnographic authors have been criticised because
they are usually outsiders and so some believe that they cannot authoritatively represent
the truth. Autoethnography, of course, of its very nature avoids both of these criticisms.
Reed-Danahay (1997) describes an important shift to autoethnography in the late 20th
century:
“The concept of autoethnography . . . synthesizes both a postmodern ethnogra-
phy, in which the realist conventions and object observer position of standard
ethnography have been called into question. The term has a double sense –
referring either to the ethnography of one’s own group or to autobiographical
writing that has ethnographic interest.” (p.2)
Reed-Danahay then suggests that this dichotomy is in fact transcended because these two
approaches are related, breaking down the distinctions between autobiography and ethnog-
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raphy as well as questioning the self/society split and the boundary between the objective
and subjective. Referencing Goldschmidt, Reed-Danahay (2009) notes, “in a sense, all
ethnography, is self-ethnography” (p.29) because ethnographers write reﬂexively and use
autobiography in their work. That is, the autoethnographer needs the dual/multiple and
shifting identities of a boundary-crosser to enable the researcher to transcend the everyday
in rewriting the self in the social world. As one who has experienced cultural displace-
ment and multiple views of the world, Reed-Danahay’s view encourages me to believe
autoethnography is suitable for this project. Holman Jones (2005) asserts autoethnogra-
phy is a powerful tool for social, political and cultural change by bringing to life crises
that engender rage that needs resolution, adding: “Rage is not enough . . . [the] challenge –
to me, to you – is to move from rage to progressive political action, to theory and method
that connect politics, pedagogy, and ethics to action in the world” (p.767).
It is sensible to ask if autoethnography is an appropriate method for answering the re-
search questions. It can give: (a) biographical information:– successes, failures, life choices,
experiences, strategies; (b) normative cultural forces descriptions; (c) gender nonconfor-
mity descriptions; and (d) commentary on the negative health consequences of gender
nonconformity and their mitigation. Therefore, autoethnography is capable of answering
the research questions.
What Makes Good Autoethnography?
When I told Professor Michael Bamberg1, Clarke University, about my research, he said
no-one has yet achieved good autoethnography. He cited Art (Arthur) Bochner’s (1997)
It’s About Time and said that because his writing was “so good” and so emotionally
evocative, his students always believed it and seemed totally incapable of criticising it.
Bamberg went on to assert that no autoethnographer he has read has ever successfully
achieved the insider/outsider balance. At that time, I determined I would use his criticisms
positively to help me do good autoethnography.
Spry (2001) suggests a number of criteria for eﬀective autoethnography: the writing
must be well crafted, it must be emotionally engaging as well as “critically self-reﬂective
of one’s sociopolitical interactivity” (p.713), as it weaves story with theory; and suggests
personal vulnerability ought be used to take the reader to a deeper understanding while
not compromising the researcher. Ellis (1999) places importance on including emotional
recall. She asserts that to do good autoethnography, it is essential to become a vulnerable
observer. She quotes Behar’s (1997) assertion that social science “that doesn’t break your
heart isn’t worth doing” (p.675). Ellis suggests good autoethnographic writing is more
similar than diﬀerent to ﬁction writing but with a much greater emphasis on encouraging
the reader to reﬂect on the social context of the story. For Ellis, it is important to work
from ﬁeld notes, and I do have ‘ﬁeld notes’ of my life: a very large collection of written self-
analysis, photos and cultural collections from the 1960s onwards. But Ellis then points out
that ﬁeld-note facts still need interpretation and the meanings attributed; that ﬁeld notes
1in private conversation 17th July 2009, Mile´ Cafe Bar, Melbourne
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and interpretations are best made soon after the event and with emotional recall rather
than verbatim dialogues. Ellis believes the work should seek to be lifelike, believable and
possible, and validity should be judged on how well it communicates with people diﬀerent
to the writer as well as on how much it helps people. Denzin’s (2014, p.78) discussion on
Selves, Stories and Experiences left me believing that – whether I use prose, visuals or
poetry – my storytelling needed to meet the performative criteria he listed (abridged and
paraphrased):
1. Unsettle, criticise, and challenge taken-for-granted, repressed meanings.
2. Invite moral and ethical dialogue while clarifying the researcher’s own moral position.
3. Engender resistance and oﬀer utopian thoughts about how things can be made diﬀerent.
4. Demonstrate that the researcher cares and is kind.
5. Show, instead of tell, while using the rule that less is more.
6. Exhibit interpretive suﬃciency, representational adequacy and authentic adequacy.
7. Are political, functional, collective and committed.
Auto/Ethnographic Data Sources
Riessman (2008) suggests ethnographers have for the most part relied on spoken and
written discourse, including interview transcripts, observations in ﬁeld notes, letters, doc-
uments and other language-based materials. She points out that other modes develop
before verbal and written communication, and suggests gesture, body movement, sound
and images can all be analysed for narrative. According to Ellis (1999), the ﬁrst step as
an ethnographer is to document the moment-to-moment concrete details of a life, whether
they be ﬁeld notes or other materials. I have been documenting my gender nonconformity
since the early 1970s. I have squeamish woe-is-me diaries, hundreds of articles and books I
read trying to make sense of my life, and the notes I made on them at the time. I have lab
books documenting my early attempts at being a woman, with details such as how to hide
the beard line I detested. I have about 5000 photos of myself experimenting with gender
portrayal, as well as papers I have presented, my writing, and articles written about me.
All these materials I can use as primary sources. I do not have as many concrete materials
from my childhood and adolescence. But the liminal events of those periods are well etched
in my memory and I wrote about them in my early 20s, not long after they happened.
In working with yourself as subject, Ellis (1999) recommends separating the emotional
and logical work in time. She suggests the ﬁrst step is to revisit the scene and express as
much emotion as possible, and when the emotions have died down, to then analyse the
work dispassionately. It does seem a huge ask to analyse one’s subjective emotional work
dispassionately. I agree with Ellis that it is important to wait for any relived emotions to
die down. But more importantly, I will demonstrate in the autoethnographic chapters the
techniques I developed, over decades, for understanding the origins of my emotions in a
way that enabled me to difuse them rather than reliving and reinforcing them.
The following table details the sources of data available for use in the autoethnography
over each period of the subject’s life. The most important are listed ﬁrst.
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Table 3.1: Autoethnographic Data Sources
Year Age Range Sources of Autoethnographic Data
1951-1958 Birth-7 Family and School Photographs, School books, dreams.
Vivid memories of events and dreams diarised in the early 1970s
Newspaper and magazine articles triggering memories.
1958-1968 7-17 School, Family and my photographs, School books and reports,
Memories of events and dreams diarised in the early 1970s.
Television programs. My drawings. Montage images ex internet.
1969-1971 17-20 Family, University photographs and magazines, Teaching notes
and photographs. Memories diarised in the early 1970s.
Job interview photograph, National Service Registration card
1971-1988 21-37 Personal diaries attempting self-analysis, Photographs taken
by myself, colleagues, friends and by myself in photo booths,
Images drawn by colleagues, Books used for work and self-analysis.
Collected magazine and newspaper articles. Altered images.
Images of ﬁlms and television programs. Work diaries and notes
1988-1992 37-41 Personal diaries attempting self-analysis
Self and Friends Photographs,
1992-onwards 42-onwards Personal creative writing, diaries and self-analysis.
Work diaries, plans, drawings, DVD, VHS tapes and notes,
Newspaper, magazine articles and television interviews I did.
Ethical Considerations
Doing autoethnography carries a number of ethical risks. Delamont (2009) contends that
autoethnography is a narcissistic self-obsessive substitution for research, an abrogation of
the honourable trade of the scholar that has no analytic mileage. In contrast, she suggests
autobiographical reﬂexivity on ﬁeldwork is central to the progress of ethnography. She
lists six objections as to why autoethnography cannot meet core social-science objectives.
Objection 1
“Ethnographic research should, however hard it is for the scholar, make the
familiar anthropologically strange. . . . Studying ourselves can never make
anything anthropologically strange.” (p.59)
Kiberd (2009) pointed to James Joyce, who“believed that by recording the minutiae of a
single day, he could release those elements of the marvellous latent in ordinary living, so
that the familiar might astonish” (p.11). I believe my searching for and examining the
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minutiae of my own life, which do not currently trigger active memories nor are important
subjectively, has enabled me to see myself as anthropologically strange.
Objection 2
“Autoethnography is almost impossible to write and publish ethically. There
are many examples of ethically problematic publications from core exponents
of autoethnography. It is hard to believe that when Clough . . . published
poems about a lover’s genitalia, he had agreed to the poems and genitalia
being made public.” (p.59)
I agree that writing intimately about others provokes ethical considerations. Memoirists,
autobiographers – in fact all nonﬁction writers, including journalists and ethnographers –
who write about others need to consider when consent is needed. Because I have so much
material to work with, I intend to concentrate the autoethnography on my inner voice
and its reference to the cultural texts of my life, and will not identify any key players.
Because I have changed my surname, individuals such as my parents and siblings are not
identiﬁable when I use labels such as my mother.
Objection 3
“Research is supposed to be analytic not merely experiential.” (p.59)
The very deﬁnition of autoethnography is the ethnography of the self or one’s group,
and if it does not have analysis it is not autoethnography. If the work is“all experience,
and is . . . lacking in analytic outcome” (p.59) (as suggested by Delamont), then it is
autobiography or memoir, not autoethnography.
Objection 4
“In 1967, Becker posed a classic question to ethnographers ‘whose side are
we on?’ That is: should they illuminate the worldview of those at the top of
organisations such as schools and prisons, or capture and record the ways
such organisations were experienced by the powerless and unvoiced such as
pupils or prisoners.” (p.59)
Delamont does not seem to consider that someone on the right side of Becker’s question
might be capable of writing their own story and then being able to read widely enough
to analyse the results. As someone the medical profession might classify as transsexual,
who only entered a social-science academe as a postgraduate student in my late 50s, I can
hardly be considered to be at the top of an organisation. Thus, on the subject of gender
nonconformity, I believe I would be situated on the right side of Becker’s question, the
normally powerless and unvoiced.
Objection 5
“Ethnographers have powerful methods available to them so that unknown
social worlds can be studied. . . .Autoethnography focuses on social scientists
who are not usually interesting or worth researching.” (pp.59-60)
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As a postgraduate student, I agree I am trying to qualify as a social scientist, but the
world of my research is not social science but the relatively unknown world of gender
non-conformity, an area I believe is worth researching.
Objection 6
“Academics in the developed world who get salaries that allow them to do
research have a moral obligation to gather data, analyse them and publish
the results. . . . Introspection is not an appropriate substitute for data col-
lection.” (p.60)
Again as a postgraduate student without a scholarship, I am not salaried. My enrolment
is ﬁnanced from public funds. My research is in gender nonconformity, an area that is
little researched.
Delamont concludes that ethnographic research is only worthwhile if it meets two
criteria: to study the social world and to move the discipline forward. Because she does
not acknowledge that social outsiders – like me – might, with ethnographic analytical
training, be capable of good research, she rejects all autoethnography. I disagree with
her position that no autoethnographic research is worthwhile. Wedgewood (2009), writing
on Raewyn Connell’s work, points out that parts of her own life history helped elucidate
Connell’s theories and ideas on masculinity and gender and so Connell’s work adds weight
to the validity of autoethnography. My research will meet Delamont’s criteria for being
worthwhile. It will study the social world and move the discipline forward.
3.2 Methods Chosen
My decisions about the methods used in this research rely on two key ideas: ﬁrst, that
exceptions clearly counterpoint the norm, and second, that a detailed examination of
the exceptions explicate understanding of both normative and non-normative behaviour.
Reed-Danahay (1997) suggests, “By exploring a particular life, I hope to understand a
way of life” (p.3). In overview, I use life story, cultural texts, poetry, photography and
prose to emotionally engage the reader. The phenomenological awareness helps gather
unabstracted data, which is then analysed (auto)ethnographically using a variety of soci-
ological frames, each of which adds depth and thickness. In the data chapters, I will use
phenomenological autoethnography to examine and critique the interplay between gen-
der nonconformity and normative cultural forces that impacted on my life. I will give
examples showing that when an opportunity disappeared or my perception of my social
environment evolved, I tenaciously looked for novel openings, opportunities and strategies.
Each newly perceived subjugation led me to search for a new solution. So any reinvention
of my personal agency then resulted in its own particular stability. I intend to intersperse
life-story data with data on the social world I inhabited, such as the cultural texts that
inﬂuenced me (both positively and negatively) in terms of my feelings of self-worth and my
subsequent changes in gendered behaviour. As much as possible, this cultural-text data
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will be placed chronologically, according to when it inﬂuenced me rather than when it was
produced. For example, the play Twelfth Night was written in 1598 but I read it in 1965,
so I will place it in 1965. The data is primarily phenomenological, and so the memory cues
can be as simple as going to my bookshelves, looking through boxes of photos, or hearing
a song on the radio. Over the years I have been a collector of personal nostalgia so I do
have exercise books from primary school and diaries from my early 20s. But where there
are gaps I will go searching for the relevant cultural text. I will prioritise the data that
gives the most productive insights into the formal research questions, as well as looking
for data that is reliable and well referenced.
Data Structured Around Liminal Events, as Gender Projects
The starting point in the data collection is to describe the temporal ﬂow of what was
experienced by the subject, while noting that the social world I was inhabiting was dra-
matically changing at the same time. And so the data will be presented in chronological
order, where turning points in my life story correlate with changes in gender performance
and psychological health. Each liminal event or turning point, then, deﬁnes an era of
stability, or what a playwright might call an Act. These Acts deﬁne the structure of the
data. In this context, each of these Acts can be considered a new “gender project” (p.101),
as described by Connell (2009). Re-envisaging Jean-Paul Sartre’s ‘projects’, Connell sug-
gests that we can see gender learning, over a lifetime, as the creation of a series of gender
projects in which people strategically develop improvised and creative interactions with
both the social constraints and the possibilities of the local gender order. The follow-
ing table summarises my listing of the liminal divisions/gender projects/ruptures of the
autoethnographic data as well as showing how they are divided into three data chapters.
Table 3.2: Autoethnography Overview
Gender Project/Rupture Age Range Main Inﬂuences
Chapter 4 — Autoethnography I — Peter
Ignorance is Bliss birth-7 Subtle family coercion
Realisations 7-11 School, church, books, panopticon
Secret Agency 11-14 Television, school, transgression
Puberty Rupture 14 Media, women, femininity, masculinity
My Dark Ages 15-20 University people and culture
Chapter 5 — Autoethnography II — Ghost
Grasping for Stability 21-22 Workmates and alcohol
Transgression and Identity Quest 22-39 Media, women, cross-Dressers, self-help
Chapter 6 — Autoethnography III — Julie
Rebirth – Transition Work 39-41 Transwomen, medical
The Art of Becoming Myself 42-onwards Broad social
in a Gendered World
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The autoethnography will show that in each era/gender project, which I have evocatively
named, I did gender in a diﬀerent way, developing a diﬀerent suite of behaviours, reacting
to the constraints and possibilities of my situation at that time. In contrast, for most peo-
ple ‘doing gender’ (West & Zimmerman 1987) gradually builds into a suite of behaviours
that become either masculinity or femininity.
In terms of meeting all the criteria for quality research, as discussed in the earlier
sections of this chapter, I looked for exemplars in ethnographic research, in communica-
tions, in writing and in the visual arts. Alain De Botton (2014) sees a major problem with
contemporary news as its obsessive focus on the particulars of an event rather than on the
hidden universals,“the psychological, social and political themes that transcend the stories’
temporal and geographical setting and are founded on unvarying fundamentals of human
nature” (p.90). He notes that we ﬁnd Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar far more emotionally
and morally engaging than the particulars of most current-day news stories. He suggests
we could address universals embedded in news stories using the techniques of art. I see
this as relevant to this thesis. I deﬁnitely want my research to move beyond the particulars
of my life and address universal themes. The processes of art in which I am most skilled,
and which are most readily expressed on the printed page, are prose, poetry and visuals.
First-person narrative, stream of consciousness and soliloquy are techniques I believe will
be useful in the data chapters. Kiberd (2009) notes that James Joyce’s Ulysses is over
900 pages of his narrator’s, Leopold Bloom’s, inner voice, his stream of consciousness, his
self-conscious awareness of himself in the world. And having read it, I feel I know Bloom
much better than I do most of my friends and colleagues. Similarly, Shakespeare used
soliloquy to let us into the inner thoughts of his characters. Richard the Third’s opening
soliloquy, “Now is the Winter of my discontent . . . ”(Act 1, line 1), leaves us in no doubt
about his emotional state and of his desire to be king.
On choosing storytelling strategies, Tedlock (2013) recommends “personal narrative,
poetic inquiry, lyric essay, ethnodrama and analysis” (p.358) along with music, photog-
raphy, drawing and collage to reveal personal knowledge, emotional life and to explore
cultural practice. Spry (2011) suggests the quality of “autoethnography is as much situ-
ated in its aesthetic craft as in its epistemo-logical potential” (p.507). She notes that, even
though emotion is not inherently epistemic, in good autoethnography the aesthetic and
the epistemic collapse into one another. Denzin (2014) sees a growing consensus for an
evocative ‘literary aesthetic’ in autoethnography, “works that are engaging and nuanced,
texts that allow readers to feel . . . a story that stays with the reader after she or he has
read it” (p.74). He emphasises the need for a method that goes “beyond sociological nat-
uralism, beyond positivistic commitments to tell objective story” (p.82) and recommends
the use of poetic devices such as meter, pauses, and repetition. An example of the way
the minutiae of language choice is important is the use of informal/colloquial language in
the autoethnographic voice in contrast to the formal academic voice in the critical com-
mentary (for example, the use of contractions such as ‘can’t’ in the data chapters but the
use of ‘cannot’ in the exegesis).
Based on these recommendations, I intent to use a number of creative writing styles
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within the data chapters to evoke plot, suspense and portray character development. The
bulk of the text uses the style of a novel or autobiography. I will most often express very
emotional events using a number of styles of poetry (haiku, rhyming iambic pentameter,
free-form, prose poetry). I also use the shape of the words on the page to inﬂuence the
reading rhythm as a poetic device. I have chosen the visuals and their juxtaposition
to show a number of the ways I did gender as well as to show how I was feeling at that
particular time. For example, I might use a cramped placement of words on the page when
I am trying to express feeling restricted. In times of indecision I also use re-imagined inner
dialogue. For example, early in Chapter 6, to represent indecision on how to live in the
gendered world I have created an imaginary dialogue between how I felt (heart) and what I
thought (head). And unless otherwise stated, all this creative writing has been speciﬁcally
written for this dissertation.
3.3 The Exegesis — Analysis and Interpretation
Without critical analysis, explanation, interpretation and commentary, autoethnography
would default to being autobiography. And so exegesis (Mautner 2005) is key to do-
ing autoethnography. Derived from the Greek, the term “ξηγησις” (Divry 1971) – an
“explanation” or “showing the way” (p.324) – was ﬁrst applied to the interpretation of
philosophical or religious texts. In this autoethnography I will use critical exegesis, using
the frames discussed in the previous chapter in the sense of commentary, both on the
life-story data and on cultural texts. I will examine the day-to-day tensions and the series
of re-evaluating delicate balances between social subjugation, social construction and the
intense searching for a safe practice of nonconformist gender performance. In some in-
stances, a particular event will need/inspire commentary or analysis; in other instances, a
longer-term pattern will require commentary; and there will also be themes that can only
be seen over the whole life of the autoethnographic subject that require commentary. I
have, for clarity, coined these terms to describe the diﬀerent levels of commentary: (a) Im-
mediate Exegesis is embedded within the autoethnography and comments very speciﬁcally
on an event or cultural text, (b) Life Project Exegesis comments on and summarises each
biographical era, (c) the Exegesis chapters are where I attempt to answer the research
questions, and (d) Synthesis and Concluding Remarks comment on the whole research
project. These four levels reﬂect an increasing level of critical and theoretical abstraction.
Sociological Framing of the Exegesis
As well as being emotionally engaging, it is important the exegesis has a solid critical
sociological framing; and that was primarily deﬁned in the previous chapter. Here I would
like to add a few notes on discourse analysis, which will be useful in interpretation of
the cultural texts. Discourse analysis is a very broad ﬁeld, and so here I will only brieﬂy
touch on aspects I consider most relevant. Wernick (2006, p.109) describes cultural studies
as a grouping of interdisciplinary modern and postmodern disciplines and discourses on
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symbols, representations, identities and meanings, particularly in the media and popular
culture. I am interested in insights that can shed light on gender relations, especially
agency, body, technology, the human as gendered subject, and the social construction of
race, gender and otherness. I see text, television, cinema and advertising, and how they
inﬂuenced me, as all useful phenomena for criticism. Vidal (1992) believes that cinema
is one of the most eﬀective ways of inﬂuencing the opinions of large populations. He is
suggesting that we can change people’s opinions on almost any topic, and so why not
use it for social good. Ewen (1976) postulates that the most eﬀective advertising makes
a person dissatisﬁed with their current situation, and implies owning the product they
are trying to sell will give the individual the lifestyle they currently do not have. French
(1978) uses analyses of 1950s ﬁlms to show feminist and queer subtexts were present at
that time, because they represented genuine feelings of dissatisfaction with the strict social
gender and sexuality roles she claims were imposed after World War Two to give a sense
of comfort to men returning from war. For example, the ﬁlm Some Like it Hot introduces
homosexuality and transgendered behaviour as comedy. Russo (1981) also delves into the
history of cinema by looking for portrayals of homosexuality, but because of the diﬃculty
in deﬁning a liminal categorisation between sissies, homosexual drag and transgendered
behaviour, his work also documents some texts we would now call transgendered and/or
queer. So the work of Vidal, Ewen, French and Russo demonstrates useful models for
describing gender nonconformist behaviour in ﬁlm and other media.
Riessman (2008) also suggests visual analysis is a powerful tool that can be used
to interpret the I-as-subject narrative as well as the cultural forces that helped shape
the individual. Relevant visual cultural images will include personal photographs, news-
paper images, advertisements and school books that impacted on the life of myself, the
autoethnographic subject. Goﬀman (1976/1979) suggests a framework for describing gen-
dered portrayal in still photographs and advertising; he proposes that posed photographic
advertisements featuring social situations can highlight a community’s ritual visual idiom
and, by implication, portraits of our claimed human nature. Smith (2010) refers to this
work initiated by Goﬀman as Visual Sociology. Critical visual descriptive language will be
very useful in analysis of both normative and non-normative cultural texts and images.
Semiotics (Abercrombie et al. 2006), the study of signs, will be useful, even when I do
not explicitly use its language. In a broad sense, it tries to separate the idea of a physical
object – the signiﬁer – from what it is taken to mean – the signiﬁed – and this association
is called a sign. Because so much of how we interpret gender is based on a huge range
of signs ranging from the very basic stick ﬁgure in a dress, indicating a toilet for females,
to abstract signiﬁers such as a photo of a woman averting her eyes, which signiﬁes the
subjugation of women by men, semiotics will help interpret the up-front and more hidden
signiﬁers of gender. One can usually read an individual’s gender from 100 metres away. Of
course people who are unhappy with their gender allocation or are gender nonconformist
might deliberately show incorrect or deliberately confusing signiﬁers. Secondary sexual
characteristics such as facial hair or fat distribution are also signiﬁers of gender. Clothing
signiﬁes gender, class, age and status. For example, short pants deﬁne a boy and long pants
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a man. A dress signiﬁes the feminine to a 1950s child. As Connell (2009, p.98) points
out, taking pleasure in one’s appearance and performance and the changes that occur
at puberty are only given meaning by society’s ‘gender symbolism’. Every diﬀerence in
performance between men and women, such as diﬀerent use of voice and language, can be
a signiﬁer. Hence, semiotics can certainly give depth to my analysis and interpretation.
With my rationale, research questions, literature review, and options for presentation
of data and for analysis and sociological framing deﬁned, the following three chapters
examine the autoethnographic data.
Chapter 4
Autoethnography I — Peter
I was named Peter after the ﬁrst apostle.
* * *
A life story cannot be separated from its cultural background nor from the stories of
signiﬁcant others. My grandparents were born before 1900, before Australia was a nation,
before the car, the aeroplane, the telephone. Religion, class and place were signiﬁcant
issues. Modernity reached rural and working-class Australia much later than London.
Port Melbourne did not get over the Depression of the 1930s until the 1960s. Milk was
still delivered to my house by horse and cart until the mid-1970s. My grandparents were
all Catholic but ranged from poorly educated and superstitious to modern. The only
thing my grandparents ever agreed on was that my parents shouldn’t marry. My father’s
parents, Nana and Pa, said my mother was a gold-digger and was only interested in the
family grocery business and their money. My mother’s parents, Grandma and Pop, said
my father was unreliable, uneducated, had no money, was too old for her and drank too
much. Around 2000, I asked Mum what she saw in Dad when she married him in 1950.
She said he was dapper, exciting, fun and most importantly a Catholic.
4.1 Ignorance is Bliss (1951-1958)
Born, Unnamed, Uncarved.
I do not know what gender is.
Ignorance is Bliss.
My earliest memories are visual and visceral: colours, snap-
shots, short movies, people, our house, our street, the Queen
in Melbourne (in 1954), ﬁsh in the tank, a horse and cart;
sounds of chatter, the kitchen, my bath, the distant noises of
Nana’s shop; smells of the musty lounge room, food, Pentavite,
nose-hurting tobacco smoke. The colours seem muted. Were
the 1950s brown and rusting or are my memories derived from
sepia-toned photos?
With baby brother, 1954
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Why am I a Boy?
I remember being told “You’re just like your father!”. Was that a compliment? I didn’t
think so. But somehow it seemed to mean that everyone thought I was a boy. I had no
idea why. I asked Mum once. She told me that when you’re in heaven just before you’re
born, God decides who’s a boy and who’s a girl. And then, depending on what God said,
your parents would dress you as a boy or girl. I thought it was very mean that God said
I was a boy.
When I was four it seemed to me there were four types of people: boys, girls, men
and women.
What are little girls made of?
Sugar and spice and all things nice.
What are little boys made of?
Slugs and snails and puppy dogs’ tails.
(Traditional)
I was very angry with Mum for saying I was made of slugs and snails and puppy dog’s
tails. My friend Angela, from three doors up the street, was allowed to do boy things and
girl things. That was because she was a tomboy. That sounded really good. But I was
told girls could be tomboys but boys couldn’t be tomgirls. And then Mum told me boys
grow up to become men and girls grow up to become women. It seemed such a terrible
fate that I refused to believe it. I was convinced these adults were wrong and somehow I
would prove it.
Squashed Finger — What I Learnt about Men and Women
Mum wasn’t home and so Dad was looking after me and my little brother, Joseph, who
was now able to crawl. To keep him in the lounge room, Dad had laid a wooden chair on
its side across the doorway. As a four-year-old I could easily climb this chair, but once I’d
climbed it a few times, I decided I would like to walk through the doorway. With a great
deal of eﬀort, I lifted the lighter end of the chair and, while trying to support it with one
hand, I started to walk around it. But I had misjudged my strength. I faltered and it came
smashing down. Its full weight crushed the fourth ﬁnger of my left hand against the solid
bluestone step. My ﬁnger burst open from the tip to the ﬁrst joint. It seemed most of my
ﬁnger was hanging oﬀ, and blood was spurting out with each beat of my heart. A second
or two later I screamed and Dad came running. I expected him to hold me tight and stop
the bleeding and tell me everything would be alright. Instead he panicked. I didn’t feel
safe until he ran and got Mum, a trained nurse. She took control. I was oﬀ to hospital and
soon stitched up. She was even able to convince me that the painful injections were good
for me. I can now see this event in terms of subject formation: a Sartrean prereﬂexive
decision (discussed in Section 2.2.1) was made that day that led to an ongoing fear of
having injections and strengthened my belief that women are more competent than men.
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What will Santa Bring?
Coming up to Christmas I had an important job to do: write to Santa.
I thought that if I asked Mum to help me spell lots of words beside the letter to Santa, I
could mix them up and put ballet dress in my list for Santa. On Christmas morning I’d
get up really early and hide the ballet dress so Mum and Dad wouldn’t know.
But then I worried that Mum might read the letter before she sent it to Santa. I knew
she wouldn’t be happy with me wanting a ballet dress, so didn’t put it on my list. So I
got boy things: a train set and a tricycle.
Teachers, Boys and Girls
I was four and three-quarters when another brother arrived, making me the eldest of three.
And I started school that week. We lived close to the school, so I usually walked up to
Angela’s and then walked with her and her big sister Mary. I thought it was very strange
that I wasn’t allowed to play with Angela at school. I had to play in the boys’ yard and
she had to play in the girls’ yard.
All our teachers were women, mostly nuns. I was still seeing gender as fairly ﬂuid
and it didn’t seem odd that, even though I was told Peter was a boy’s name, my Grade 1
teacher was called Sister Peter. She was a very assertive woman, easily able to keep the
60 of us under control.
My Grade 1 class — I’m in the front row, the sixth from the left.
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One day, I was having a pee when one of the big boys from Grade 3 came and stood next
to me. He boasted, “I can pee higher than you.” “What?” “I can pee higher up the wall
than you.” “I know.” Realising that I wasn’t getting the signiﬁcance of his performance
he continued, “It’s better to be able to pee higher.” “Why?” “Idiot!” He left. I don’t
think he even washed his hands.
At this age, I was still convinced that I would grow up to be a woman. They seemed
to do all the important interesting things. It was Nana who showed me how to hammer
and how to change the lock on her back door, and Grandma ran a farm.
Swimming Dream
It is a very warm day and two by two our class is walking up to the top of the
hill, toward the swimming pool, a beautiful dazzling shiny glass and white-stone
building, glowing against the bright-blue cloudless sky. As we get there, I realise
it is divided into two swimming pools, separated by a full-height thick red-brick
wall. Our class is divided, boys to the right, girls to the left. I stop and watch
the girls going into their pool. I am sad I can’t go with them. I don’t understand
why boys and girls are diﬀerent and need diﬀerent pools. I scan the dividing wall
for doors, windows, cracks or holes but can’t see any. The boys start jumping
into their pool. I like swimming so I join in. I start playing with them but
get bored and swim oﬀ to the end of the pool by myself. After a short time, I
start to explore underwater. I’m surprised because in this pool, I don’t need to
breathe underwater. I swim deeper and deeper, well below where the tiles ﬁnish.
I discover some underwater caves. Even though I am alone and in very deep
dark water, I am fascinated and swim into the caves. After a long time, I see
a glimmer of light in the distance. I follow it and ﬁnd myself out in the open
again. As I swim upwards I realise I am in the girls’ pool. Overjoyed, I swim up
to them. They laugh at me for wearing boys’ togs. But the elder girls dress me
properly in girls’ togs and I join in, playing all the girls’ games. I am now a girl.
Age 6, 1957
I loved this dream so much that I went out of my way to dream
it whenever I could. As soon as I lay in bed at night, ﬁrst thing
when I woke up, and day dreaming in the schoolyard, I would
go over the dream, discovering more detail, changing details I
didn’t like, and just savouring it. With a growing awareness
that my parents couldn’t control what I was thinking, I started
to spend more and more time dreaming I was a girl. And
because no-one ever criticised these dreams or told me I was
wrong, I was basically a happy child. This many-times-a-day
repetition allowed me to reinforce the belief I would be even
happier when my parents eventually realised they had made a
mistake and I was actually a girl. But I also understood that, for the moment at least,
they really did think I was a boy. Late in 1957, we had another child. As a six-year-old
and the eldest of four, I was expected to show some leadership by being well behaved.
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This worked in my favour in that my day-dreamy quietness was misinterpreted as being
well behaved. Over the next few years I developed a number of lucid dreams, in each of
which the world eventually acknowledged I was a girl. A consequence of my silence was
the complete lack of recognition by parents, school or health professionals that I wasn’t
living in their gendered world.
The Feminine — My First Aesthetic
First Communion, 1958
As a child, beauty seemed to be feminine.
All the pretty things in our house seemed
to be Mum’s. Girls wore pretty dresses
and boys didn’t. The girls at school wore
ribbons and plaits. And when they made
their First Communion, they wore pretty
white dresses and a veil just like a bride,
while I got to wear my boring school uni-
form with a special badge on it. The im-
age to the right is how I imagined my
First Communion. Montage: dress/my face
The following two images were typical of the 1950s. We see a dichotomous gendered
world, where women and girls, their clothing and make-up, have a signiﬁcantly higher
aesthetic value than any items males might possess. The Michel advertisement suggests
serenity, happiness and sensual bliss will be yours if you use these cosmetics; the gaze
suggests serenity; the pouting lips denote sensuality; the glow of the products and the use
of pastel shades suggest quality and middle-class aspiration. The second image shows the
ﬁrst page of my Prep reader. It clearly shows the diﬀerential performance of gender and
aesthetics for boys and girls. Both of these images reinforced my belief I would be much
happier as a girl.
Australian Women’s Weekly
8 August 1951
Prep Grade reader, 1956
Victorian Government Education
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A Crack in the Two-Gender Story
Mum’s theory that there were two genders and that boys grew up to be men seemed so
unreasonable that I was sure she was wrong, and so I was constantly on the lookout for
exceptions. According to my uncle, who was a farmer, sheep were divided diﬀerently: into
lambs, ewes, rams and wethers. When I questioned him further, he told me wethers used
to be boys. Of course, I then thought that if sheep could be used to be boys, then maybe
human boys can change from boys to something else. I started to interrogate him about
how sheep changed from boys to wethers, but he suddenly seemed a little embarrassed and
wouldn’t tell me. I still took it as proof that just because you are a boy doesn’t necessarily
mean you need stay one.
I was seven going on eight, now the eldest of four, when I dropped the worst faux pas
of my then-short life: “When I grow up to be a lady, I’m going to . . . ”. Mum instantly
broke in: “No. Boys grow up to be men.” I knew most boys were unimaginative and
grew up to be men but I knew I was diﬀerent. “But I’m going to be a lady.” “No!
Boys grow up to be men.” “Why?” “Because.” “Why because?” “Because!!” I
was instantly angry with what I saw as her arbitrariness but realised she was pulling the
adults know best routine and wasn’t going to justify her position. I was conﬁdent I was
right and she was wrong. But I was shocked by how adamant she was. I changed subjects
to get some thinking time.
Exegesis — Ignorance is Bliss
In this ﬁrst gender project (Section 3.2), I, the autoethnographic subject saw the division
of people into two genders as arbitrary, and consequently could not see any reason I could
not be a girl. Both in the home and at school, I saw women as stronger, better leaders
and having more aesthetic options than boys or men. At this age, I did not understand
the world of work nor that men were considered to be in charge. It was the adults’
unwillingness to explain why they thought I was a boy that left me starting to disengage
from their world. I guess they were embarrassed to speak about sex. I gradually became
aware that most people did not see gender as arbitrary. And so in a prereﬂexive (Sartre
1939/2002, Flynn 2006) sense, I used lucid dreaming and strategic silence (Hao 2011)
as a form of resistance (Foucault 1982), thereby being able to reinforce my belief that
I would be much happier being a girl. This era came to an end when I was no longer
blissfully ignorant of society’s belief that gender is dichotomous, essential and biologically
determined.
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4.2 Realisations (1958-1962)
Until I could prove Mum’s assertion that I would grow up to be a man was wrong, I
realised it would be sensible to at least pretend I was a boy. This left me feeling unsafe
At St Joseph’s, 1958
and angry. At this age, I didn’t understand nor did
I have any strategies for dealing with these emotions.
In this photo, I can see sullenness and pretending not
to be weak. I was very aware that the boys who were
most bullied were those who looked vulnerable. By
neither appearing weak nor challenging for a place in
their pecking order, I was hardly noticed by my class
mates or the teachers. They were big classes by to-
day’s standards, about 60 in my Grade 2 class and
over 80 in Grade 3, so it was easy to not be noticed. I
did feel comforted by the Virgin Mary, whom I saw as
both a matriarchal leader and the archetype of femi-
nine beauty. However, I was annoyed when she didn’t
answer my prayers and make me a girl.
Toward the end of 1958, there were six of us, soon to be seven (Mum was pregnant
again), living in our two-bedroom house in Port Melbourne. Grandma, Mum’s mother, was
horriﬁed that Mum and Dad weren’t thinking of moving. She became so worked up that
she threatened to take my parents to court and have responsibility for us children given to
her unless Mum and Dad moved us into a decent house. Even though our house had a few
problems – ﬂooding, two rooms with dirt ﬂoors, mice, ﬂeas, faulty wiring, minimal heating
– it still felt like home. It was earmarked for slum reclamation. That’s why the rent was
so low, although Dad still had problems paying it on time. We felt we were moving up
in the world when, in 1959, we were allocated a brand-new Housing Commission house in
Broadmeadows. It even had inside toilets. Being a new suburb, it did lack infrastructure.
My new school, Corpus Christi, was almost a three kilometre walk, compared to the
300 metres in Port Melbourne. In retrospect, I can see our family’s economic class was
certainly impacting on our social determinants of health (Marmot 1999), even though I
did not realise it at the time. It wasn’t until I enrolled in a middle-class school, in 1968,
that I became aware of my economic class.
Luna Park Dream
I am at Luna Park. There are merry-go-rounds, swings, rotating barrels, distorting
mirrors, roller-coasters and a special new ride. I run for the queue. I pay my
money and jump onto the conveyor belt. Lots of mechanical arms come out and
dress me like a girl. I travel along the conveyor and the next arms come out and
put on a wig with long plaits made of pink fairy ﬂoss and green ribbons. A bit
further along, the last arm applies lipstick. I then skip back to the rest of the Luna
Park and enjoy all the rides as a girl with pink fairy-ﬂoss hair.
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Even though I had only seen Luna Park on television, it represented fun and the exotic.
And what could be more fun and exotic, for me, than becoming a girl! This was another
dream I loved so much that I ran it over and over whenever I had the opportunity, such
as when I was drifting oﬀ to sleep or daydreaming in the sun. My dreams were a safe and
joyful place, where there were no adults. Because my dream life was so much better than
my real life, I was not socialising outside the family. I only occasionally joined in games
at school because I was only allowed to play boys’ games.
Home and School
In 1959, we lost Christopher, our ﬁfth child, to pneumo-
nia. This helped me realise safety was never guaranteed for
children and that I needed to be proactive in looking after
myself and my brothers. Dad got us down on our knees to
pray to our brother Christopher, whom he said was now a
saint in heaven. The next few days were taken up with fu-
neral business. Joseph and I lost our bedroom because that’s
where we put Christopher’s open coﬃn. We built a little al-
tar with candles and ﬂowers. The coﬃn was tiny and lined
with white satin. He was in his baptismal dress and he looked
very peaceful, as if asleep in a bassinet.
Christopher, 1959
Mum’s optimism seemed to die with Christopher. She became obsessed with garden-
ing, often out there for 12 to 15 hours a day. Dad blamed Christopher’s death on our move
to Broadmeadows but seemed pleased we had a saint in our family. This left me with min-
imal supervision. I can now see I must have been going through some very diﬃcult times
too. I was stuttering, and engaging in self-harm such as banging my head against walls at
school and doing homework written in my own blood. I stopped stuttering to avoid being
teased. I achieved this in the ﬁrst instance by simply not talking, only gradually starting
to speak again when I felt safe. At school, I was also very scared of giving myself away as
a sissy, a boy who wanted to be a girl. One of the ways I proved I wasn’t a sissy was by
refusing to wear a raincoat or carry an umbrella even on the wettest and coldest days.
Like most kids who were bored with their curriculum, the times I enjoyed most were
playtime and lunchtime. But because these were the most gendered times, they reminded
me I wasn’t a girl. Whenever I could, I would play near the borderland between the two
playgrounds. Maybe one day a week, I would play in the boys’ yard. During our play
ﬁghts, I always ran with the smaller gang. We were usually outnumbered four or ﬁve to
one. We invariably lost, and being the smallest in the small gang, the bigger boys in my
gang would always be gallant and protect me. I liked that.
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The World of Television
Late in 1959, Dad took out a loan to buy our ﬁrst television. Up until this time, the
majority of what we heard about gender, politics and religion was gleaned from people
we knew and, to a lesser extent, the newspapers. With television, our cultural inﬂuences
broadened dramatically. The ﬁrst ﬁlm I ever saw was The Wizard of Oz (Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer 1939). Nana had taken me as a special treat a few years earlier. I was very
impressed, and so much wanted to be Dorothy, an adventurous heroic girl. And I was
incensed when Velvet Brown (National Velvet 1944) wasn’t recognised as the winner of
the Grand National because she was a girl. I saw her as the sort of girl I’d like to be: tough,
competent, a tomboy but pretty, like my friend Angela. In Burns and Allen (1950-1957),
I really liked Gracie but found George’s smugness toward her very annoying. In I Love
Lucy (1951-1957), Lucy was obviously smarter than her husband but was always trying
to do what he wanted. Men were portrayed as heroes, whether as a cowboy, a soldier or
an outlaw, and women were valued if they were beautiful. Men seemed to get what they
wanted by being in charge and women got their way by trickery. This patriarchal view
contradicted what I observed in life. My grandmothers and all my female teachers were
deﬁnitely in charge and I didn’t see any of the men I knew acting heroically. Nothing I
learnt from television changed my belief that I would be much better oﬀ if I was a girl.
Very occasionally, if I ever saw a man dressed as a woman on television, he was portrayed
as weak, a criminal or to be laughed at. This observation highlighted my fear of being
discovered as a boy who wanted to be a girl.
Cubs – Gendered Expectations
Age 9, 1960
The how-to-be-a-proper-boy thing came to a head at Cubs. I
was presented with an incredible opportunity. If I volunteered, I
could have been the Virgin Mary in the 1960 First Broadmeadows
Cub Troop nativity play. I would have so loved being the Virgin
Mary. Even Dad would have been pleased because he would see
me as proselytising his Catholic view of the world. But I knew I
couldn’t do it. Because I had seen sissies teased, I understood
that it was only okay for a boy to dress up as a girl if he hated it
and sent it up. But I knew that as soon as I put on that dress,
I would radiate joy and become incredibly vulnerable to teasing
and then bullying from my fellow Cubs. I didn’t volunteer, and to
make sure I wasn’t volunteered by the Scout Master, I pretended
I knew the words to the Protestant hymns so I could stay in the
choir. The Scout Master eventually chose his own son. After this
very close call, I left the Cubs. My avoidance kept me safe, but
I was also denied the joy of being a girl. This self-surveillance
(Foucault 1975) was at best a naive form of resistance.
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Away from the Cubs, at home, on my long walks to and from school or in a quiet spot
in the schoolyard, my greatest pleasure came from dreaming my secret dreams of being a
girl. They became my best friends, friends who could always cheer me up. At school, a
lot of people thought I was stupid and strange, but I thought that was better than them
knowing that I wanted to be a girl. At home, Mum was pregnant again, and early in 1961
I became the eldest of six. With Mum busy with so many small kids to look after, I gained
a lot of independence. At home, I was social, interested in everything and had signiﬁcant
sway over my brothers. So when my teachers told Mum I was socially inept and not very
bright, she didn’t believe them.
Girls Don’t have Penises!
Mum and I were visiting my friend Peter and his mother when he told me the most
amazing thing. He told me girls didn’t have penises. “How do they pee?” “They sit
down.” He had three sisters, so I had to admit he had expert knowledge. I wondered
why my parents hadn’t told me this. When I had previously asked why they thought I
was a boy, they said, “Because you are!” or “God made you a boy”. And so at the
age of 10, I learnt that my parents thought I was a boy because I had a penis. But it
didn’t make sense: why does having a penis mean you wear pants and have short hair and
do boy things and not having a penis mean you wear dresses and have long hair and do
girl things? I started to wonder if I was missing something really basic that everyone else
seemed to understand perfectly. It wasn’t long before I had it conﬁrmed. I was at Nana’s,
serving in her shop, when a naked four-year-old girl walked in to buy lollies. I sold her
the lollies, politely not mentioning her nakedness, but as she left, I moved up to the end
of the counter so I could get a full-length view. Peter was right. And I’d seen it with my
own eyes! Girls don’t have penises! I felt incredibly sad. I had learnt why adults thought
I was a boy.
Standing Down a Bully
During my Grade 5 year, I was really surprised when John, a new boy at our school,
pushed me in the chest. “Peters! You’re in big trouble!” “What?” I was asking
a genuine question. “You’re gonna pay.” Suddenly I understood. He was trying to
bully me. I suppose it made sense. I was one of the smaller kids in the class. But I also
wondered why he didn’t know that I didn’t get bullied. As he punched me in the stomach
and pushed me to the ground, I realised that it was probably because he was a new boy
in the school. “I’m going to show you!” After just a few seconds, he was demanding I
give in. Flight was out of the question, because he was sitting on top of me. “No!” I
yelled back.
Suddenly the schoolyard was energised. A ﬁght! I was annoyed he had interrupted
one of my favourite I’m-a-girl dreams but I also realised that if I lost this, I would be prey
to every bully in the school. With a ﬂick and twist of my spine and total disregard for my
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own safety, I managed to brieﬂy escape his hold. He then pushed me ﬂat on my back and
shoved his knees into my chest, spitting in my face, “Give in?” By now, almost all of
Grade 5 were circling us. What amazed me was that all of them, including the girls, were
cheering for me. “No!” I yelled back deﬁantly. Taking energy from the crowd, I started
to ﬂail like a wild trapped animal. With every breath and every “Go!” “Go!” “Go!”
of the crowd I got stronger. Realising how much he was disliked, he faltered momentarily.
With a ﬂick of my spine, I headbutted him. He looked shocked. The crowd went wild.
With another ﬂick of the spine, I was on my feet and ﬂailing toward him. The crowd
wouldn’t let him step back. Just for a split second, he fell to the ground, and before I’d
done anything, the crowd started cheering, declaring me the winner.
He capitulated. It was over. I stopped ﬂailing, suddenly embarrassed that I’d acted
out of character. The crowd looked like they wanted to pick me up or something. But I
must have looked freaked and embarrassed and so they stopped cheering. I still got a few
pats on the back. And everyone, except me, looked at him with disdain. A few days later
he tried to make friendly conversation. I was polite but short with him. He was a changed
kid, friendly and nice to everyone. Not long after that, I heard from the boys in my class
that both John and his brother wore girls’ undies. I guessed that was supposed to be an
insult. Even though I might have wanted to be a girl with long hair and plaits, I didn’t
want to be pushed around. It’s also worth noting that even though I went to primary
schools in what at the time were considered very rough suburbs, Broadmeadows and Port
Melbourne, I used my developing high-level empathetic reading of people to avoid being
bullied.
Starting High School with the Christian Brothers
As an 11-year-old starting high school, I was both excited and very nervous because I
was about to enter an all-male environment. We had moved in with Pa, back to Port
Melbourne, when Nana died. My parents were keen for me to have a Catholic education,
and the local Christian Brothers College in Middle Park was both cheap and had a focus
on a tough-love education, considered suitable for working-class boys. On our ﬁrst day,
our headmaster, Brother Mogg, a portly man close to retirement, addressed the school.
After welcoming us, he let us know his disdain for our primary education because it had
been delivered by women. He emphasised that this was no school for sissies and even the
most minor infringement would be treated with corporal punishment. Then two boys from
the senior classes started playing side-drums and we marched into school.
I understood it was very important, as soon as possible, to work out which kid had
which role; who were the bullies, who would be bullied, who would be teacher’s pet, who
would be the joker. I knew I would be none of these. My aim was to be invisible, and it
helped that I was small, quiet and in a large class. But I also knew I had to be ready if
challenged. I knew that if I made just one slip-up, a role would be ascribed. Gradually, I
did ﬁnd a small group of friends who had similar aims in not being noticed.
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Year 7, Our Lady of Mt Carmel, 1963 — I’m ﬁfth from the left in the back row.
The headmaster was also our Year 7 class master. On our ﬁrst day, after we had
prayed to the Virgin Mary, he took a leather strap and slapped it down very loudly on
one of the desks in the front row. By gut reﬂex the boy in that seat jumped, while
the rest of us laughed nervously at his misfortune. Brother then went on to tell us how
much he loved this strap and how, after many years of trial and error, he now had the
perfect handmade instrument of discipline. He recounted the thousands of cuts this strap
had given and emphasised that with so much experience he knew how to maximise pain.
Brother certainly followed through with his ‘tough-love’ pedagogy. In the ﬁrst few weeks,
all 55 of us in Year 7 had received at least 20 to 30 cuts. For example, after a general
disturbance, the whole class lined up for ‘two of the best’. ‘Six of the best’ were reserved for
the worst behaviour. The most common reason I received cuts was for spelling mistakes.
As a general rule, he was much harder on us Port Melbourne kids than the more middle-
class Middle Park boys.
Blanket Skirt
One chilly afternoon, I was sitting in the old shop watching television with a blanket over
my legs. During an ad break, my gaze drifted from the television and I noticed Mum’s
slippers across the room. Then it occurred to me that I could walk over there and put
them on. My heart raced at the thought. They ﬁtted perfectly. I wrapped the blanket
around me as a skirt and looked at myself in the mirror. I was amazed how simple it was
and wondered why I hadn’t thought of it before.
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Exegesis — Realisations
In this gender project, I, the autoethnographic subject, became very aware that the social
world I lived in had very deﬁnite expectations on the performance of gender which it
believed were biologically determined. I also learnt that my status and agency could very
easily be stripped from me if I didn’t meet social expectations. This meant I needed to
ﬁnd my own way in the world. In this era, my social world was still dominated by family,
school and church, but I was starting to see alternate views on television and in newspapers.
Overall, I was left with a feeling there was no point trying to do well at school or bothering
with making friends, because these activities couldn’t help me become a girl. I became
socially disconnected at times, often engaging in passive-aggressive behaviour, occasionally
self-harming, and relying on lucid dreaming to achieve a degree of self-recognition. This
era came to an end when I realised I could break society’s rules on gender.
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4.3 Secret Agency (1963-1965)
One advantage of being in high school, and now the eldest of seven children, was that I
was aﬀorded a lot more personal freedom by my parents. And even though I was rather
nervous attending a male-only high school, my initial reaction was to up the energy I put
into reading my social world.
A New-Found Agency – Standing Down a Christian Brother
Age 11, 1963
In the ﬁrst few weeks at high school something very odd happened.
I now believe the way I reacted shows I had high personal agency.
It started with Brother Mogg giving me a sealed envelope which he
asked me to take upstairs to the Year 9 teacher, Brother Heslin. He
regularly asked students to take notes to teachers, so I thought nothing
of it. Happy to get a little time out of class, up the stairs I went and
knocked on the Year 9 door. I handed Brother the note and was about
to leave. But he told me to wait. Once he read the note, he walked
out onto the balcony, telling his class to be quiet, and closed the door
behind him. He leant down, picked me up and, with me now lying
horizontally across his arms, walked the few metres to the edge of the
balcony and held me over. I was very aware I was being suspended
over a ﬁve-metre drop to concrete below.
He didn’t say anything. He wasn’t showing any emotion. He just held me over the
balcony. I thought, you stink (of tobacco). This situation was so far beyond my life
experience to date that I had no idea what it was about. I certainly thought there was a
very real possibility he might try to drop me. And given the choice between ﬁght or ﬂight,
I chose ﬁght and turned oﬀ fear. I wrapped my arms around his neck so tightly that if
he let go, I couldn’t fall. I was mentally preparing myself to kick and ﬂail, thinking that
as he moved backwards, away from the balcony, I would let go, drop, and start running
straight out the back gate of the school for home. But he wasn’t trying to let go and he
was still being unemotional and not saying anything. After what felt like a minute he still
hadn’t made an eﬀort to drop me. Very unemotionally I said, “Put me down”. He didn’t
react. “Put me down!” And again much more loudly, “Put me down!!!” Because of
the way I was holding on, my mouth was right against his left ear, so I must have sounded
very loud. I have no idea how many times I told him to put me down. I didn’t cry. I
didn’t get angry. I just told him to put me down. And eventually he did. Neither of us
said anything. I stood prepared to run. I looked him in the eye for a second or two, and
then without asking permission, I walked back to my class and he went back to his.
I had this teacher for another four years and neither of us ever mentioned this event.
I told no-one for at least 20 years because I couldn’t make sense of it. I was prepared
for something like this, in that my default position was to be wary of all my teachers
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and fellow students, because they were male. What gave me a slight edge was that he
smelt of tobacco, and instantly I took that to mean he was untrustworthy. In trying to
understand this event, it ﬁrst occurred to me that he wanted me to hold onto him in lieu
of aﬀection. But it is amazing to think that as an 11-year-old, when I thought there was
a very real possibility he would try to drop me, I had the agency to engage in this very
literal form of resistance.
Two years later, in 1965, I observed this same Brother put his hand into a boy’s
pants and play with his penis. It is only recently I have connected these two events. I
now believe his holding me over the balcony was a stress test. And now that I think it
through, this also suggests that our headmaster was the instigator. He sent me upstairs
to be trialled. I now suspect the note read something like “Try this one”. Crumple and
I would have become victim to their paedophilia. But I stood up to them and I was left
alone. It’s only now that I think this trial by ordeal was a systemic way the Brothers
tested the Year 7 boys for those they could abuse. This event proved I had considerable
personal agency, but only those two teachers and myself knew about it. My secret agency
was hidden from my classmates and family.
Violence as Pedagogy
Considering how poorly I achieved academically in primary school, with 55 students in
our Year 7 class, my parents expected me to be rated somewhere between 50 and 55. But
at the end of ﬁrst term, I was 17th. Everyone, including me, was very surprised. And
this wasn’t a one-oﬀ: over the next two years I moved to 10th, seventh, third, second and
then top of my class. This went against my strategy of not being noticed. But I found I
was able to get away with it in this working-class school because academic achievement
carried much lower kudos than being tough or having sporting prowess, both areas where
I rated very poorly. There were a number of factors in play: I was ultra alert because I felt
unsafe, the schoolwork far more interesting than my life, but it was doing my homework,
which I never did in primary school, that made the big diﬀerence. I hate to admit it, just
in case it encourages a return in any classroom, but it was the use of physical violence as
a pedagogical method and my wish to avoid the strap that got me to do my homework.
But it also meant I gained self-esteem, as well as praise from Mum and my grandparents.
Department-Store Dream
There is a catastrophic event after which I discover I am the only person
left alive in Melbourne. I ﬁnd myself walking into a fashionable depart-
ment store in Bourke Street. And because no-one is around, I can go into
every department, pick up any item I like, try on the prettiest dresses,
wear make-up and have beautiful long hair. And I can do all these things
without being seen or criticised by anyone.
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At 11, I still found this type of lucid dream very comforting, as well as reinforcing of my
desire to be a girl. It was around this time I discovered I was about the same size as my
mother. When everyone else was out, I went looking for a dress and I was rapt it ﬁtted. I
had a boy’s haircut so I put on a scarf and then lipstick. That was all I had to do to look
like a girl. And now that I was in high school I was allowed to stay up late on Friday or
Saturday night and watch a late movie. So when everyone else had gone to bed, I would
dress up and watch television, keeping a blanket ready to pull up and hide my dress if
someone suddenly appeared.
Television Role Models
Because I had so many younger brothers, we were mostly allowed to watch only children’s
television. The Marx Brothers impressed me because through cunning they always seemed
to come out winning. Pairs like Abbott and Costello, Bing Crosby and Bob Hope, and
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis always left me feeling uneasy. Their humour relied on the
dominant partner always tricking the less aggressive one into losing the girl, the money
or the food. Paleface (Paramount 1948) relied on role reversal for its humour. In it, we
see an incompetent coward male dentist, Painless Peter Potter (Bob Hope), up against
reformed outlaw and undercover federal agent Calamity Jane (Jane Russell). Calamity
was always braver and more competent. This style of ﬁlm suggested an incompetent or
weak man was to be derided, whereas a competent, strong man was to be admired. I
didn’t feel this impacted on me directly because I identiﬁed with Calamity Jane, not the
men.
Family, Church and Being a Girl
At home and with people I knew well I was extroverted, interested in what everyone else
was doing. I was very shy with schoolmates and outsiders. I didn’t want them to know
anything about me. I was embarrassed about our run-down house. When I entered high
school, Dad enrolled me as an altar boy. He didn’t give a reason or discuss it with me.
But I soon discovered I enjoyed being an altar boy: the costumes, the theatre, the music.
And around this time he was telling people I was going to be a priest. There was very
little reason to suggest I might be looking for a career as a priest. I wasn’t interested
in religion and I wasn’t good academically. But Dad wanted at least one of us to be a
priest, and I’m guessing that because, on the surface at least, I seemed the best behaved
and most compliant, he assumed it would be me. It also meant Dad didn’t bother me. It
was almost as if he believed he was a good parent because I was an altar boy. The other
huge advantage I gained from being seen as a good Catholic who was doing my homework
was that neither of my parents were on the lookout for any non-normative behaviour. I
couldn’t see why it was morally wrong for me to be a girl but I knew they would just try
to stop me if they found out. The best evidence I had that Catholics would consider it
wrong was that I found the thought of being a girl so uplifting and pleasurable.
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I fought oﬀ any guilt and continued to regularly dress as a girl whenever I could. Over
the next year or so, I started taking photos of myself as a girl so I had proof the real me
existed. During the day, I could sneak a look at a photo and smile. But after a while, this
didn’t seem enough. As best I can remember, my ﬁrst outing was in late 1964, when I was
in Year 8 and had just turned 13. Everyone at home was in bed by 10:30 and I was out the
back gate by 11. I successfully walked down Evans and Woodgate Streets to Montague
railway station which was about 700 metres away. Up until then I’d only walked around
the house in high heels, and I really found it a strain walking such a distance. But high
heels said ‘girl’ so powerfully that I just had to wear them. At Montague I waited for a
train, which brought me back to our local station, North Port. I felt real!
Normative
versus
transgressive
Catholic
As I got oﬀ the train, a young man I recognised looked right at me as if he recognised me.
This startled me a little. But he didn’t laugh and simply looked away. ‘Maybe my scarf
looks stupid?’. I didn’t have girls’ hair, and I had a second scarf scrunched up under my
main scarf to pretend I had long hair. But I think he thought I was a girl, and I loved
that at least one person in the world thought I was a girl. Once I had had this joyous
taste of being a girl, I wanted more. To be a girl, I needed people to see me as a girl.
Shakespeare — a Crack in the Two-Gender Story
As I entered Year 9, I felt disoriented by my new status, third in the class. The more
middle-class kids now seemed to see me as one of them. I was sure they wouldn’t consider
me to be middle class if they knew the condition of our house, and that we had our
electricity and phone cut oﬀ every few months when the bills hadn’t been paid. I got
my ﬁrst paying job, cleaning the toilets at school on Saturday mornings. It felt quite
empowering to have money I could spend on ﬁlm or stockings without Mum and Dad
knowing about it.
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And then there was Shakespeare. Reading him for the ﬁrst time changed my view of
the world. Our English master didn’t think we’d understand the language, so we read it
aloud in class and he explained it line by line. I sat there dumbfounded when I learnt that
in Shakespeare’s time, all the female parts were played by boys. Boys dressed as girls. It
was considered immoral for women to be on the stage. We only read a scene or two a day,
but within a week I realised the plot of Twelfth Night was incredible.
William Shakespeare. 1599
(1963 edition. New York: Penguin)
In the play Viola (played by a boy) disguises herself as
Cesario, a young man, and becomes a courtier to Orsino,
the Duke of Illyria. As she gets to know him she falls in
love with the Duke. But she can’t tell him how she feels,
because he would then think a boy (Cesario) was in love
with him and neither of them wanted to be homosexual.
But then it all becomes a little confusing when Orsino asks
Viola (still disguised as Cesario) to woo Olivia on his be-
half. When Olivia meets Viola (a boy actor playing a girl,
who is disguised as the boy, Cesario), she falls for him
. . . I mean her, Viola. Eventually hearing that Olivia has
fallen for Cesario, Orsino becomes angry with him/her.
And so, on the surface, we have Orsino and Cesario, men
in love, and Olivia and Viola, women in love. But this is a
comedy and all is resolved. Fortunately for public decency,
Viola happened to have a twin brother, Sebastian. So when
Viola is unmasked, she marries Orsino and Olivia mar-
ries Sebastian and supposedly everyone lives happily and
heterosexually ever after.
I so loved this farce. For the ﬁrst time in my life I felt I wasn’t the only person in the
world who had thought of changing gender. In it, I saw gender and sexuality confusion,
gender crossing and same-sex attraction. My secret dreams had entered the classroom.
To ﬁnd myself represented, no matter how inaccurately, in literature was uplifting. What
amazed me the most was that we were studying this in a very conservative working-class
Catholic school. I read Twelfth Night over and over. Suddenly my marks improved in
English and I found myself dux of the class. Over the previous few years in this boys
school, I strategically avoided being noticed to feel safe, and so I felt very uncomfortable
being top of the class and tried to downplay any prestige from this achievement.
Later that year, I overheard some boys in my class discussing that there were beautiful
showgirls in King’s Cross who were really boys dressed up. And at our annual school
concert and prize night, the possibility of dressing as a girl for a legitimate reason was
highlighted. The Year 10 boys did a play that needed a female character. I was shocked
and jealous when I saw one of the boys arrive really looking like a girl. I felt I had won
the consolation prize. All I got was a silly certiﬁcate saying that I was dux of Year 9. I
did wonder if theatre might be a socially acceptable way of breaking gender rules and still
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be considered sort of normal. I could see that if you were theatrical you could do things
like play a girl, but I had also seen that the pretty boy Brother Heslin got to read Viola
in class was the same boy he was sexually abusing. This convinced me it was dangerous
to declare my love of theatre and performance.
The Montague Night Fiasco
I felt so uplifted at my ﬁrst attempt at being a girl in public that I was determined to
build on my success. But almost everything went wrong on my second attempt. Firstly, I
had to wait much later than I had planned for my parents and brothers to go to bed. By
the time I was ready, it was after midnight and it was too late to catch the last train. But
I was so desperate to be a girl that I decided to go ahead. I walked barefoot to the back
gate to avoid the sharp clip of my heels on the bluestone. Once out, I headed toward the
corner and into Evans Street. It was only then I felt I was far enough from home to relax
and enjoy being a girl in public, even though there was no-one to see me. Just being in a
dress in a public place gave me an uplifting sense of declaring myself a girl.
I hadn’t thought about where I would go and so almost unconsciously I headed toward
Montague Station, which represented the success of my previous outing. I remember one
of my teachers telling us that ladies walked one foot in front of the other whereas rough
girls walked with their legs wide apart. So I practised walking one foot in front of the
other. When I got to Woodgate Street something seemed diﬀerent. There were women
standing in the doorways. Then I noticed cars slowly cruising by, a man kissing a woman
with his hands up her skirt. I looked straight ahead. I didn’t want to get involved. But I
had already committed to the street, and by now the most sensible way home was to get
to the corner and head back along the other side of the train track. I’d only walked a few
more steps before a car matched my walking pace. The driver called out, “Get in”. I was
horriﬁed I’d be discovered. He was smiling, encouraging me to get in his car. I shook my
head. I didn’t speak. He was very persistent and followed me for what felt like minutes,
time enough for a number of terrifying scenarios to run through my head. I continued to
look straight ahead and he drove oﬀ. I relaxed. I ducked around the corner into Gladstone
Street. There were more women in doorways and more men in cars, but now that I had
some experience, I was less worried. I headed back to Port Melbourne as fast as I could
in my little high-heeled shoes.
Feeling a lot safer once I’d crossed back into Port Melbourne, and not wanting to head
straight home because the stress had stopped me enjoying the ﬁrst part of my outing, I
decided to take a longer way home. It felt so right being a girl in public. But just as I
turned the corner into Evans Street and only a few hundred metres from home, another
car started cruising me. After my ﬁrst experience, I thought all I needed to do was walk
resolutely without looking around. But this car seemed very determined and I was just
as determined to not look at them. It sat about a car’s length behind me and matched
my speed as I walked past at least 10 houses. And then it suddenly sped oﬀ. My heart
almost burst with stress when I realised it was a police car. I guess they were testing my
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motive for being out so late. I could just see them arresting me and dragging me down to
the Port Melbourne police station. And then after giving me the third degree they’d ring
my parents to come and collect me. I’d be in the cell in a dress. Dad would apologise to
the police for causing an inconvenience. He’d drag me home by the ear. I’d be shamed. I
swore, there and then, I would never go out as a girl again.
That was a promise I was never going to keep. But I needed to ﬁnd a way of being a
girl during daylight hours and to get into Melbourne, where I could be anonymous. The
ﬁrst plan I came up with was to put on my girl’s clothing and then cover it with oversize
boy’s clothes. This meant I could change gender in less than a minute. My idea was that
I would leave home as a boy and get into a small compartment on the train where there
were no other passengers. I would change between stations and be a girl when the train
arrived in the city. Then one night, a much better opportunity presented itself. It was
a Saturday night and Mum and Dad had organised a social outing for them and all my
brothers. I waited 10 minutes, just in case they’d forgotten something and came back. I
dressed in Mum’s best suit (lamb dressed as mutton?). It was a pale bluey-green dress
with matching coat in a thick-weave fabric, maybe linen. The coat had a white fake-fur
collar. I had my usual scarf instead of hair. I felt great and headed out the back gate.
I managed to walk the whole 400 metres to Bay Street before I freaked. It was a warm
summer’s night and there were people everywhere. A car full of boys spotted me trying
to cross Bay Street. They wolf-whistled. I loved being acknowledged as a girl. I looked
embarrassed and shy and pretended I didn’t notice them. But I suddenly felt I couldn’t
cope. I hadn’t thought it through. Yes, of course boys would notice me if I looked like a
girl. I dreaded to think what they would do if they found out I was a boy. Suddenly I
didn’t want to be out. I turned and scampered home. But I felt elated.
Exegesis — Secret Agency
In this gender project, I certainly gained considerable agency and self-esteem especially
by achieving academically and facing down a teacher. But the agency I most cherished, I
was determined to keep secret. By being a girl part-time, I demonstrated resourcefulness,
resistance to gender rules and a very practical agency. I ﬁrmly believed any acknowledge-
ment that I wanted to be a girl would disenfranchise me completely, counteracting any
agency I might have achieved by doing well at school. At home, my parents, grandfa-
ther and six brothers were so busy with their lives that there was minimal surveillance
of me. As this era came to an end, I was dux of my class, and I had an acute awareness
of my social milieu, its expectations, the lines I should never cross, and the existence of
borderland places of safety. I was not being bullied or sexually abused and I was making
progress toward becoming a girl during daylight hours. The downside was that because
of my extreme self-surveillance and secrecy, I was not fully participating in society as an
equal. I was starting to become a loner.
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4.4 Puberty Rupture (1965)
At ﬁrst, I tried to pretend it wasn’t happening. But when my Year
9 teacher told me my legs were too hairy to be wearing short pants,
I was forced to acknowledge it. Since I started high-school things
seemed to be going my way. I was starting to ﬁgure out how to be
a girl, at least on a part-time basis. But by half-way through Year
9, I was one of the hairiest kids in my class. It was as if an evil
spell had been cast on me:
Macbeth’s Witches: Spirits evil gather near,
Spell to make this life go queer.
Eye of toad, testis of quail,
Slugs’n’ snails’n’ puppy dogs’ tail,
Voice of boy, oh so sweet,
Drop octaves manly very deep, (EVIL LAUGH)
Me: Drops my voice so drops my heart,
My head and soul as friends depart.
Macbeth’s Witches: Command thee, I, black hairs to sprout,
W’signs so manly encrust without,
Pock and mark this girly skin,
Deep blacken scar the soul within. (EVIL LAUGH)
Me: Their evil, evil spell come true,
Black hairs on face and legs push through.
Their scheme so cunning, I do fear
Will make, to all, me male appear. (I CRY)
(Peters, 2011b)
I was desperately hoping these masculinising changes were only temporary, my breasts
would grow, and everyone would realise I was really a girl. Within a year my face was
covered in pimples and very dark hair. The enforced move from short to long pants
symbolised moving from boyhood to manhood. As far as I could tell, every other boy
in my class was very pleased to be showing signs of manliness, but for me, wearing long
pants meant I was giving up. My parents oﬀered me the money to buy the long pants. I
didn’t want to go into a menswear shop, so I asked Dad to buy them for me. His taste
ensured I had the most ill-ﬁtting, unfashionable long pants in my class. I didn’t want
to be a successful male. That would have been the last straw, a betrayal of my female
self. And so I had three streams of low status – coming from Port Melbourne, my lack of
sporting ability, and my poor fashion sense – to counter any potential high status I might
have gained from being top of the class. In a ﬁt of depression I destroyed my feminine
collection:
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It must go – the evidence! evidence of my transgression, my shame
– the photos of girl-me proving I exist – ripped – negatives cut into
tiny bits lest someone put Humpty together again – one bin too
dangerous – spread into 10 bins – my shoes – my beautiful girl shoes
– evidence – my true girl clothes – left in brown paper in a locker –
the evidence destroyed!
How Could I Possibly Ever be a Man?
I didn’t feel safe at home and I didn’t feel safe at school. Clear as day I can still see the
boy’s reaction. He wasn’t surprised. He seemed to know what was coming. His posture,
demeanour said he didn’t trust this Brother. It was arithmetic period and we’d been given
exercises to do. Our teacher was moving from desk to desk, helping kids with problems. I
found the exercises easy. I was daydreaming when I noticed Brother had reached John’s
desk, which was just a row to the right and one seat forward of me. “That’s not right.
Let me show you. Move over.” John started. Brother sat next to him on the wooden
bench. With his right hand Brother started to write in John’s book, explaining as he went.
Because of where I was sitting, I’m sure I was the only person who could see that Brother’s
left hand had slid around John’s waist, made its way into his pants and started to fondle
his genitals. John was squirming, but without losing a beat Brother was still explaining
the arithmetic problem. This was the Brother who held me over the balcony two years
earlier. My brain was racing. Would I challenge our teacher or tell the headmaster or the
priest or Dad or Mum? I felt sorry for John and went out of my way to be nice to him
in the schoolyard but didn’t think any adults would believe me. I told no-one. I became
more and more convinced that men and masculinity were revolting and was ashamed that
anyone might think I was one.
Exegesis — Puberty Rupture
Puberty proved to be a major rupture in my development. In the world of school I was
seen as successful, but in those areas of my life I considered important, my agency was
taking a dive. I was not at all able to resist my masculinising embodiment nor resist
the gender-dichotomous world I was living in. During this period, there was certainly no
recognition that I was having problems ﬁtting into the dichotomous gendered world. In
terms of subject formation, my identifying with female characters in ﬁction reinforced my
perception of myself as a woman. And even though I was top of my class, subjectively I
started to see myself as both an unsuccessful male and a very unsuccessful female. The
complexes of power with which I was mostly interacting – church, school and family – were
also restricting my freedom. The complexes of power I felt a little positive about were the
worlds of literature, humanities and the sciences. The long-term consequences of these
choices were increased self-surveillance and subjugation of my personality. Depression
leading to poor diet became embodied as worsening skin problems. My habitus was
certainly portraying low self-esteem, low assertiveness and docility.
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4.5 My Dark Ages (1966-1971)
Fear, guilt and shamed desire
Unstick my becoming-girl dreams.
Dis-resolute, I squander living.
Before puberty, I was convinced that I would somehow eventually be a girl. But my belief
in this happy feminine future was starting to come unstuck. The world and my own body
seemed to be conspiring to dash all my dreams. I had
no-one I could trust to talk to about needing to be
a girl. And with our eighth child, my ﬁrst sister, ar-
riving just after Christmas 1965, and Mum so busy,
my brothers often came to me for entertainment ideas
and dispute settlement. I needed time out to think, to
understand. I searched for quiet psychic spaces away
from the chaos of home. Lithe, stronger and taller
with puberty, I climbed high into the smallest branches
of trees, where I just sat, swaying in the breeze and
dreaming. Even now I feel calm looking at this photo
taken from high in my favourite Moreton Bay Fig.
The view from my safe tree
Another place I felt I had some privacy was riding my bicycle. One morning in
January 1966, feeling very stressed, I thought I would just take a short bike ride until I
calmed down. A few hours later I found myself in Frankston, 43 kilometres from home.
I had no money, I hadn’t told my parents where I was going, I had no water. On the
return journey, I came close to collapse, with the temperature reaching 41◦C (105◦F). I
eventually found a water fountain and rested a while in the shade. By the time I got
home, close to delirious, I had been out all day, and my arms were blistered by sunburn.
I hardly noticed being admonished.
In Year 10
I returned to school in February feeling very disoriented. I was
starting to think that God was a ﬁgment of human imagination.
I wondered what I was doing in a Catholic school and how I’d get
around people’s expectations that I would become a priest. None
of this would have been obvious to my teachers or parents. My
dreamy disconnected state was often taken for being well behaved.
It meant my parents and teachers left me alone. Surprisingly, I
was appointed a prefect. I guessed it was because I had been top
of the class the previous year. I certainly made no eﬀort to gather
votes. At the end of ﬁrst term I’d dropped to ﬁfth in the class
and then to 20th by the end of second term, but I regained top place by the end of the
year. As I started to look more male, my dreaming of being a girl became more intense.
It wasn’t long before I regretted destroying the few photos I had of me as a girl. In the
meantime, to avoid stigma and shame, I pretended I was comfortable being a boy.
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Cultural Portrayals of Gender
Because I didn’t know any girls I could talk to casually, I looked to my books and popular
culture to help me understand what it was to be a girl. I collected magazine photos of girls
I wanted to look like. I felt transported into the world of Austen’s Pride and Prejudice,
even though it did seem odd that most of these women, except for the sensible Elizabeth,
seemed to devote so much energy to ﬁnding a husband. I learned one was not born but
had to work at becoming an accomplished woman. I chose to identify with Elizabeth, but
I was sure that for my classmates, the book normalised the dichotomous nature of gender.
Petticoat Junction (Filmways Television 1963-
1970) was one of the programs we watched after school.
It portrayed the trials of a loving and wise widowed
mother, Kate, who ran a rural hotel while bringing
up three teenage daughters, Billy-Jo, Bobbie-Jo and
Betty-Jo. I do remember enjoying it, if for no other
reason than I could imagine myself to be a beautiful
teenage girl living in a happy family. Recently I hap-
pened across a DVD (Filmways 1963) and I was sur-
prised how didactic it was. The episode, Kate’s Recipe
(for catching a man), starts with Kate worried that
her book-loving daughter Bobbie-Jo is missing out on
dates because she wants to talk to boys about poetry
and philosophy. Kate decides to coach her daughter in
how to relate to men and starts by asking the younger
daughter, Betty-Jo, to ﬁnd out why the boys at school
Bobbie-Jo, Kate, Billy-Jo, Betty-Jo
are so taken with the elder sister, Billy-Jo. Betty-Jo reports, “Herbie Bates says he’s
crazy about Billy because she wrinkles up her nose so cute and because she makes him
feel so strong and masculine” (17:07 minutes). We see Kate teaching Bobbie-Jo how to
walk in a tight dress, how to wrinkle her nose, how to ﬂatter boys and how to be a good
listener, “A sure-ﬁre way to make a man feel strong and masculine is to listen to every
word he says like it’s awful important” (21:33 minutes). Bobbie-Jo takes her mother’s
advice, and by the end of the episode she has two boys wanting to date her. It amazed
me how unashamedly didactic it was in advising women to hide their intelligence to make
their man feel “strong and masculine”. Even though the advice is oﬀered by the wise
mother, the credits acknowledge the episode was written by two men.
I loved Get Smart (Talent Associates 1965-1970) on so many levels. I found Agent
99 beautiful and imagined myself looking as beautiful as her. At the level of the aesthetic
it emphasised gender dichotomy. But there was also a level at which it was subversive of
gender norms, in that 99 was signiﬁcantly more competent than Max. A viewer could see
Max as a particularly poor example of the masculine. In fact he was so incompetent that
even a woman was smarter than him.
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Max and 99 (Getty Images, NBC)
It also reinforces the idea that women
should never critique men, because we
see 99 allows Max to believe he is more
competent, thus reinforcing the natu-
ral hegemony of men, even when faced
with competent women. Years later,
when I entered the workforce, I cer-
tainly noticed a number of very compe-
tent women working for far less talented
men, who were assumed to be compe-
tent simply because they were men.
Discovering the Middle Class
The Christian Brothers’ school I attended only went to Year 10
because of the high dropout rate. During my ﬁnal year I won
a Commonwealth Scholarship, which enabled me to enrol in a
middle-class school, Whitefriars, for Years 11 and 12. We chose it
because it was run by Carmelite Friars (the Whitefriars). When I
got to talk about what subjects I wanted to do, I was surprised that
I had to pick a stream: science, humanities or commerce. High-
school science comforted me because it gave deﬁnite answers. I
was scared of humanities because I thought I might give away my
deepest secrets subtextually. I found literature very demanding
emotionally. When I read, I inhabited the stories. Their dreams
became my dreams. I deeply felt the characters’ emotions. I especially found books such as
David Copperﬁeld and To Kill a Mockingbird, where an innocent was in danger, incredibly
diﬃcult to read. My personal life felt so on edge emotionally that I became scared to take
on any more emotion.
Initially, I felt a little overwhelmed in this new school. In 1967, the school was
semirural. We could hear bellbirds and we saw kangaroos in the grounds. The nearby
mansions were huge. The wealth and attitudes of my fellow students left me feeling I didn’t
ﬁt in. I enjoyed the 50-kilometre round trip each day. It gave me quiet, time to daydream.
I ﬂipped between enjoying my schoolwork, social disconnection, and occasionally trying
to ﬁt in as a middle-class male. And because there was no punishment for not doing my
homework, I only occasionally did it. My main sources of joy during these Whitefriars
years were the consolation of literature, science, television, studying how to be a girl, and
chocolate. By late high school I was rather pimply.
Sharing a bedroom with three brothers meant I had no privacy, and it became par-
ticularly annoying when they started to smoke. I took over the walled-in veranda at the
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back of the house. I ﬁtted it out as a bedroom and
study. I was so pleased with my little private room
that I did this drawing. You can see my desk bot-
tom left, my bed above it. You can see my improvised
use of furniture: the gramophone behind the bed, the
ice chest as wardrobe behind the desk, and boxes as
bookcases. Wolfe (1929) suggested a woman needed
A Room of One’s Own, and at this time in my life a
private space was very important in helping me un-
derstand my inability to ﬁt in as a gendernormative
male. And even though this room had no insulation or
heating and was freezing in winter, I was so desperate
for privacy that I toughened up and slept in the cold.
My bedroom, 1967-1968
As a Whitefriars newcomer I was soon grilled by those who felt they needed to place
me in their hierarchy. I was hard to pin, in that I was close to top of the class academically
even though I had decayed teeth, was dishevelled and was obviously poor. Because I did
well at science, I was soon labelled ‘the mad professor.’ I was a little surprised at ﬁrst, but
soon realised this ascription as an eccentric was of great beneﬁt, in that it distracted people
from those aspects of myself I was trying to keep secret. Being seen as eccentric gave me
a way of being diﬀerent and aﬀorded me some status as being intelligent, albeit socially
inept. It felt a relatively safe place, and I soon presented enough clues to encourage this
ascription. Weeks & James (1995) note that eccentric behaviour is just within the bounds
of what is normally considered acceptable, and so it allows a degree of resistance. The
characteristics they list for ‘eccentrics’ include being nonconforming, creative, strongly
motivated by curiosity, idealistic, intelligent, opinionated and outspoken, noncompetitive
and with a mischievous sense of humour. They usually remain single and are often the
eldest or an only child. In examining their list I note that both as an adolescent and now
I possess most of these characteristics.
About the same time, I started to use humour. I found I could at times get my whole
class, including my teachers, laughing. Humour relies on being an acute observer of one’s
environment, which I felt I needed to give me an edge in a world where I just didn’t ﬁt. I
soon learned humour was a very useful tool to test the edges of social acceptability, helping
me understand my social world.
Whitefriars had a very diﬀerent ethos to my ﬁrst four years of high school, where
violence seemed to be always just below the surface. Over the ﬁrst few months, I started
to realise that middle-class masculinity seemed gentler. Wondering if I could ﬁt in as
a middle-class male, I joined the football squad and was even selected for a few games;
playing for the seconds.
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Montage: “Trying to be Male”
Chilled to the bone,
In school colours on a ﬁeld.
Football heads my way.
Sports Commentator: It’s a long Kingswood kick to the centre
Only one Friars on the back line
Who? Peters? Back pocket. The ball’s
Landed in the centre cricket-pitch mud.
Peters – sprightly across the top.
Squats – ball glued in the sticky mud.
Pulls hard! Out it plops.
(Peters looks up, thinks, ‘Oh shit!’)
There’s a huge ruck bearing down.
Must be double Peters’ weight.
Glee in the ruck’s eye about to crush the wimp.
Peters is really stuck in that sticky mud.
The Kingswood ruck launches!
Now he’s ﬂying and committed
But Peters shifts weight to right!
Kingswood ﬂies right past – missing the wimp.
Kingswood ruck – now prostrate in the mud,
Black face, black chest, black front.
Peters passes the ball with a stab punt.
Chilled to the bone,
In school colours on a ﬁeld.
Football? I see no point.
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My joining the football team was a social experiment to see if I could be a middle-class
male. The unsportsmanlike behaviour by my opponent brought home to me that I just
didn’t want to be male, whatever the class. It was not until my mid-20s, when I started
dance classes, that I found a way of being comfortable in my body.
The fact that I didn’t know how to relate to girls as a boy was strongly signposted at
the Year 12 school dance. I kept trying to convince myself to just walk up to a girl and
ask for a dance. I knew I wasn’t expected to ask where she got the dress. But I remained
socially frozen all night. For years, I’ve wondered how everyone else seemed to know what
to do and I didn’t. Goﬀman (1976/1979) suggests gendernormative people have cultural
templates which enable them to freely improvise around well-worn scripts. Because I was
trying to ﬁnd my own non-normative way through gender, I didn’t have any templates or
scripts I could follow. Yet I would have known exactly what to do and how to relate if I
was wearing a pretty dress and boys were asking me for a dance.
Last year of high school, 1968 — I’m in the front row, far right, 1968
At a retreat at the Pallotti College, we had deep and meaningful discussions on morality,
religion, family life and being a gentleman. This left me feeling very disconnected. Some-
one went to the eﬀort to short sheet my bed. I guess that meant they liked me or at least
saw me as one of them. The rest of my class were very stressed about doing well in this
ﬁnal year of high school. My parents put me under no pressure. Dad wasn’t paying my
school fees, my scholarship was. The subjects I was studying – physics, chemistry, double
maths and English – were far more interesting than my life. I didn’t study much when I
was cold and the roof was leaking. At those times I returned to me-as-a-girl dreams for
consolation. But in the last term, with the warmer weather, I started studying, reading
the books and paying attention at school. I also moved my bedroom back into the house.
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Uni Daze – Men, Women, Study and Finding a Place in the Social World
In the 1960s, the oﬀers of university places were published in The Age. Mum was so keen
to ﬁnd out if I’d been oﬀered a place that she tried to convince me to be in Spencer Street
when the ﬁrst edition came oﬀ the press just after midnight. I had a summer job and
needed to be up very early so declined. I was surprised when she decided to go in with one
of my younger brothers. I was in a deep sleep when she woke me. “You’ve got in. You’ve
got in.” “What? Oh! OK.” I fell straight back to sleep. Next morning, she was still very
excited and rang her mother, brothers and sister. I was surprised because she had never
seemed to be interested for herself. Once I thought about it, I was very pleased that I
had been oﬀered my ﬁrst choice, Engineering at Melbourne University, a diﬃcult course
to get into. I pointed out to Mum that I couldn’t do that course unless I got a scholarship
because there was no way we could aﬀord the fees. But I was oﬀered a scholarship.
In Orientation Week, it seemed every club and society on campus was trying to get
us to join. And even though there were a lot of social functions I could attend, I quickly
realised I lacked the social skills needed. I did try to force myself to attend to some things
I wasn’t comfortable with. For example, I went along to the Orientation Week Dance. I
understood it was my role to ask girls to dance, but I just couldn’t do it. A girl would look
my way and I would freeze. And even though there were hundreds, thousands, of women
on campus I was still stumped by the fact that all relationships between men and women
of our age seemed to be deﬁned by gendernormative courting rituals. I just couldn’t see a
way of ﬁtting in as an equal of girls.
I did join the Film Society, where I found our social interaction, watching movies,
far less stressful. It was an eye-opener to see the edgier ﬁlms of the time. Barbarella
(1968) and La Dolce Vita (1960) were deﬁnitely educational for me, particularly in terms
of what was expected in relations between women and men. I found Blue Angel (1930)
particularly frightening. The message I took from it was that giving in to emotions would
lead to downfall. I was convinced my desire to be a woman could only lead to grief.
I also joined MUST, Melbourne University Student Theatre. I loved the shows they
did, because of both the issues they raised and the aesthetic they portrayed. I went
along to an audition but froze and couldn’t do anything, scared of revealing too much
about myself. But I liked the people, and volunteered to work backstage, where I was
appreciated. I was able to cope with these relationships and was invited to after show
parties with interesting people. Here I discovered that a number of the men and women
were gay. This got me returning to the idea that I might be able to ﬁnd a niche in theatre.
For all the clubs I joined, I was unable to get beyond acquaintance and make friends.
I now believe this is because I was too scared to share any of myself and I was far too
embarrassed to invite anyone home.
I only got to mix with the ﬁlm and theatre people in my spare time because I was
studying Engineering. It seemed every Engineering Students Club event involved drinking
and drunken singing of songs about sex and women. I was still 17 and not legally entitled
to drink alcohol. After one or two drinks I felt rather dazed. I tried to sing along to
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these songs I didn’t know the words to. As the night progressed, I became more and
more depressed that I might be one of them, a male and an engineer. Someone called
out, “Jonno. Eskimo Nell!” Jonno was a respected third-year, tall, big glasses, sort of a
gentle face, from a very well-to-do family. Reverently someone told me, “He knows all 88
verses”. It was horrible. All these songs seemed to hate women. I thought straight men
liked women? I really hoped most men weren’t this misogynist. I knew I was studying
Engineering to avoid expressing emotion. But I found this misogyny revolting and knew
that their hatred somehow would include me.
This winter of pretending to be an engineer leaves me cold to
my core. It’s only my bursting bladder that gets me out of bed.
Greet Mum, sitting in the kitchen staring, smoking. Bathroom.
Avoid exposed nail-heads that cut bare feet. I can hardly see
myself in the tiny mirror, silver peeling, a corner missing. Ev-
ery time I look in the mirror I look more and more like a man.
Not seeing, not looking is surely an advantage. There is no
point to shaving. I still look male. I stop seeing me in the mir-
ror, averting, thwarting the mirror’s evil gaze that laughs ‘you
are a man’. I learn the location of every evil laughing mirror
at home, at university. I learn to not see them. I turn them
invisible to my mind. I avoid staying home, too cold, remind-
ing me too much of my expected male life. Arriving late every
day, I miss my ﬁrst lecture, physics. The university buildings
are warm, clean, comforting. I sit in the library pretending
I am not dreaming of being one of the 7000 women on cam-
pus. Lunchtime, alone, I hear debates, I go to lectures I am
not enrolled in, listen on headphones in the record library, of-
ten falling asleep on the bean bags. I arrive home very late. I
avoid home, the engineers, the misogyny. Desperate, I know
there is no way I can be male.
self-divided
A big factor in my choosing to study Engineering was to avoid opinion and feeling
and to embrace an unemotional logical way of understanding the world. It clearly did not
work, in that the misogyny of engineering culture heightened very negative emotions that I
did not understand at the time. From four decades’ distance, I can now see their misogyny
fed my shame, confusion and desperation, stripped my self-esteem, and convinced me that
I was psychologically ill. I was willing to go to the Student Dentist for my 20 ﬁllings but
I found it absolutely impossible to go the Student Counsellor about my real problems.
Without any actual knowledge of what mental-health professionals actually thought, my
shame convinced me that if I sought counselling I would be locked up.
On misogyny, MacKinnon (2010) suggests, “When one’s fundamental sexual experi-
ences are imposed in a context of inequality of power, sex itself becomes an imposition on
those with less power. . . . [This gives the boys] a strong incentive to despise girls and the
powerlessness they stand for” (p.506). This suggests transwomen would be despised even
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more because they are seen as choosing subjugation.
When Grandma, who was far more astute than my parents, suggested that because I
wasn’t studying hard enough I was going to fail my ﬁrst year at university, I was determined
to prove her wrong. In third term, I ignored my real problems and studied. But this wasn’t
high school and I couldn’t do enough to pass every subject. However, because I got honours
in physics and chemistry, they awarded me a Faculty Pass in engineering maths. I knew I
had to escape Engineering. The Faculty of Arts, where I could study theatre, did not want
me. I transferred to Science, where about half the students were women. But because I
failed engineering maths I had to ﬁnd $250, a huge amount of money for me, to be able
to enrol in 1970. I enrolled in psychology and pure maths.
A World with Women in It
It’s funny how connections are made. Around this time Mum, who was heavily pregnant
with our ninth child, was driving retired nuns to visit the sick. At ﬁrst, I thought it
was unfair they asked Mum to do this, but I eventually realised this was their way of
getting her out of the house and providing a ready ear to listen to her problems. They
were visiting her without suggesting she needed a visit. During one of their conversations,
Mother Boneventura suggested I apply for an assistant teacher’s job at the local Brigidine
College, Kilbride. In my interview with Mother Superior, I explained I was just entering
the second year of my degree. But they were desperate and she oﬀered me Year 12 General
Maths, Year 11 Maths II and Chemistry, and assistant to Sister Pauline teaching Year 10
General Science. And so in 1970, at 18, I found myself the ﬁrst male teacher in this
Catholic girls’ school. I felt very comfortable in this female culture. I understood women
better than men and the other teachers seemed comfortable with me. The trouble was
they related to me as a man.
My growing belief that man created God left me feeling uneasy in this religious school,
even though I very much liked and respected a number of the nuns personally. At the end
of the year, the students did okay. Mother Superior wrote a good reference but didn’t ask
me back and I was happy to move on. Overall 1970 was good year. I avoided men and
with a very high workload – teaching, university and student theatre – I had very little
time to feel sorry for myself. I was told that no-one fails ﬁrst-year psychology. But I did.
I missed the point. I was trying to use it to self-diagnose.
Failing psychology meant I lost my scholarship, was unable to continue with university
and needed to ﬁnd work. I had enjoyed the company of both men and women in theatre
and so that was where I started looking. Expecting to stay a short time until I found work
in theatre, I applied for a job as a technical operator for the ABC, and early in 1971 I
started working in television. I spent my ﬁrst day in Studio 31 with a 50-piece orchestra
on The Kamahl Show with Brian May and the ABC Show Band. I had never heard a live
orchestra before. I was very impressed with the quality of the sound compared to hearing
music on radio or television.
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Photo taken at job interview
Television, like the rest of society in the early 1970s, was very
male-dominated, heteronormative and homophobic, even though
exceptions were tolerated for creative jobs such as producers and
performers. Unlike theatre, I was surprised that the majority of
women in the ABC were working in traditional and low-paid
work: producer’s assistants, make-up, wardrobe, continuity, and
as typists and secretaries. But this was a regular job with a
regular income and when, a few months later, one of the guys
mentioned he was looking for a ﬂatmate, I jumped at the chance
to move out of home. By the end of the year I had enough money
to put a deposit on a car. Even though I was sharing, I now had
far more privacy than ever before.
Vietnam — Conscription
Coming up to the ﬁrst anniversary of working at the ABC, I became very stressed with
the ultramasculinity of war:
Twenty.
Too young to vote
but old enough to die.
Our Prime Minister wants me to go to Vietnam,
to kill communists
to save the free world.
If I register, win or lose the ballot,
I am complicit.
If I don’t register I go to jail.
Go to jail or murder people?
Maybe I could join the Medical Corps.
and carry no gun?
Ashamed at my cowardice,
with two minutes to spare
I register.
It mightn’t be all that bad?
I could be shot and exit misery,
put down like a rabid dog.
But I am not conscripted.
I do not go to jail.
I do not die.
Alive, cold, complicit and
So in pain.
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THE TELEVISION NEWS
One night, just when I thought I was safe, up popped a
colour story on the television news. A conscript had been
discharged, psychologically unsuitable for army life. A girl
from a troupe of female impersonators was called up for
military service. She of course arrived in her normal day
attire: mini skirt, high heels, big hair and lots of makeup.
They quickly rejected her lest she corrupt our Aussie boys.
I found her courage incredible. At the time, I’d rather be
shot in Vietnam than tell anyone I wanted to be a girl.
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Women, Men — and Me?
On my ﬁrst day working in Studio 32 on This Day Tonight, I was really surprised when
a very attractive woman grabbed me and gave me a huge hug. I didn’t know what to do
and froze. It was just so beyond my experience. I was desperate to touch her back but I
didn’t know what was expected. I just couldn’t believe such an attractive woman would
ﬁnd me attractive as a man. I did know how to relate to her as an equal but not as a man.
Every time I saw her after that I was friendly, but she was cold toward me, presumably
because I rejected her initial approach. I often went to the pub with the guys from work.
Besides talking about drinking and work, one of the main topics of conversation was sex,
or more speciﬁcally, how to pick up women. Their ‘wisdom’ didn’t help me at all.
Around the same time I discovered a number of the gay men were openly ﬂirting
with me. I was invited out after work and it wasn’t long before I had my ﬁrst sexual
experiences. I had kissed a girl before and I distinctly remember thinking that kissing a
man felt almost the same. Within a few days, it seemed every gay guy in the place had
heard what had happened. I was amazed that suddenly I was dating and was popular.
Initially I imagined that they had seen the inner female me, and felt I was being recognised
for my true self. But I was wrong. After a while I realised they were interested in my
perceived masculinity. I enjoyed their company and their transgressive sense of humour,
and stayed friends, even though I realised I needed to look elsewhere for intimacy.
I was able to distract myself at times, but the more masculine I looked the more I
wanted to be a woman. It seemed so unreasonable that half the world’s population were
women and I wasn’t. It wasn’t like I could avoid the topic. Everywhere I looked there
were women, reminding me I wasn’t one. On one of my desperate days, I took the bus
and train into the city and wandered through the Myer ‘Miss Shop’ imagining what I
could wear. Approaching from behind, a shop assistant asked, “Can I help you Miss?”. I
turned around. She looked shocked and apologised. My long hair and slimness and being
in a women’s clothing shop had suggested to her I was a woman but my full-denial-of-
everything beard said I was male. Later that day, I was able to psyche myself up enough
to buy a yellow top with matching tights.
I wear a yellow top I bought at the Myer ‘Miss Shop’, 1971
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I bought a dressmaking catalogue to work out what size
I was and then worked up enough courage to buy a green and
yellow tartan maxi skirt, polo top and high-heeled boots. I was
ashamed to think that the shop assistant may have thought
they were for me, even though they were. Wanting to be a
woman suddenly overwhelmed me. I was still too depressed to
shave oﬀ my beard, but I needed these clothes to prove I was
really a girl even if I did have a facial-hair problem. One night,
ﬁnishing work at 10:30 and desperate for some thinking time
and privacy, I decided to go for a drive because my ﬂatmate
was home. In a daze I just drove, and soon found myself at
Frankston and then up and down the country roads to Hastings,
Somers, Red Hill, trying to work out what this all meant.
Montage:
“My 1971 face with skirt”
Hours of driving up and down country lanes left me no wiser. I drove oﬀ the road
into some bush, opened the boot, changed into my new outﬁt and immediately felt calm.
I continued to drive up and down those lanes, faster and faster, more and more tired.
Eventually, with dawn just appearing in the eastern sky, I drove home and, being careful
not to wake my ﬂatmate, sobbed myself to sleep. Over the next few weeks I was able
to distract myself with a work training course. On the ﬁnal day, I found myself invited
to a dinner party. There were about eight of us, mostly from the ABC and 3AW. I felt
totally out of my depth socially. The women were beautiful. I was so jealous. I had just
discovered Stones Green Ginger Wine and quickly drank myself into oblivion, thus proving
it was a mistake to invite me. I eventually realised I was no longer welcome and left. As
I made my way to my car, I felt ill and giddy.
At dawn, as I fall rag-doll onto my bed, the room spins. Stop
spinning! Why am I so psycho sick? Sleep! I can’t sleep.
Spinning too fast. I open my eyes. The spinning slows. So
tired, why can’t I sleep? I so need to sleep. I close my eyes
and the room spins even faster. I open them, the spinning
slows. Desperate to forget. Can’t forget while I’m fucking
awake. My eyes keep closing, just like last night. I opened
them just in time to realise I was running oﬀ the road toward
a huge fucking tree. I think it was a plane tree. Was it in
Hawthorn? Maybe it was East Malvern? Carlton? I hit
the brake and not the clutch and stalled. Then it was dawn.
The birds were singing. The right front wheel was deep in a
gutter. Blacked out, ran oﬀ the road across oncoming traﬃc.
The car still worked. I drove home. That 3AW woman was
beautiful. Couldn’t cope. Beautiful women expose my pain.
A lot of pain requires a lot of drink. Can’t cope with grown-
up drinks. I’ll never drink it again, if only this fucking room
would stop spinning. Beautiful happy women make the pain
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worse. Room, I command you, stop fucking spinning! I
force open my eyes. I spread my arms and legs to give me
more stability on this spinning bed. The spinning slows. It’s
a fucking miracle I’m not morgued. My one-day-I’ll-really-
be-a-woman dreams are no longer working. They used to
keep me sane. I was never fucking sane. Oh!!! I will never
drink again. Quick! To the loo! Kneeling, I vomit into the
bowl. I used to like myself when I was four. Did I peak at
four?
After vomiting and drinking a lot of water, I did manage to get to sleep, and then to work
for a 3pm start. My inner voice just wouldn’t keep quiet about the previous night and
morning. Outwardly, I was quieter than usual, trying to pretend I was normal. I was still
slightly hung-over but I had an easy task, framing the newsreader’s camera. I avoided
conversation by going into the studio and practising my camera skills: tracking, dollying,
changing lenses and quickly refocusing. I realised drinking almost killed me. I hated being
drunk, but I also hated being sober and seeing my life for what it was. I could see that my
ﬁghting my desire to be a woman was leaving me socially inept, not knowing how to relate
to people as well as hating myself and not caring if I died. But this near-death experience
proved to me that I didn’t want to die.
Exegesis — My Dark Ages
In Secret Agency, the era prior to puberty, I had made some progress in achieving personal
agency by ﬁnding a way of becoming a girl on a part-time basis. In this era, My Dark
Ages, I had a signiﬁcant change in subjectivity which was primarily mediated by my
puberty-induced embodiment. And as these embodied changes became more pronounced,
so did my decline in agency, self-esteem, and physical and psychological health. Society,
community, everyone I knew was ascribing maleness to me. I knew that if I could give in
and be happy being male my life would be so much easier. But my deep self-ascription was,
somehow, that I was really female. This internal conﬂict required a huge commitment of
mental and emotional energy to safely get through each day. The more I followed the social
mores for masculine behaviour, the more depressed I felt. By my late teens this continual
shifting between trying to adopt masculine mores and hiding my femininity was ﬂipping
me between depression and powerlessness. Early 1971 marks the nadir of this decline. My
alcohol abuse and driving while drunk, Menninger (1938) would count as chronic suicide,
behaviour so dangerous that one is likely to be accidentally killed. This period of my life
is consistent with the ﬁndings of Leonard et al. (2012), who note that transpeople suﬀer
signiﬁcantly more psychological distress and anxiety and have poorer mental health and
resilience than the general population. At the end of this gender project, I was becoming
clearly aware that my very survival was at stake.
Chapter 5
Autoethnography II — Ghost
I found this image of a ghost inside the front cover of a book I had lent a colleague,
presumably to remind him I was the owner of the book.
In the early 1970s, I had a job in television, an industry still considered modern and
arty. At a colleague’s birthday party and not really sure how to be social, I joined a
circle of six people chatting and drinking. I was made welcome even though I listened
much more than I spoke. The conversations covered work, sex, politics, and I was very
pleased they were not as oﬀensive and misogynist as those of the Engineering students.
After going oﬀ to get a drink, I returned and stood in the circle again. I was far too
shy to announce my departure or return. An audio engineer I had operated boom for
seemed to be genuinely surprised I was somehow standing next to him. “How did you
do that?” “What?” “Disappear and then reappear!” “I just went for a drink.” “No!
You vanished . . . vanished into thin air . . . then just appeared . . . like a ghost. Oh? You are
a ghost.” Over the next few months, Ghost became his personal nickname for me, and
by the late 1970s it was so universally in use there were people who didn’t know my real
name. One woman, on meeting my mother, inadvertently called her Mrs Ghost. After
a while I discovered people called me Ghost, the ghost, el Ghosto or Casper for diﬀerent
reasons: mysterious, exotic, unknowable, pale as a ghost, here in body but not in spirit
(an ironic take on a ghost, who is present in spirit but not in body).
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5.1 Grasping for Stability (1971-1973)
In the weeks following my car accident I constantly replayed the events and consequences.
I concluded it wasn’t my wanting to be a girl that was the problem. It was my trying to
stop these desires that led to the mess I was in.
What if I started again? It was fun.
Why do I feel so guilty? I’m not a Catholic any more.
It’s time to shave.
And don’t drink. I am such an embarrassing drunk.
It was hard work getting the beard oﬀ. I used scis-
sors then shaved. My skin was so soft, having not
shaved for years, that I bled. I was expecting a beau-
tiful woman to emerge but that’s not what I saw. I
looked gaunt. I hardly recognised myself. A few days
later, Mum wondered who the stranger was entering
her kitchen. At the work Christmas party, few peo-
ple recognised me until I spoke. When I eventually
got to talk to the group from Telecine, one of the
senior operators said they were wondering who the
new attractive girl was. I was slightly ﬂattered but
wondered if he was trying to tease me, so I ignored
the comment. Part of me hoped he was right, but I
had seen myself in a mirror and knew he was wrong.
I was so depressed at my looks that I got a boy’s
very short haircut. I regretted this as soon as I did
it and started to grow it back.
As camera operator
Beyond the Nadir — Building Self-Esteem
Now that I realised I couldn’t easily become a girl, and because I had determined to stop
drinking, I needed to ﬁnd another way of dampening my very inconvenient emotions.
Long walks helped. Remembering my childhood became a valuable resource, reminding
me it was possible to be happy. I started dressing as a girl again, but initially this left
me feeling desperately sad because I no longer looked like the pretty girl I had imagined I
was. I searched for distractions from these negative thoughts. I found studying electronics
and practising the performative skills I needed on camera and vision-mixing were useful
in both distracting me from my obsessive desires and giving me a little self-esteem hit:
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Desperate for calmness, I realise there are answers!
No need to worry or stress!
My desires are chaos. But there are certainties:
Electronics, machines, pushing a camera.
In an ocean of chaos,
I grow a tiny island of certainty.
Vision-mixing circuits
Give me the conﬁdence to perform vision-mixing.
The RCA Transmitting Tubes handbook
Explains all you need to know
To get the Broadcast Operator’s Certiﬁcate of Proﬁciency.
I can now compensate for interelectrode capacitance
But I don’t know how to have a friend.
I draw circuits and sit exams. I qualify.
Listening to one voice, the technical,
Drowns out the hundreds of voices shouting
How to be, what to think, what to become, who to love.
Grasping for stability,
In my one-voice world, all is calm!
RCA (1962)
Living, Transgression, Stigma and Secrecy
In April 1972, I told no-one at work I had turned 21. They would have expected a party or
at least drinks and I didn’t have the social skills to deal with being the centre of attention,
couldn’t aﬀord to hire a place and was far too ashamed of the family home to invite anyone
there.
I was incredibly stressed but most people didn’t seem to notice. The only way I could
imagine myself not being stressed was to become a woman. Dressing as a woman at home
meant nothing. I needed to pass so I could socially interact as a woman. This ﬁts with
Kroeger’s (2003) description of “Passing: When People Can’t Be Who They Are . . . in
order to bypass being excluded unjustly in their attempts to achieve ordinary, honorable
aims and ambitions” (p.2). I really only felt like me when I was taken to be a woman. In
learning how to pass, I kept a diary/lab book of what worked and what didn’t. During
1973, I describe eight outings, of diﬀering success. My ﬁrst outing was just a few hundred
metres to shops in Brighton Road. The next time I became embarrassed when two girls
started laughing as I walked past. A little while later it occurred to me they might have
been laughing at something else, so I walked back and it turned out they weren’t laughing
at me. I felt elated the ﬁrst time I caught a train to the city. I loved it when an older man
held a door open for me. I felt very embarrassed a few weeks later when I was deﬁnitely
laughed at:
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Diary Entry: July 1973
Green/yellow maxi tartan skirt, yellow jumper, yellow ﬂoral smock.
First experiments with stick foundation. Was spotted and ran back
to car. Was spotted buying petrol in Canterbury Road. Went to
Doncaster Shopping Town and was spotted by the ﬁrst person to
see me. Passing distance 10 feet. Had to drive around to about
1am to wait for ﬂatmate to go to bed. My worst time out.
My desire for secrecy from my ﬂatmates and my wish to pass 100% deﬁnitely added to my
stress levels. Because I had to get so many circumstances to coincide, I only managed to
get out as a girl about once a month. I hated sitting in my car half a block from our ﬂat
waiting for the lights to go out so I’d feel safe enough to go home. I hated being careful
about everything I said. I needed to ﬁnd a place that allowed me to be truly myself, a room
of my own (Wolfe 1929). Such an opportunity occurred a few weeks later. I was driving
in the country, misjudged a corner and ﬂew over the embankment, destroying the car’s
front drive shaft. On closer examination, I realised that if I had ﬂown a few centimetres
more I would have rolled down a cliﬀ. This left me feeling I couldn’t trust myself to drive
when stressed. I had the car ﬁxed and sold it. I used this cash to look for my own place.
Exegesis — Grasping for Stability
At the start of this era my most pressing issue was very low self-esteem. I soon stumbled
across a strategy that worked for me. I had discovered that self-esteem is not compart-
mentalised. If you gain self-esteem in one area of your life, it washes over your whole life.
It was as if I had rewritten Portia’s famous lines from the The Merchant of Venice (IV i
184-185):
Me: The quality of esteem is not strained
It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven.
Almost every day during this era, I felt I was on the edge of cracking. When I felt scared, I
went oﬀ and did something I was competent at and I got a morsel of esteem. This enabled
me to not crack that day. I knew it was too soon to face the big issues in my life. But
with each success I gained a morsel of self-esteem and agency, which in turn gave me some
conﬁdence in facing the world. It also gave me the strength to give up alcohol.
The dominant theme in this gender project was my gaining just enough agency to
start doing whatever it took to ensure my safety. By the end of Grasping for Stability, I
had given myself permission to transgress social norms and be myself. I understood that
no-one was going to discover I was really female; rather, I had to assert I was. And that
meant I had to break society’s status function declaration that gender is dichotomous and
determined by one’s biology. Even though my transgression was, from now on, conscious
and wilful, I was determined to keep it secret and so I needed to learn how to pass as a
woman.
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5.2 Transgression and Identity Quest (mid-1973-1990)
My new house, 1973
I knew the strategies I had employed duringGrasping for
Stability weren’t enough to sort out the mess that was
my life. I knew I needed privacy and started looking for
a one-bedroom ﬂat, but soon realised I could not aﬀord
to rent solo. One day when visiting family I noticed an
ad in a realtor’s window: “Two bedroom house, $13,850,
vendor’s terms over ﬁve years, $140/wk”. That sounded
cheap. I didn’t know what vendor’s terms meant. I
didn’t ﬁnd out. I didn’t have the house valued. I earned
about $125 a week without penalties but usually got $160
with overtime. That would leave $20 a week for food,
clothing and everything else. And so, on impulse, at the
age of 22 years and desperate for privacy, I bought a
run-down house in Port Melbourne.
Within a few days of moving in, my family fell apart. Mum couldn’t cope anymore.
She and the four youngest moved 400 kilometres to seek refuge with her mother. I was
surprised the three older boys stayed with Dad. By Christmas I felt very lonely. I vol-
unteered to work on Christmas Day so I had some company. I made the eﬀort to visit
my three brothers as often as I could. It wasn’t long before Dad was in hospital with the
DTs and the boys were left to their own resources. This was certainly a surprise for me.
I knew Dad drank, but I hadn’t realised he had a problem with alcohol.
5.2.1 Early Transgression and Optimism (1973)
As soon as I moved into my new place I started to dress
as a woman. But the real test was to see if the social
world believed I was a woman. Wearing thick make-
up, I could look good in a black-and-white photograph.
But I looked very much out of place in the street. My
ﬁrst few excursions in December 1973 were around the
suburb and into Melbourne. In my diaries I noted what
I did and where I went, but I gave most attention to
social interactions: who ‘spotted’ me, who smiled, and
who seemed to be attracted to me. I found these early
excursions stressful because I didn’t pass very well. I
was scared of discovery by neighbours and of ridicule or
violence from strangers. As I got better at creating a
more natural-looking make-up it took me hours to get
ready. Consequently, in 1974, I only got out as a girl
about 20 times.
Heavy make-up, birdseed breasts
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1973-1975 — Photo booth images as feedback and as proof the female me existed
After a full-day outing in May 1974, I diarised, “felt I should not be alone. Should have
a husband, child or girlfriend”. In July 1974, I was a girl two days in a row and on the
second day I noted, “feel like real girl”, but again I expressed disquiet over my lack of
social interaction, “As [a] girl I have little aim in life, no friends, nothing to do but
wander aimlessly around shops pretending I am doing the weekly shopping. Could join
theatre group, sewing class, women’s lib, church group, gay lib.”
Embodiment the Key to Passing! — the Key to Sanity and Bliss?
My facial hair, 1975
By the end of 1974, I was feeling frustrated that I could
only be a woman a few hours a month and I blamed my
facial hair. At the end of the year I took all the holidays
I was owed, from 30 November 1974 right through until
1 February 1975, with the intention of removing all my
facial hair and then blissfully living as a woman for two
months. I picked up a pair of tweezers and started pluck-
ing a single hair at a time. By lunchtime I was exhausted,
but I had only removed about 10% of them. Some were
very strong, and bled from the root as I pulled them out.
But my skin was looking beautiful and clear where I had
plucked. With an hour on and an hour oﬀ, it took me
three days to remove every hair. When I ﬁnished I was
feeling very conﬁdent and headed into the city but I was disappointed to ﬁnd I wasn’t pass-
ing very well. That day I learned I needed more than clear skin to pass and I determined
to broaden my femininity studies. With my next excursion I paid a lot more attention
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to how I dressed and wore a normal amount of make-up for a woman my age. With this
extra level of conﬁdence I was extroverted, willing to try on clothes, and I bought a dress.
That evening, one of the girls from work visited. We preened, tried on clothes and went
for pizza. I really enjoyed her company doing ordinary things but she wasn’t interested in
doing it again.
The following day I was quickly recognised as a boy who
wanted to be a girl. I lost my nerve and returned home.
Unexpectedly, the day after that I felt very successful, al-
though I didn’t understand what was diﬀerent. That day,
I took my time getting ready, caught the train to the New-
market Trash and Treasure, then home to change into the
black-and-ﬂoral dress I had bought just two days earlier.
I felt great, and wasn’t even daunted when a waiter asked,
“Why do you want to be like that?” Overall I had a great
day, noting, “I felt the dress I was wearing was gorgeous
it felt good on my legs in the wind”. Up until this time I
had thought my face and voice were the primary factors
preventing me from passing. But these excursions proved
I was missing something else. This photo shows my body
type was well within the normal female range (166cm tall,
56kg, shoe size 37.5). My behaviour on these few days was
fairly gender-neutral, in that I was catching public trans-
port, eating and shopping. This started me on a long-term
quest into the mysteries and techniques of passing. New favourite dress, 8 December 1974
On passing, Kroeger (2003) notes, “[passers] must possess the face, voice, skin color,
body type, style, and/or behavior that deﬁes or confounds easy proﬁling. . . . the passer
also needs stealth and gumption, cunning, agility, and social conceit.” (p.8). Auditing
Kroeger’s list, I can see my face was androgynous enough to look female when wearing
a little make-up. And on my more conﬁdent days I had the gumption and social conceit
to assert I was a woman. With all my facial hair removed, I was expecting my technique
would improve dramatically over the two months I had oﬀ work. I even dreamed I would
be able to pass so well I could start living as a woman full-time. But much sooner than I
expected, my very healthy facial hair started to reassert itself. I was shocked how quickly
it grew back, leaving me with ingrown hairs and very pimply. My beautiful smooth skin
lasted just eight days and my beard was much worse than before I plucked. I felt so down,
I stayed in bed for days at a time.
I started to feel a bit better a few weeks later when most of the pimples had dis-
appeared. After a very close electric shave and three layers of foundation, I tried again,
attending the 3XY Darwin Cyclone Relief rock concert at Festival Hall. Once inside, I
felt a lot less stressed because I understood I passed very well in the dark hall. And as is
bound to happen in such a venue, my arm brieﬂy brushed against a guy I found attractive.
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It seemed an electric charge shot across my whole body, the hairs on my arms stood on
end and I was instantly sexually aroused. He smiled, which I took to mean he was just
as interested in me. In the dark I looked female, the right age and attractive. Voice was
irrelevant because the music was so loud. Even though I was very interested, I realised
that if I showed any further interest I would deﬁnitely not be able to pass. For a start,
if we kissed he would detect my shaving stubble. Being a very hot day, I wasn’t wearing
much, and if his hand felt its way up my skirt he would discover a penis and not a vulva.
I left fearing imminent discovery.
My Psyche and Agency in my Social World
The events at Festival Hall left me feeling a failure and powerless. I would have loved
to have danced with that guy, but I couldn’t. I wanted to be the type of woman who
had friends, family and a job. Over the next four weeks of my holidays, I ran through
all my options over and over, some days going for long walks, others not leaving the
house, sleeping as much as I could, gardening, running the scenarios again, coming to no
conclusion or the conclusion that there was no solution. My rational side told me that if I
gave into my desire to be a girl, I would be drawn into a vortex of insanity and rejection
by society.
Unable to sleep late one night, lonely and sad I wasn’t a girl, I gradually became
aware of wild weather. Looking out, I felt drawn into the rain and gale-force winds. They
seemed to express exactly how I felt. In awe of the storm’s fury and energy, buﬀeted by
the winds, tasting the salt in the air, I pushed my way toward Beach Street. Leaning into
the roaring wind, pulling myself along the ﬂimsy fence, forced back but ﬁghting forward, I
made my way out onto Hook Pier and held on. Wave after wave broke up and over the pier
and all around me, jolting the heavy timbers, whose creaking was drowned out by the roar.
Hyper-adrenalined, I held on, riding my private fun fair. The rain was so heavy, I couldn’t
see the shore just 50 metres away. Every item of my clothing was soaked. Exhilarated, in
fear of my life, I stopped feeling sorry for myself. With my self-talk running at speed, I
dawdled home through the pouring rain and had a hot bath.
Late in January, realising my local doctor was on holidays, I asked the locum for
a referral to a psychiatrist. At my ﬁrst appointment I was very vague as to why I was
there. I somehow imagined that as he was an expert, he would be able to help me become
a woman – not a transsexual. Intuitively, I felt uncomfortable with this man and was
disappointed he suggested group rather than individual therapy. But I felt desperate and
decided to at least try what he suggested. I can now see I would have felt a lot more
comfortable with a female therapist.
While waiting for a vacancy to get into group therapy, I started to write. Since mid-
primary school, I was aware I had a very insistent subjective dialectic stream (deluge?) of
consciousness. It was only when I got a place of my own that I felt safe enough to start
writing. Initially I wrote to understand all my options and to ensure any insights wouldn’t
be lost. It was clear to me that how I felt and what I thought were in conﬂict. I wrote for
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hundreds of hours, sometimes a single fragment, pages or an aphorism. Soon I discovered
my writing had an unforeseen consequence. I found it both calming and cathartic. By
getting my stream of consciousness on paper I was often able to let the thoughts go, and
by peeling oﬀ the top layer I found new insights buried beneath.
Work, Networks, Intimacy
When I got back to work, in February 1975, the ABC had gone live with colour television.
I found this world of work and all its politics very hard to understand. But I felt that if I
could learn to understand the ABC, it would help me understand how the world worked.
Even though I saw myself as a psychological mess I must have appeared fairly normal to
some people, so much so that a colleague asked me to be his best man. I didn’t see myself
as a man so it was a real stretch to see myself as a best man! But I liked him, agreed,
and determined to do a good job. The wedding was in a small country Anglican church.
I was a bit nervous about giving a speech to the 200 guests but there were scripts I could
follow, everyone heard me and the old ladies wanted to dance with me.
About 10 weeks after the wedding, the newly married couple
invited me to stay the weekend. On arrival, I discovered the
bride’s cousin, Jennifer, with whom I had chatted on the day
of the wedding, had also been invited. I soon realised I was
involved in a matchmaking scenario. I was genuinely surprised,
but now that I think about it, I guess they thought I was a
reasonable catch. I was 24, buying a house, had a job and was
OK looking. With such an attractive woman being presented to
me as potential partner, the path of least resistance would have
been to date, get engaged, marry, have kids. I liked her, and
on those days I was less depressed, I could see it working. At
this age, I had had sex with men, and I was curious to have sex
with her to try and ﬁgure out if I was gay, straight or bisexual.
But she said she wouldn’t have sex unless we were engaged. I
took this at face value and didn’t pressure her. When I was
invited to meet her parents, I could no longer ignore that she
was deﬁnitely considering marriage. I purposely didn’t take the
hint because I knew I couldn’t consistently pretend to be the
heteronormative boyfriend/husband she imagined I might be.
She did eventually ask me directly what was so wrong with her
that I wasn’t interested in marriage. I said it wasn’t her, that I
wasn’t mature enough for marriage.
I didn’t reject the idea of marriage out of hand. I thought that by taking it very
slowly I might be able to ﬁnd a way of being myself and being in a relationship with
her. But I eventually realised she didn’t appreciate me as a sensitive male. I felt she and
her girlfriends had a degree of condescension toward men. It was as if she were saying,
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“You’re a man, I can treat you like a child emotionally even though you still meet most
of the criteria for a husband.” Looking through my diaries I can now see Jennifer did
want our relationship to work, and we continued to date on and oﬀ for another year. In
January 1975 she gave me a novel, The Dice Man by Luke Rhinehart (1972). I found
the back-cover blurb both confronting and confusing, “Let the dice decide! ‘If it’s a one,
I’ll rape Arlene’ . . .Who am I to question the dice?”. I took her giving me this book as
suggesting I needed to take control, and wondered if she was being as literal as expecting
me to rape her. I certainly had no intention of doing so. A few weeks later she announced
she had a new boyfriend. I felt the pressure taken oﬀ me and was happy she had found
someone more suitable. But by September she had dropped him and we dated again. I
really liked this woman and could have easily lived with her. We were mutually attracted
and had a similar sense of humour. But I realised that to have a lasting relationship, I
would need to pretend I was willing to perform masculine to her feminine. And so, despite
a lot of pressure to conform, I chose to stick with my in-between-ness.
I learned that I could have sex with men and women, and yes it was diﬀerent, but I
couldn’t say one was right and the other was wrong. If anything I was a bit disappointed
with both. Neither seemed to live up to the hype. The main problem I had with both gay
men and straight women was that they wanted to encourage my masculinity.
5.2.2 Seeking the Normative, Transgression and/or Borderlands (1975-1980)
At diﬀerent times during this era I tried a number of ways of living – as a normative male,
a normative female, a transgressive male and inhabiting a trans borderland (Anzaldua
1987) – while looking for psychological health, a livable life (Butler 2004) and agency.
Transgression Amongst Friends
After my excursion to Festival Hall I despaired of ever being a norma-
tive woman and didn’t try again for months. One Friday at work a
few of the gay guys suggested we go to a midnight movie, and when I
suggested I go as a girl they thought it would be great fun. They saw
me as transgressive and we enjoyed each other’s company, although I
think it was important for them that some of the public understood
our secret or it just didn’t feel transgressive. A far more challenging
opportunity presented itself a few weeks later. A straight colleague
was throwing an Arabian Nights fancy-dress party. I didn’t know him
well and I wasn’t planning to go. But the gay guys and I decided to go
as a group and dress up. At the party they were being outrageous and
camping it up. But this was a signiﬁcant day for me, in that it was
the ﬁrst time I had ever appeared in front of my straight colleagues as
a girl. I loved that people who hadn’t met me before assumed I was a
woman. Of course it helped that it was a dark room with loud music,
so no-one could see my beard line or hear my voice. A guy I had never
Costume Party, 1975
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met overheard a conversation, and realised my status and in a friendly manner started
talking to me about it. His wife came rushing across the room and abused him for trying
to chat me up. She only calmed down when I proved to her I was a boy by allowing her
to feel the stubble under my chin.
I wasn’t sure how the straight men at the party would react so I decided to stay sober
to remain alert. Later that night, a tall unattached guy did start chatting me up. He was
quickly warned oﬀ by people who knew my status. Angry that he had been tricked, he
challenged me. I simply admitted my status. But I must have looked a little embarrassed
as I did because he then commented that I even knew how to look shy, like a girl. With
this he picked me up, tightly wrapping his arms around me so my face was almost in his.
He was obviously ambivalent. I wasn’t at all sure if he was going to kiss me or throw me
down the stairs. After what seemed far too long a time, I told him to put me down. He
didn’t. So I dug my knuckles into his temples and he put me down. At the end of the
night I felt I had made great progress, even though I couldn’t see how I could ever be a
girl when straight men found me unnerving.
Work and My Masculo-Phobia
Even though I felt much more comfortable in the company of women and gay men, I often
had to work with very heteropatriarchal men. In late 1975, I found myself rostered to
television Outside Broadcasts (OBs), probably the most demonstratively masculine work-
place in the ABC. A typical OB would involve production staﬀ, commentators, technical
management, engineering, camera, sound, rigging and drivers. And because of the dis-
tances from home base we were often away for days at a time, sharing accommodation
with colleagues. In this context I did my best to be invisible.
My ﬁrst trip away was to Mitchelton Winery for our then very new music program
Countdown. Thirty of us travelled and setup on the ﬁrst day, had two days shooting the
stars miming, then packed up and travelled home on the fourth day. The only performer
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I can remember was Andy Gibb, the youngest Gibb brother. I felt comfortable enough
when we were working, but after work I felt very uneasy. Most of the guys treated being
away from wife and family as an opportunity to drink, smoke and play cards. One of the
unique aspects of this particular OB was that the van was parked next to the swimming
pool and it was late spring, great weather for a swim and barbecue. On the fourth day,
after we ﬁnished our packup, almost the whole crew went for a swim. Then coming
up to lunchtime our boss called time and we wandered into the changing room. I had
just ﬁnished my shower and was standing there, drying myself while staring at the wall.
Suddenly I realised that the room had become very quiet. Twenty blokes in a changing
room and it was quiet? “What’s wrong?” Suddenly alert, I scanned the room. It took me
a few seconds to realise that all their eyes were directed toward my groin. I looked back,
wondering if I was mistaken. I hated being noticed and here I was the centre of attention,
naked. They didn’t even seem to notice that I had noticed them staring. It seemed to
take ages but eventually one of the cameramen oﬀered, “Where did you get that . . . oﬀ a
donkey?” That comment certainly broke the ice. There were guﬀaws all round. Everyone
looked uneasy. Embarrassed beyond words, I said nothing. I turned back to the wall,
dried and dressed myself as quickly as I could and got out of there. This started 15 years
of being teased about my penis. I found this very confusing. I understood that gay men
were obsessed with penises, but in this heteronormative all-male environment, it seemed
that straight men were too. Still desperate to be a woman, I found it mortifying that I
was now known by straight men as well as gay for the size of my penis.
Exploring Borderland Territory
I had a vague awareness of men living as women, some of whom were glamorous showgirls
and some who had had a sex-change operation. Conﬂicted, I wanted to be normal, a real
woman and transgressive all at once. I started to study how these people lived. The ﬁrst
sources I found were published autobiographies, Christine Jorgensen (1967) and Jan Morris
(1974). I could only partly identify with Jan Morris, primarily because of her adoration
of the male world. By contrast, I felt an instant connection with Christine, particularly
her feeling of growing up confused by the world’s expectations of her. I felt her joy in
discovering medical practitioners who would help, her growing femininity with surgery
and hormone treatment, and then, at least initially, the positive way she was recognised
by the US Government. But as her story continued I was dismayed by the press outing
her and treating her like a freak. By the time the book was published she was travelling
around the US telling her story in nightclubs. I took this to mean that even though she
might have felt she achieved her aim of becoming female, the press were not going to allow
her to just be an ordinary woman. Overall I found the published biographies frustrating
in that they seemed to go out of their way to avoid telling me what I wanted to know, in
particular how these transwomen resolved any doubts they had.
Kando’s (1973) Sex Change, an academic text, describes transsexual women ranging
from sex workers and showgirls to housewives. The stories suggested to me that living
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in this trans borderland, even though it might be in search of a normative female life,
seemed to always end up heavily stigmatised. I knew I couldn’t cope with the stress of
being continually transgressive, so I looked for ways of being seen as a normative male or
female, whichever I was that day. The irony was that the more I wanted to be a normative
female, the more transgressive I was forced to become. My day-to-day life became very
much about stress management: the stress of not being a woman, the stress of having
facial hair, the stress of colleagues trying to ﬁnd kinks in my armour. I cut back on all
the other stressors in my life to have the energy to cope with my lack of a solid gender
identity. I stopped driving, I was getting to bed early and exercised before I went to work,
even if I started at 06:30. I took a demotion to have less stressful work. I went to the
country to slow down.
(Cleo, October 1975, pp.128-131)
By the mid-1970s, I had found a number of articles on sexual and gender diversity. For
example, I read about the Seahorse Club, a support group for heterosexual transvestites.
I didn’t think I was any of the people described in the excerpt, above but because I had
such an unformed concept of who I actually was, I thought this group was worth exploring.
A few months later, I was very pleased to be contacted by Robyn, the convener of local
chapter Seahorse Victoria. I arranged a meeting and we immediately hit it oﬀ. We decided
to go visiting, and on that ﬁrst day I met three people with whom I at least had something
in common. I learned that all three had been in some way dressing as women for years,
and so I found it disappointing that they hadn’t learn to pass as women. I was worried
that would be my fate.
Later that year at a Seahorse meeting I met Angelina, a transwoman who was living
full-time as a woman and passed well. I was both attracted and curious as to what made her
tick. I was very impressed that she had found an ordinary job. Over the next few months
we became lovers. Our relationship was complex, in that at one level she understood that
I was trying to discover my own way of living in the world as a woman, and initially she
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encouraged me. But at another level she deﬁnitely saw herself as a woman who wanted a
boyfriend, and because I was mostly living as a boy, she wanted me to be that boyfriend.
We remained in a relationship for 14 years, and during that time our relationship evolved,
both of us changing as we became each other’s mentors.
In April 1976, I arrived home to ﬁnd another transwoman, Joanna, visiting Angelina.
After hearing her problems with domestic violence at the hand of her boyfriend/pimp, we
agreed to put her up for a few weeks. I did feel a bit nervous letting someone I had met
only that day stay, but she needed protection. She dreamed of getting oﬀ the streets and
into one of Melbourne’s drag shows and so she spent a lot of her day working on dance
routines. Over the weeks she stayed with us, she encouraged us to come along, to help her
network with showgirls. Both Angelina and myself had fairly normal jobs and it wasn’t
long before Joanna found our normality stressful, labelling us suburban drag. A few weeks
later she had moved out, returning to her life as a street sex worker. We visited a few
months later and Joanna very proudly showed us her new silicone-enlarged breasts. I was
horriﬁed to see that the stitching where her left breast had been sewn in had burst open
because her boyfriend had sex with her before they had healed properly. She couldn’t
aﬀord to have it ﬁxed and so she had plastered it up with Band-Aids.
Estrogen versus Testosterone
Age 25, 1976
Angelina told me of a doctor in St Kilda who, if you paid
double the usual fee, would prescribe“pretty well anything”. I
told him I always wanted to be a girl, and he prescribed female
hormones without any requirement for further counselling.
At this point, I dropped out of group therapy, both because I
had learnt nothing about myself psychologically and because,
having a source of hormones, I felt I was making progress
toward becoming a woman. The ﬁrst thing I noticed was
my nipples became incredibly sensitive and erect. Then over
a few months my cheeks and breasts plumped up. I was
overjoyed with these changes. I knew it didn’t make any
logical sense, but I felt my belief that I should have been a girl
all along was being validated by this joyous second puberty.
But other people started to notice these changes. Walking
through a door at work one of the guys inadvertently brushed
against my nipple and I ﬂinched. He was surprised and then
looked directly at my breast and noticed the development.
He laughed. Soon it was obvious to most people that I had
started to grow breasts. I really wanted these changes but I
deﬁnitely wanted to keep them secret. I was soon at a point
where I couldn’t easily pass as a boy because of my plump
cheeks and pert breasts. And I still couldn’t pass as a girl
because of my dark
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facial hair on my pale skin. It seemed I had crossed that invisible line from eccentric to
freak. In fear of ridicule, I dropped my dosage so I could pass as a boy again. The other
option of course was to start living full-time as a woman.
Diary Entry: Sunday 12 December 1976
[I have] decided to become a girl by December 1978.
But I just couldn’t see how I could pass full-time because my facial hair grew back just
a few weeks after I plucked or waxed it. I had imagined the high estrogen dosage I
was taking would ﬁx my facial-hair problem. But estrogen was only capable of doing
estrogen’y things, like redistributing fat. It was incapable of undoing the damage caused
by testosterone, facial hair and a deep voice. Over a period of time, I discovered a routine
that gave me reasonably good skin for one week in four. I kept this pattern up for at least
the next 10 years, arranging my social life around the one week in four I had good skin
and minimal facial hair.
Party-Time Transgression – 1977-1980
Three women I knew through work, who had birthdays close together – under the sign of
Leo – organised very popular fancy-dress birthday parties. I took this opportunity to look
as stunning as I could. I even made the Wonder Woman costume. The themes shown
in the following photos were: foreign, aspiration, song title and superhero. What I notice
looking at these photos is how happy and extroverted I look compared to shots of me as
a male from the same period.
The Leo parties — 1977-1980
In 1977, as a Spanish woman, a number of things were diﬀerent to my ﬁrst eﬀort in 1975.
For a start, I was now taking estrogen. At these parties, I was consciously using the
reaction of my colleagues to guess how they would react if I started to live as a woman
full-time. So in the original sense of the word, I was extroverted. I directed my focus
to people’s behaviour outside of myself. Mostly they saw me as friendly, engaged but
eccentric. Most of the women I worked with seemed to love me looking feminine. The few
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gay men were impressed that I was so outwardly transgressive and was somehow being
admired for it. I took a camera and two rolls of ﬁlm. Halfway through the night I took out
the camera and started taking photos. I was surprised how many people wanted to have
their photo taken with me. To an extent these photos clearly show how they reacted to
me. Unfortunately, I don’t have permission to show them here. Looking at one photo in
particular from the 1977 party, one of my colleagues who noted I looked like a normative
woman – not satirising the feminine – has a look that says he thinks I have a serious mental
disorder. Many straight men did seem a bit unnerved if they found me at all attractive.
For example, at the 1979 party, I was surprised when a particular guy decided he wanted
his photo taken with me. Without warning, he picked me up so that I lay across his arms.
In the photo he looks very pleased to be holding me. But others stirred him, and just after
the photo was taken, rather than put me down, he threw me across the yard. Fortunately
I was completely sober and managed to twist midair to land on my feet, quite a feat in
the heels I was wearing. One guy I had never met just walked up and groped me. Later I
was told he was a police sergeant. The same night the drunk wife of a colleague told me
she found my nipples very attractive. I was so surprised, I said, “What?” She repeated
herself, so I said, “Thanks” and made small talk.
After my Spanish outﬁt in 1977, a few people started calling me el Ghosto and later el
Ghosto and the Castanettes. It wasn’t at all obvious to me who the Castanettes were
supposed to be. I guess it means my appearance at these parties was performative and
that I deserved an entourage. I was very pleased the following birthday to receive this card,
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drawn by one of the women who organised these parties. Back at work after these parties, I
tried being ordinary competent me again. But people from all over the building visited and
asked to see photos of the party. They were mostly complimentary and positive. At the
time I did think the majority would be able to cope with me living as a woman full-time.
But while I was still presenting as a woman only for parties, they found me diﬃcult to
read, and positioned me somewhere between normative and transgressive. This conﬁrmed
for most people that Ghost was a name that suited me.
Androgyny as Borderland Behaviour
During this era, I intensely explored androgyny as a possible way of living in the borderland
between normative and transgressive portrayals of gender. In 1977, the Jungian analyst
June Singer (1976) was visiting Melbourne. I was very impressed with her thesis that if
we all embraced our masculine and feminine sides we would be much healthier people.
As I read it, I can clearly remember feeling a weight had been lifted, and decided I was
androgynous. I now realise I was at least partially trying to make androgyny work as
a named identity rather than as a way of transcending the limits of gender. Singer saw
androgyny as a psychic state. Over the next decade, I tried to add a layer in that I wanted
my androgyny embodied. Looking androgynous meant I could pass as male or female with
a change of clothing and demeanour. At a deep level I still wanted to be a woman, but
at the time this seemed a good compromise. Under normal circumstances my body would
have continued to masculinise as I grew older, but with the intervention of estrogen, I
was able to remain androgynous-looking for another decade. Having breasts, even if I hid
them most of the time, allowed me to feel I was a real person/woman.
The Gendered Aesthetics of Fitness, the Face, Stance and the Kinaesthetic
In 1979, I had to acknowledge I was very ﬁt. I was working
on the TV news crew and often had a spare hour between
bulletins. The corridor outside the studio was just the
right width to chimney, one of the skills I had picked up
as a member of the Melbourne University Mountaineer-
ing Club. I was able to laterally chimney the length of
the corridor shown in this photo in 32 seconds. People
enjoyed watching me do this, and one of the staging guys
suggested we perform a piece for the 1979 Duplex Awards,
Xmas Tape. We staged it satirising the exaggerated mas-
culinity of World Championship Wrestling. I wore white
and my opponent black. I won. I was light and very
strong for my weight. After the tape was shown to a few
hundred people at the Christmas party, I unexpectedly
found myself a minor celebrity. But I found it rather dis-
concerting that I was seen as masculine rather than as
satirising the masculine.
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I understood that how people saw my face was important in their perception of me
as a woman. The estrogen I was taking certainly helped, but I also invested considerable
eﬀort in learning make-up techniques. This included completing a course at the Australian
Film and Television School and collecting clippings of looks I wanted to try.
My faces – masculine (1975), androgynous (1980), feminine (1977)
These three images show part of my face’s range of gender expression. The photo on the
left shows how my face looked before I had taken any estrogen. The centre photo shows
how I looked with a low dose of estrogen and no make-up. The image on the right shows
how my face could look taking estrogen, facial hair waxed, wearing make-up and with a
feminine hairstyle.
During the 1970s, I took regular dance classes to help me control embodied factors
such as stance, posture and gait (Goﬀman 1976/1979; Migdalek 2015).
My gendered use of stance – feminine / masculine (1975-1981)
These images show a range of gendernormative stance. The left image suggests sexual
availability, the second and third suggest delicacy and enjoying the aesthetic of dress. The
next is a masculine pose, suggesting being comfortable in my skin. The ﬁfth image situates
me in nature and standing ground. The ﬁnal image is situationally masculine, in that we
expect men, not women, to be lumberjacking.
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Transgressive use of stance (1976)
I discovered that if I performed a gender-inappropriate stance I earned signiﬁcant stigma.
The ﬁrst image shows me trying to look male but walking with a feminine gait. We
perceive it that way because I am walking with one foot directly in front of the other. The
second image is transgressive because I am showing facial hair and a lump in the briefs but
standing in a very feminine pose, modelling a bikini. The third image represents Born of
Mother Earth. I see it as transgressive because of the juxtaposition of my feminine pose,
male embodiment and Mother Earth’s birth canal.
Gender neutral stance (1978/1983/1980/1978)
As I learned an habitual feminine stance, I found that when I was trying to pass as male
I was often inadvertently being transgressive. These four images portray a gender-neutral
stance, which I found better suited my commitment to androgyny.
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The way the body moves, the kinaesthetic, is also highly gendered. When I was in
Grade 6, I remember one of our teachers suggested Mother Virginia, our head teacher, was
elegant because she seemed to glide when she moved. This intrigued me and I practised
gliding. I was drawn to ballet as a teenager but was far too intimidated by the stigma
I thought it would attract. Spry (2001) describes her experience, “Dancers are experts
in the theatre of gender. We learn early on, as does any great female gender actor, to be
acutely sensitive to the wishes of others, that our body, and its worthiness is contingent
upon external judgement” (p.720). From 1973 to 1990, I did classes in classical, jazz, tap,
contemporary, African, Indian and even a little ballroom. Gradually I started to enjoy
being in my body, being physical without the macho crap that came with school football
and sports. I found classic ballet frustrating because it was so gender-dichotomous. I
much preferred jazz classes, where men and women learnt the same routines. Migdalek
(2015) notes a dance sequence can be seen as masculine or feminine based on the inﬂection
of the hands, feet or by adding face movement such as a pout. Adding make-up, costume
and high heels means jazz looks very gendered in performance. I learnt dance in a gender-
neutral way but avoided performance to avoid being cast as male.
The feminine woman glides eﬀortlessly in high heels.
Walking in heels isn’t unnatural. It’s just diﬀerent.
But wearing heels isn’t for sissies. It takes hard work,
commitment and incredibly strong ankles. It is im-
portant to keep the knees slightly bent, pelvis twisted
forward. The weight is spread evenly between the ball
of the foot and the heel. Heels lengthen the leg, en-
dowing one with the grace and gait of a strutting ﬁlly,
a Giselle or a gazelle. I walk, skip, stride, glide and
dance in heels. Heels slow one’s promenade, to glide,
beyond the noise and haste, to be observed.
These embodied changes to face, stance and gait assert gender and so are only successful
if they are believed. I worked on skills and conﬁdence development through ﬁtness and
becoming comfortable in my skin. But I also understood that people want/need to ﬁt you
into one of two genders, and I realised that if I performed gender as expected for a woman,
that’s what most people would see.
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5.2.3 Extreme Contra-Pressures (1977-1990)
On the 17 April 1977, Angelina wrote in my day book, “Our bubbly friend Joanna died
from drug abuse”. She was 23. We learned of her death when her boyfriend asked us to
accompany him to the morgue. We then went on to inform her elderly parents. I found
their confusion, abject poverty and sense of failure overwhelmingly sad. The coroner found
‘death by misadventure’. Apparently she had arrived home after a night of alcohol and
various drugs, fell on her bed facedown, vomited and drowned. On her good days, she had
an incredible zest for life. The funeral wasn’t advertised and the family arranged for her
to be buried under her boy’s name. With only six of us attending her funeral in a church
that could hold 2000, her death seemed all the lonelier. Joanna was an innocent who
dreamed she could escape her lot by becoming a glamorous showgirl. She didn’t deserve
to die.
Six months later, on 22 October 1977, Angelina wrote, “Decided deﬁnitely to change
back as am ﬁnding it not the answer I’d thought it would be. Also am ﬁnding it impractical
and have outlived my need to be a girl. I just want to be ‘me’ but an easier one for me
to cope with. One that will enlarge my life a bit. Not restrict it and cause embarrassment
and unnecessary tension. Hope all goes well! Am taking lots of photos for memories.” At
this point, she . . . I mean . . . ‘he’ stopped taking hormones, and re-learnt how to be seen
as a male. I supported him during this period. Alex’s change was very disorienting for
both of us, our friends, my family, our neighbours and colleagues. Angelina was the one
person I thought had proven one could transition from male to female and live a healthy
happy life. But there was a further impact on me. Angelina, now Alex, became convinced
that because it wasn’t right for him, then it wasn’t right for anyone, and he started to go
out of his way to discourage me from even dressing as a woman part-time.
Is Wanting to be a Woman a Psychiatric Disorder?
In 1979, I had a new doctor, who referred me to the Monash Gender Dysphoria Clinic.
Having lost Angelina as a mentor, I was very happy to seek professional help in under-
standing my intense desire to be a woman. At one level I was hoping they would ﬁnd a
diagnosis, telling me who I was, what named identity was right for me and so how to live
my life. But that didn’t happen. After a few consultations, I agreed that even though
I had an intense desire to be a woman, I also had a very negative attitude toward being
diagnosed with transsexuality or Gender Identity Disorder. We agreed it was sensible to
keep taking a low dosage of estrogen while I tried to work through these issues. I continued
with the counselling for a number of years. Considering my attraction to androgyny, the
lead psychiatrist helped me adapt to living as a polymorphously androgynous male.
In parallel to seeking medical help, I searched the academic bookshops and university
libraries for anything that might enlighten my quest. The academic text that most horriﬁed
me and yet inexorably drew me to it was Janice Raymond’s (1979) Transsexual Empire.
Raymond suggests transsexuality is a disease invented by the medical profession to ease
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societal stress with unjust dichotomous social roles of gender. She also asserts that the
male-to-constructed-female transsexual is an ultrahomophobic male who is so unhappy by
their attraction to men that they attempt to bypass the stigma of being seen as homosexual
by claiming they are women. Even though Raymond claims the book is directed at the
medical profession, the uncompromising and unrelenting commentary is primarily critical
of the behaviour of transsexual women and only occasionally critical of the medical empire.
Even though I saw myself as an androgynous male, I felt Raymond was personally attacking
me and my desire to a woman.
Cultural Portrayals of Gender and Nonconformity
I also looked to popular culture to try to understand what everyone else thought was
normal or transgressive gendered behaviour. I already had strong opinions that women
in Australia were treated as second-class citizens, particularly seeing my mother’s sub-
jugation by my father. In my early 20s, I started looking to mainstream feminism to
understand this and was highly inﬂuenced by Ann Oakley (1972) and Germaine Greer
(1970). Even though I was very attracted to the strength and independence of charac-
ters like Wonder Woman (DC Comics 1940; Warner Brothers 1975-1979), I could much
better identify with Doris Day’s portrayal of Calamity Jane (Warner Brothers 1953). For
Calamity, the gendered world seemed a mystery. She was poor and owned only one set of
clothes, buckskins. She felt she had to compete in a man’s world and had very poor social
skills when trying to relate to both men and women. Over the ﬁlm Calamity learned a lot
about herself and the social world. And even though Calamity and Wild Bill Hickok were
‘hitched’ by the end of the ﬁlm, as one would expect with a Hollywood romantic comedy,
they did so in a way that allowed both of them their personal quirks and individuality,
including a degree of gender nonconformity. The ﬁlm Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (Twenti-
eth Century Fox 1953) left me feeling very uneasy. I loved the fashion and dance routines,
but the lead female character’s success in marrying a millionaire suggested women were
so powerless, they could only get on in this man’s world through manipulation. I couldn’t
see myself living as either a man or a woman in such a world. A few years later I read
Anita Loos (1925/1974) novel Gentlemen Prefer Blondes. I was pleasantly surprised the
book was highly satirical of relations between the sexes, whereas the 1950s ﬁlm seemed to
take the story at face value.
Cultural portrayals of how men did gender seemed to suggest that there were only two
choices: powerful men who abused women and had as much sex as they wanted, and men
who were powerless or incompetent. The whole James Bond series of ﬁlms, which started
in 1962 and continues today, has portrayed very stereotypical masculine roles, albeit they
have been adjusted each decade to make them less overtly oﬀensive. Hunt (1999) suggests
that even though most people realise Bond is a totally unreasonable character, the ﬁlms
are very successful because 90% of men want to be Bond and 90% of women fantasise
about having sex with him. I guess that puts me in the 10% in that I have never wanted
to be Bond nor sleep with him.
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Not long after the ﬁrst Bond ﬁlms were
produced, they were satirised. These include
Casino Royale (Columbia Picture Corporation
1967), Get Smart (Talent Associates 1965-1970)
and more recently Austin Powers (Capella 1997)
and Johnny English (Universal Studios 2003).
The ongoing popularity of the satires suggests
that there is tension about the roles portrayed
in Bond ﬁlms. In the satirical genre we see an
incompetent and arrogant Bond surrogate take
credit for solving the problem when it is actually
solved through sheer luck, the incompetence of
his foe or the intervention of his beautiful female
assistant. These satires do not challenge male
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hegemony. Because it is seen as comedy, male audience members who do not wish to
question the masculine sex role can simply see themselves as not like the incompetent
male. And female audiences can use it to acknowledge what happens in their day-to-day
lives: they solve the problems and their boss gets the credit.
During this era, the portrayals of gender nonconformity by popular culture I could
ﬁnd invariably left me feeling horriﬁed and depressed. I was too young to see Hitchcock’s
Psycho (Shamley Productions 1960) when it was released. By the mid-1970s it was consid-
ered a must see by ﬁlm buﬀs. In it, Norman Bates has become inhabited by his mother’s
personality after her death. Norman then kills women he ﬁnds attractive, because this
attraction would mean he was a heterosexual man, proving he couldn’t actually be his
mother. I felt the ﬁlm was saying a male who believed he was a woman was certainly
psychologically disordered.
The ﬁlm Myra Breckinridge (Twentieth Century-Fox
1970) was based on Gore Vidal’s (1968) novel. Altman
(2005) suggests the novel is one of the most important
ever written on Hollywood, whereas the ﬁlm is one of the
worst 100 ever made. The story is a ﬁrst-person narra-
tive of Myra, who was recently surgically created from
the male body of Myron. Myra performs a high femi-
ninity based on Hollywood stars of the 1930s and 1940s.
When I ﬁrst saw this ﬁlm in the early 1970s, I found
it very confusing (although no more confusing than my
own life). I read the novel to see if a deeper consideration
would lead to insights that would help me understand my
desire to be a woman. It did convince me I was not at
all like Myra/Myron but gave me no positive direction.
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In the early 1970s there was so little information available
on gender nonconformity, sex change or transsexuality that I
read anything I could ﬁnd. I found Sex Change and Dress De-
viation (Oakley 1970) in an adult bookshop, suggesting many
would think it was pornography. After examining a variety
of types of sexual and role deviation, Oakley concludes, “the
sex-change phenomenon is wholly and completely disastrous,
and that medical bodies the world over are seriously at fault
in encouraging it in any way when other means of therapy
are surely at their disposal to help these unfortunate people”
(p.186). With even pornography suggesting being transsexual
was disastrous I was left feeling very down.
I bought I Want What I Want (Brown 1966) as
soon as I saw its cover. I enjoyed every little success and
cringed at every little failure as Roy gradually and me-
thodically became Wendy. I enjoyed Wendy’s growing
relationship with Frank. But when he discovered her se-
cret and rejected her she attempted suicide. I found the
very graphic ﬁrst-person narrative description of Wendy
gaining consciousness and realising she didn’t want to die
extremely stressful and disheartening. With the way I
had been feeling I became scared this might be my fate.
I also found distressing that in this dazed state Wendy
had given up her dream of being an ordinary woman and
became convinced her only option was to become a profes-
sional female impersonator. On ﬁrst reading, I was con-
vinced Wendy survived the suicide attempt, even though
everyone else I knew believed she died. I guess that at the
time, I had too much at stake to believe her fate.
I saw Freebie and the Bean (Warner Brothers 1974) early in 1975. I was expecting
to see a light cops/robbers piece where our hero detectives are working to catch Mr Big.
Unexpectedly, we met a minor character, a male who dressed as a young pretty woman to
rob the same Mr Big. This threatens to wreck the months of work by the detectives.
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When cornered, the transvestite character tries to escape, but the burly detective takes
great pleasure in very violently killing him/her when he could have very easily just arrested
him/her. I felt gutted. The ﬁlm-makers wanted no audience member to feel any sympathy
for this character, so they had him/her threaten a young girl. They also made sure the
character was disrobed and de-wigged to ensure the audience understood the cop was
killing a fag and not a woman. Russo (1981) lists this ﬁlm in his “Necrology”, the killing
of gay characters to restore normality. Because of the time of day, I saw this ﬁlm in
a virtually empty cinema, but Russo, on a visit to Melbourne for the Australian Film
Institute’s ‘Melbourne Gay Film Week’ in 1986, described seeing it with a packed Saturday
night audience, who cheered with glee as the ‘fag’ [sic] was shot several times. This ﬁlm
left me in fear of violence, feeling I had to be incredibly careful and would need to pass as
best I could.
I found Sense and Sensuality (Bowdler 1971) very
disappointing in its conclusion that the rightful place
in society for a gender nonconformist was well and
truly on the margins. Franny was successful as a
model until it was discovered she was really a man.
Believing she had no other option, she entered into a
disastrous relationship with a very violent man. The
resolution of the novel has an old friend help her es-
cape and live happily ever after in her rightful place
in society, running a drag show. In her life, I found
nothing to aspire to and so much to avoid.
Dr Jekyll and Sister Hyde (Hammer Film 1971)
was so bad it was funny. In it Dr Jekyll discovers
female hormones are his elixir of youth. But they
have the side eﬀect of turning him into a beauti-
ful woman. However, being set in the Victorian
era, his only reliable source of hormones is to kill
young women and rip out their ovaries. This ﬁlm
relied on the fear the general public had of trans-
gressive/transgendered behaviour for it to work as
a horror movie.
In the early 1970s I was intrigued that some of the most heteronormative people I
knew loved Walk on the Wild Side (Lou Reed 1972) and all the songs from The Rocky
Horror Picture Show (Richard O’Brien 1974), which, on the surface at least, suggested
gender nonconformity could be edgy and cool. Even though they liked the songs, it seemed
to me these same people had little tolerance in the everyday for gender-diverse people.
I picked up from the gay men at work that they saw these changes as a start of the
normalising of being gay. I believe the cultural portrayal of these gender non-normative
characters allowed the sexual and gendernormative majority to feel more conﬁdent in their
normality.
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Over this period there were a number of ﬁlms I purposely didn’t see. For example,
as soon as I saw the trailer for Dressed to Kill (Orion Pictures Corporation 1980), I
realised the killer was a man dressed as a woman. But even without seeing it, the very
existence of this ﬁlm left me feeling very negative about the label ‘transsexual’. I did
see it recently, thinking I couldn’t criticise a ﬁlm I had never seen. I was amazed how
similar it was to the ﬁlm Psycho. In both ﬁlms the unhinged protagonist is a male who for
diﬀering reasons believes he is a woman. In both cases, the person ﬁnds themselves sexually
attracted to a particular woman. They see this attraction as denying their femaleness —
not acknowledging the possibility of lesbian attraction — and so they seek to remove the
source of this denial by murder/attempted murder of the woman they found attractive.
I was right not to see it when it came out. It would have knocked my self-esteem for
months.
British celebrity transwoman April Ashley visited Melbourne in 1982 to promote her
book April Ashley’s Odyssey (Fallowell & Ashley 1982). I rearranged my diary to get
to Collins Bookshop with the intention of buying her book and saying hello. Being as
famous as she was, I wondered, what insights she had to oﬀer on the trans experience. As
I approached the shop I could see there was already a reasonable queue. I skirted around
the signing table, pausing brieﬂy as if to wonder who was signing books, all the while
trying to take in as much about her, her body language and the public’s reaction to her as
I could. She seemed so incredibly uncomfortable that I felt too embarrassed to add to her
pain by queueing up. I felt she was fake smiling and being ultracourteous, all the while
thinking that everyone who had queued up thought she was a freak. I returned a few days
later and bought a signed copy of the book. I quickly scanned the photos and was certainly
impressed by how glamorous she had looked. Over the next few days I read it cover to
cover. It left me feeling incredibly sad. I was very distressed by her outing by the press in
1961. I was left thinking that I could never live such a public life. I couldn’t believe she
thought she could marry Lord Corbett, divorce him and be considered a normal female by
the legal system. In fact her divorce case, Corbett vs Corbett (1971), became a landmark
case, with the British probate courts determining that April was male. But that aside, I
searched and searched the book and could ﬁnd no more than a few sentences on why she
had become convinced she would have a much happier life as a woman. I felt the book
was a list of her adventures without any serious examination of her social or psychological
journey.
* * *
I believe the popularity of gender non-normative personalities in entertainment is
primarily about emphasising the gendernormativity of the audience. It is a clear example
of the exoticisation of a minority. It may increase tolerance and pity for the minority but it
deﬁnitely denotes them as separate to the mainstream. So in terms of my identity quest,
these cultural inﬂuences helped me eliminate particular categories and convinced me I
wasn’t anything like the gendernormative or non-normative individuals I saw portrayed
in popular culture. If anything, these texts told me there would be dire consequences to
giving in to my desire to be a woman.
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5.2.4 The Incredible Balancing Act (1979-1988)
In 1976, I was convinced that I would be living as a woman by 1978. But when 1978 came
around, I just couldn’t see how I could successfully make it work. Consequently, I tried to
keep in play the very delicate balance between all the options I had already considered:
being normative, transgressive, living in a cultural borderland, embracing my androgynous
and polymorphic options while maintaining health and a basic income. And because I felt
relatively emotionally secure in this polymorphic state — especially compared to my Dark
Ages — I just kept moving ahead with all these options and started to work on other areas
of my life which I had put on hold, especially education, career and accommodation.
There were a number of reasons I chose to go back to university. These included a
frustration with not ﬁnishing, wondering if the biological sciences could teach me anything
about how gender worked, and positioning myself for a completely new career as a woman,
a career where I had no history as a male. In 1980, I was readmitted as an undergraduate
in Science at The University of Melbourne. I enrolled in just one subject, Biology 101.
I worked hard and got an A, my ﬁrst A ever at university. The areas that particularly
interested me were developmental zoology and the genetics that controlled it, paying
particular attention to sexual diﬀerentiation and gendered behaviour.
I also became involved in other areas of student life, including the Gay Society, acting,
dance, gymnastics and swimming. I took advantage of the sporting facilities and I did
a ﬁtness test. When I jumped on the scales the assessor was worried that I was very
underweight, at only 55.4kg and 170cm tall. But when I got on the bike and did the stress
test I got the highest implied oxygen uptake (42 ml/kg/min) reading he had ever seen.
He said a reading of 36 would set me up as a marathon runner and he immediately urged
me to join the varsity running team. I was really taken aback. I didn’t at all see myself as
masculine or competitive enough to be a successful athlete and so I made a ﬂimsy excuse
about carrying a knee injury. What was the most disorienting about this was that at 29,
for the ﬁrst time in my life, I realised I could have been seen to be successful as a male.
But I didn’t want to be a man at all and so I immediately dismissed the idea.
Finishing my degree was very draining physically, psychologically
and ﬁnancially. I needed an income and continued to work in television
while I studied part-time, using my holidays when I needed extra time
oﬀ. When in 1984 I did ﬁnish, I got a great boost in self-esteem which
ﬂowed across my whole life. But with just a Bachelor degree, I realised
I could earn signiﬁcantly more money in television than in science.
Anyway, I deﬁnitely knew I didn’t want to work in science as a male.
I saw it as my way of starting afresh as a woman and thought it would
be better to do a post-grad when I started to live as a woman.
But looking around me, I realised the disrepair of my house was dragging me down
psychologically. It had been used as the ‘Derelict House’ in ABC Drama No Time for the
Innocent back in 1977. Emotionally I felt I needed the house ﬁxed before I could live as
a woman, and so that became my major focus over the following few years (1985-1988).
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Work: Living in the Gendered World
From 1979 to 1988, the area of my life I found the most stressful and the most diﬃcult to
keep in balance was work. Between 1980 and 1983, when I returned to university, I had
a low-stress job in studios working on news and talk shows. Without warning, in April
1983, I was told I was going to Outside Broadcasts (OBs) as the Senior Vision Operator.
OBs saw themselves as the senior service, and within the pecking order of OBs this job
had fairly high status. My boss couldn’t understand why I wasn’t interested. I wasn’t
interested because of the macho culture, the long hours, the trips away and the sporting
programs we produced. I was also very uncomfortable with their attitudes toward women,
such as the way cameramen would put up shots of women’s breasts. One of the worst
examples I saw was when one of the cameramen started chatting to a hostess at the
golf. While looking her directly in the eye, he pointed his handheld camera vertically to
look up her skirt. The guys in the van then adjusted the camera to get a view of her
underwear. Back at base, I often sat at one end of the lunchroom reading. On occasions,
my consciousness drifted into their conversations. One day I heard, “If they didn’t have
cunts you wouldn’t talk to them, would you?” I looked for a smirk or a hint of satire,
but I couldn’t see any. So why did he say it? This was a guy who claimed to be happily
heterosexual. This left me convinced that I just didn’t understand men, straight or gay,
and that I could never be one of them.
I am very hard to read, a shadow and still performing Ghost
During my time in OBs I very purposely, primarily through the use of humour, made the
real me – polymorphic, transgressive, borderland – very diﬃcult to read. The downside was
that I could never relax and just be me. Over these years my health declined considerably.
In early 1985, my lobbying worked and I returned to studios to light The National. By the
end of the year my health had substantially returned to normal. Over the next few years I
got to work as either a technical producer on top-rating shows such as D-Generation and
The Gillies Report, or as a lighting director on the next-tier-down shows. I much preferred
being back in showbiz rather than working on sport.
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Gender Prac — Health, Social Skills, Aesthetics, Embodied Performativity
Right through the period from 1980 to 1988, even though I was marking time in relation
to becoming a woman – by ﬁnishing my degree and rebuilding my house – I spent as
much of my spare time as I could in gender practical – as opposed to gender theory –
studies. These studies were certainly multidisciplinary, across all of the areas Kroeger
(2003, p.8) considers important for passing: face, voice, body, style, behaviour and social
agility. Success in these areas were a source of self-esteem and joy.
Night at jazz club
with colleagues, 1980
Throughout this period I was living with Alex (for-
merly Angelina), who was happy enough with me look-
ing like an androgynous male. But he became very
stressed when I was trying to pass as a woman. In such
situations, he was hypercritical of how I looked. On
more than one occasion when a stranger realised I was
a transwoman, he left me and I had to make my own
way home. I understood my wanting to be a woman
invoked his demons and so living with him required me
to constantly ﬁne-tune our relationship. The other area
of my life where I continued to work on my interper-
sonal skills was at work. I had been to work parties as
a woman, but in 1980 I tried something new: I went
along to a jazz club with a group of colleagues. We had
a good night and a few of the guys even danced with
me. It left me thinking that it might be possible to be
a woman at work . . . as long as I could pass.
Oﬀ to Sydney, 1984
In 1984, just after my ﬁnal university exams, I gave myself my
biggest challenge yet. I had seven days as a woman, and to make
sure I didn’t wimp out, I caught the train the 900 kilometres to
Sydney. I only took female clothes, so if something went wrong
I had to cope rather than change back to a male. Around this
time I was on a fairly low estrogen dosage and so this was also a
test in how well I coped with not passing. Using Kroeger’s (2003)
typology, even though my face and voice weren’t always passing,
I did have the “gumption, cunning, and social conceit” (p.8) to
just keep going, deal with any social consequences, the worst of
which on this trip was a giggle or two. But even when I didn’t
pass very well, people still mostly related to me as a woman. This ﬁts with Goﬀman’s
(1976/1979) contention that we learn gendered scripts for how to relate to people. These
strangers didn’t have a script for how to relate to a boy who wants to be a woman and so
they used the closest script they had: a script for how to relate to a woman.
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This trip convinced me that I was far more comfortable relating to the world as a
woman. But I was disappointed that I went on my own. Alex would have found this
trip incredibly stressful. A few days later I was back at work as a male, with just a
few photos to remind me of my great achievement. I found this shift from elation to
depression emotionally very challenging. The way I coped was to turn oﬀ, as best I could,
any inconvenient emotions.
Another part of keeping my delicate life balance in place was working on my intra- and
interpersonal skills, both on my own and with continuing help from the Monash Gender
Dysphoria Clinic. It was a psychiatrist on that team who ﬁrst suggested that polymorphic
better described me than transsexual, having a gender disorder or being androgynous. I
embraced this idea because it allowed me to acknowledge that in diﬀerent situations, I
needed to choose from diﬀerent aspects of my personality, embracing a context-dependent
identity. We also discussed whether the craft of acting could be used to explore and
experience a much broader range of ways I could be in the world. One of the points she
made was that a good actor lives the character to the extent that they live the emotional
journey. After visiting her in June 1984, I made ﬁve pages of notes entitled “Archetype,
Image, Life” which primarily compared acting skills with living skills. I also noted I wasn’t
trying to develop an ‘image’ or veneer but a deep authentic personality.
A few days later I wrote, “[the good actor] isn’t
ﬁghting himself to be someone else. He is releasing
‘personae’, or aspects of self.” I saw these ‘personae’
as the Jungian archetypes, and the existence of these
archetypes in us means we have the ability to be each
of them. I concluded that both acting classes – to push
the extremes of my performance ability – and putting
myself in real situations would help increase the range
of day-to-day living skills. It also enabled me to see
that a label such as ‘transsexual’ could at best only
be an aspect of who I was, and adopting such a label
could severely limit my polymorphic possibilities.
1987, Trying Personae
Searching for Trans Role Models
In the mid-1980s I couldn’t imagine myself living as a woman in a psychologically healthy
way and so I determined to live aesthetically (Nietzsche 1882) by developing femininity as
a hobby. Pokeys was a gay/drag Sunday night in St Kilda. It was a place where you could
dress as over the top as imaginable and you wouldn’t stand out. It also gave me insight
into a subculture where I almost felt at home. But as I got to know the individuals, I also
found I was very diﬀerent to them. The place had a very gritty feel. The showgirls were
glamorous. There was sex work and drugs in the toilets.
The cigarette smoke was so thick, I had to leave my clothes outside when I got home
and wash my hair before I went to bed. Even though I was fascinated, I only went a few
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times a year and only when I had someone to go with. I saw it as a bit of fun, but for the
girls in the show this was the event of the week. They were very competitive and weren’t
at all keen on amateurs looking too good.
Playing with over the top at Pokeys, 1985-1988
These photos show three looks I wore to Pokeys. The night I wore the leather outﬁt, I was
a bit surprised although I shouldn’t have been when a few seconds after a guy
said hello, he slid his hand up my leg and grabbed me on my turned-back-between-my-legs
penis. And thus ascertaining my trans credentials, he said, “Come to the toilets and I’ll
suck you oﬀ”. I declined. I was there to chat, to try to learn how I ﬁtted into the world.
When I wore the yellow dress I was thinking Sophia Loren. That night, people saw I was
having fun and the guys were far more circumspect in approaching me. The night I wore
the white suit, I was chatting in a group of about six people. At ﬁrst they thought I was
a woman who had come along with some gay friends. When they realised my trans status
one of the gay men was very complimentary and said I really looked like a particular pop
star – I can’t remember who. I thanked him of course. But out of the corner of my eye
I noticed one of the showgirls was aﬀronted that I received a compliment and she hadn’t.
More pragmatically, an older woman, a madam, with whom I was getting on quite well,
said, “You know you could make a fortune as a high class escort”. That made the showgirl
even angrier. I said, “No thanks, I already have a job”. Even though I liked the idea of
being both high class and making a fortune, I realised that I just couldn’t psychologically
cope with having sex with men I wasn’t interested in. And of course I remembered Joanna
and her unfortunate life. What I did learn was that there were no role models I could
aspire to at this club.
In the mid-1980s, I met Petra, a transwoman, who had an electrolysis machine at
home and oﬀered to help me remove my facial hair. With me visiting three or four times
a month over a year, we had some great conversations. I was very stressed to learn that
she was so nervous about passing that she rarely left the house in daylight, but regularly
went for long walks after dark, often through badly lit parks. She considered me to be
fortunate in my looks and size and often questioned me about why I wasn’t living full-time
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as a woman. Initially she was happy with my explanation: that I wanted my facial hair
removed ﬁrst. I didn’t say it but I realised I couldn’t live like she did, scared of daylight
and scared of anonymous people in the street. I was very aware that for me, the advantage
of living as a woman would be people relating to me as a woman. On one occasion when
pushed, I admitted that I didn’t think I passed well enough to live full-time. We both
understood that I could pass better than she could. She then asked, “So what do you think
of me?” I was a bit lost for words in that I didn’t want to oﬀend her, but she felt that I
had already done so because I was critical of myself. The next day her partner rang me
to tell me never to visit again.
I was looking for a way to be a woman without suﬀering the stigma of being trans
and so I started to seek out transwomen with similar aims. Marieke and I were of a similar
age and had a lot in common. Not long after I met her, she decided to live full-time as a
woman. And I was very impressed that she quickly found a job in an administrative role
in government. Over the following year, we spent hundreds of hours in conversation over
meals and on trips around country Victoria and the Australian Alps.
On tour with Marieke in the Australian Alps, 1986
Like me, Marieke believed it was very important to pass as a woman for the transition to
be empowering. She put a huge amount of energy into passing. She was up at 4:30 to
start work at 8am and didn’t leave the house unless she had completed a full make-up.
In contrast, I believed one needed to be able to pass without any make-up. She carried
tampons in her handbag in case one of the girls at work asked her for one. She got rid
of all her books, just in case one of them had her old name in it. Over a period of time
she felt compelled to leave Melbourne because too many people knew her history. As it
turned out, many years later I ran into someone who worked with her. They realised she
was a transwoman, but they respected and liked her and so went out of their way to never
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embarrass her. I realised I couldn’t cope with the level of pressure she put herself under.
A lesson I had learnt in my acting classes was that a convincing performance required me
to be conscious of the world around me, and not self-conscious. In this context, I took this
to mean – counter-intuitively – passing was most easily achieved if I could believe passing
was not important.
Our diﬀerences came to a head while returning from one of our country trips. She
thought I was reticent to transition through fear. When she pushed me, I admitted I
didn’t think I passed well enough, and she became very angry. She didn’t say so, but I’m
guessing she took that to mean I must have thought she didn’t pass well enough either
and took my wanting to meet a higher standard as a criticism of her. In the end, I realised
I had to ﬁnd my own way of becoming me.
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5.2.5 Escalating the Search (1988-1990)
Glamour – Heels, High Heels.
Strength, Flexibility and Hard Work
To Glide Eﬀortlessly.
Bend at the Knees.
Head Up, Back Straight.
Head so Light it Floats
Hop, 2, 3, 4.
Bounce, 6, 7, 8.
Flexibility and Strength
Achilles and Laterals
Evertor / Invertor
Plantarflexor
Dorsiflexor
Up-on-toes 2, 3, 4.
Drop-below-step, 6, 7, 8.
The Ultimate Test
To Skip Floatingly in Heels.
I am Feminine.
From 1984 to 1988 I worked on rebuilding my house. Once Alex and I had moved in,
it was soon very obvious that I had to do something about my issues with gender and how
I related to a world that expected me to be either male or female. Almost the ﬁrst thing I
did was to start working on my technique for passing as a woman. During the 15 months
from October 1988 until May 1990 – a period of intense self-questioning – I took more
photos of myself than over the rest of my life. By 1988, I had been on my identity quest
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for 15 years. I had made some progress in that I had eliminated many named identities,
including ‘transsexual’. Keeping busy had given me a sense of achievement and moving
ahead. But much of this movement was running in circles, repeatedly trying strategies that
included transgression, docility, eccentricity and androgyny, each of which had diﬀering
levels of subjugation and agency. Having ﬁnished my Science degree, having a house and
having a leadership role at work, I did feel I was gaining a generalised agency, and that
helped keep my self-esteem reasonably high even though my desire to live as a woman
seemed to be increasing. I also had a growing feeling that I was just coping, tottering
very close to the edge of a precipice I couldn’t see. This led me to escalate the energy I
expended on my quest for how to live in the world.
Around this time, even androgyny, which had got me through the previous 15 years,
didn’t seem to be working. I had thought that if I looked androgynous I could pass as
either a man or woman at will. But in practice this meant trying to be an androgynous
male at work and being a woman whenever an opportunity presented itself. I can now
see I had tried to adopt the named identity androgyne, which was just as limiting as any
other named category. In an embodied sense, I had been able to keep this androgynous
look working for many years. It came unstuck because men
and women age diﬀerently, in that only the young and very
old normally look androgynous. By late 1988, at 37, I was
deﬁnitely starting to look female. More and more I found
myself being taken for a woman by strangers. Soon I was
able to tell if a person thought I was a man or woman by
their use of verbal and body language. Very occasionally I
found myself in a three-way conversation where one person
thought I was male and the other female. That was deﬁnitely
odd.
Me in 1988
Acting and Emotions
‘Useless’ is the most appropriate word to describe my acting ability in the late 1980s.
When I started acting classes in the mid-1980s I thought they would help me extend the
repertoire of ways I could relate to the world. But four years later I still hadn’t made
much progress because I couldn’t express the emotions required by the script and my voice
was incredibly quiet. I felt emotions were dangerous, and that if I gave into them, my
desire to be a woman would spiral out of control. But I persisted with acting. It seems I
had intuitively understood that the key to all my issues around gendered identity could be
accessed if I could ﬁnd my voice, and I somehow knew this involved acknowledging how I
felt.
In early 1989, I enrolled in an intensive residential drama summer school, where I met
Liz, a voice teacher who seemed to have exercises that helped me break through a few
psychic blocks. I made progress, and even sang solo in front of strangers. On my return to
Melbourne, I started private lessons with her. Over the next two years, I worked intensely
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on technique, script analysis, audition pieces and singing exercises. More and more she
pushed my emotional expression. We moved from doing Romeo to Juliet audition pieces to
see if that helped. And it did a little. I was a frustrating student. She once commented,
“By rights, with the skills you’ve demonstrated you should be a much better actor”. It
seemed I could do almost any exercise she set me, but as soon as I tried to pull it together
as performance, I froze and couldn’t do it. I can now see this was very similar to what
was happening in my everyday life. That is, I seemed to be able to successfully perform
all the components necessary for modern life, such as holding down a job and keeping a
roof over my head, but I didn’t feel I was a whole person.
Performing Femininity
During this era, I also worked on developing the visual and kinaesthetic dimensions of my
feminine aesthetic. Inﬂuenced by Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice, I saw becoming an
accomplished woman as developing skills. And even though I had studied these feminine
arts over the previous 20 years, there was a new intensity in the late 1980s. The following
two images demonstrate one of my training exercises. The image on the left is from the
French magazine L’Oﬃciel, for me the haute of the haute couture aesthetic. The image on
the right is my attempt at reproducing the feel of this image with me as stylist, make-up
artist, photographer and model:
L’Oﬃciel, Mai 1988, p.129 Mon Homage, January 1989
To imagine that I could be a L’Oﬃciel model even for the split second it takes to expose
a photograph gave me a huge boost in self-esteem. This image also shows me perform-
ing a number of photographic advertising poses (Goﬀman’s 1976/1979): delicacy using
the dimension of “feminine touch” (p.29), “ritualised subordination” (p.40), and sexual
availability to the gaze of the photographer by sitting in a nightdress. But my sense of
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achievement was short-lived. Yes, I achieved it: I had photographic proof that I could
look like a high femme woman. But these images did not answer any of my existential
questions, and in fact left me feeling uneasy about being overly attracted to the feminine
aesthetic.
Pipette in Performance — 1989
Liz, my acting coach, realising I had blocks which had something to do with me not
wanting to be a male, proposed we work on a few drag performance pieces. I liked the
idea because it allowed me to explore high femininity publicly.
— Pipette on Stage —
As Julie London Pipette logo As Chrissy Amphlett As Edith Piaf
She was keen that I sing but I didn’t feel competent and so we rehearsed miming to Julie
London’s Daddy, Chrissy Amphlett’s Pleasure and Pain and Edith Piaf’s Les Amants D’un
Jour. As with torch singers (Holman Jones 2007), we chose songs that had something to
say about gender relations. With Daddy I tried to show the demeaning nature of selling
sexual favours for ﬁnancial reward; with Pleasure and Pain I looked at the suﬀering of
women in the wrong relationship; with Les Amants D’un Jour I tried to show the cruelty
of a society that wanted to stop inappropriate people being in love. I was very pleased
with my drag name, Pipette. It sounded delicate, exotic, French and a little like Peter. But
anyone who had done high-school chemistry would know a pipette was a glass tube used
for measuring liquids and would realise I wasn’t taking myself too seriously. I was able to
get a few guest performances at Trish’s Disco in North Melbourne. My performances were
well received by the trans-friendly audience. I could have become a regular, but having
proven to myself that I could do it, I felt drag was still somehow missing the point and I
didn’t take up a career as Pipette.
Talking it Through — Living, Passing, Intimacy, Identity
As I entered 1989, so many issues were spinning around in my head. The cycles which
previously took years were now taking weeks. More and more I found excuses to be a
woman. I started to seek the company of other part-time transwomen with the idea of
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understanding the diﬀerence between being seen as trans and being seen as a woman.
Christina was someone who, like me, worked as a male but had a very strong desire to
be a woman. We understood each other and found the time for hundreds of hours of
conversation, mostly on why and how to be or not to be women. These conversations
were very useful because neither of us felt preached to and, because we weren’t intimately
involved, we were very honest with each other.
Popular in Pink, 1986
By a very odd coincidence, when I re-met Christina I was dating Elizabeth, a distant
cousin of hers. Their views on my wanting to be a woman were incredibly diﬀerent. When
I met Elizabeth in 1985 I was wearing a pink dress, as we had both been invited to a Pink
Party, where everyone was expected to at least wear one pink item of clothing. I certainly
found Elizabeth attractive from our ﬁrst meeting. But it was another four years before I
discovered she had found me sexually attractive from day one. At that ﬁrst meeting she
told me she was a lesbian feminist anarchist and so I discounted any possibility of mutual
attraction. But we did share a love of theatre, and over the following few years we saw and
discussed at least 40 plays a year. In 1988, our relationship became sexual. We enjoyed sex
and she even considered me as a sperm donor. But she was highly critical of me passing
as a woman, often quoting the radical lesbian feminist position (Raymond 1979). I was
shocked she saw my passing as a moral issue. I saw it as a safety and aesthetic issue. I
found it diﬃcult to reconcile her attraction for me with her not being able to deal with
such an essential aspect of me. From 1988 to 1990 we often slept together and we had a
number of trips away. My confusion came to a head in early 1990 when she arranged for
us to see a lesbian relationship counsellor. At one level I was so confused about everything
at this time that the extra confusion caused by our relationship seemed fairly normal.
My relationship with Elizabeth was certainly at its most intense during this period of
my escalated search for how to live in the world. But I was still living with Alex, who by
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now was more of a friend than a lover. I also started dating Tony, an older guy who found
my gender ﬂuidity attractive. I wondered if a relationship might develop, but I eventually
understood he saw me as exotic and wasn’t at all interested in a homely relationship.
Luke was a person I met at a trans venue and was dressed as a woman when we met. I
was surprised when he said he would give it up completely if I moved in with him as his
wife. At one level I found the promise of a normative home life very attractive but knew I
couldn’t stand being so limited. From this distance I can see going out with such a variety
of people was about trying to understand who I was by seeing what type of relationship
worked and what didn’t.
What do I do?
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5.2.6 Crunch Time (1990)
Early in 1990 I was close to feeling overwhelmed. I was needing 80% of my daily energy
to function. The voices in my head seemed to be continually shouting, and I had become
hypersensitive to everybody’s opinion while trying to come up with a coherent position.
The crowding of my psyche with so many ideas meant I was having trouble knowing my
own opinion. Alex told me it would be a mistake to change gender. Society was telling
me I was male. The voice of psychiatry told me I was delusional, disordered, GID’ed
(Gender Identity Disordered) (APA 2010). Television, story, magazine, fashion shouted
at me that I wasn’t a woman. The law said I couldn’t change gender. Colleagues told me
I was crazy. My heart told me I was a woman. A number of trans friends told me I would
regret not changing sooner. Androgyny made logical but not emotional sense. My way
of attempting to quieten this tsunami of self-talk was to write a personal manifesto. The
general idea was, instead of trying to work out how to be in the world every day, I would
decide to do something and stick with it for a year. It didn’t have to be the right thing,
just something that would be the same every day. The thought that I wouldn’t need to
make existential decisions every day/every hour seemed like bliss. It also occurred to me
that after a year of peace I would be in a much better position to make life decisions. I
worked on my Identity Manifestation Decision 1990 (IMD) from January to early April,
at which point it was over 7000 words and so I will only give a sense of it here.
IMD (1990) Excerpt: The Need for Stress Minimisation
“I have an unusual identity and its manifestation can easily lead to high
levels of stress. So to have a happy life I have more need than most other
people to reduce the stress in my life. I choose to make an IMD, identity
manifestation decision, to reduce my stress.”
My Stressors
- my bad judgement of myself
- my imagined criticism of myself by others
- obsessively discussing and searching for the ultimate solution
- unsure of own name – unsure of my gender – unsure of a label for self
- hormone dosages – voice control
- perceived inadequate body – body-hair distribution
- my social behaviour (passing/relationships/dress/make-up/decoration)
- trying to pass as male – trying to pass as female
- choosing to have genital reassignment surgery
- the politico/morality of my behaviour
- being uncertain about how to act in many common situations
These stressors were items I felt I needed to make decisions about every day. The next
section of the IMD discusses the possibility of coining a new word/phrase to replace
‘transsexual’. These included identity dysphoric, extra-sexual, non-chooser. I ﬁnished
this section with, “I don’t belong to a gender. I am a free agent.” I then looked at trying
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to choose a gender-neutral name, the best dosage of estrogen to control my facial hair,
that I felt freakish not being male or female, and that my major study for that year should
be voice. The ﬁnal major section of the IMD tries to reconcile a feminist understanding
of gender with my day-to-day confusion.
On re-reading my 1990 IMD for this autoethnographic research, I am struck by the
intensity of the process, and my feeling that I needed to rationally predict every possibility.
Interestingly for me, on the actual content there are very few points I disagree with today.
Writing my IMD helped me slow my frenetic 1990 life – burning candles at both ends and
in the centre – giving me the time to listen and hear what I felt and thought.
Too Tired to Fight Them — Emotions
Towards the end of this era, I thought I had my emotions totally under control. But
because I had privileged rationalism over the emotional to enforce this control, they were
growing in intensity below the surface. In an acting class in May 1990, while working on
a speech from a play called Hate (Sewell 1988), I had a big breakthrough in emotional
expression. Over the following weeks, I was surprised that once I had turned on my
emotions in class they started appearing throughout my life. Soon I was very surprised
by what I felt about so many things. I was particularly surprised by how strong my desire
to be a woman was. At ﬁrst I was scared of these newly perceived emotions, but I soon
learnt to acknowledge them and develop strategies for dealing with them. For example, I
eventually realised anger could be appropriate, and it could be used for good by motivating
political action.
— Friday 1 June 1990 —
I was out to dinner at Thy Thy 2 with three other transwomen, Christina, Susie and
Angela, my new lover. I was feeling exhausted, what with working full-time on lighting
major Outside Broadcasts, seeing a counsellor with Elizabeth, union/management prob-
lems at work, acting classes, singing classes, rehearsing for a play and spending special
time with Angela. At dinner they all wanted to talk about trans/gender and I was un-
characteristically quiet. I was just three months into my IMD and didn’t want to join
the conversation in earnest, but I did want to keep them as friends and had allowed for
a little wriggle room. As the topic was bouncing around the table I was able to keep to
my plan. My IMD allowed me to talk about the topic “when speciﬁcally asked a question,
but being careful to give as short an answer as possible” and to avoid discussing it in any
detail. By the end of the night I was very pleased with myself. I had given the impression
I was talking about trans/gender but hadn’t challenged myself at all. I felt I had achieved
my aim when the four of us returned to my place after the meal. I was very tired and
relaxed when Angela asked me very directly why I wasn’t living as a woman. I kept to
my plan and quoted my IMD. When I had ﬁnished she said, “I don’t believe you”. Maybe
it was because I was very tired but I replied without censoring myself. In fact, I was even
surprised by my answer. When Angela said she didn’t believe me I replied, “Neither do
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I”. Well that stopped the conversation. The three of them stared at me, waiting for me
to continue. You know, ‘Discuss’, like you were asked to do in exams. But I knew I had
already said too much. I thought it would be incredibly dangerous to allow the discussion
to continue because I was too tired to censor myself as well as I wanted to. I mumbled
something about being tired and somehow managed to change the subject. I could see
Angela wasn’t going to let it rest so I promised to continue the conversation when I saw
her the following afternoon.
— Saturday 2 June 1990 —
The next morning I caught the tram to North Fitzroy for a 10am lesson with Liz.
We revised some technical work on keeping the perception of loudness constant as the
pitch varies and then moved on to using vibratione (a technique used within the bel canto
school) to continually renew emotional commitment. As usual, I seemed to be able to
do all the exercises even though I wasn’t able to apply them in actual performance. We
ﬁnished the class with a short Kinesiology session which suggested that I needed to be
silent. How long? . . . seven? eight? nine? 10 days. As a component of my IMD I had been
trying to convince myself to be silent on trans/gender for months but I was only partially
successful. As I walked back to the tram stop in St Georges Road something clicked –
‘Yes! She was right. Or was it I was right to suggest it to her subconsciously? Never
mind. Absolute silence on the topic of gender? Yes! That is exactly what I need!’ – 10
days of not talking to anyone about the main topic I’d spoken about for years. Suddenly
I felt free. Then I remembered I was heading into the city to meet Angela and I knew
she would soon be cross-examining me as to why I wasn’t living as a woman. Just then I
had a moment of incredible clarity. I suddenly realised I didn’t need to answer to Angela,
anyone at work, any of my friends, any of my family. I only had to answer to myself. I
realised with incredible clarity it was my life – my choice – mine and mine alone – my
choice! I hopped on my tram, very much in my head and unaware of my surroundings
until the conductor interrupted my train of thought. I showed her my ticket. It’s amazing
what 15 minutes of silence and extreme clarity can do. Before the tram got to Alexandra
Parade, I knew I was going to live as a woman. I was both petriﬁed and exhilarated. I
glanced around to see if people were staring at me because I looked so happy. No-one was.
Another huge smile overwhelmed my whole body. By the time the tram reached the city
my adrenaline was through the roof. But my thoughts and feelings were still at odds. The
real conﬂict in my life was not between me and society but between how I felt and what I
thought. I may have worked out what to do after 15 minutes of silence but I still needed
the 10 days to deal with the consequences of that decision.
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5.2.7 Exegesis — Transgression and Identity Quest
During this era, 1973 to 1990, my main focus was a quest for self-knowledge based on the
assumption that if I could just discover the category or named identity that accurately
described me, I would know who I was and how to be in the world. But no such insight
brought this era to an end. Rather, I was exhausted and stopped looking. Many years
later, I realised that I had come to much the same conclusions as a number of commen-
tators (Butler 2004, Connell 2009) who suggest that ﬁnding an identity is ﬁnding a set of
restrictions. But at the time, I had considered not ﬁnding a named identity a failure. I
understood that I would only be a woman if people saw me as one – that is, I needed a
function status declaration (Searle 2010), a social consensus, that I was a woman. I could
not get this from medical professionals who believed I had a Gender Identity Disorder.
But I did get it implicitly in the street. If someone looked at me and saw a woman, I felt
a great sense of joy because their seeing me as a woman reinforced my sense of myself as
a woman. Also over this era, there were a number of signiﬁcant changes in my develop-
ment as a subject. Driven by a wish to pass as a woman, I made considerable changes to
my embodiment and habitus through exercise, hormones and active interventions such as
facial-hair removal. I also showed I was very conscious of gender as performative and as an
aesthetic and worked to improve in these. My developing on-stage performance skills to
improve my everyday social performance clearly ﬁts with the concepts of gender as perfor-
mance as described by Goﬀman (1976/1979) and Butler (1990). The huge pressures I felt
during this era can be framed via heteronormativity. For example, after my experience
as a best man, I realised it would have been so easy to just give in and pretend to be a
straight man with a lovely wife, who expected me to be the man, have children . . . and
then a few years or maybe a decade later to lose it all because I couldn’t cope anymore.
During this era, my transgressive style kept ﬂipping between being wilful, reverting to an
earlier belief that someone would discover I was really a girl, and occasionally wanting it
all to just go away and passively give in and try to be a boy again. By the end of the era,
my transgression was solidly grounded in the knowledge that because of my biology, the
social world believed I ought to be a man. This meant my transgression was becoming a
wilful critique of the social belief in the biologically determined and dichotomous nature
of gender.
Chapter 6
Autoethnography III — Julie
Heart
Haunted by dual Selves, Head and Heart, Two great Houses,
Whose Strengths and Reputations ought be Equal Matched.
Head, Seat of Logic, Reason, Conscience and Arrogance.
Heart, Seat of Passion, Love, Desire and Heat.
Heart prevails in Youth. Then Head beguiling leads.
Their deep Oppose, born of some long forgot triv’al Oﬀence,
Is ﬁrmed in Stone b’yearly Tussle. In Health,
My Head and Heart should Romance, Dance and Lovers be.
Head
6.1 Rebirth — Transition Work (1990-1992)
The verse above (based on Peters 2011a) is a pastiche of the Prologue to Shakespeare’s
Romeo and Juliet. It suggests epic romance but with a potential for tragedy. In writing
it, I grew to understand that from the late 1970s, as I emphasised the contraindications
for living as a woman, the primary conﬂict in my life had been a battle between how I
felt and what I thought. This led to my privileging of the rational over feeling, and this
left me melancholic for at least a decade. By early 1990, I understood this was unhealthy
and tried to re-privilege feeling. But because I was scared my desire to be a woman could
lead me into disaster, I chose what I thought was a safe way to re-engage with feeling:
taking acting classes. The breakthrough in thinking and feeling I had after that acting
class on 1 June also broke me out of my melancholia. On the very day I chose to live as
a woman I detected my spirits begin to lift. But as the tram rolled into the city, where I
was meeting Angela, I realised I deﬁnitely needed the 10 days of silence to come to grips
with the consequences of this choice. But I did still need to talk it through. Over the next
few weeks, my waking hours were dominated by a stream of consciousness, most easily
described as a dialogue between my Heart and my Head, my feelings and my rationalist
views about the world:
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Heart: Dear Head, we need to talk.
Head: Don’t call me ‘dear’. You’re trying to ruin my life.
Heart: We need to acknowledge how we feel.
Head: We can never be a woman. You know that, don’t you?
Heart: It’s what we need.
Head: It’s stupid. It’s not logical.
Heart: We are female, a woman.
Head: Bullshit! We have XY chromosomes and a willy.
Heart: Can’t you see we are very close to breaking point?
Head: It sort of works . . . doesn’t it?
Heart: We have tried keeping the lid on this pressure-cooker desire to
be a woman but at the cost of never feeling joy. If you turn oﬀ
one emotion you turn them all oﬀ.
Head: But we’re really male. . . you know? A bloke?
Heart: We will never be a bloke.
Head: You are so fucking emotional!
Heart: . . . Now?. . . You must have noticed we’re stressed?
Head: Now that’s an understatement! And you know it’s your fault.
If we simply didn’t have emotions we’d be ﬁne.
Heart: If you don’t admit we can’t live as a male, WE are going to
crash very soon. And based on your 39 years of acute logical
observation, do you think we might be close to that point?
Head: . . . Yep.
Heart: Have any of our androgynous compromises worked for any
length of time?
Head: . . . No.
Heart: You know I’m right. Don’t you?
Head: . . . You might be right.
Heart: You do know what I’m saying don’t you?
Head: . . . ? Maybe.
Heart: We live as a woman or, to be logically accurate, we live in a way
that society sees us as a woman. That will work for me, and
if you insist on rationalist accuracy, you can go around telling
everyone our history.
Head: I guess I could almost live with that.
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Heart: Almost??
Head: OK, I can actually live with that. But!. . . this is very scary!
What if it doesn’t work?
Heart: Here’s a turnaround — Head is scared and Heart is logical.
Head: Uhm? . . . I’m . . . we’re only human.
Heart: What???. . . Does that mean you agree?
Head: . . . ?? Well . . . yes.
Heart: What’s there to lose?
Head: My willy?
Heart: A small price to pay for your happiness and sanity.
Diary Entry: Friday 15 June 1990
“I really want to tell people I’m changing over. But what
worries me is that I probably only want to tell them to seek
approval for my decision.”
I gave myself a few weeks to gain some composure and then tackled my most challenging
revelations, telling my family and Alex. Mum didn’t sound at all pleased. I did ask her
a few years later and she said she was shocked and felt sad for me. My younger siblings
seemed to accept it without too much stress. The eldest of my brothers said he was
pleased to now be the eldest male and asked if he could have my old male clothes. My
father asked his local priest what to think. I was lucky he asked a liberal priest who gave
him permission to be OK about it. Alex tried to talk me out of it, but when he realised
how determined I was he gave in very quickly, and was comfortable addressing me as ‘she’
and being seen with me in public.
I wasn’t really sure what name to use. I drew up a short list of 25 and whittled it
down to ﬁve before I asked people who knew me fairly well if that name suited. This
process led to Julie. Because of angst with some of my family, I decided not to use our
family name but re-purposed my old ﬁrst name to give Peters. I choose Elizabeth as my
middle name as a connection to a number of my female ancestors. Julie Elizabeth Peters
became my legal name on 17 June 1990.
Over the next months, I started presenting myself as female in a growing number of
situations. The elderly Albanian woman from next door grabbed my breast, and when she
realised it was real, albeit small, she seemed satisﬁed my change was credible. The people
I left to last, partly because it carried the greatest consequences, were my employer and
colleagues. On consideration, I gave them three weeks’ notice. It seemed to me that if I
gave them too long to think about it, their imaginations would run riot, and if I gave then
too short a time, they might panic. I found it stressful telling people, so I tried to limit
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the number I told to just a few a day. I was surprised that the ﬁrst manager I told oﬀered
me a voluntary redundancy package. After thinking about it for a few days, I decided it
was important to not have too many changes in my life at the one time. I was also worried
that with the high stress that came with such big changes, I wouldn’t be in a good frame
of mind to sell myself to a new employer. Consequently I declined. To get the message
out quickly, I told the best-connected gossips and they very eﬃciently spread the word.
Diary Entry: Saturday 4 August 1990
“I will base Julie on the emotionally unsquashed Peter before
he was ﬁve. I have to give up the repressed adult Peter to
regain the ‘real’ me.”
Monday 13 August 1990 — My New Birthday
Standing in the canteen queue on my ﬁrst day at work as a woman, the guy standing next
to me said, “You can’t eat that. It’ll go straight to your hips.” The three weeks leading up
to the change were far more stressful than actually appearing as Julie at work. Overall,
the women welcomed me, some men were very stressed and others seemed to be relieved
that I was no longer androgynous. In the ﬁrst few weeks, I received a huge number
of compliments, well wishes and support. Both the union and management promised
their support. I believe being comfortable in my own skin and performing the feminine
competently helped people see me as a woman. In an earlier era, I had considered it
essential I be able to pass. But I also realised the key to passing was, ironically, to not
care about passing. By not caring about passing, one sub-textually portrays someone
being themself. Working in television, I had seven diﬀerent oﬀers of documentaries. I
declined because I needed to ﬁnd my own way in the world, and I felt that if I made my
story public I would be overly inﬂuenced by what others thought.
Probably the most upsetting comment I had was from a guy who said, “You should
leave your sexual perversions at home. It’s just not right to bring them to work.” I told
him it wasn’t to do with sex and tried to explain the diﬀerences between sex and gender.
He didn’t believe me and didn’t want to discuss it. He requested that he not be rostered
to work with me. There were also a signiﬁcant number of people who were very stressed
about my change but said nothing. Counter to this, an important positive turning point
occurred at the 1990 Christmas party. The Head of Operations, an ex-Navy guy who
was renowned for his sense of humour, addressed the crowded studio. After giving out his
dozen or so satirical awards, he said,“This award is serious. This is for Julie Peters . . . for
courage.” I looked around the packed studio and saw that instantly about 70% of the room
had started cheering and clapping enthusiastically. And when the other 30% noticed they
were in the minority, they started clapping unenthusiastically. I was so overwhelmed by
the great feel of the room that I couldn’t speak when handed my award. The ongoing
impact of this very public recognition was a realisation by those who were very stressed
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with my change that they were in the minority. Even though that seemed to curb their
public negativity, that 30% certainly continued to be incredibly negative, often one-on-
one or by behaving in a passive-aggressive manner. I found such high levels of negativity
required intense stress management on my behalf.
By Christmas it was universally acknowledged that ‘Ghost’
was no longer an appropriate name for me. It was as if
the ghostly spell had been broken. The mystery evaporated
because people could now see I was ‘Julie’, someone who was
both knowable and present in mind and spirit.
Diary Entry: Friday 4 January 1991
“I wore a short skirt to work today. Geoﬀ said, ‘You ought
to have “transsexual” tattooed on your forehead so blokes
like me aren’t tricked into being pooftahs’.”
Geoﬀ knew my history and believed I was male, so he felt he needed to police my gender
noncompliance to prevent him from seeing himself as homosexual. I was a bit surprised
by how outspoken he was, but it did help me see that most people believe in biologically
determined gender dichotomy. That is, most people are actively trying to categorise
everyone they meet into male or female to simplify their day-to-day relations. They have
learned sets of scenarios (Goﬀman 1976/1979) for relating diﬀerently to men and women,
and need to know a person’s gender to know how to relate to them. This helped me realise
that if I could competently suggest I was a woman, people would try to categorise me as
one. Over a few years, Geoﬀ seemed to become more relaxed working with me. I suspect
that he unconsciously started to see me as a woman. I guess this meant that he then
needed to expend far less energy on a daily basis in dealing with me. His comment did
get me wondering if it was appropriate or sensible to look attractive or sexual:
Diary Entry: Saturday 5 January 1991
“Am I sexual? I am afraid I will give the wrong messages.
I want to dress in a way that is healthily sexual; I am afraid
that sleazy males like [that guy] at the bank yesterday will see
me as a slut . . .my intention is what is important and what
people will see [is their interpretation]. I choose to dress in
a way that shows my personality including my sexuality.”
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6.1.1 The Art of Lighting — Writing Cultural Texts
In mid-1991, I was approached by the Executive Producer of DAAS Kapital, Series 2
(ABC 1992/2013) to be its Lighting Director. He told me that he was giving me a chance
because he thought I would be amenable to taking some risks and not giving him a standard
product. I can only guess he thought that my very public change of gender proved I was
not just willing to take risks but able to pull them oﬀ successfully.
DAAS Kapital was the brain-child of the Doug Anthony AllStars (DAAS). The seven
episodes of the ﬁrst series were named after the seven deadly sins and the second series
after the seven virtues. The humour seemed to both celebrate and satirise masculinity,
violence, sex, sexuality, identity, government, formal religion and advertising and could be
seen as performance art. Satire can always be interpreted by some audience members at
face value, and thinking this through, I realised that the only way I would feel comfortable
working on this show was to build on the satirical components. I see lighting craft as
being able to add a subtextual emotional layer which can add to or counterpoint the
text. The lighting schema I developed saw the spaceship they lived in being alive, an
active performer which expressed itself emotionally through colour, shade, contrast and
the rhythm of ﬂashing lights. Overall I gave the program a very unnaturalistic surreal feel.
Did my schema work? I felt it did, and both the Executive Producer and DAAS themselves
said they were very happy with the look, even though many of my peers hated it. I wasn’t
surprised by this in that it was the producers’ perception of my gender nonconformity,
and the belief that I would also practice the craft of television in a non-normative way,
that attracted them to use me.
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6.1.2 Playing Feminine Roles — Gaining a Woman’s Voice
Because I was under considerable stress during Transition, I felt it was important to
continue studying voice and performance, which I saw as a safe way of practising how to
relate socially. In these classes I played a number of very diﬀerent women, and for me
this conﬁrmed that the portrayal of gender is improvisation within constraints (Goﬀman
1976/1979). In a play the constraints include the script. In The Taming of the Shrew,
by playing Kate I explored diﬀerent ways of relating to men. I was very surprised by my
improvised reaction to being embraced and kissed by Petruchio in that I felt I wanted to
submit to his gender-role coercion. This acting experience helped me realise both how
I could be manipulated as well as suggesting what I needed to do to achieve agency by
writing my own in vivo scripts.
By choosing to transition in the workplace, I had shared my deepest secret with
hundreds of people. The one thing I had underestimated was how much I would need to
voice and justify my decision to my bosses, clients and colleagues. Once I had spoken up,
I realised it felt very empowering to have a voice. But I had also become nervous about
using my voice, particularly on the telephone, where it was nearly always taken to be male,
especially when I sounded assertive. I knew I looked very female, and even though I had
a deep voice, people usually looked at the overall package and concluded female. I also
received compliments on my voice. A saleswomen I met very enthusiastically commented,
“What a great voice. You must be on radio.” This interaction helped me see that I needed
to work on the self-esteem issues I had in relation to my voice.
In terms of improving my voice technique, I was still seeing Liz, and being of the bel
canto school, she believed it was important to remove all emotional impediments to vocal
expression. I was very keen to work on my upper register but conceded it was important
to work on my whole voice range. On a particular day, we were working on opening up
the resonant cavities of my chest and head. As part of the exercise I was lying on my
back on the ﬂoor, singing in my chest voice. She was on the other side of the room and
told me she could feel my voice vibrating through her feet. Then, in amazement and
possibly validation of herself as a voice teacher, she quipped, “You have a really beautiful
masculine voice”. I knew it was meant as a compliment, but I was horriﬁed and quit voice
classes. It was many years before I was willing to sing in public again.
6.1.3 Gendered Embodiment/Surgery
When I started to live as a woman, I wasn’t convinced I wanted surgery but I thought the
clinic’s assessment process would help me work through the issues. Most of the transwomen
I knew thought I should have surgery. A fairly conservative woman at work told me she
thought it was important to have surgery so that I wouldn’t be left in a freakish halfway
place. Most of the men I knew were horriﬁed. One bisexual woman suggested I was perfect
as I was, a woman with a penis. I wanted to understand my own mind and so I returned
to the inner dialogue between rational me and emotional me:
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Head: This operation thing seems really tacky. Why cut oﬀ a perfectly
good penis?
Heart: You’re being emotional again. Half the world’s population
doesn’t have a penis.
Head: But can’t you see the psych and those blokes at work are right?
This operation is simply mutilation of a perfectly healthy part
of our body. You’ve seen Susan’s surgery. It’s impressionistic.
It’s not accurate.
Heart: It deﬁnitely passes the changing-room test and I have some
ideas on how the surgeon could improve the look.
Head: . . . And most transwomen successfully have intercourse.
Heart: Look, I don’t know 100% that this is the right thing to do.
But I do know 100% that this is the only way forward. We
can never be anything like a normal female, whatever that is,
unless we have this operation. And deep down, I know that is
what we need.
Head: You’re telling me that you’ve based this huge life decision on
your woman’s intuition, a hunch?
Heart: Yes.
Head: I don’t believe this! This, of all choices, is irreversible!
Heart: Yes, but that is exactly why it has to be made. Do you want
to keep going round and round in circles wondering if it might
have been the right thing to do? That’s another 20 years of
indecision. Could you cope with that?
Head: You’re right. I couldn’t.
Heart: There is only one choice with ﬁnality. We could never agree on
‘no!’ So we can only choose between ‘yes’ and ‘maybe.’
Head: And you’re saying ‘maybe’ leaves us squandering our lives in
indecisive waﬄe.
Heart: Well put. Saying ‘yes’ is about moving on and not being locked
into unrelenting trying to decide. But, here is the irony. I will
acknowledge the theoretical possibility of living as a woman
without the operation. But that would only be possible if we
break out of this pattern of indecision and that is only possible
if we have the operation.
Head: Huh? Yes. I see what you mean. I don’t believe this! You’ve
convinced me again.
Heart: Did I lead you astray last time?
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Head: Probably not. Anyway, even if you’re totally wrong, the worst
that could happen is that we would have to be a woman for the
rest of our lives. And truth be known, I ﬁnd that comforting.
Heart: You must admit, this agreeing all the time feels weird?
Head: It’s like we’re becoming more like . . .
Heart: . . . each other.
Head: Even ﬁnishing each other’s sentences.
Heart: I think it means we are becoming more integrated . . .
Head: . . . One person. Feeling with my head?
Heart: Thinking with my heart?
Head: This could hurt you know!
Heart: You are such a wimp! The surgeon will use an anaesthetic.
It’s worth mentioning that I never disliked my penis. Rather, I disliked being seen as a
male with all the layers of cultural and personal distaste I had for masculinity. Millot
(1983/1990) suggests the transsexual mistakes the penis for a signiﬁer of masculinity. I
believe almost everyone sees the penis as a signiﬁer of masculinity, and so having this
surgery is, to an extent, a rejection of patriarchy, even though it wasn’t my motivation at
the time. By August 1992, I had been living as a woman for two years and most people
had got used to me being Julie. But as people became aware I was about to have surgery
I had a number of people try to talk me out of it, some on moral grounds. And there was
also a little crassness:
Diary Entry: Monday 29 June 1992
“ [One of the men at work asked,] ‘Are you taking bookings
[for sex]? . . .You know, as soon as you get it cut oﬀ you’ll
get elephant thighs’.”
The weekend before I was booked in for the surgery I threw a party for those who wished
me well. I did wonder what sort of party was the most appropriate prior to surgery,
so I went with inappropriate and had a sausage sizzle. The surgery went well, with no
complications, and I was very pleased the surgeon was able to integrate the changes I had
suggested. I was very low in energy over the next few months. I’m sure this was mostly
a normal reaction to the anaesthetics and the physical trauma.
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Self-portrait: 2 September 1992
6.1.4 Exegesis — Rebirth, Transition Work
This era was primarily about changing the social world’s perception of me, from an an-
drogynous male to female. I understood I could never be biologically female. But I could
also see that gender – and so ‘being-a-woman’ – was primarily a set of social relations
(Goﬀman 1976/1979; Connell 2009) which I knew I could perform competently. I also un-
derstood that I had an incredibly strong desire to live as a woman. And so when I asked
myself why not live as a woman, I didn’t have a good answer. Once I understood the
main conﬂict was internal, between how I felt and what I thought, I was able to mediate
a solution. I then examined the likely consequences of living as a woman. I knew I could
easily deal with the joy and I thought I had enough resilience to deal with any negativity
from family, community and colleagues. Once I set this process in train, I then needed to
expend a huge amount of energy in helping almost everyone else cope with my transition.
Nietzsche (O’Hara 2004) suggests the tragedy of modern culture is the triumph of
rationalism over aesthetic experience. In my own life, mediating the conﬂict between my
Head and Heart could be seen as an attempt to mitigate that tragedy. Barrett (1958,
p.279) suggests a cultural pact between rationalism and the earthbound consciousness is
important for mental health. I can also see a parallel when Spry (2001) suggests a dialogic
methodology between the reﬂexive subjective emotional and the academic voice is the most
honest academic approach. Even though many people would have seen what I did as risky,
I didn’t see it that way. It is worth noting Nietzsche (O’Hara 2004) suggested, “the secret
of greatest fruitfulness and the greatest enjoyment of existence is: to live dangerously!”
(p.18). In this context, taking the dangerous path of living as a woman seemed very likely
to give the greatest dividends in happiness and fulﬁlment.
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6.2 The Art of Becoming Myself in a Gendered World (1993 and beyond)
Still a little sore,
I am now my own true self.
Rosy, my life is.
6.2.1 Post-Rebirth Adaptions (1992-1994)
Six weeks after my surgery and still a little sore, I had the ﬁrst hint of a new energy:
Diary Entry: Sunday 4 October 1992
“Being transsexual means you have one obsession. Almost
everything one does is to achieve this. I have just removed
this obsession by achieving it. I am now a woman of very
few obsessions and aims. This is the perfect environment for
learning new things, reassessing new directions, aims, lusts.
This is exciting.”
I found the ﬁrst few weeks back at work rather stressful. I was still bleeding, wearing
menstrual pads, and far too sore to wear jeans. My partner Angela was stressed with
issues she was having at university so I wasn’t getting much support at home. Some of the
men at work were dazed by the very idea that someone they knew actually had a penis
cut oﬀ. I don’t normally have a Freudian view of the world, but I did get a sense that
my operation triggered castration fears in some of them. A few seriously volunteered to
help me lose my newly found female virginity, and asked a woman I was friendly with to
see if I would allow her to assess the aesthetics of my neo-vagina. I told her I’d show her
mine if she showed me hers. She declined. I found a latex glove blown up like a balloon
hanging over one of the lighting consoles. It had “for Julie” written on each ﬁnger. One
of the Grips asked if I’d like to climb into his truck and “suck me oﬀ”. I declined.
As I started to regain my energy post surgery, I gradually became aware that some-
thing wasn’t quite right. It wasn’t second thoughts, because I remember catching a glimpse
of my naked body in the bathroom mirror and being overcome with a rush of joy. Then
it dawned on me that I was suﬀering a sort of neonatal depression because all my old
concerns and old accommodations were no longer relevant. Feeling exhausted from my
ﬁrst few weeks back at work, I needed to think things through and went for a walk. I
didn’t have much stamina and so when I got to the little park in Argo Street, less than
a kilometre from home, I needed a rest and just sat and stared into space. Gradually, I
became aware of a puppy having great fun chasing birds it had no hope of ever catching.
I looked around to see who the puppy’s owner was and couldn’t see anyone. I was so
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inspired by its lack of inhibition that without thinking, I stood up and started chasing the
birds too. The puppy was taken aback and left. I only chased the birds for half a minute
at most. I found myself with shooting pains in my groin, a very practical reminder of my
recent surgery. But this event reminded me I wanted to do more fun things.
Along with the tiredness and goings-on at work, I had periods of incredible optimism.
I didn’t know what I was capable of and so I wanted to try everything. But I hadn’t
realised, as yet, that even though I might be capable of doing almost anything, I just
didn’t have the time or energy to do everything I felt I had missed out on in those 28 lost
years from puberty until the present. In 1993, I was putting in so much eﬀort I came close
to exhaustion in July, when I was working full-time and was both an actor and lighting
director for a two-week season of a play. After this play, I determined I needed to be more
challenged in terms of using my voice, so I auditioned for the Melbourne Gay and Lesbian
Chorus. On a good day I could sing alto, but not consistently, and was placed with the
tenors. I would have much preferred to be with the women but at the time I thought it
better to be singing than not.
In 1993 I also felt I was no longer transsexual, and wanted to start living an ordinary
life. In this context, by ‘an ordinary life’, I mean not exotic and not limited by normative
cultural expectations placed on either women or transwomen. I wanted to be treated as
an equal in society even though I didn’t want to hide my history. At an embodied and
cultural level this meant passing as a woman, a woman who had a job, family, passions,
and intimate and work relationships. My diaries from the period variously describe my
aims as ‘From Dreaming to Doing’ (1992), ‘Impassionation – Engaging my Spirit’ (1994),
‘The Tao of Julie – choose from what is oﬀered’.
My Gendered World of Work
As I became more aware that I didn’t want to be limited by gender roles, it became
more obvious that the worlds of work, family, friendships and intimate relationships are
all highly gendered and I needed to learn how to deal with these expectations. The world
of work is certainly an area I hoped to be treated as an equal and where I hoped my work
would be assessed on its merit. After being successful on DAAS Kapital, I was expecting
to be now given much more interesting work. And initially I was assigned to The Kate
Ceberano Show and a Michael Feinstein special. But in early 1993 I was assigned to First
Edition, a news program which had 4:30 am starts and little opportunity for creative
lighting. In January 1994, I did get a break from the early morning news to light Once
in a Blue Moon, a history of Australian musicals. This was the type of program I loved
working on, but my getting this assignment caused a lot of angst. My boss was determined
someone else would light it, but the Sydney producer and director insisted I was going to
do it. They believed I had the right aesthetic and collegiate sensibilities and they took
a passive-aggressive approach to getting me assigned. They simply refused to invite my
boss’ choice to meetings. At the last moment my boss did allow me to do it, but reacted
by giving me the least experienced crew he could ﬁnd. I received high praise from the
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producers, one of whom, on seeing my lighting of an older performer, hugged me and said,
“I don’t know how you did it, Julie, but you made her look beautiful”.
Lighting Director, Recovery
After this minor success, my boss then rostered me
to the breakfast news for another two years. When I
described this sequence of event to a friend, she smiled
and commented, “You’ve really made it Julie. Your boss
isn’t discriminating against you because you’re transsex-
ual. He’s discriminating against you because you’re a
woman.” At the time I was certainly angry about the
work I was allocated, and I was surprised, when un-
prompted, Geoﬀ (the guy who suggested I have ‘trans-
sexual’ tattooed on my forehead) commented, “You al-
ways get the crumbs”. I did enjoy working creatively in
television but I didn’t see it as a career and rarely played
the politics. I found it a low-stress way of making a liv-
ing while I worked on things I found important in areas
of personal development and having a social life. After
three and a half years of working on the early news I did
get to light shows like Recovery, a show the senior guys
didn’t want to work on.
Radical Lesbian Feminists don’t seem to like Transsexuals – 1994
In May 1994, a transwoman on the organising committee of the National Lesbian Con-
ference in Brisbane was bullied into leaving the conference by trans-exclusionary radical
feminists. Kat Costigan (1994) wrote, “In some of the most aggressive and violent scenes
witnessed at a lesbian confest, speakers from both sides were booed, heckled and abused”
(p.1). She noted the conference overturned the Brisbane committee, which supported
the inclusion of transwomen with the aim of reﬂecting the diversity of lesbian life. Alice
Petherbridge (1994) commented, “Rather than wasting any more precious lesbian energy
and time on an issue which was created by men, we must look at the way we deal with
conﬂict” (p.6). Tania Lienert (1995, pp.23-25) described the transwoman’s wish to stay
as an unwillingness to give up male privilege. A few months before this conference I had
critiqued (Peters 1994a, 1994b) the radical feminist position because I believed it was
based on outdated stereotypes of transwomen. This episode felt very personal because of
the inﬂuence of radical feminism on my relationship with Elizabeth (Section 5.2.5).
I would have liked transwomen and lesbians to be coalition partners so I felt it was im-
portant to understand their position emotionally because Raymond’s (1979) thesis didn’t
convince me logically. An opportunity came when The Sixth International Feminist Book
Fair was held in Melbourne in July 1994. As part of the fair, Janice Raymond (1979) was
launching the second edition of The Transsexual Empire. I looked through the program
to see if I could meet or hear her speak. I couldn’t ﬁnd a launch, but Sheila Jeﬀrey, who
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was at Melbourne University, had invited Raymond to speak on Lesbian Ethics to a group
called the Melbourne Lesbian Intellectual Terrorists. I did carefully look to see if it said
“wymyn born wymyn only”, but it didn’t. After my experience with Elizabeth, I guessed
many of them would have seen my presence as spying for the patriarchy. I thought that
was ridiculous, because I saw the patriarchy as causing most of my angst with gender and
I certainly wanted to see its downfall. Not long into the evening, Raymond mentioned
the Brisbane success in ejecting the transwoman. At that point about 15% of the room
cheered and whooped as if they were a football crowd and had just had the biggest win
in the history of their team. I was very surprised how emotionally they reacted. In fact, I
felt scared that I would be in physical danger if they were to discover my status. This left
me believing I needed to understand their position both intellectually and emotionally.
On the bus home, and feeling very shaken, it occurred to me what was actually
happening at an emotional level. From a few of the stories I picked up on, I realised many
of these woman had some horriﬁc experiences with men and only felt safe in women’s-only
spaces. I was amazed how ecstatic some of these women seemed at the ejection of a single
transwoman from a conference. Because their reaction was emotionally so much bigger
than I would expect, I thought it must represent a win against every slight, aggression,
abuse and rape by men that these women had experienced in their lives. Suddenly I felt
very sad rather than angry. Many years later, in asking myself why Raymond believes
radical feminists ought to put so much energy into discussing ‘the transsexual issue’, it
occurred to me that when you look at the meta arguments of The Transsexual Empire, she
sees the ‘male-to-constructed-female transsexual’ (and not the penis) as the most potent
signiﬁer of the patriarchy.
I concluded it was very important to allow these women a separatist space where they
felt safe from the presence of anyone they thought was a man, even if that person thought
they were a woman. I determined at that point I would never go to an event advertised
as “wymyn born wymyn only” and would never challenge their right to have such events.
But I believe that as well as encouraging separatism in circumstances where people need
to feel safe, I also want to encourage coalition in other circumstances. We don’t need to
choose between separatist and coalitionist strategies; we need both – at diﬀerent times
and in diﬀerent contexts. A few months later I was invited to speak on the transgendered
in the queer community by co-presenting a paper (Peters and Langley 1994) critiquing
the Raymond/Jeﬀreys position at an inter-university seminar series. I was very pleased
our session had one of the largest crowds that year. I was very surprised Sheila Jeﬀreys
came to this session, and even though she wasn’t very critical on the day and only asked
a few innocuous questions, she did give our paper to her students to critique. (For my
more detailed critique of the radical feminist position see Section 8.5.)
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6.2.2 A Genealogy of my Psychological and Physical Health (1994-2014)
Fortunately, my health was mostly good over these two decades. There were certainly
ups and downs related to how much stress I was under, how much exercise I was getting,
my weight, infections going around and of course my increasing age. The stress I felt
did on occasions relate to my performance of gender as well as issues around autonomy,
recognition and self-esteem. For example, by the mid-1990s I noticed some changes at
work. The more comfortable I became in my own skin, the less I felt I had to ‘be for others’
(Solomon 2000). This meant my colleagues had to come up with their own strategies for
dealing with me. A few years after that incident in 1991 when Geoﬀ suggested I ought
to have ‘transsexual’ tattooed on my forehead, in a moment of self-awareness he said, “It
wasn’t so much that you changed, but you forced me to change”. I was rapt that one of
my tormenters had given up. I’m guessing he found it easier to reclassify me as female
(with an odd history) rather than challenge his belief in binary gender.
Gender, Relationships and Health
All my personal relationships, whether family, intimate or collegiate, have impacted on
my stress levels and health (Maslow 1943). From 1989 when I reconnected with Christina,
who like myself was living as a male but wanted to be a woman, we helped each other by
talking and working through issues. By going out as friends for meals, shopping and on
holidays we were able to help each other develop social skills in relating to the world as
women.
Angela and I met in 1990. We were intense lovers in the ﬁrst year, we supported each
other during surgery and problems with work, and I helped her return to university. We
shared our utopias and started to become active in changing public perceptions of what it
is to be trans. I did feel very sad when Angela left the country in late 1998, but intuitively
I felt it was right for both of us. My three main intimate relationships – Alex, Elizabeth
and Angela – had signiﬁcant overlaps, and I had experimented intimately and sexually
outside of these relationships. But with Angela leaving, I found myself single for the ﬁrst
time in 22 years.
I dated a little over the next few years. There was a teacher who had very similar
politics to me and we enjoyed sex but she was always very stressed about something.
I knew I couldn’t live with her. Later that year, I met an environmental lawyer, and
later that day, after the conference, the dinner and a jazz club, we had sex, which we
both seemed to enjoy. A few weeks later she invited me to her birthday drinks with her
colleagues. At the end of the night in a very public place, she pushed me up against a
wall, hands all over me, and kissed me passionately on the lips. Based on this I thought
we had potential for a relationship, but over the next few months, whenever we arranged
to meet, she would cancel or simply not turn up. A few months later we did go out to
dinner. That night she told me she wasn’t a lesbian, was obviously attracted to my male
energy and only found me attractive because she was drunk. These experiences over a few
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years left me realising how lucky I’d been up to this point and left me understanding how
diﬃcult it was to ﬁnd an intimate relationship, especially considering what most people
saw as my transgendered status.
In the early 2000s, I was seeing a lot of people socially but I was deﬁnitely giving
oﬀ an aura that said not available. I think at this stage it was more about still needing
to ﬁnd myself and become comfortable in my own skin without the undue inﬂuence of
someone who would pressure me to become the partner they wanted. It seemed to me
that non-intimate relationships had the potential to become intimate relationships, and so
I didn’t need to look speciﬁcally for one, just socialise. Even though I enjoyed my social
life, nothing did evolve into a more intimate relationship. I’m sure me being so open about
my trans history scared a lot of people oﬀ. But that didn’t bother me, in that I was far
more interested in being in a relationship where there were no secrets about my history.
As a general observation, from my early 20s onwards, my sexual expression seemed to
be heterophobic in the sense that when I was trying to be male, my sexual partners were
mostly men, and when I was trying to be female, my sexual partners were mostly women. I
put this down to a dislike of the power diﬀerentials expected in normative heterosexuality.
As a man I had no wish to sexually dominate women and as a woman I had no wish to
be sexually dominated by men. I wanted a relationship based on equality.
In general, straight men who have found me attractive have believed a relationship
with me would be homosexual. The funny thing is, most women also see a relationship with
me as homosexual. I haven’t discounted being in an intimate relationship, but I would
deﬁnitely rather be single than in a bad relationship. I do have a feeling of belonging
and community and being loved by many people. It mightn’t be ideal but I believe it is
psychologically the most healthy option I have.
When and Why Tell People my History?
In the late 1990s I found myself in a very odd situation. I was at a table with people
I’d worked with back in the 1980s and one of the women couldn’t remember me. That
was understandable because I was seen as a male then. But when I told her about my
transition, one of the other people at the table suggested I was telling people to make
myself sound special or exotic. He then suggested I ought to keep quiet about it if I really
thought of myself as a woman. Later on I started to question myself as to the healthiest
approach.
On reﬂection, I believe who, when and why to tell is about context and the need
to know. For example, I need to tell my doctor so she knows how to deal with my
individual health issues. I certainly believe I need to tell an intimate partner. I know of
one transwoman who was in an intimate relationship for 15 years before her partner found
out. The partner was very angry and left the relationship immediately. At work I don’t
always know who knows and who doesn’t. I’ve been wrong in both directions: I have
assumed people knew when they didn’t and have shocked them, and I’ve also assumed
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people didn’t know and eventually realised they wondered why I was so secretive about it.
There is a balance between telling too soon – before they can get to know me personally,
with the result that people judge me on the stereotypes they have about transpeople –
and leaving it too long, so people feel as if they have been tricked. I can’t see a rule that
works. It is diﬀerent for every person in every situation.
Part of me is still a little transphobic, in that I want people to think me as normal
woman. But I am also proud of my journey and want political recognition (Fraser 2001;
Pallotta-Chiarolli & Pease 2014; Peters 2014) for trans issues. I have certainly been post-
transsexual (Stone 1991), in that I have put myself forward to tell trans stories rather than
allow the tabloid press to tell them. I now see this is going to be an ongoing issue. This
not having a formulaic way of introducing myself to people certainly adds a layer of stress
to my day-to-day living, especially in terms of when to tell potential intimate partners.
And to that extent, it impacts on my health.
Gendered Embodiment — A Healthy Mind in a Healthy Body
In this era, my most signiﬁcant gender-related health issue was the variability of my weight,
and it doesn’t escape me that this is a common feminine concern. My weight and blood
pressure peaked in 2010 when I was in a job resourcing live-to-air programming and had a
phone that could ring anytime between 5am and midnight. I can now see this was a job in
which I had very low autonomy. Consequently, I was under signiﬁcant stress, exercised less
and ate to comfort myself. My lower autonomy in employment can be at least partially
attributed to being seen as female or transgendered. Over 2011 to 2012, when I was in a
job where I had signiﬁcantly more autonomy, my weight dropped from 76kg to 56kg and
my blood pressure returned to a healthy range.
Age 59, February 2010 Age 62, August 2013
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The estrogen I was taking also had an impact on my health. In 1996, Gishel New et al.
(1997) used me as a research subject to look at the impact of estrogen on the physiology
of transwomen. She concluded the estrogen levels I was taking considerably reduced my
risk of cardiovascular disease.
— My Inadvertent Master Reset —
In 1997, I had a broad-ranging personal conversation with Sue
O’Sullivan, the feminist writer. After I described the genealogy of
how I had dealt with gender, family, school and work, she noted
my changing gender had allowed me to throw out all the negative
history and programming that restricted the male version of me,
and because I didn’t have a female upbringing I hadn’t acquired
any feminine baggage. This enabled me to start afresh, indeed
to be reborn. I wonder if all of us can somehow access such a
reprogramming or ‘shutting out the negative’ of our unconscious
history, without taking as drastic a step as I did.
Throughout this period, the higher my autonomy and self-esteem and the less stressors I
had, the better I was able to accommodate to my world psychologically, and consequen-
tially (Marmot 1999) I had better physical health. Even though being seen as transgen-
dered did increase my stress levels, the overall stress I was living with was considerably
reduced and my self-esteem was optimised because I was living as a woman, which was for
me an authentic life. In Peters (2002a), I noted that to be able to deal with the potentially
very stressful life of being transgendered, one needs very high self-esteem and resilience,
but being transgendered in our highly gendered world saps your self-esteem. Consequently,
I have expended considerable energy over my life managing stress and building esteem,
and I believe I will need to continue to invest signiﬁcantly more energy in these than most
people, albeit a lot less than when I was living as a male.
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6.2.3 A Genealogy of my Political Agency (1994-2014)
This section examines my attempts, using activism, performance, the written word and
the aesthetic, in broadening public health, social justice and equity, both in a general sense
but particularly for individuals living in the borderlands or outside normative society. My
endeavours have been motivated by my will to personal agency, by anger about the lack
of social justice toward minority groups and disrespect for the environment, as well as
utopian dreams of how the world could be.
In 1993, I joined the Melbourne Gay and Lesbian Chorus, whose existence I saw as
carrying a political message in terms of normalising sexual diversity. Within the choir,
because I sang with the tenors and later the basses, I helped raise people’s awareness
of transpeople. In 1994, at a choir rehearsal camp, I faced my worst fear – sounding
like a man — and, dressed in the style of a very feminine opera singer, I sang Old Man
River solo and in its original key. I received a standing ovation and was awarded Most
Entertaining Act of the night. In this instance, I used the aesthetic and being memorable
(Merton 1965, p.68) to raise awareness of transwomen. This experience convinced me that
personal disclosure can be art and therefore politically agentic.
Because I grew up in a society that didn’t talk about emotions, motivations and
doubts, I had to ﬁnd another way of learning to deal with these issues in my life. Besides
trial and error, the stories in novels, plays and ﬁlm became my counsellors and teachers on
how to relate to the world socially. I believe the use of stories that critique the normative
and shed light on what is currently considered non-normative or borderland can help
create a more inclusive social consensus. And when I felt the need to explore a topic or
share my thoughts, I wrote. In 1988, two years before my transition, I started working
on Angelique (Peters 1988-1991), a three-act play. I used it to explore what I saw as
the limitations imposed on a transsexual woman who lived in and around the nightclub
scene. The advantage of working in ﬁction was that it gave me the opportunity to explore
possibilities beyond my own experience. Learning from Angelique’s mistakes became part
of my preparation for my own transition in 1990 and consequently was agentic. In the
mid-1990s, I created Dreams or Nothing (Peters 1997), a one-act play that began in the
real world of gay, lesbian and trans people and then embodied the abstract concept of
‘normative coercion’ in surreal characters, Gender Police and Judges, thus showing the
operation of normative coercion. I see this type of storytelling as potentially very politically
agentic, and intend to work in these ﬁelds in the future.
A practical outlet for testing how well my writing connected with audiences was
provided by Crusader and Rowland, proprietors of Hares and Hyenas Bookshop, which
from its opening in 1992 has provided a forum for new queer writers and performers. I
learned a great deal from these sessions (Peters 1998b-d, 1999a-b, 2000, 2002a-b, 2012a).
In 1997, I joined the organising committee of HID2, the Health in Diﬀerence Con-
ference, which was hosted by the Australian Research Centre in Sex, Health and Society
(ARCSHS) at Latrobe University. I also presented ‘I dream therefore I am’ (Peters 1998a),
which seemed to emotionally connect with people. In this piece I shared what it felt like
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to not ﬁt an approved gender. Since then, I have been asked to do presentations based
on this piece on close to 100 times, for AIDS carers and nurses, lesbian doctors, police,
lawyers, and hundreds of students of education, nursing and medicine. The feedback con-
vinced me it was worthwhile and I re-envisioned it as a website (Peters 1999a). Not long
after launching the website, I had conﬁrmation I was helping others when a social worker
in Colorado, almost the other side of the world, thanked me for helping her understand
one of her clients better.
Seeking to Inﬂuence the Mainstream — 1995-2001
Australia was due for a Federal election in 1996 and I was sure the conservatives were about
to win government. The best I could hope for was a Senate that was less conservative
and so I joined the Australian Democrats with the thought of volunteering. At my ﬁrst
branch meeting, I discovered one of the Democrat strategies to bolster their Senate vote
was to run a candidate in each House of Representatives seat. That night, a senior branch
member commented on how articulate I was and suggested I nominate for preselection
for one of those seats. Over the next few days, I discussed it with Angela and tried to
think through the consequences. Considering I worked in the media I was certain my
trans status would quickly become known. I saw the loss of privacy as a huge deterrent.
However, I also reasoned that I would be remembered and consequently I might be able
to have inﬂuence in politics.
Not at all sure the Democrats were ready for me, I applied for preselection. A few
weeks later, I was interviewed by eight senior members of the Party and it was soon obvious
to both me and them that my personal politics were closely aligned with the Party’s. The
crunch came with their ﬁnal question – a standard question for every candidate: “Are
there any skeletons in your closet that might be embarrassing to the Party if the press were
to ﬁnd out about them?” I replied, “I don’t see this as a skeleton, but some might, and so
I think you ought to know I’m transsexual”. What impressed me most was that the Chair
immediately thanked me and assured me that the Democrats would not discriminate and
would not take my transsexuality into account when my candidature was being assessed.
A few days later I was informed I had passed the ﬁrst hurdle, and was soon endorsed as
the Australian Democrats candidate for the House of Representatives seat of Batman.
It was my intention to be a generalist candidate but my ﬁrst headline read,“Democrats
endorse lesbian tranny” (Melbourne Star Observer, 3 November 1995, p.3). At one level
I was disappointed, but I knew the journalist was proud I had been endorsed and was
selling me to the gay and lesbian readership of her newspaper. This story was syndicated
to gay press across the world. The next paper to run the story was the Northcote Leader
(29 November 1995). They ran a tease on page one: “First transsexual candidate”; a
30-centimetre story on page three: “Democrats endorse transsexual”; and a 50-centimetre
story on page nine: “In a minority seeking a majority”. Four days later, I had a half-
page feature article with a good photo on page ﬁve of the Sunday Herald Sun (Melbourne’s
largest-circulation newspaper),“Julie’s bid to cross the political divide”. I was disappointed
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that 80% of my story was photograph, with only one column on my reasons for standing.
I mentioned this to Senator Spindler, who suggested I ought to be very pleased to get such
good coverage. I soon discovered radio producers read the Sunday Herald Sun. The next
day I did 14 radio interviews, starting with Radio National Breakfast. Most were very
positive. However, there was one very conservative station in South Australia which cut
me oﬀ when I started to talk about my politics. I guess they had hoped to send me up.
A week or two later, the London Sunday Telegraph (28 February 1996, p.28) sent
their Singapore-based reporter to Australia. He told me he was only interviewing two
people, me and our soon-to-be Prime Minister, John Howard. They ran the headline,
“Gender-swap Julie Vies for Votes Down Under”. It was a fairly positive story in which
he seemed amazed that the electorate took me seriously. I couldn’t see how an article
like this would help my vote, but I was very much aware that I was trying to normalise
being trans and a positive article in the British press did support that strategy. I did a
feature story on Channel Seven’s Today Tonight. Channel Nine ﬂew me to Sydney to be on
The Midday Show. I was mentioned on the international wires and did an interview with
BBC Radio. At my candidate launch, a Nine journalist asked, “Well you’ve cornered the
market in political honesty, haven’t you?” That did actually confuse me in that I wasn’t
expecting a rhetorical question. Senator Spindler, who was standing nearby, called out,
“Say something, Julie. He’s accusing you of being honest.” I now believe the journalist
thought I passed so well as a woman that he couldn’t see any reason for me to divulge I
was transsexual. And because I did tell, he concluded I must have been very honest.
New Weekly, 15 January 1996, pp.30-31
When the journalist, Marianne Docherty, rang me to tee up a story for New Weekly
(pictured above), she started talking about transsexuality. I interrupted her and suggested
she could also ask some questions about my politics. She pointed out that the interview
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was for New Weekly, which didn’t run serious political stories. I replied,“But there are
hundreds of transsexuals out there. The reason you want to interview me is because I’m
running for Parliament and so you have to include something about my politics.” She
paused and agreed. She ﬁled a very positive story which did include my politics. After
listening to my interview with the journalist, and presumably wanting to make the point
that I did not need to share my trans history because I passed, the photographer worked
to make me look like a normative female. This included the use of ﬂattering lighting on
my face and framing into the shot props and colours which can be construed as delicate
and feminine – our cat, ﬂowers and domestic appliances. But just look at the 19-word
headline. I could only think the subeditor skipped that journalism class at university when
the lecturer suggested headlines should be short and pithy, although it also suggests they
found me too complex a person to summarise in a short headline.
From November 1995 until February 1996, I did seven television, 25 radio and 40 press
interviews. By adding up the ratings/circulation of each of these outlets, I estimated I had
come out as transsexual to about three million Australians. So much for being a private
person! The other thing I noticed was that interviewers mostly asked the same questions.
And even though they really wanted to hear about the gender issues, I would turn my
answers toward the trope that I was running for Parliament because I was passionate for
universal social justice and ecological sustainability. I didn’t get elected but I did double
the vote for the Democrats in Batman, ﬁnishing third of eight candidates. More impor-
tantly, I believe I helped raise awareness about issues facing the transgendered with both
the general public and politicians from other parties. I believe, because of my openness
and being obviously comfortable in my own skin, I was able to reform many people’s views
on gender nonconformity. And a few years later, some of the politicians I met enacted
laws to protect transgender people from discrimination.
Taking Politics Further
After my successful campaign in 1996, Party oﬃcials started to assess me as both a
strategist and a possible Senate candidate. In mid-1996 I was elected to a strategic role
on State Executive. A few months later, when I arrived home late from another Democrat
meeting, Angela quipped, “I’m moving to Northcote”. “What?” “Well if I move to
Northcote, I’ll be a constituent of yours and you’ll pay more attention to me.” I was
surprised because I thought she had agreed that my political commitment was important
in terms of normalising trans issues with the public. I did pull back with Party work to
try and repair my relationship.
In mid-1997 the Party was mobilised because we expected an early election in 1998. I
nominated myself as a Senate candidate, but found I had very little support from the Party
hierarchy. I soon realised that this was because they wanted me to be Campaign Manager
for Victoria, managing 41 candidates. But I also discovered there was a sizeable propor-
tion of the members who felt very uncomfortable with the possibility of a transwoman
representing them in the Senate. I felt I needed to prove I was politically capable as a
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campaign manager before they would take me seriously as a public oﬃcial. These same
people seemed to be annoyed I was still an activist on trans issues. I saw this very clearly
when The Sunday Age (Crawford and Kingma, 15 June 1997, Agenda, p.2) published a
half-page proﬁle on my journey through gender. It was a very positive story, so I was
surprised that at the next Democrat meeting, which was part of the selection process for
the 1998 Senate candidates, a number of people were very critical on the grounds that
the story wasn’t about Democrat policy and so wasn’t worthwhile to the Party. I was
even more surprised that there were a few sleazy comments. I didn’t understand this
until one of the vice-presidents told me they were angry because I appeared naked in the
photograph. I did have bare shoulders and had kicked oﬀ my shoes but was wearing a
light-green dress. When I got home I had another look at the photo and realised what
had happened.
The Sunday Age, 15 June 1997 (Photographer: Julian Kingma)
The Age took 36 photos but chose the one where I was most obscured by the double bass.
Printed in black and white, it did look like I was naked. I have wondered if this was
a deliberate editorial choice by The Age to make the photo look more sexual, especially
considering all the nearby photos were printed in colour. As an ongoing candidate and
activist, I believed it was important to have as high a proﬁle as possible and then to use
that proﬁle to talk about my agenda. I was happy that there were senior members of the
Party who were pleased with this story and a few asked for a copy of the photo. One even
suggested we sell copies as a fundraiser.
Later in 1997, the ABC continued its downsizing of television production and I lost
my job. I was happy enough to go, because the ABC I loved working for no longer
existed. As State Campaign Manager during 1998, I immersed myself (for no pay) in
the political process to try and determine if it was an eﬀective way for me to have some
agency in the political system. The gay publication Brother-Sister (11 June 1998, p.5)
ran a positive story, “Democrats promote transsexual”. As well as being State Campaign
Manager, I wanted to keep my proﬁle as a potential Senate candidate, so ran for the House
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of Representatives seat of Melbourne Ports and did get a lot of press. I believe I also
proved myself as a strategist given that my campaign, which concentrated on the House
of Representatives candidates, increased the vote across the State, whereas the Senate
candidate, who avoided me and our State campaign, wasn’t elected. Part of my role was
to negotiate preference deals with other political parties, and ﬁve of them, ranging from
the far Left to far Right, asked me to join their parties. I did feel complimented, but was
realistic enough to understand their main motivation was to stop me being eﬀective in the
Democrats. I continued to improve as a campaign manager and candidate over the next
few years, and was on the lookout for paid work with the Senators. But my timing was
oﬀ, in that the Party made some very poor strategic decisions which drastically reduced
their vote and number of Senators.
Candidate photo, 1999
What convinced me to leave the Democrats was the Senate
ticket preselection for Victoria in 2001. Senator Allison as a
sitting member would be number one on the ticket. I nom-
inated to keep my name out there as a future Senate candi-
date. I got through the rigorous candidate assessment pro-
cess and prepared myself to address the membership. State
Executive called an all-members meeting to hear the ﬁve
preselection candidates speak for their place on the ticket.
I was dismayed when only 13 members turned up to such
an important meeting. This proved to me the Democrats
had squandered its opportunity to have an agentic voice in
the Australian Parliament. I resigned from the Party after
the election.
Activism and Living in the Gendered World
I saw my involvement with the Democrats as a convenient way of working on issues I
considered important. And running for the Democrats helped build my proﬁle as an
independent activist across a broad range of social-justice and environmental issues as well
as speciﬁcally on trans issues. For example, when a trans schoolteacher was stood down by
the Education Department in Victoria, Channel 9 and Channel 7 both contacted me for
a comment. I addressed Victoria Police on gay and lesbian law reform, Melbourne Boys’
High School on transgender law reform, the Victorian Equal Opportunity Commission on
the health and legal needs of the transgendered, and the Baptist Theological College on
environmental responsibility. I featured in a two-page story, “Boys will be girls” (Crusader
Hillis, The Age, 11 July 1998, Saturday Extra pp.1,3). In February 1999, I was one of the
panellists in a Same Sex Hypothetical at Brunswick Town Hall hosted by Julie McCrossin.
I was published (Peters 1999b) in an anthology of coming-out stories designed to empower
high-school students. In 2001, again on the health needs of the transgendered, I addressed
the Australian Lesbian Medical Association on exploring gender ﬂuidity, the Australian
and New Zealand Association of Nurses in AIDS Care and the Department of Psychiatry,
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Inner West Area Mental Health Service. In 2005, I presented two papers at Health in
Diﬀerence 5 and had one published by the Australian Psychological Society (Peters 2005).
Here is a more detailed example of my feminist and posttranssexual activism. In
1999, a group of women aligned to the Raymond (1979/1993)/Jeﬀreys (1990) position on
transwomen became the organising committee for the National Organisation of Women’s
Students Association (NOWSA) annual conference. The committee moved a plenary mo-
tion to ban the membership of transwomen from every club and society at every university
in Australia. I was horriﬁed that this might get up and force more transwomen out of
tertiary education. Their preferred speaker for the negative pulled out and I was then
invited to speak. When I did get up to address the 2000 women present, I was very
pleased for the support of about 10 women in the front row who were wearing T-shirts, “I
might be transsexual”. I started my piece (Peters 1999c) with one of the few quotes from
Raymond’s Transsexual Empire that I agreed with. Based on my knowledge of radical
lesbian feminists, whom I knew I would never win over, I pitched my presentation to the
other 95% of the room. When the movers of the motion realised it would never be passed,
they moved a lot of procedural motions to waste time, so their key motion was never put
to a vote and consequently the minutes would not show their motion was lost. Interest-
ingly, at a diﬀerent conference in 2006, I met one of the organisers of NOWSA 1999, who
apologised to me.
As the clock ticked over from 1999 to 2000, I was feeling burnt out. Coincidently,
I moved house from Fitzroy back to Port Melbourne. This physical move separated me
from my daily routines and the people I was seeing. Being back in the suburb where I
grew up led me to reassess my journey to date. In general terms, it brought to an end my
hyper-optimism. I started questioning how I was expending my energy as well as polling
my beliefs on myself in my social world, with the aim of optimising my personal and social
agency and enjoyment of life. For a start, I thought it would be sensible to reduce the
number of causes I was putting energy into, but no particular one stood out as being more
important than any other. After a good rest, I started to feel relaxed, optimistic and
ready to move forward again:
Almost noon, bright Winter sun on my back,
Alive on the path in front of me, twice my height,
Is my shadow, a woman’s shadow. Contented, I smile.
Shadow-me and me step out in perfect time.
I make a sudden unpredictable move to test her ﬁdelity.
I’ve seen too many faithless shadows in the cartoons of my childhood.
While undertaking this thesis, which I hope adds to the academic debate on both
gender non-normativity and normativity, I have continued my activism. For example, I
continue to speak to undergraduates (Peters 2012b), publish shorter pieces (Peters 2011a,
2011b, 2014), address activist groups, give interviews (Peters 2015) and perform (Peters
2016). Each of these fulﬁls my aim of raising awareness on health and wellbeing issues
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related to gender. For example, in a performance piece I did at Hares and Hyenas (Peters
2012a) for the Midsumma Festival, I used these faux/novel dictionary deﬁnitions to suggest
we can break the nexus between the subjugation of woman and femininity:
fair-weather femme /"fE@wED@ fEm/ noun phrase a person who ap-
preciates the feminine aesthetic but whose performance of femininity is
contingent on the temperature being warm enough to show bare shoul-
ders and dry enough to ensure one’s mascara does not run.
tomboy femme /"t6mbOI fEm / noun phrase a person who appreciates
the feminine aesthetic but whose performance of femininity is recast by
an appreciation for building things, having unencumbered boyish fun,
eating without guilt and is happy to get dirty planting trees.
This style of performance has at its core the aim of broadening sociological/feminist aware-
ness. In the examples above I have tried to use humour in a non-academic venue to dissem-
inate similar concepts to those expounded by Brownmiller (1986) on femininity. She notes
feminine women are aﬀorded some minor privileges but that these privileges come with a
“grand collection of compromises” (p.3). These include the allocation of signiﬁcant time
and ﬁnancial resources, signiﬁcant limits on relationships, expression and embodiment,
as well as resulting in the subjugation of women through violence, the law and religion.
My faux/novel deﬁnitions describe a practical way of embracing the feminine aesthetic
without accepting a position of subjugation, and are based on how I try to live.
Over my lifetime I have seen a general improvement in the portrayal of transwomen
in the media, the telling of trans stories and the use of trans actors. And so I was appalled
when, in 2012, I saw Hit and Miss (Virgin Atlantic 2012), a television series which tried to
be edgy by making the main protagonist both transsexual and a professional assassin. I see
this as conﬂating fear of death with fear of being tricked into ﬁnding a ‘man-pretending-
to-be-a-woman’ attractive and so being tricked into homosexuality. My anger inspired me
to try to counter this type of portrayal by entering a 2013 BBC Drama competition to
write trans-positive television. I wrote an episode and treatment for a six-part mini-series.
In it I tried to show the diversity of trans lives by setting it in a trans share house, where
four very diﬀerent people were trying to get on with ordinary lives. Getting my script in
the second round has encouraged me to further develop gender-activist projects.
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6.2.4 My Situated Agency — Living in a Gendered World (2000-2014)
Pallotta-Chiarolli (2010) discusses Foucault as acknowledging that whatever agency we do
have is situated in our unique suite of beliefs. This suite of beliefs allows practices of resis-
tance, normalising ascriptive structures, identity formation and an ability for individuals
to “utilize the gaps, silences and distances . . . to construct borders within which they can
construct new ‘truths’” (p.61). In the following paragraphs I look at the belief structures
and my situated agency that have helped me, at least partially, transcend the facticity
that I live in a gendered world. I do so by primarily focusing on gender in social relations.
Over the period 2000 to 2014, rather than simply resisting the strong cultural belief
that gender is dichotomous and determined by biology, I changed tack. In practice, this
meant acknowledging the cultural belief that gender exists, and searching for gaps and
silences in the social consensus on gender to construct new ways of being myself without
needing to ﬁght the whole world every day. Utilising these poorly signposted gaps requires
delicacy, creative energy and skill. Consequently I see it as partially meeting Nietzsche’s
(1882) challenge to make our lives works of art.
It was a tiny social interaction, in a ballroom-dancing class in 2001, that brought
into sharp focus that we live in a man’s world. Rather than moving gracefully around the
ﬂoor, I found myself dancing at odds with men who couldn’t dance. At one particular
point, the female dance teacher quietly suggested I stop trying to do the correct steps and
be led by my male partner. I tried it and it worked, in that by giving up my autonomy,
we started to move around the room as a couple, albeit doing the wrong steps. I didn’t
like being led by men who couldn’t dance. I thought it would work much better if the
more experienced dancer led, resulting in the less skilled learning from the more skilled.
In this instance, because I saw that I would have to bring down the patriarchy to change
ballroom dancing, I didn’t do anything to resist the hegemony of men. Instead, I quit the
class.
I became aware I wanted to be able to deal with men rather than just avoid them, and
I was given the perfect opportunity when in late 2003 I was appointed Outside Broadcast
(OB) Supervisor for the ABC in Tasmania. My job was to organise a crew of 20 men to
set up and produce multi-camera live coverages of sporting and public events. I eventually
realised I was able to utilise a gap in gender relations, a common but not often described
set of relationships which I have labelled ‘the elder-sister archetype’. I organised our
workﬂow but I allowed them to be responsible for their segment of the product. I found
inclusive empowering use of language was important in performing this archetype. For
example, I had noticed previous incumbents of my job, males, would routinely tell our
rigger where and how to build a scaﬀold, whereas I would say, “We need a scaﬀold here”.
This meant he wasn’t being told what to do and my statement assumed he was competent.
With this elder-sister style of leadership, I got the crew to act with autonomy, not wait
to be directed. For me, an unforeseen consequence was that I started to better enjoy the
company of men.
I also tried to help members of my crew develop their own situated agency. One of my
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crew was chronically angry. As I got to know him better, I realised he thought the social
world should be fair and he expected people in power to make sensible decisions. There
was a particular day I could see him heading my way and looking very angry. He quipped,
“Why the fuck are we doing this? It’s fucking stupid.” Without thinking I replied, “You
know the motto!” “What motto?” “Just because it’s fucking stupid doesn’t mean it won’t
happen.” He stared at me for a few seconds. I then pointed out that if one looked at
current-day politics or world history, it was obvious that the sensible and logical didn’t
dominate decision-making. He acknowledged I was probably right, but let me know he
was still angry and that he didn’t want the world to be like that. My statement aimed at
raising his awareness of a general facticity of the social world, and most people observed
that over the next year he was less chronically angry. The story of this conversation
quickly spread throughout the workplace and it became our de facto OB motto. It was
getting so much use, I translated it into Latin so I could quote it without using expletive
male language — “Stultitia Tanta est, ut non Factum non Fiat”.1
While on an interstate assignment in Adelaide in 2006, I gained another insight into
how I managed to work in this very masculine environment while remaining true to myself.
At drinks after we’d ﬁnished our assignment, one of the crew told me that three years
earlier when they had heard their new boss was transsexual, they were horriﬁed. But
when he actually met me, he thought I was such a girl that he eventually forgot I was
transsexual. I believe my being comfortable with myself, as well as performing the feminine
competently, made it very hard for him to see me as anything but a woman.
Another important aspect of my facticity is the need for social connection, intimacy,
and privacy. A major factor explaining my in/ability to be in intimate relationships is the
realisation that people who have a normative view of the world ﬁnd me very challenging.
I have previously mentioned that early in my Transition, in 1991, Geoﬀ suggested I ought
to have ‘transsexual’ tattooed on my forehead (Section 6.1 ). At that time, I saw it as his
problem and tried to deal with it as a stress-management issue. By 2014, I had a lot more
experience with a much broader range of relationships, and believe I gained a much deeper
understanding of my ability for social connection and intimacy by framing it as situated
agency rather than as stress management. That is, I use my suite of beliefs to help me
understand why people react to me the way they do, and this suggests I need to utilise the
gaps that normally deﬁne relationships to discover new ways of relating. My most obvious
relevant belief is that most people believe there are two biologically determined genders.
Obviously I do not believe this. Additionally, when it comes to intimate relationships,
normative potential partners ﬁnd my history problematic in that they believe people will
ascribe to them labels with which they do not identify. These individuals and I have very
diﬀerent world views, but this also suggests a good relationship might be possible with
someone who shares a number of my world views.
1Stultitia - stupidity / tanta est - being very high / ut non - negative conditional marker / non Fiat -
it will not become (Fiat - subjunctive third person of the verb ‘to be’) / Factum - fact
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The following verses express what I currently feel about my potential to have intimate
relationships, considering I live in a gender- and sexuality-normative social world:
He declared:
“You ought to have transsexual tattooed on your forehead,
so blokes like me aren’t tricked into being pooftahs”.
But it wasn’t just him —
Straight men who are attracted to me wonder if they are gay.
Gay men wonder if they might be straight.
Straight women wonder if they might be lesbian.
Lesbians wonder if they might be straight.
If I don’t tell, people feel tricked.
If I do tell, they expect me to be exotic.
Anyway, being-me sorts the wheat from the chaﬀ.
Only those who can see me, beyond gender,
And are willing to treat me like an adult, can relate.
(Based on Peters, 2011b)
Seen as ‘Trickster’, 1991
Counter to this, as I have entered my seventh decade, a growing number of people seem to
ﬁnd me attractive. My best guess is they are attracted to my authenticity and the fact that
I am comfortable in my own skin. I would add there seems to be an intimacy threshold
in that an intimate relationship with a transwoman calls into question the sexuality of
the partner, whereas a non-intimate relationship says nothing about the sexuality of the
friend or colleague. I believe my age is also a factor, in that I may have inadvertently
hooked into what Doogue (2015) describes as “playing the grandmother card”, a growing
appreciation of the leadership skills of post-menopausal women. I certainly found both
my grandmothers to be very impressive women. In my case this new archetype would be
better described as the ‘maiden matriarch’.
In summary, I have creatively used my situated agency – my suite of beliefs – to un-
derstand and interact with my social world by inhabiting gaps in normative performances
of gender. I have attempted to name some of these novel relationships: ‘the elder sister
archetype’, ‘tomboy femme’, ‘fair-weather femme’ and ‘maiden matriarch.’ Additionally,
I have purposely sought a deeper knowledge on both normative and non-normative ways
of doing gender to allow me to more accurately ﬁnd these gaps.
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6.2.5 Conclusion — The Will to Become Self, a Life as Art
The art of being myself, age 51
Being born in Australia and being provided for by my
parents means I have had life’s necessities met. Con-
sequently, it would seem becoming myself would be
simple and instinctual. But my desire to be myself,
a woman, meant my quest for self-esteem and recog-
nition as a peer in society has been fraught. This
autoethnography certainly suggests I have shown a
strong drive over decades to become myself. And I
have shown considerable creativity in trying to achieve
this within the constraints of my facticity, which have
included my embodiment, class and education, and a
social world which is highly gendered, economically
unfair and ecologically unsound.
Over the last few decades, I have answered many of my own existential questions and
have partially met Maslow’s (1943) highest level of needs, self-actualisation. As discussed
in Section 2.2.1, I believe subject formation is of necessity an ongoing project, “always
dynamic and under way, never static and complete”. (Flynn 2006, p.25). Consequently,
I do not believe I will ever truly become myself – a ﬁxed attainable end-point. The
best I can aspire to is to remain focused on my journey, seeking a personal empowered
accommodation to the social world as well as remaking the social world, with the aim of
improving public health, social justice and equity. I have been helped on this journey by
a personality trait, being stubborn, which has enabled me to remain active, focused and
calm while withstanding signiﬁcant obstacles. I see my working toward becoming myself
as working toward making my life a work of art (Nietzsche 1882).
My desire to transcend so many aspects of my facticity can be usefully framed in terms
of higher-level drives. Many people seem to be driven by the potential accumulation of
wealth and power. In fact, Nietzsche (1882, 1887) suggested the Will to Power was the
primary driver. I ﬁnd Nietzsche’s concern with Will to Power abrasive in that power
can be taken to mean coercive power. I see Will to Agency as giving a more ﬁnessed
description of the type of power I wish to achieve. Foucault (1976) based his concept
Will to Knowledge (La Volunte´ de Savoir) on Nietzsche’s Will to Power. Downing (2008)
notes that by substituting knowledge for power, Foucault suggests knowledge is “the force
fuelling the conﬂictual (but, paradoxically, productive) struggle of individuals in history”
(p.92). Impressed by this concept, I see Will to Knowledge has fuelled my conﬂictual yet
productive struggles toward self-actualisation.
From a very early age, I have believed knowledge of the social world to be key in the
formation of the suite of beliefs, my situated agency, that has helped me ﬁnd my individual
niche in society. Beyond Will to Knowledge, I see Will to Beauty as potentially giving the
highest personal rewards. Throughout my life I have been drawn to beauty, especially in
nature, people, self-expression and the written and spoken word. In a far more general
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sense, beauty has inspired me to make the day-to-day performance of my life a work of
art. That is, I see a smooth accommodation to living in the social world as potentially
‘an aesthetic of social relations’. Hence, in this era, The Art of Becoming Myself in a
Gendered World, my primary drivers have been Will to Knowledge, Will to Agency and
Will to Beauty. And as suggested by Maslow in relation to his hierarchy of needs, I believe
one needs to have made some progress in achieving the necessities in life before one can
start to achieve health, one needs to achieve a degree of health before one can achieve
agency (power and knowledge), and one needs to achieve a degree of agency before one
can achieve the aesthetic. I see this progression from the Necessities to the Healthy to the
Agentic and to the Aesthetic as the Hierarchy of Becoming Oneself.
* * *
One day I saw it.
People created Gender,
Its Rules arbitrary.
I grew to see that
Cultural limits are mere mists,
The cage is unlocked.
The choices are mine, Tomboy Femme,
Fair-weather Femme and the, as yet, undreamed.
A room of my own and friends,
Privacy, Separatism and Cooperation.
Having recognition as a peer in the Social World,
Having a perceived-to-be-normal gendered female life
and yet transcending.
Will to Knowledge, Will to Agency, Will to Beauty,
the Will to Become My Own True Self.
I live to journey,
Energised by questions unanswered.
Comfortable in my own skin,
Head and Heart are friends.
Lithe, delicate, uncaged and untamed,
I lie on my grassy hill in the sun
And stretch . . . Mmmmm!
I hardly know what Gender is.
Chapter 7
My Accommodation to the Social World
This chapter starts the thematic analysis, commentary and interpretation of the formal
research questions based on the phenomenological autoethnographic data and framed by
the sociological structure described in the Literature Review.
Research Question One —
What can we learn from the successes and failures of our gender-
nonconforming subject in ﬁnding an empowered accommodation to
the gender-dichotomous social world they inhabit?
Each of the analytic frames used in this thesis gives a distinct perspective. But their
aggregate adds complexity to our understanding of the research questions, even though
each of these frames examines common data. In overview, this analysis measures success
in the subject’s accommodation to the social world in terms of progression along the
Hierarchy of Becoming Oneself – the Necessary, the Healthy, the Agentic and the Art –
a concept I introduced in the conclusion of the autoethnographic chapters. It is worth
noting that I would have liked this research to shed some light on the nature/nurture
debate. But because of the phenomenological method used, I have no way of knowing if
the behaviour was inborn, instinctual, socially acquired or a combination of these. I will
discuss options for ensuing research in the ﬁnal chapter of this thesis.
7.1 The Interplay between Desire and Non-Normativity
Given that I live in a society that mostly believes gender should be dichotomous and
determined by one’s biological sex, it was my desire to be a woman that led to my gender
non-normativity. However, such a complex desire can be broken down into components
of desire: Will to Knowledge, Will to Health, Will to Agency and Will to Beauty. In this
context, Knowledge refers to speciﬁc knowledge about the operation of the gendered social
world. Health, physical and psychological, Agency and Beauty refer to the impact of my
trying to live in a gendered world. These components interact. For example, a livable
psychologically healthy life was only possible for me by living culturally as a woman. This
gain in psychological health then empowered me to claim more agency. I can see my
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desire for beauty/making my life a work of art was related to being able to transcend the
normative boundaries of gender performance. This table summarises the degree to which
these desires/expectations were met:
Table 7.1: The Degree to which Components of my Desire to be a Woman were Met
Knowledge Health Agency Beauty
Ignorance is Bliss Low Very high Very low Very low
Realisations Fair Mixed Very low Fair
Secret Agency High Very high Partially Very high
Puberty/Dark Ages Low Very low Very low Very low
Grasping for Stability Fair Low Low Low
Transgression/Identity Quest Very high High Partially Fair
Escalating the Search High Fair Low Low
Rebirth/Transition Work Very high High High Fair
Becoming Myself Very high Very high Very high Med high
The pattern worth noting is that once I reached an age when I had a fair knowledge of
how the world worked, one can see the Hierarchy of Becoming in operation. For example,
one can see that when health was low, it wasn’t possible to progress agency. But once
knowledge and health were at a reasonable level, it was then possible with extra work to
achieve agency. Finally, once a degree of agency had been achieved, it was then possi-
ble with extra work to live aesthetically. In the following paragraphs, I indicate how I
interpreted the autoethnographic data to create the above tabulation.
As an infant child, during Ignorance is Bliss, I depended on food and shelter from
my parents and so my basic needs were covered. As a young child, I was happily living
in what seemed an amazing unfathomable world where all the important people in my
life lived in our house and they all thought I was important. In a general sense, my main
drive in this early period was Will to Knowledge. But because I did not as yet understand
the conditional nature of approval, I had good self-esteem and agency. An important area
of ignorance was I hadn’t realised the social world believed I was a boy because I had a
penis. At the time, I thought being ascribed as a boy or girl had been an arbitrary choice
by my parents, and so I spent some time trying to work out how to get them to reverse
their decision.
By contrast, during Realisations, I discovered adults’ approval was conditional. This
approval included my signup to the belief that gender was dichotomous and determined by
biology. The belief that left me most traumatised was that everyone I knew thought I was a
boy, and for them, this was non-negotiable. During this era I became depressed about the
helplessness of my situation and developed a cavalier loner attitude toward my social world.
I felt mixing in society was bound to be negative because all social interactions reinforced
the cultural belief I was a boy. I adopted passive-aggressive behaviour as my default,
pushing right to the edge, avoiding chores at home, never doing my homework, avoiding
school social activities. This passive-aggressive strategy may have avoided a number of
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the negatives in my life but it did not give me any of the positives. Consequently, I had
very low personal agency. During this era my main source of pleasure and self-esteem
were my lucid dreams of being a girl. But even here, one of my regular dreams was very
antisocial. It relied on a cataclysm that left me the only person on Earth, and only then
could I wear what I wanted and not be criticised. I understood that knowledge was key to
success in the social world, especially considering I did not ﬁt any normal mould. Hence,
my main drives for this era were Will to Knowledge, and I partially satisﬁed my Will to
Beauty through my daydreams. I had good physical health but very poor psychological
health.
The main change in my worldview that marked Secret Agency was the realisation
that one could behave in ways that were not normative if one were secretive and not
discovered. This was when I ﬁrst started to leave the house dressed as a girl. Being seen
as normative and conservative in those areas of my life I did not consider important meant
my distracted family and school did not notice my gender non-normativity. I gained some
self-esteem and agency from feeling I had made progress in achieving my wish to be a girl
because strangers saw me as female and I loved that aﬃrmation. I was so positive during
this era that my schoolwork improved dramatically. I shifted from the bottom 5% during
primary school to being dux of the class in Year 9. And even though there were pedophile
teachers in our school and bullying was rife amongst the students, I was left alone. I was
only temporarily taken aback, dressed as a girl, when men tried to get me into their cars
and I was followed by the police. At that point, I determined to appear in public as a girl
only during daylight hours.
The way my body changed with puberty seemed to steal from me any chance I had
of becoming a girl. During this gender project, Puberty Rupture and Dark Ages, my
thoughts ranged from “maybe there’s a remote chance I could be successful as a male”
to hopelessness and suicidal depression. As my body continued to masculinise, I became
too depressed to even look at myself in a mirror. Toward the end of this era, I had such
a cavalier attitude to my personal safety that I was in a state Menninger (1938) would
call chronic suicide. Consequently, in this era I had very low scores in achieving all of my
desires.
The epiphany that took me into a new gender project, Grasping for Stability, was the
realisation that I had come very close to death. There was one area of my life that was
stable and positive – my memories of feeling good about myself during both Ignorance is
Bliss and again during Secret Agency. These memories allowed me to believe happiness
could actually be real and not just a fantasy of a depressed mind. I realised I needed privacy
to try to work out who I was. This led to an important enabling action. On impulse I put
a deposit on a decrepit house in a slum suburb. And so at the age of 22, for the ﬁrst time
in my life, I had a room of my own. I also realised I could cope with being a woman in
public only if I passed well enough to avoid the stigma of non-normativity. Thus, putting
my trust in the scientiﬁc method and avoiding emotions related to failure, I started a series
of experiments in passing as female. By allowing myself to start dressing as a woman and
looking for small boosts of self-esteem, I was able to break out of continuously feeling
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suicidal. At this time, feelings of intense depression were always just below the surface
and I sought structure and order in my life. Taking a job in the ABC studios gave me
the regimentation I needed. Toward the end of this era, I sought medical help to ‘ﬁnd a
cure’. So in this era I was very driven in Will to Knowledge, especially in terms of trying
to understand the social world and how I might ﬁnd a place in it. My Will to Health was
a critical motivator in terms of seeking safety by giving up alcohol. And even though I
was still driven by both Will to Agency and Will to Beauty, I had only minimal success
in achieving either.
The agency I gained through my Transgression of gendered norms, by dressing as a
woman, was only made possible by having a space of my own, privacy. I felt life in the
trans ghetto seemed particularly unattractive because the job opportunities appeared to
be limited to being a showgirl or a sex worker. And so I chose a bordering lifestyle: for
the most part passing as a normative male or passing as a normative female. Choosing a
bordering strategy and wanting a solution led to signiﬁcant increases in meeting my desires
in Health and Agency, and this in turn enabled me to move into my next gender project,
Identity Quest. In this era, I explored diﬀerent portrayals of gender, each of which had
consequences. As I assessed each one, they all seemed to prove unsuitable. I believed that
if I could only ﬁnd the right diagnosis for my condition, I would know what to do, who
to see, what interventions to make and ultimately how to live my life. The main drive in
this gender project was Will to Knowledge but with the purpose of achieving my desires
related to Health, Agency and Beauty.
The mediation between my head and heart in 1990 helped me achieve real agency. I
was able to live as a woman in a way that increased my respect for myself and gave me
my ﬁrst glimpse of a life where I could transcend the limits of dichotomous gender. With
surgery two years later, I was habitually the happiest I had been since Secret Agency. I
felt free, energised, empowered. I outed myself in the workplace by my public transition.
I was seen by most as a radical. However, by dealing with the criticism, I became a much
stronger, more assertive person and I gained much personal agency. Outside of work, I
passed as a normative female, and this considerably reduced my day-to-day stigma.
From 1993 onwards, with the lower levels of my Hierarchy of Becoming being mostly
met, I was able to start working on Will to Agency andWill to Beauty. In the autoethnog-
raphy, I called this gender project The Art of Becoming Myself in a Gendered World. I
did still have issues related to items lower on the hierarchy. For example, I did put on
weight when I found myself in employment with low autonomy. At this time, I restarted
my Will to Health and took two years to get my weight to a healthy level. My Will to
Agency certainly got a strong run over the ﬁve years I was politically very active and also
when I was in a leadership role in Tasmania. And it was my desire for knowledge, to really
understand the implications of my journey through gender, that has brought me to this
Doctoral thesis. This gender project has left me with the highest levels of personal agency
I have achieved to date. I have achieved agency by developing unique rather than gender-
stereotypical relationships with people and institutions. And to that extent, I believe I
have made some progress in “giving style to my character” (Nietzsche 1882, p.232).
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7.2 Challenging Normative Gender Coercion
Here I examine the extent to which I, the autoethnographic subject, was able to challenge
cultural normative coercion to subscribe to dichotomous biologically determined perfor-
mance of gender. The following table summarises the strategies of resistance to domination
and my degree of success in terms of the resulting agency. The pattern to note is that even
though I felt very little change in normative coercion over my life, in the later eras I was
able to ﬁnd more sophisticated strategies of resistance, which resulted in higher personal
agency.
Table 7.2: Challenging Normative Gender Coercion
Normative Gender Mode of Resistance Resulting
Coercion (Domination) to this Normative Coercion Agency
Ignorance is Bliss Very high Low – but I thought my Very low
parents had made a mistake.
Realisations Very high Passive aggressive & Low/Fair
(told I was a boy) lucid dreaming
Secret Agency High Secret transgression High
(told I was a sinner) and very focused.
Puberty/Dark Ages Very high. I had a rational Disconnection, eccentricity, Very low
worldview that insisted the use of alcohol and
gender was dichotomous. sometimes suicidal.
Grasping for Stability Very high. I had a rational Sought privacy, Low
worldview that insisted a systematising worldview
gender was dichotomous. and alcohol-free lifestyle.
Transgression/ Very high. I experienced Acknowledged the need to Fair
Identity Quest very high internal conﬂict transgress for safety & to
between my rational and enable growth in self-esteem.
emotional worldviews.
Escalating the Search Very high. I strongly felt Tried to pass as either Low
coercion to conform. man or woman.
Rebirth/ Very high. I felt criticism of me, Used people’s belief in two High
Transition Work especially by colleagues. genders to pass as a woman.
Becoming Myself Very high. I understand Direct and assertive. Very high
the social world still believes I pass as woman in public
that gender is dichotomous and & am very open privately.
is determined by biology.
As a child I thought my parents had made a mistake in insisting I was a boy. I was
conﬁdent they would see their error, apologise, and let me be a girl. In the Realisations
era (ages seven to 11), my resistance to coercion to be a boy took the forms of being
passive aggressive and using lucid dreaming. Neither of these delivered high agency. As
I moved into my Secret Agency era, I felt a huge increase in self-esteem and personal
agency. I still felt dominated by a social world that told me that I could not be a girl.
But because of my belief that gender was not determined by biology, I determined to be
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a girl. However, for safety and to avoid confrontation, I chose to do it secretly. In public
I still needed to portray a basic level of masculine gender performance. With the onset of
Puberty and into my Dark Ages era, my self-esteem and agency plummeted, as I felt my
body had turned traitorous by masculinising in shape, voice and facial hair.
During Grasping for Stability, my survival instinct kicked in. The resulting resistance
was to seek privacy and to stop drinking alcohol. I started the next era, Transgression and
Identity Quest, very determined to somehow work out how to become a woman with an
almost blind faith that there must be a rational answer for my gender confusion. Over the
15 years from my early 20s until my late 30s, I found my relationship to the domination
of the gender-dichotomy paradigm incredibly confusing. During Escalating the Search, I
put considerable eﬀort into passing either as a normative male or as a normative female,
to avoid the stigma of non-normativity.
The early days of my Rebirth — Transition Work era were some of the most demand-
ing and stressful of my life. But unlike the chronic stress I suﬀered during my Dark Ages, it
seemed resilience could deliver recognition, agency and joy. At times the stigma, discrim-
ination and viliﬁcation in the workplace seemed unrelenting. My main mode of resistance
in this era was to use people’s belief that there are two genders. Because I performed
the feminine competently, those who did not know my history saw me as female. And
even those who knew my history started to see me as female if they spent time with me
and witnessed how the social world related to me. Post surgery, in The Art of Becoming
Myself, I had little need to resist the normative coercion to perform gender. Most people
thought I was born a woman and performed the feminine. Even though those who knew
my history could see I had, at one level, challenged the cultural assertion that gender is
determined by biology, at another level they could comfort themselves with a belief that I
was not challenging the gender dichotomy itself. Consequently I had minimal impact on
reforming the cultural belief in biologically determined gender dichotomy.
7.3 Agency Grounded in a Transformation of Subjectivity
Pallotta-Chiarolli & Pease (2014) have noted resistance to dominance requires agency
grounded in a transformation of subjectivity and a restructuring of power relations. I
will examine these concepts separately even though they are intimately intertwined. For
example, by leaving the Catholic Church, I was able to restructure the power relations that
institution had in my life. Inseparable from this, I had a transformation in my subjectivity
from “I am Catholic” to “I am not Catholic”. In the autoethnographic data, we see an
increase in agency in both the Secret Agency and Becoming Myself gender projects but
we see a considerable decrease in Dark Ages. Even though this decrease was triggered by
embodied changes at puberty, the change in subjectivity and agency consequent to these
changes is what is of interest here.
Another way of looking at a transformation of subjectivity is as a change in situated
agency. Pallotta-Chiarolli (2010) sees Foucault as acknowledging that whatever agency
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we do have is situated in our unique suite of beliefs – our situated agency. This position is
consistent with other commentators. Maslow (1943) understands self-actualisation which
includes acceptance of facts, problem-solving and creativity as the highest level of human
achievement. Flynn (2006) suggests it is existentially authentic to live responsibly and
work to transcend our givens, facticity, historicity or force of circumstance. In discussing
agency situated in a particular context, Bevir (2011) suggests, “people have the capacity to
adopt beliefs and actions, even novel ones, for reasons of their own, and in so doing they
can transform the social background” (p.89). I see my changing ‘suite of beliefs’ as the
primary enabling factor in my being able to gain personal agency through transforming
my subjectivity. Each of these major transformations of subjectivity has led me to do
gender diﬀerently, that is, enter a new gender project. The following table summarises my
subjectivity and agency with each gender project:
Table 7.3: Situated Agency Grounded in a Transformation of Subjectivity
Primary Subjectivity in each Gender Project Resulting
(enabled by a ‘suite of beliefs’) Agency
Ignorance is Bliss Did not understand why people insisted I was a boy. Very low
Realisations Felt subordinated at school. Low/Fair
but was a girl in my dreams.
Secret Agency Felt I was not being watched and hence High
saw myself as having some control.
Puberty/Dark Ages Saw myself as a failure because I could no longer Very low
pass as female. First use of an eccentric persona.
Grasping for Stability Saw myself as in danger of killing myself Low
and hence saw myself as psychologically ill.
Transgression/ Saw myself as being able to transgress with privacy/ Fair
Identity Quest borderland status. Seen as eccentric by many.
First use of androgyny/the end of the binary.
Escalating the Search Desperate for a solution. Low
Rebirth/ Accepted a borderland status High
Transition Work as a ‘transsexual’.
Becoming Myself Saw myself as having a very complex subjectivity Very high
which was very much related to my complex suite of belief,
my situated agency. These beliefs include: seeing myself
as a peer in the social world, and not being limited by
the social belief in biologically determined dichotomous gender.
As a child I made virtually no attempt at resisting domination by my parents, except
when expected to eat brussels sprouts. It made no sense that people insisted I was a boy.
In Realisations, even though I believed the cultural beliefs about gender were incorrect, I
felt powerless to do anything about them. However, I did use lucid dreaming to enable me
to transform my subjectivity, to see myself as a girl. Many years later, dreaming evolved
into a method of trying out ideas and consequently became one of my major methods
for changing subjectivity throughout my life. In Secret Agency, as I entered high school
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I strategically ignored cultural beliefs that said I ought to be male. And by occasionally
being seen as a girl, my belief that I should be a girl was reinforced.
I was ascribed as eccentric later in high school. Weeks & James (1995) note that
eccentrics are usually healthier than most people. They list 15 traits most eccentrics
have. At least 13 of these apply to me, the most relevant being: nonconforming, creative,
motivated by curiosity, idealistic, noncompetitive, single and with a mischievous sense
of humour. Using their model, it strikes me that being seen as eccentric has been a
transformation of subjectivity that has empowered me. Identity Quest, when I was named
Ghost by my colleagues, was another era when I was seen as eccentric. It is interesting
to note that everyone stopped calling me Ghost when I transitioned. At that time, I
suspect they felt they had discovered who I really was and so no longer needed to see me
as eccentric. From Becoming Myself onwards, by performing femininity not quite right,
I persuaded people to start seeing me as eccentric again, and this stopped them putting
pressure on me to conform. Because most people have given up on trying to coerce me
toward normative femininity, I enjoy a great feeling of psychic space where I can play with
how I am in the world. The other beautiful thing about being seen as eccentric is that,
unlike people who are considered normal, I have had no-one telling me how to be properly
eccentric. An individual has to ﬁnd their own way of being eccentric which, if they can
get it to work, is great in that they have become their own person.
Another major change in my subjectivity that locked in a few years post transition
was the dissolving of any remnant belief I had that gender was dichotomous. Most people
subscribe to the status function declaration (Searle 2010) that gender is dichotomous, and
consequently is still a very real coercive force in their lives. The process by which I was
able to debunk its importance in my life and gain agency took decades. As a child I spent
an inordinate amount of energy wondering why people said I was a boy and why boys
had to behave a particular way. The more I questioned adults as to why this was so, the
more I became convinced gender was arbitrary. During Dark Ages, I was not questioning
the binary; rather I was rejecting masculinity and wanting to embrace some aspects of
femininity. During Identity Quest, I made a very strong case for embracing an androgynous
lifestyle. This was my ﬁrst attempt to break out of gender binary thinking. Many years
later I found myself agreeing with Janice Raymond (1979) on androgyny. She suggests,
“One cannot take two false or inadequate halves and put them together . . .Rather one
must transcend the dualisms . . . by not accepting them as adequate descriptions of reality”
(p.166). My rejection of an androgynous lifestyle was the next step in the genealogy of
my subjectivity. When I was well into my gender project The Art of Becoming Myself, I
started to realise that I did not think of myself as a man, a woman or any other gender
classiﬁcation but rather as a person who had a particular history. I had discovered a
personal agency grounded in a complex series of transformations of my subjectivity that
enabled me to transcend many of the limits of dichotomous gender.
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A Detailed Discussion of my Situated Agency, 2000-2015
Here I examine the major ways my ‘situated agency’/‘suite of beliefs’ has impacted on
my routine way of relating to the world since 2000. The following two tables expand the
discussion of this situated agency as a transformation of subjectivity in terms of: living
in a gendered world; the use of the label ‘trans’; and looking at some more general items
of facticity. These are discussed in terms of the ‘givens’ that limited me in some way; my
initial reaction to those givens; the ‘suite of beliefs’ I used to try to transcend those limits;
and the degree to which I was able to transcend them.
Table 7.4: Situated Agency: Living in a Gendered World/Ascription as ‘Trans’
Facticity Items Initial impact Situated Agency Degree of Success/
The givens My initial reaction Enabled by a Transcendence
of my situation suite of beliefs
The social world believes They say I am a boy. I think they are wrong. Most people think
gender is dichotomous & I was always
biologically determined. female.
Gender is a social contract. I need a social I can relate Most people think
consensus to agree as a woman. I was always
I am a girl. a woman.
Gender is performative. I was attracted I can learn these I am seen as female
to the feminine. performance skills. and feminine.
Gender is assumed to be I was angry because I see gender as I daily perform
ascribed by embodiment. this assumption socially and not the feminine.
suggests I am male biologically determined.
It’s a man’s world I was angry at I see patriarchy as I do carry some
(the patriarchy). the subjugation unjust and lower status
of women. worth changing. but not too much.
Being labelled I did not want I have options: Stigma now fairly low.
‘transsexual’ to be transsexual. passing, borderland My use of labels is
carries stigma. or polluting. context-dependent.
Need an income while I accept lower-status I see passing Work supports my
carrying stigma. employment. as a woman creative pursuits.
reduces stigma.
Need for intimacy, I believe normative I see intimacy and not Suﬃcient but low.
social connection relationships are a sexual relationship
and privacy. not available to me. as important.
I scare people I did not expect I see that this is mostly Better oﬀ single than
who crave normativity. people would about other people’s fears in a bad relationship.
ﬁnd me scary. and not my qualities.
The ﬁrst ﬁve items, relating to living in a gendered world, show that I largely transcended
my facticity by understanding the social expectations on normative performance of gender.
For example, I used the cultural belief that there are two genders, which are determined
by biology, to be seen as a normative woman.
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The next four items relate to not wanting to be labelled transsexual or transgen-
dered. These terms have multiple and inconsistent meanings, and through their use in
ﬁlm, the tabloid press and sex-work advertising, they are often perceived as sleazy by the
general public. A convenient sociological frame, as introduced in Section 2.1.4, to exam-
ine these items of facticity is the context when and the degree to which I used passing,
border-dwelling or polluting strategies. For example, as discussed in the autoethnography
chapters, I primarily used passing in non-intimate social relations and especially at those
times relations are normally anonymous. I have also endeavoured to pass as a normative
woman at times when knowledge of my trans status would be physically dangerous or
result in viliﬁcation. In social situations where my trans status is known, I am being
polluting or non-compliant. In many contexts this comes with considerable stigma. But
as Douglas (1966) acknowledges, an individual in such an interstitial position can be seen
as dangerous to the social system in a way that “has the potentiality of disrupting ideas
about authority and about right and wrong” (p.111). I am consciously polluting when I
aﬃrm my trans status when performing, and when speaking to academics, politicians, the
media or people or groups who are sexually or gender non-normative. In these situations
I am happy to be labelled trans. But even in this situation I usually emphasise that I do
not identify as trans, and point out that the label does not adequately describe me. I am
happy enough to be labelled transsexual when talking to medical practitioners about my
health. The use of border-dwelling as a strategy has primarily been about passing or not
passing, which results in my being polluting. Because I have invested considerable energy
in learning how to pass as a normative woman, I normally have control over when I pass
and when I do not. Consequently, I am consciously a border-dweller. Taken together,
the use of these three strategies results in my being willing to accept diﬀerent context-
dependent labels or identities even though I do not wholeheartedly identify with any of
them.
Table 7.5: Situated Agency Resulting from General Items of Facticity
Facticity Items Initial impact Situated Agency Degree of Success/
The givens My initial reaction. Enabled by a Transcendence
of my situation suite of beliefs
One cannot easily Felt powerless. Passing/bordering/ Felt empowered.
‘ﬁx’ the social world. polluting
Being comfortable Many people can Liking self is a Seen as independent
in one’s own skin see beyond stigma. great asset. and attractive.
is attractive to others.
Engaging with the Important to aim for Realised work Found a degree
world politically, cultural change less important than of eﬀectiveness
academically & aesthetically. body of work in the social world
The ﬁrst item in the above table is almost a cultural meta-facticity – that is, we live in a
world we cannot easily change or ‘ﬁx’. The newly acquired set of beliefs that allowed me
to challenge this simply included the observation that the world does change and in the
past individuals have been eﬀective in bringing about change. As discussed in the previous
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paragraph, my polluting behaviour while engaging with the political and academic world
has the potential to lead to social change. I see this strategy as having a lot in common
with reverse discourse, as described by Foucault (1976, p.101). (I discuss this in more
detail in Section 7.5.)
In conclusion, the data does suggest that there was a transformation of subjectivity
with each new gender project. Each new practice of living in a gendered world was enabled
by my changing suite of beliefs, my situated agency.
7.4 Agency Grounded in Restructuring Power Relations with Institutions
Foucault (1982) suggests the antagonism between the attempted governance by the State
and the resistance of individuals is key to understanding social relations. He further notes
that governance in the modern Western State is often enacted as “pastoral power” (p.782),
techniques that rely on knowing people’s innermost secrets and directing them. He notes
this pastoral power is routinely used by the “family, medicine, psychiatry, education and
employers” (p.784), as well as by religions. The following table summarises, by era, the
institutions/complexes of power I was most inﬂuenced by, my power relations with each
institution, how those power relations formed my worldview, and the degree to which I
was compliant to this worldview.
Table 7.6: Relations with Institutions of Power
My most inﬂuential My power relations My worldview/ The degree
complexes of power with these allegiance to of my compliance to
in each era institutions these institutions these worldviews
Ignorance is Bliss Family/patriarchy Dominated, compliant Family Minimal
Realisations Church/school/ Dominated Catholic Avoidance
patriarchy and angry
Secret Agency Church/school/ Feigned Catholic Transgressive
Patriarchy compliance
Puberty/Dark Ages Church/university/ Attempted Doubting Catholic, Guilty and
patriarchy compliance incipient rationalist disempowered
Grasping for Stability Popular culture/ Confused/ Lapsed Catholic & Guilty and
workplace/ passive resistance unsophisticated disempowered
patriarchy rationalist
Transgression/ Work/pop culture/ Resistant to some/ Mostly rationalist Varies considerably
Identity Quest psychiatry/medicine/ varies with institution and enquiring but with institution
philosophy/patriarchy non-committal
Escalating the Search Radical feminism/ Confused and Mostly rationalist Confused and
patriarchy faltering noncommittal
Transition Work Work/friends/self/ Transgressive Mostly rationalist Accept personal
patriarchy and relativist but noncommittal responsibility
Becoming Myself Eclectic, inﬂuences At peace with Existential, Reject institutions
vary with context and multiple inﬂuences rational & accept personal
perceived relevance and relativist responsibility
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In overview, one can see an increase in agency as I was able to restructure my power
relationships with a number of institutions. In the early periods the institutions impact-
ing on my life were church, school and patriarchy. They were chosen for me by family,
geography and the historical period I was born into. I showed compliance at ﬁrst, but I
found I was able to resist, avoid or change allegiance to particular institutions. During
Realisations I could clearly see that my Catholic school was telling me how to live my
life and I believed that my dreams of being a girl were sinful. In Secret Agency I had a
change of strategy. If I submitted to a majority of school rules, the teachers assumed I
was committed to the whole institution. And so for a short time, I simply ignored those
rules that suggested I needed to perform the masculine. By the time I entered Dark Ages
I was aware the Church, the State and my university were vying to be the most signiﬁcant
institution in my life. But all of these patriarchal worldviews seemed to agree on the bio-
logical determination of dichotomous gender. I just was not aware of a worldview where I
would easily ﬁt in. At university, I did start to see there was a much greater diversity of
opinion than I had previously understood.
In my early 20s, Grasping for Stability, I looked to popular culture, which again was
primarily patriarchal and believed in the biological determination of binary gender. I also
looked at the microcosm of my workplace, believing that if I could understand this small
group of people, I could extrapolate to understanding broader groups. By my Identity
Quest era, I had substantially jettisoned any direct inﬂuence by the Catholic Church. At
this time I was privileging the rational over any other worldview. I had broadened my
search, looking to psychology, medicine, feminism, philosophy and the great writers. I
felt I needed some secular guidance in the day-to-day ethics of living in the world. My
readings included many feminists (Greer 1970, Oakley 1972), Tribe (1973) on ethics and
Chardin1 (1955/1959) on reconciling my scientiﬁc view of the world with my remnants of
Catholicism. During this era, I started to believe I needed to make my own decisions on
moral issues.
Escalating the Search, the last year and a half of Identity Quest, was an intense
period during which I tried to reconcile many worldviews. One complex of power that was
causing me considerable guilt and confusion during this era was radical feminism. When
I ﬁrst read it, I found Raymond’s (1979) Transsexual Empire the most intelligent work
on transsexuality I had seen. I was easily hooked by her primary thesis because I felt
guilty about men’s subjugation of women and I saw myself as feminist, in the sense that
I saw undeserved male privilege and hegemony as a social ill. Raymond suggested that
“male-to-constructed-female” (p.xv) transsexuals reinforce feminine stereotypes, and I did
not want to make the lives of women worse by reinforcing feminine stereotypes. Raymond
also suggested transsexual women are morally obliged to not pass as women, becoming
martyrs to the cause of taking down patriarchal capitalism by showing that social sex
roles are not correlated to biological sex. During this era, I grew to believe I could live
and pass as a woman without signiﬁcantly reinforcing stereotypes and patriarchy. I also
believed Raymond was being unreasonable in expecting me to live in physical danger as an
1An advantage of reading Chardin was that many years later Foucault seemed straightforward.
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anti-patriarchal political act. Working through this I became angry at the radical feminist
dichotomous essentialist view that all transsexuals were enemies of women. Rejection of
radical feminism as an inﬂuential institution in my life was a necessary precursor to my
later Transition. I discuss the radical feminist critique of transsexuality in Section 8.5.
As I entered Rebirth – Transition Work, the opinions of my friends, my family and my
workplace mattered to me. This led me to seek out friends who substantially supported
my worldview but who would challenge me just enough to help me discover what I really
thought. In many ways my Art of Becoming Myself in a Gendered World era was very
much about acknowledging the facticity that I lived in a world of institutions, which were
competing for my allegiance. Because there is no one cultural institution I wholeheartedly
agree with, I have reached the conclusion that I need to take personal responsibility for
my life choices, a position which many (Flynn 2006, Solomon 2000) would describe as
existentialist. For example, I am still very much inﬂuenced by feminist discourses, and
when it is safe to do so, I acknowledge my trans/post-transsexual (Stone 1991) status and
speak to health, legal professionals and other groups in an attempt to change or create
new institutions which recognise (Fraser 2001, Pallotta-Chiarolli & Pease 2014) me and
other gender nonconformists as active members of the social world.
7.5 Political Recognition and Agency
Political recognition (Pallotta-Chiarolli & Pease 2014) is a very useful sociological frame for
viewing an individual’s power relations with institutions. Fraser (2001) takes recognition
to mean having the status to fully participate in the social world. Recognition impacts
on one’s ability to become oneself, to achieve the necessities of life, health and agency.
I certainly wanted to be recognised as a peer in my social world but I was ambivalent
about being recognised as a gender nonconformist or as a transsexual. In Peters (2014a), I
made the point that there were times, during my life, I deliberately misrepresented myself
to avoid recognition as a gender nonconformist, while still claiming equity. Being lucky
enough to achieve the necessities throughout life, the following table concentrates on the
genealogy of how my health and agency correlated with recognition.
The general pattern that can be seen is that my health and agency improved dramati-
cally as I was able to be recognised in ways I felt were appropriate. For privacy and safety,
I learned to pass, and so am recognised as an ordinary woman when social relationships
are normally anonymous. I negotiate diﬀerent borderland positions with medical prac-
titioners, in personal relationships, in the workplace, in academia and in activism. The
people who know me well recognise that I am living a life that is noncompliant to the social
consensus that gender is dichotomous and biologically determined. In the mid-1990s, it
gradually dawned on me that I passed so well that my nonrecognition as a transwoman
had a number of negative consequences. The majority of socially functional transgendered
people are invisible to the media, politicians and the public. I wanted to be seen as my
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asserted gender but I needed to be recognised as trans to achieve social justice. In an
ideal world, I believed, there should be no negative consequences to being seen as gender
non-normative. But I also realised I did not live in that society. As a consequence, today,
I seek recognition that varies with social context.
Table 7.7: The Correlation of my Health and Agency with Recognition
Recognition Health Agency
Ignorance is Bliss As a child High Very low
Realisations Misrecognition Socially disconnected; Poor in terms of
as someone who ought self-surveillance. gender expression.
to be masculine.
Secret Agency Attempted deliberate Good physical health High for short
misrecognition as and high self-esteem. periods of time.
a normative male or
female to avoid stigma.
Puberty/Dark Ages Seen as eccentric; Deteriorating as Very low and
socially dysfunctional; I looked more male. deteriorating.
then mentally ill.
Grasping for Stability Seen as depressed; Very low: alcohol abuse; Very low, but
near breaking point; suicidal behaviour, some improvement with
understanding but with a growing recognition of issues.
I needed to improve. understanding of issues.
Transgression / As an eccentric male Dramatic improvement Some achievement
Identity Quest or a normative female. with transgression in gender expression.
Escalating the Search As someone under Many small stress- Indecisive on how
extreme stress related health issues to related to world.
Rebirth/ As transsexual Mostly good but busy High, active in
Transition Work by medical profession and very tired getting things done.
Becoming Myself As self by friends, Mostly very good Mostly very high, with
a woman in public & except for some issues a fair degree of ﬁnancial
‘trans’ politically. related to ageing. independence & autonomy.
Restructuring Oppressive Institutions – Writing Myself in Gender Discourses
As well as making considerable eﬀort in restructuring the way I related to institutional
power, at times when I felt I had higher levels of agency I made some eﬀort to debunk
the power of institutions I found oppressive. After Transition, I became aware that the
power of institutions depended on the social consensus (Searle 2010) which acknowledges
that power. I wanted to challenge society’s belief that gender was dichotomous and bi-
ologically determined, as well as supporting the need for broad social justice, economic
equity and environmental sustainability. In the early 1990s, I was also determined to have
a voice against the propaganda of the radical lesbian feminists who vehemently opposed
the existence of “male-to-constructed-female” (p.xv) transsexuals (Raymond 1979). By
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being open at work in 1990, I came out to about 500 people. When I was regularly in
the gay press in the mid-1990s (Peters 1994a-b, Collins 1994, O’Sullivan & Peters 1995),
I came out to thousands, and then when I ran for the House of Representatives in 1996,
I was conﬁdent in coming out and in speaking to millions of people. Because I believed I
would have limited impact as an individual, I tried to lead or empower others, and worked
with established groups such as the Australian Democrats. I was also very aware that be-
cause of my polluting (Douglas 1966) of people’s perceptions of gender, and my perceived
exoticism, I might be listened to or at least remembered (Merton 1965/1992, pp.68-69).
Running for the Democrats also gave me a proﬁle which I then used to make submissions
to a number of groups, including the Senate (Commonwealth of Australia 1996). Through
this participation I was able to change the perceptions of sitting Members of Parliament,
and was part of the converging discourses that facilitated changes to some of the laws
in Victoria on transgender discrimination and viliﬁcation. In hindsight, because of my
very limited ability to directly impact on authority cultural discourses, I had used the
Foucaldian strategy of reverse discourse (Foucault 1976, p.101; Downing 2008, p.113),
inﬂuencing authority discourses from a position normally considered of low authority.
As discussed in Section 2.3.8, Sheila Jeﬀreys (1990) suggested being a lesbian could
be a political act of resistance to patriarchy. In that discussion, I asked whether there was
any political component to my living as a woman. I am not suggesting such a motivation
was my primary motivation, but male-to-female transsexuals do at least give up some
male privilege (Levitt & Dubner 2010, Connell 2012) by transitioning. By running for
Parliament, being open about my history – that is, being polluting (Douglas 1966) and
post-transsexual (Stone 1991) – and supporting other gender non-normative people, I was
able to write myself into feminist and mainstream political discourses.
The Eﬀectiveness Hierarchy in Challenging Oppressive Dominance
As a general observation, the data supports the existence of a hierarchy of strategic eﬀec-
tiveness in challenging oppressive power regimes. The ﬁrst strategy I considered during
Realisations was resistance. But if one’s primary mode of relating to institutions of power
is resistance, then that institution is setting the agenda, and so the best you can ever
achieve is to not do what the institution wants rather than being able to set one’s own
proactive agenda. From Identity Quest onwards, I started to see that transcendence was a
more eﬀective strategy. With transcendence, an individual is not following the agenda set
by the institution, and this allows for a solution that is not deﬁned by that institution’s
limited thinking. For example, when I was trying to resist what I was told was an appropri-
ate way for someone born male to behave, I found myself ostracised and stigmatised. But
when I said I simply didn’t believe gender should limit my life, I was able to acknowledge
I lived in a gendered world and discovered the delicate transcendent balance of passing,
noncompliance and borderland relationships. Because transcendent thinking requires cre-
ativity and agency, it means one needs to have worked one’s way up the Hierarchy of
Becoming, beyond the Necessary and Healthy to the Agentic and Aesthetic.
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7.6 Gendered Identity
Many commentators have attempted to understand transsexuality, transgenderism and
gender non-normativity in terms of gender identity. Here I tabulate the genealogy of my
gender identity:
Table 7.8: Gendered Identity
My Subjectivity of Gendered Identity
Ignorance is Bliss As having the status of a child/boy
Realisations People said I was a boy but I thought it was curable
Secret Agency In public agreed I was a boy for peace
Puberty/Dark Ages As mentally ill male looking for cure
Grasping for Stability Precarious/mentally ill/anti-masculine
Transgression Ill/probably transvestite or transsexual
Identity Quest Initially: ill but not sure which category/
later: androgynous in mind and body
Rebirth/Transition Work Exhausted ﬁghting dichotomy/culturally a woman
Becoming Myself Personal/context-dependent identity/narrative
My early concepts of classes of people were based on family and my ﬁrst language. This
included categories such as ‘woman’, ‘man’, ‘boy’ or ‘girl’. In my early years, I was happy
enough to be categorised as a boy because I saw this label as primarily a marker of age,
rather than gender. During Realisations I did not identify as being a girl, but I could not
see why I could not simply grow my hair, wear dresses and become one. Based on the
adult males I knew, I grew to feel negative about masculinity in general. By contrast, I
felt very positive about the matriarchal femininity of my grandmothers and some of my
teachers. By Secret Agency, I understood most people thought gender was determined by
biology but I wasn’t convinced they were right. Puberty Rupture, when my body started
to masculinise, was when I ﬁrst started to think that maybe they were right and I really
was male. But even then, I still didn’t identify as male. Up until Dark Ages I still wasn’t
strongly identifying with any group, but if anything, I started to identify as mentally ill
rather than critique the gender paradigm. And because mental illness carried so much
stigma, I felt it was important to keep it secret. After my ﬁrst year at university, I was very
unwilling to identify with my appallingly misogynist and masculine faculty, Engineering.
I lost faith in my country when it joined the US in Vietnam and when it required me to
register for conscription. This added to the shame I felt in being seen as male.
As I entered Grasping for Stability, my gender and sexual identities felt precarious.
This meant I still primarily identiﬁed as mentally ill. And so during Transgression and
Identity Quest, my starting to dress as a woman again was very much about trying to
eliminate this feeling of precariousness. Initially, my Identity Quest was to ﬁgure out
which mental illness I had. But I did not trust that mental-health professionals had my
best interests at heart and so I primarily continued my identity quest in secret. I began
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by trying on identities such as transvestite and transsexual. But the more I read, the more
it seemed they did not ﬁt. I did not identify with any of the people I read about and
rejected all the psychic-determinist (Barrett 1958) theories and the idea of sex change as
a perversion. For a decade I settled on what I thought was a potentially healthy identity,
that of an androgyne, which I saw as far less limiting than being masculine or feminine.
From this distance I can also see that my androgyny was meta-stable, that sort of stability
seen in a circus act where a clown on a bicycle has nine other clowns jump on board to
form a vertical inverted triangle. The clown at the bottom manages for a while to keep
everyone travelling forward, by expending a huge amount of energy. But in this situation,
even the smallest bump can bring down all of them. That’s how my life felt right through
the 1980s. I had to expend a huge amount of energy to function in the world as an
androgyne.
At one level, Rebirth – Transition Work was me just giving in and saying I no longer
had the strength to ﬁght the facticity that I lived in a gender-dichotomous world. Ob-
serving my praxes: performing gender femininely, legally changing my name to ‘Julie’,
passing as a woman and expecting people to use feminine pronouns and relate to me as
if I were a woman – people assumed I identiﬁed as a woman, even if they thought I was
transsexual, mentally ill or immoral. But I did not identify as a woman in any essential
sense. It would be more accurate to say I identiﬁed as a person who wished to relate to
the world as if I were a woman – that is, culturally a woman. As I entered my current and
most complex gender project, The Art of Becoming Myself in a Gendered World, I came
to better understand the signiﬁcance of how I identiﬁed. Many years later I started to
realise my androgyny had not disappeared. But I no longer saw it as an identity (a noun).
It had become how (an adverb) I lived in my social world. I had adapted it to the world
I was living in. In fact it gave me an advantage in that I could speak to both men and
women in their native languages, ‘male’ and ‘female’, albeit both second languages for me.
I guess that means I speak ‘Julie’ as my ﬁrst language. But I am very aware most people
do want to be able to categorise me as a man or a woman so they know how to relate to
me. The culturally practical answer is that my identity is context-dependent. When asked
do I identify as a transsexual or as a woman, I realised that I only identify as myself, that
is an individual. This is best understood using McNay’s (2000) interpretation of Ricoeur’s
concept that a coherent self can be conceived of as narrative and“the narrative structure of
the self suggests a dynamic or creative substrate to agency” (p.74). By having an identity
based on my narrative, I immediately have an identity that acknowledges everything I’ve
done and thought. And because it isn’t an externally attributed identity, such as being
a ‘woman’ or a ‘transsexual’, changes in my subjectivity are not limited by those socially
deﬁned, multilayered and overloaded labels. As I deal with new issues, I will be able to
continue changing while keeping a solid coherent sense of self.
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7.7 Psychological Health
This is not an attempt at a psychoanalytic analysis of the subject but a much simpler look
at how successful I have been in acting in my own interests. Framing psychological health
sociologically, I see the following components as the most important. ‘Self-esteem’ includes
how much stigma I felt and whether or not people saw me as mentally ill. ‘Self-awareness’ is
a measure of my intrapersonal honesty. ‘Interpersonal skills’ looks at how well I related to
other people and includes whether or not I was primarily focused on myself (introversion)
or on others (extroversion). I have included ‘acceptance of facticity’ because I see it as
important in being able to relate to the social world. Baron-Cohen (2003) described two
diﬀerent ways subjects understand the world: empathising and systematising. It seems to
me my Heart has used an empathising way of understanding the world whereas my Head
has used a systematising mode. The following table summarises my genealogy of these
components.
Table 7.9: Psychological Health
Self- Self- Interpersonal Acceptance Empathising/
Esteem Awareness Skills/Style of Facticity Systematising
Ignorance is Bliss High Low Low/ Low Empathising
extroverted
Realisations Low Low Low/ Low Both low
(self-harm) introverted
Secret Agency High High Fair/ Fair Both fair
both
Puberty/Dark Ages Very low High Low (lonely)/ High Systematising
(suicidal) introverted dominant
Grasping for Stability Very low Low Low/ High Systematising
but growing introverted dominant
Transgression Fair but Low but Growing/ Very high Both low,
growing increasing introverted competing
Identity Quest Very High Growing/ Very high Both medium,
variable both competing
Escalating the Search Low Fair Low/ Very high Competing,
both both low
Transition Work High Very high High/ Very high Both good,
extroverted cooperating
Becoming Myself Very high Very high High/ Very high Both high,
extroverted cooperating
As a general observation, I did not achieve good to high psychological health until I did
well in all ﬁve components. And this did not occur until I had transitioned. During my
earliest gender project, life seemed very simple. I had high self-esteem but a very poor
understanding of the world around me. In Realisations, I had a dichotomous self-esteem
in that, at the surface level, I was angry that my life was not turning out the way I had
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hoped, but in my secret world of dreams I was exactly the person I wanted to be. On a few
occasions I engaged in self-harm, banging my head on walls, dressing inadequately in the
cold and writing schoolwork in my own blood. In the next era, Secret Agency, I determined
to make my dreams come true by dressing as a girl at night. And with these successes my
self-esteem and sense of autonomy were high. This resulted in my doing well at school and
consequently gaining signiﬁcant respect from teachers and extended family. This time of
high esteem and autonomy came to an end when I could no longer pass as a girl. Puberty
Rupture quickly followed by Dark Ages was a time of very low esteem. I suﬀered loneliness,
extreme depression and suicidal tendencies. I felt psychologically ill and was very scared
of the stigma I thought would follow. I started to not trust my emotions, which seemed to
be dragging me into very dangerous territory. Because I did not trust my ability to read
people, I withdrew into the safety of an introverted systematising worldview. In this era,
I engaged in self-harm related to alcohol use.
My primary psychological health action in Grasping for Stability was my making an
eﬀort to achieve the self-esteem, autonomy and agency I could remember having as a
child. The eras Transgression and Identity Quest were close to two decades of mostly
working on my self-awareness and improving my physical and mental health. The more
I felt I was making progress with being seen as a woman, the higher my self-esteem
grew. Running counter to this was an internal voice that tried to name me variously
as transvestite, transsexual, psychologically disordered or mentally ill. This stigmatising
identity attribution left me feeling guilty, depressed and with low self-esteem. Thus, this
era was marked by swings between high and low self-esteem. What eventually moved
me into Escalating the Search was the realisation that these feelings of high and low self-
esteem, of joy and guilt, were repetitive, a pattern I determined to break. It is worth
noting that because my Head did not trust my Heart and I was convinced my succumbing
to emotions would lead to disaster, my systematising and empathising views of the world
were continually in conﬂict.
My way of moving into my next gender project, Rebirth – Transition, was the media-
tion between Head and Heart. I repurposed the model I used in acting, which showed
me how to mediate between the rational world of the written script and performing
emotionally on stage, to deal with my own internal conﬂicts between Head/Heart, ra-
tional/emotional or systematising/empathising worldviews. With Head and Heart now
working in concert, I had enough self-esteem to face my fears of stigma and discrimination
and start living as a woman. This resulted in a huge jump in self-esteem and general
competence. I found I needed to dramatically improve my extroversion/empathy to deal
with other people’s stress about my changes. In the early days of the following era, the Art
of Becoming Myself, my high self-esteem, which came from achieving my most impossible
dream, bred even more success and gave me enough conﬁdence to run for Parliament. My
day-to-day self-esteem during the period after 2000 had a far more normal range, in that
it depended on concepts such as my autonomy in the workplace, my age and my ﬁtness
rather than on distress about how to ﬁt into the gendered world. I’m still a very emotional
and a very logical person, but I now believe I use emotion and logic in concert.
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7.8 Gendered Embodiment, Habitus and Physical Health
My perception of my embodiment, and whether it is seen as male or female, has had a
dramatic impact on both my psychological and physical health and my stress levels. The
following table summarises the components impacting on my health in terms of belief in
biological determinism, habitus and the impact of sex hormones on my body.
Table 7.10: Gendered Embodiment and Physical Health
Belief in Habitus/ Hormonal Overall
Biological Stance Impact on Physical Health/
Determination Embodiment Stress Levels
Ignorance is Bliss No Neutral Neutral Good
Realisations No Subservient Neutral Good
Secret Agency No Agentic Neutral Good
Puberty/Dark Ages Doubt Depressed Masculine Poor
Grasping for Stability No Depressed Masculine Poor
Transgression/Identity Quest No Androgynous Androgynous Variable
Escalating the Search No Feminine Feminine High stress
Rebirth/Transition Work No Feminine Feminine High stress
Becoming Myself No Feminine Feminine Mostly good
I was born with good physical health. This was mostly diminished at those times I was
living with high stress, which was most often caused by people seeing me as male. I was
not aware, until I was about 10, that girls did not have penises. Except for a short period
during my Dark Ages, I did not believe gender was determined by biology. Pre-puberty I
saw having short hair as the main issue preventing me from being a girl. Around this time
one of my teachers mentioned that elegant women walked with one foot in front of the
other, so I started practising walking that way. Male and female hormones impacted on
my body in a fairly normal way. So when I reached a male puberty my body masculinised,
and when I started taking female hormones my body feminised, especially after 1992 when
I had my testes removed.
In Grasping for Stability, I started to see that I needed to somehow alter my body to
be able to pass as a woman again. Initially this was as simple as growing my hair longer
and plucking out my facial hair. As I moved into my Identity Quest, I started to seriously
work on the skills – physical repetition such as dance, dressmaking and walking in heels –
that helped me develop feminine poise and habitus. Almost by accident I discovered that
exercise seemed to help me keep depression at bay. From reading fashion magazines, I
also discovered that not all women had culturally feminine bodies and that beauty parlours
removed unwanted unfeminine hair. I was soon spending a lot of my income on regular
electrolysis and waxing. But the bodily changes that gave me the greatest joy were from
taking female hormones. I was elated and felt my longstanding belief that I was meant to
be a woman was vindicated when my cheeks and breasts plumped out.
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For all the transwomen I had read about and for many of my friends, Transition was
very much about embodiment, and in particular the removal of penis and testes. But this
seemed very odd to me, in that on a day-to-day basis, in the workforce or going shopping,
it was far more important to look like a woman when fully clothed. One question I’ve
been often asked is whether or not I’ve missed having a penis. What I’ve discovered is
that most people who ask this question are wondering if I miss not having a penis in
relation to having sex. For me, that’s an easy question to answer. “No! — I don’t miss
it at all.” During the Art of Becoming Myself, my issues around embodiment seem fairly
ordinary: issues of health and ageing such as high blood pressure, the need for glasses,
weight and energy. I gained weight during a period of low autonomy and lost it during
a period of high autonomy and high self-esteem. But as well as losing weight to help my
blood pressure, I became aware being slim had become an issue in terms of the feminine
aesthetic.
Both Raymond (1979) and Lienert (1995) have suggested taking estrogen over decades
would be detrimental to the health of a transsexual. And so in 1996, I was intrigued when
I was approached by Gishel New (New et al. 1997), a cardiologist at Monash Medical
Centre, to be a subject in one of her studies. Knowing that women were less at risk
of heart disease than men, she wondered what would happen if a biological male took
estrogen. Using ultrasound, she measured the ﬂexibility of my arteries and concluded that
I would be at much lower risk of heart disease than if I did not take estrogen. Of course
there may be other areas of health risk, but I haven’t seen signs of any. And by most
measures I am very healthy for my age.
7.9 Relationships, Intimacy and Sexuality
An important component in trying to specify the degree to which the subject has been
able to engage in a livable life (Butler 2004) is the success they have had in engaging
in intimate relationships. The table on the following page summarises a genealogy of
such relationships. In overview one can see the subject had a normally livable life in the
early years, a severe deterioration starting with Puberty and a gradual improvement from
Transgression to Becoming Self. This correlates with my achieving my desire to be a
woman, with agency and with psychological health.
My earliest relationships were with my parents, on whom I was totally dependent. My
circle of relationships then expanded to include the neighbours, church, and the schools
they selected for me. During Realisations, I felt unsafe around older boys and learnt to
simply be not noticed. This was reasonably successful in avoiding bullying. By the end
of this era, I felt there was very little to be gained in direct social interaction and became
very introverted and more involved in my dream life. But because I very much wanted to
understand the social world around me, I started to engage with the ﬁctional characters
on television and ﬁlm. This para-social behaviour (Van Krieken et al. 2006) felt much
safer than engaging in my actual social world. As I moved into Secret Agency there was
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one context in which I really wanted to engage with the social world and that was when
I was dressed as a girl. I wanted aﬃrmation from anonymous members of the public that
I was a girl. These interactions which recognised me as a girl gave me a great deal of
satisfaction. I would have very much liked to have had girls as friends but this was very
diﬃcult with gender-segregated schoolyards in primary school and then attending a boys’
high school. I don’t remember having any schoolfriends for the ﬁrst two years of high
school, but by my third year I did start to have one-on-one conversations with some of
the quieter boys, and I did enjoy being an altar boy.
Table 7.11: Intimacy, Sexuality and Livability
Signiﬁcant Intimacy Sexuality Livability of
Relationships Social Life
Ignorance is Bliss Family, school Good Nil Happy
Realisations Family, school Low Nil Disconnected but
not bullied
Secret Agency Family, school, Low Nil Secretive
anonymous public
Puberty/Dark Ages University, work Very low Nil No privacy
Grasping for Stability Family, work Very low Experimental Very stressed
Transgression Family, best man, Very low Experimental First privacy,
potential husband bisexual searching
Identity Quest Trans then Good Heterophobic Calm, comfortable
male partner bisexual but still searching
Escalating the Search Polyamorous Good Bisexual and Rather stressed
but searching intense
for optimal
Transition Work Trans friends, Very good Bisexual Intense assertion I was
colleagues but minimal culturally a woman
Becoming Myself Trans/single, Good but a Polymorphous, Mostly comfortable
heterophobic portfolio of small physiological and balanced but
relationships but minimal lonely at times
I can now see this as wanting to be noticed in my social world in a safe, deﬁned way,
where I understood the rules of interaction. Dickens, Gorky and Tolstoy all helped me
understand the tough masculine world around me and television taught me how normal
men and women behaved. Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night introduced me to gender diversity
and same-sex attraction. By Puberty Rupture and Dark Ages, I had given up on having
intimate friends. During my ﬁrst months at university, in early 1969, I pretended to be an
extrovert by joining a number of clubs and societies. When I went along to club meetings
or excursions, people seemed to pair oﬀ very quickly. I felt jealous everyone had friends,
and a lot of them seemed to be having sex as well. People were certainly talking about
sex a lot, and so I thought I was probably missing out on something very special. Toward
the end of Dark Ages I moved out of home. I needed some privacy, as well as a place I
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was willing to have potential friends visit. Over the next few years I lived in share houses
with colleagues and started to try a more normal social life.
As I entered Grasping for Stability, I felt I was falling out of my known social world.
I had just bought a small run-down house I couldn’t really aﬀord, when a few weeks later
I helped my mother leave my father. I could see this would be better for the four siblings
who left Port Melbourne with Mum and was surprised when three stayed with Dad. I tried
to stay connected with all of them but found it diﬃcult. All of us had lost the stability of
family. But at 22 years of age, I had privacy for the ﬁrst time in my life and I determined
to be more successful socially. During Transgression, I felt incredibly free, honest and
alive when I made my little trips to Melbourne or the markets as a woman. I realised
my interactions, in buying a train ticket or shopping, were para-social, but it seemed like
they were good ﬁrst steps. Around the same time, at 21, I had my ﬁrst sexual experiences
with both men and women. I found them disappointing compared to the hype I had heard
about sex. Initially I was very surprised that some of the very middle-class gay men at
work were interested in me. I wondered if I might ﬁnd a relationship there. But I soon
realised they were attracted to me as a male and not the female I knew myself to be. In
my ﬁrst sexual experiences with women, I was exuberant but fairly incompetent. None of
them was interested in trying a second time. After the wedding in the early 1970s where I
had the role of best man, and following a little matchmaking by the newly married couple,
I started dating Jennifer. I found her very attractive both in personality and looks. I
soon realised she was assessing me as a potential husband and that we could only be in a
relationship if I pretended to be a normative male. I felt too unstable to believe I could
pretend to be that normal for any length of time. I did not give her much information but
let her know I was unsuitable husband material, and we broke up. Identity Quest was an
era where I was proactive in looking for like-minded friends.
As I entered Escalating the Search, I was feeling unsettled but found my operational
work with the ABC gave me a feeling of stability, and so I sought promotion in a fairly
easy job while rejecting a promotion to work in a far more creative and demanding job
as a television producer. I knew I needed all my energy for coping with life. By the
end of this era, I had ﬁve concurrent lovers: a gay man, a straight woman, a transvestite
man, a straight man and a transsexual woman. I hadn’t sought ﬁve lovers. I just kept
thinking something was not quite right with my current relationship and I needed to keep
looking. I wasn’t being deliberately polyamorous; rather I found each of them gave me
part of what I was looking for in a relationship. If I concluded anything, it was that my
sexuality wasn’t related to my identity. It was just sexual, not heterosexual, homosexual
or bisexual, in that I found I could have interesting but diﬀerent relationships with each
of these ﬁve people. So, ultimately, I chose the person I had most in common with, a
transwoman, Angela. It was a great relationship, and we were together nine years. We
broke up amicably in 1998 and remain friends today.
The most pressing relationship issues I had in the early days of Transition were
dealing with people’s expectations and biases. In hundreds of day-to-day interactions,
family, colleagues, medical professionals and friends all transmitted strong opinions on
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how I ought to do gender and sexuality. At times I felt worn down by the criticism. But I
had enough resilience to unpack these criticisms and reassert my choices on how I would
live in the world. Photos from this period do show me looking very tired. In retrospect,
I found these changes easier than I expected. I believe it was because I was presenting
myself honestly to the world as a woman instead of pretending to be something I wasn’t,
and people picked up that I was now far more comfortable with myself than in earlier
times. I also realised having or not having a penis was irrelevant in being in a intimate
relationship. Whether or not I would have surgery was not determined by who I wanted
to have sex with. During the next major era, my Art of Becoming Myself in a Gendered
World, many of the patterns of my relationships settled. In 2001, I met one of my high-
school teachers, a Carmelite monk. It took some talking to explain how I went to a boys
school, but when he eventually worked out who I had been, he was eﬀusive about how
vibrant I was compared to the shy disconnected boy he remembered. And similarly, in
2014, when I met a colleague I hadn’t worked with since about 1980, unprompted he told
me how alive I was compared to the quiet shy person he remembered. I see this dramatic
increase in my extroversion and energy to be a result of my becoming comfortable in my
own skin. In the late 1990s, I started to date and experiment sexually again, mainly with
women. I found it diﬃcult to relate to men who expected me to be part of a heterosexual
couple. It was around this time that I started to think I might be heterophobic. When
I was sexually aroused by being with either a woman or a man, it was touch rather than
gendered power games that aroused me. I guess the physiological is the only thing left
after all the layers of gendered sexuality are peeled away. I do need community but I do
not expect to ﬁnd the perfect relationship or social life. I currently have a portfolio of
relationships, including family, work, intimacy and friendship, which together give me a
complex social life that mostly delivers what I need.
7.10 Aesthetic Appreciation and Achievement
Throughout my life, my Will to Beauty has been a motivator and a solution-deliverer.
The overarching traverse of the autoethnography has been about how I achieved a utopian
dream of mine: being seen as a woman. And I see my transcending the cultural consensus
that gender is dichotomous and determined by one’s biology as a very strong component
in making my life a work of art in the Nietzschean sense.
In trying to describe diﬀerent types of aesthetic, I ﬁnd Baron-Cohen’s (2003) distinc-
tion between systematising and empathising worldviews useful. I am suggesting that if
an individual sees beauty in patterns, then it is a systematising aesthetic, whereas if they
get a sense of beauty by empathising with a character in life, a ﬁlm or novel, I see that
as an empathising aesthetic. Under this model, diﬀerent aspects of the feminine can be
either. The pattern of ﬂowers on a dress or a suite of embodied behaviours would be sys-
tematising, whereas the reaction of people to me as a woman would be empathising. The
following table summarises these motivations, whether they were primarily systematising
or empathising, and what they enabled me to achieve.
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Table 7.12: Aesthetic Appreciation and Achievement
Aesthetic Type Aesthetic
Appreciation (systematising or Achievement
(source of motivation) empathising) (source of pleasure)
Ignorance is Bliss Almost universal Both Uplifting dream worlds,
awe and wonder a model of social world
Realisations The feminine, Both Cathartic dream worlds
no longer with people compensating for living
para-social characters compensating for not living
Secret Agency The feminine, Both, but working First steps in becoming self
story separately
Puberty/Dark Ages The feminine, science Systematising only Very low
(avoiding story) (Head dominating)
Grasping for Stability Nature, story Systematising only Theatre craft
the feminine (Head dominating)
Identity Quest Nature, the feminine, Both, but working High femininity, television,
ideas, empathetic separately Performance skills,
human relationships social skills
Escalating the Search Lack of chaos, Both, but working Break through in
the feminine, separately emotional expression
Transition Work Lack of chaos, Both (process and Art of the ordinary
the feminine relationship) /moral solution
Becoming Myself Nature, life as art, Both, but now Art of the ordinary,
story — the universals working together writing, performance
It is worth noting I found the feminine attractive in every era. Early in Ignorance is Bliss,
I did not distinguish between ﬁnding something fascinating and ﬁnding it beautiful. My
earliest memories suggest I found almost everything and everyone fascinating: sunlight
shining through a lace curtain, a clock ticking, the taste of chocolate, a beautiful smile,
or the sound of water plopping into pots from the leaking roof. The main thing to note
during Realisations was that I stopped looking for the aesthetic in relationships with
people. I turned inward to imagine and dream of worlds where I could control what
gender I was. I enjoyed the aesthetic in plants, rocks, clouds, and the faces of women
on television. Early in Secret Agency I was moved by and could see beauty in both the
systematising and the empathising. At the systematising end of the spectrum was my
appreciation of Latin, algebra and geometry. At the empathising end was my appreciation
of Dickens, reﬂected in my fear for the fate of David Copperﬁeld. Later in this era,
when I fell for Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night, I was appreciating the story, the commentary
on gender in society and the use of language. Here, I’d suggest that my appreciation
was both systematising and empathising. And the more complex and chaotic, the more
I liked it. With puberty I became scared of emotion and tried to avoid any sense of
being motivated by an empathising aesthetic, particularly emotion-rousing stories. As a
consequence, later in high school and in my ﬁrst years at university, I enrolled in subjects
that required a systematising sensibility; maths, physics and chemistry. I remember being
amazed that esoteric concepts, such as electromagnetic ﬁelds, could be elegantly described
by mathematical formulae.
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One of the forces driving Grasping for Stability was a search for my lost sense of the
aesthetic. I was desperate for calm, and so ‘going bush’, walking, driving, climbing, and
observing the forests, rocks and rivers of Central Victoria, gave me a great sense of calm.
During my ﬁrst few years at university I had some involvement in student theatre, and
found that I could translate my love of the bush into theatre lighting and design. At that
point I dropped out of my studies and took work in the arts. With my lighting for a
classical-dance school I rekindled my appreciation of the feminine aesthetic, but was now
able to break it down into its component parts: poise, grace, isolation and athleticism. In
this context, the masculine seemed so second-rate. From here, I can see this appreciation
was almost totally systematising in that I was still very much avoiding any situation that
required empathy, which might trigger dangerous emotions. Certainly part of my shift
into Transgression and Identity Quest was being motivated by and gaining pleasure in
aesthetic achievement. I opened up to new aesthetic motivations, most notably the ability
of theatre, ﬁlm and dance, to tell stories that moved me emotionally and to draw out my
empathy for others. This helped me see that many of the issues I was dealing with were
universal and not just the particulars of my story. So I guess this new motivation is best
described as an empathetic appreciation of the universal human condition. But mostly I
kept these diﬀerent types of aesthetic motivations in silos. When experiencing high stress,
I tended to feel safest privileging a systematising over an empathising view of the world.
O’Hara (2004) notes that Nietzsche saw as tragedy “the triumph of rationalism . . . over
aesthetic experience” (p.13) and urged us to reintroduce the aesthetic into the modern
world. When I have a ‘rational’ insight, I experience it as beautiful. And so I make the
distinction diﬀerently to Nietzsche. I see ‘the rational’ as an expression of ‘systematising
aesthetic’ and I see Nietzsche’s ‘aesthetic’ as an expression of ‘empathising aesthetic’.
I used my analysis of the performance arts to help develop my empathetic skills. But
I was also very attracted to theatre people, who seemed to know how to relate to others.
The concept of our lives being lived as performance has been around for a while, “All
the world’s a stage, And all the men and women merely players” (Shakespeare 1599, As
You Like It, II, 7, 142). Similarly, Goﬀman (1976/1979) suggested that our day-to-day
reaction to social situations is structured by learned patterns of ritual, which we perform
subconsciously and spontaneously: “One might as well say there is no gender identity
. . . only, a schedule for the portrayal of gender” (p.8). Accordingly, through dance classes
and conversation, I learned to improvise the feminine – its vocabulary, grammar and
constraints.
My most extreme experiments with femininity occurred during Escalating the Search.
During these two years, I took thousands of photographs of myself as a woman. In many of
these cases the aesthetic included me as photographer, lighting director and make-up artist.
The example where I recreated a look from L’Oﬃciel (Section 5.2.5) shows I was achieving
at a high level. Over the same period I was getting low-level empathising pleasure from
day-to-day para-social interactions. Because I had increased my estrogen dosage, most
strangers thought I was female even when I was dressed in male clothing. People in
shops would address me as ‘Madam’ or ‘Miss’. This sense of aﬃrmation had its source in
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perceived empathy. During this era, I thought I was missing out by not emotionally (co-
empathetically) connecting with people. I tried to reinvigorate my empathising aesthetic
by learning to act because acting forces together the logical (systemic) and the emotional
(empathetic). In other words, one reads a script and then emotes. I took many hours a
week of both private and group acting classes. This eventually led to a breakthrough in
emotional expression. And as discussed in the autoethnography, this eventually allowed my
Head (systematising) and Heart (empathising) to work together rather than in isolation,
and this was what was needed to enable my move to my next gender project.
During the two years of Transition from when I started living full-time as a woman, I
was under huge stresses and rarely had the time or the energy to appreciate the aesthetic.
In this era, my systematising achievements were to do with the process of just getting to
work and doing my job, performing/improvising the feminine in a minimal way. My em-
pathising achievements were to do with ﬁnding that very ﬁne line between asserting I was
culturally/eﬀectively a woman, admitting my history and not pushing people so far that
they pushed back. At a practical level, this was often about providing the circumstances
and situations where they felt comfortable using ‘she’ and ‘her’ as pronouns in reference
to me.
Art of the Ordinary — to Dwell Poetically
Once the transition process was completed, my focus turned to the Art of Becoming Myself.
This required high levels of integrated systematising and empathising creativity. That is
why I see it as moving toward Heidegger’s ideal that we “dwell poetically” (Flynn 2006,
p.53). Similarly, Foucault (Downing 2008) suggests“[giving style] to one’s character . . . [is]
a great and rare art” (p.2). It ﬁts with Nietzsche’s (Flynn 2006) description of a life of
creative freedom where we accept responsibility for our own lives, a higher ethic based on
freedom and our ability to create“life aﬃrming moral and life-enhancing aesthetic values”
(p.40). These values would then “coalesce in the project of making of one’s life a work of
art” (p.40).
I believe I have substantially been able to cherrypick the aesthetics while rejecting
other cultural limits of femininity, which implicitly assume the subjugation of women
(Brownmiller 1986). What an incredible thought, that it might be possible to live a life
where cultural limits are mere mists and I can choose my own path. As Oscar Wilde (1891)
suggests, we are not very imaginative about our utopia in that we mostly imagine utopias
just a short distance away. So he suggests we embrace our little utopias, see we haven’t
travelled far and invent new ones, embrace them and so on. He sees such an iteration as
‘progress’.
I would also suggest that my love of seeing both the systems and empathy has led
me to frame this thesis sociologically. Sociology is both systematising and empathising.
It enables one to see to see pattern, beauty, awe and wonder in the ordinary processes
and motivations of day-to-day living. Those processes are always present and yet diﬃcult
to see. I see beauty in the diversity of human culture, even though I sometimes despair
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that others do not see and appreciate it. And just like self-esteem, an appreciation of
the aesthetic isn’t compartmentalised. The data in this thesis supports the idea that
appreciation and achievement of beauty seems to have motivated and empowered me in
all areas of my life. It would be interesting to see whether, if populations learn to see the
beauty in life, it will inspire them to live beautifully, particularly in the way they relate
to others.
7.11 Becoming Myself
The following table represents a genealogy of my achievements at each level of the Hier-
archy of Becoming (introduced in Section 6.2.5): from the Necessary, via the Healthy and
the Agentic to the Aesthetic and tries to summarise the various genealogies discussed in
the earlier sections of this chapter – attempting to answer the ﬁrst research question – in
terms that describe the livability of the subject’s life. The ﬁrst column notes which of the
themes discussed earlier in this chapter was the most important in the subject’s life in
that era. It does not look at how well I achieved the Necessary in life because as discussed
earlier, I have been lucky enough to be born in a time and culture that have provided the
necessities.
Table 7.13: Overview: Becoming Self
Dominant Health Agency Aesthetic Overall
Theme Achievement Achievement Achievement Livability
Ignorance is Bliss Aesthetics Very good Minimal Good Very good;
Realisations Desire versus Good Minimal Fair but only Fair
worldview in my dreams
Secret Agency Challenging Very good Fair Occasional Good
subjugation achievement
Puberty/Dark Ages Embodiment, Poor Poor Minimal Very poor
misrecognition,
psychology
Grasping for Stability Psychology, Poor Poor Some positive Very poor
social world movement
Identity Quest Identity, Mostly good Mostly good Mostly high Mostly good
relationships systematising
Escalating the Search Psychology Rather stressed Poor Minimal Stressed
Transition Work Embodiment, Good Good Improving Good and
relationships improving
Becoming Myself Aesthetics Variable but Mostly Art of the Comfortable
mostly good very good ordinary in own skin
Examining this genealogy one can see I certainly had many successes and failures. Some of
these were brought on by circumstances beyond my control – puberty, for example – but
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others were enabled by particular life choices, such as transition. This series of reimagining
ways of living took me four decades to discover an authentic non-normative gender niche,
a reasonable accommodation to my social world. This ﬁts with Nietzsche’s (Armstrong
2013, p.8, pp.17-18) view that we can all achieve great things if we persist for very long
periods of time, are willing to make progress in very small steps if the direction is unclear,
and are willing to make mistakes along the way. I have never found a nameable gender
or sexuality that I believed accurately described me. This has been one of the reasons I
have taken such a long circuitous path in ﬁnding an empowered accommodation to the
continually changing social world.
Figure 7.1: Relationship between Components of Hierarchy of Becoming
The above diagram looks at the genealogy of the qualitative data, shown in Table 7.13:
Overview: Becoming Self, visually. The horizontal axis shows my age (divided to show
the diﬀerent era/gender projects used in the data chapters). The vertical scale shows my
relative achievement score, for each of Health, Agency and the Aesthetic, by representing
“very good” higher on the vertical scale and “very poor” lower on the scale. Thus the
key points on the diagram are directly derived from the qualitative data of Table 7.13.
For example, note that all three of Health, Agency and the Aesthetic dip during Puberty.
The ﬁner vertical movements – representing movement within gender projects/era – are
derived from the tables in the earlier sections of this chapter and directly from the au-
toethnography. For example, there was a strong boost in my health mid-Identity Quest
(in my late 20s). One advantage of showing it visually is it becomes obvious that the level
of achievement in the Aesthetic is always lower than in the Agentic which is always lower
than in the Healthy. It is also interesting to note that, for example, whereas one sees the
start of an upswing in health around the time of Escalating the Search (ages 38 to 40) one
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does not see an upswing in agency until Transition (ages 40 to 42). And one does not see
an upswing in the aesthetic for another two years, during Becoming Self (ages 42 to 47).
This thesis has led me to an unexpected epiphany: that my appreciation of the
aesthetic, myWill to Beauty, has been a much more important motivator than I suspected.
This was a surprise because I saw my Hierarchy of Becoming (introduced in Section 6.2.5):
from the Necessary, via the Healthy and the Agentic to the Aesthetic as meaning I had
to achieve at the lower levels before I could achieve at the higher levels. But as the
autoethnographic data suggests, I was motivated by the aesthetic from a very young age.
This indicates that one can achieve agency as long as one has a degree of health, and one
can achieve aesthetically as long as one has some agency. But there is a limit to how much
one can achieve. For example, if one has low levels of health, one cannot achieve high
levels of agency. I believe the level of health one has achieved limits the degree of agency
one can achieve and, similarly, the level of agency one has achieved limits the level of the
aesthetic one can achieve.
* * *
At this point it is worth brieﬂy considering what the future holds. I am very aware my
current gender project will remain eﬀective only for the current givens in my life. As my
facticity changes I must continue to grow in search of a new life balance. I do expect to be
starting new gender projects but I cannot say what they are. Now that I have reawakened
my sense of awe and wonder with the natural world and with how people relate and think,
I do not see that I will ever have time to be bored. I do not believe one can sit still, only
grow or atrophy. And if that’s the choice then I choose to grow.
Regrets? Yes. I regret not being a girl at school. I regret not wearing plaits with
green ribbons and a far-from-chic gingham dress. But mostly, I regret that many others
are suﬀering the same fate today.
I have been a slow learner, particularly on how the social world works, but maybe I
had more to learn than most. I’m still intrigued that most people try to ﬁt themselves
into the world as one of the named genders and sexualities, when they don’t need to. If
anything, I would like others to learn from my mistakes and help create a world where no
individual, conformist or nonconformist. is limited by the cultural constraints of gender.
Chapter 8
The Subject’s Explication of the Social World
This chapter attempts to answer Research Question Two —
Can we shed light on and critique the normative operation of gender
in society and its tolerance for nonconformity by examining the
interaction of our subject with their social world?
Noting that the liminal clariﬁes the normative, this exegesis examines the autoethno-
graphic subject’s behaviour to see if it supports, discredits or comments on current dis-
courses, tropes, memes and sociological frames. Hence, it sheds light on the normative
operation of gender by juxtaposing it with the subject’s non-normative behaviour. More
speciﬁcally, it will examine and critique: the belief that gender is dichotomous and bio-
logically determined; the usefulness of a very commonly used sociological frame, gender
identity ; social health and medical/psychological models of gender non-normativity; and
the inﬂuence of diﬀerent worldviews, especially patriarchal and radical feminist, on the
meaning of gender non-normativity. Finally, I will consider a non-pathologising and non-
moralistic frame, where everyone is normal in the sense that we all obey universal laws of
behaviour – just as we obey the law of gravity – to try to shed light on praxes of gender.
8.1 Society Needs Coercion for Gender to be Performed ‘Naturally’
The data and analysis presented in the previous chapters show that, throughout my life,
I was subject to intense coercion to perform gender based on the world’s perception of
my biological sex. In this discussion I refocus to shed light on the coercion rather than
my reaction to it. If a society needs to coerce its members to perform gender ‘correctly’
– dichotomously as determined by biological sex – there can be no causal link between
biological sex and gendered behaviour. Consequently, an understanding of normative
gender coercion is important in understanding the operation and limits of gender.
As I grew to understand my parents, teachers and social world, I came to see that
they believed there was a ‘natural’ way to do gender. In contrast, I believed that all I had
to do was grow my hair, dress and behave like a girl, and then I would be a girl. My early
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excursions as a girl convinced me I was right. When I ﬁrst read Shakespeare, I started to
see that there might be other people who thought the ‘rules’ of gender could be broken,
and I determined to ﬁnd out more about these possibilities. I soon learnt there were other
boys who wanted to be girls and I thought some of them looked beautiful. But because
everyone knew they were boys, I thought they would be disowned by family and school
and be stigmatised and bullied.
While at high school, I also discovered that being seen as eccentric gave me much more
opportunity to be non-normative. Allowing a degree of eccentricity is possibly society’s
way of ensuring most people conform. This implies that in any given group, only a few
are allowed to be eccentric. During my ﬁrst year at university, as I had suspected when I
ﬁrst read Shakespeare, I felt comfortable amongst people in theatre. I saw it as a border-
land between the dominant world I knew, where everyone except me seemed comfortable
performing the gender and sexuality they had been allocated because of their biology, and
many of these theatre people, who were willing to challenge those assumptions. I consid-
ered acting but was still far too inhibited and scared of the social world to be vulnerable
enough. So I started working backstage. I designed and operated theatre lighting for a
very impressive Lithuanian woman who ran a classical-ballet school in Maribyrnong. I
found her a great female role model. I was also pleased she appreciated my ability to emo-
tionally connect my lighting designs with what she was trying to express in choreography.
She more than once commented that unlike most men, I understood what she was trying
to achieve creatively. I appreciated that I felt minimal normative gender coercion from
within this theatre borderland. By contrast, normative gender coercion was widespread in
television, even though gay performers were tolerated. It was working in this industry that
I had very practical lessons in how, for most people, biology deﬁned gender and sexuality.
Another indication that I generally felt coerced was the fact that, as I started my
Identity Quest, I believed I was looking to name my ailment/dis-ease. From what I
understood at that time, psychological and medical professionals were very much engaged
in stamping out gender and sexuality diversity. I eventually became convinced they would
be of no help to me because they would try to help me be a normative male. Or if that
didn’t work, they would settle for second-best and help me become a normative female.
I have also become convinced that health professionals trying to eliminate gender and
sexuality diversity cannot be good for public health. During this period, I also learned the
basis of feminism was coercive male privilege and the subjugation of women. I just could
not see why all women were not feminist. I wanted to be the equal of women, not uphold
male privilege, but all the women I met at that time wanted me to be masculine. It was
as if they were far more comfortable with gender dichotomy, which they understood, than
with equity, which would require work. The women I had the best relationships with at
this time were dance and acting teachers and students, all of whom seemed to think I was
a gay man. By seeing me as gay, they did not need to worry about how to relate to me
sexually. And by taking sex out of the relationship formula, they could almost relate to
me as an equal. I thought this was weird but I enjoyed it.
During my Transition era, I was surprised with how well some people I considered to
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be fairly conservative took my change. On analysis, it seems to me it was their commitment
to the belief that gender was natural, dichotomous and biologically determined that worked
in my favour. That is, because I performed ‘woman’ competently, either they had to
question their worldview or they had to, at a subconscious level, see me as a woman.
If they thought about it, I guess they rationalised that I was in some way biologically
mutant, and so they didn’t need to question their worldview.
By the time I was working on my Art of Becoming Myself, I was convinced most people
were happy to perform the gender and sexuality they were assigned based on their biology.
Consequently, because they do not see they are being coerced, they have no reason to
resist or to seek change. Over the years I have met many people, like myself, who have felt
pressure to perform gender normatively and have tested the edges of gender performance.
This resulted in cultural coercion, and some have been labelled ‘polluting’ (Douglas 1966).
Many of these people do resist, do seek cultural change, and by being seen as gender non-
normative they can potentially destabilise gender categories. I also discovered, by breaking
social rules, that there are increasing degrees of penalty for greater nonconformity. Starting
with the mildest penalties, they include: being labelled as eccentric; ridiculed; reduced
social inclusion (Leonard et al. 2002, 2012, 2015); needing to live in borderland subcultures
(Anzaldua 1987); the need to pass to avoid being discovered (Kroeger 2003); the threat
of being ostracised and labelled as deviant; the threat of violence; incarceration; social
exclusion; and elimination/death. Douglas (1966) notes, “the existence of an anomaly can
be physically controlled . . . take night-crowing cocks. If their necks are promptly wrung,
they do not live to contradict the deﬁnition of a cock as a bird that crows at dawn.” (p.39).
Normative gender coercion has consequences for individuals and for society. Brown-
miller (1986) notes that alterations to the female body to exaggerate femininity are re-
stricting or disabling and exaggerate vulnerabilities, whereas alterations to the male body,
such as weightlifting, are enabling and empowering. This leads me to agree with Nietzsche
(Solomon & Higgins 1999) and Sartre (Flynn 2006) that the herd is very much limited by
normativity. Society expends a huge amount of energy on normative gender coercion. By
helping the majority see the limits of normativity, we might be able to culturally broaden
the normative to enable more people, and society itself, achieve full potential.
8.2 Individual, Ascribed Identity and Identity Politics
In this section I explore the possibility that my experiences can shed some light on the
operation, consequences or usefulness of identity tropes, especially gender and sexuality
identities. These identities are used to both describe categories and prescribe behaviour,
and consequently support the normative social world. In the previous chapter I described
the genealogy of my personal identity, concluding I was caused considerable grief by not
making the distinction between two diﬀerent meanings of identity: ‘me’, remaining the
same person over time regardless of my narrative; and secondly, my tendency to look for
categories to belong to. For example, during Identity Quest I noticed some men, once they
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decided they were gay, started to act in a stereotypically gay way. And I met individuals
who, having decided they were transsexual, started to behave like very feminine women.
This has been documented by Kando (1973) and Raymond (1979). These individuals use
ascribed/owned/named identities to help them understand how to behave in the social
world. The simplicity and comfort aﬀorded by taking on a named identity is that an
individual then knows how to behave in society. Flynn (2006) suggests, “for the most part,
people seek the security of being identical with their roles in life or with what others expect
of them, even though the anguish of their repressed freedom cannot be entirely squelched”
(p.77). Levitt & Dubner (2010) and Connell (2012) note that transsexual women give up
signiﬁcant earning power by transitioning. The data also shows that I was living under
extreme stress for close to four decades, from the start of Realisations until the start of
the Art of Becoming Myself era. At times this did seem to be leading me into a life of
addiction, primarily alcohol in my early 20s. I can still see I have an addictive personality
and have to expend a lot of energy ﬁghting it. Marmot (1999) also suggests food is a
social determinant of health. Here I would suggest because of my circumstances, born in
Australia in the 1950s, I have never gone hungry and for the most part have had enough
self-esteem to spend more on eating healthily. And almost by accident of timing, I was
able to buy very close to the centre of Melbourne (before the suburb gentriﬁed), hence
housing and transport have not been issues. In conclusion, Marmot’s Social Determinants
of Health are supported by the data. Hence I believe Marmot’s measures can be used
to compare the macro structures of societies, social groupings, economic and hegemonic
class, gender non-normative classes, and diﬀerent sexual behaviours and identities.
8.3 Disease Models of Gender Nonconformity
As discussed in the Literature Review, there are a number of medical and psychiatric the-
ories which have attempted to describe and deﬁne gender non-normativity as disease. In
the 1980s, the Monash Medical Centre (Walters & Ross 1986) told me I had a normal XY
(male) karyotype. And so in the broad sense I have shown a negative correlation between
genotype and masculine behaviour. My 2D:4D ﬁnger-length ratio, which is in the normal
female range, suggests the possibility of low prenatal testosterone levels. Kraemer et al.
(2009) suggest this might be one of many multivariate factors predicting behaviour. Si-
mon Baron-Cohen et al. (2004) also suggest there is a link between prenatal testosterone
levels and gendered behaviour. But to discover the actual impact of sex-hormone con-
centrations on my behaviour, one would require foetal and early childhood sex-hormone
blood measurements, as well as population studies with which to compare them. This is
impossible in my case because samples were not taken. But it does seem further research
on the impact of foetal hormonal levels on behaviour would be very interesting. I do not
know of any research on the impact of an adult taking estrogen on either behaviour or on
2D:4D ratio. But on this topic, in a personal communication in the early 1990s, Dr Trudy
Kennedy, Monash Medical Centre, told me she thought adult behaviour was aﬀected by
taking hormones such as estrogen. Again, this is another fertile area for research.
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It is important to note that hormonally induced behaviour and gendered behaviour
are not the same thing. In some ways, my history demonstrates this diﬀerence very well.
During Identity Quest, I varied my estrogen dosage considerably and was thus able to see
the impacts of sex hormones on my behaviour. When I had high testosterone blood levels,
I felt tense most of the time and my sexuality was focused on my genitals. But even with
such varying hormone levels, my desire to be a woman remained constant. I could believe
that my personality was in some way determined genetically. However, as can be clearly
observed in the autoethnography, my personality seems to ﬁt into this social world more
easily as a female than as a male. But this still means there is nothing I can prove on
biological origins of my gender non-normativity.
Many medical practitioners see extreme gender nonconformity as a psychiatric illness.
But these medical theories have certainly had their critics, almost from when transsexual-
ity was ﬁrst being recognised as an illness. Commentators critiqued the medical profession
for insisting conformity to cultural norms was a criterion of psychological health, and for
insisting appropriate gender was dichotomous and biologically determined. On transsexual
women, Gloria Steinem (1977/1983) suggested, “In order to set their real human person-
alities free, they surgically mutilate their own bodies” (p.208) and “physicians are aiding
individuals who are desperately trying to conform to an unjust society” (p.209). Raymond
(1979) suggested the medical profession saw the origins of transsexuality as psychologised
and individualised. She asserted, “What will go unexamined is patriarchy’s norms of mas-
culinity and femininity” (p.77). I read Stoller (1985) when it was ﬁrst published. I can
now see that I was initially beguiled by his almost sociological suggestion that masculinity
and femininity were diﬀerent to maleness and femaleness. But then he spoke of femininity
in a male as a disorder. He hypothesises an intermediate stage to Freud’s developmental
model (Brenner 1955) of identity formation to show where it could go wrong and leave an
individual with the wrong gender identity. My narrative gives no support for this model.
Once I had decided to live as a woman, I also re-engaged with the Gender Dysphoria Clinic
(Walters & Ross 1986). I saw this as a pragmatic move, in that in Australia at the time it
was only possible to get gender reassignment surgery if a person is diagnosed by a multi-
disciplinary team, lead by psychiatrists, as having a Gender Identity Disorder(GID) (APA
1980). I now believe the autoethnographic data supports the basic Steinem and Raymond
hypothesis but not their solutions. Another thing to note is that psychiatric deﬁnitions
have changed dramatically with editions of the American Psychiatric Association’s (APA
1980, 1994, 2010, 2013) diagnostic manual. These changing deﬁnitions indicate a lack of
diagnostic consensus.
As mentioned earlier in this section, both Steinem (1977/1983) and Raymond (1979)
have asked if a psychological/social problem can be ﬁxed by surgery. But after considering
‘natural law’ and Protestant Christian ethical thinking, William Walters (Walters & Ross
1986) concluded, “gender reassignment is morally justiﬁable in that its aim is therapeutic.
In particular, it seeks to improve the quality of life of the transsexual by allowing him or
her to become better integrated in society” (p.133). Walters also urges further research
on the eﬃcacy of gender reassignment in improving the lives of these patients. Does my
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experience shed any light on the morality and usefulness of surgery, especially considering
that I do not believe in the eﬃcacy of the psychiatric model? The autoethnographic
evidence does show that surgery was part of me asserting my right to live in my social
world as a woman, and that the transition process enabled me to progress up the Hierarchy
of Becoming, from the Necessary to the Healthy to the Agentic, and gave me the best
possible chance of Becoming Myself while living in a highly gendered world.
The next obvious question becomes: is it morally appropriate to “surgically mutilate”
(p.208) my body as Steinem suggested? I do not believe removing a penis and testes is
mutilation. The only function I have lost is the ability to reproduce. Catherine Millot
(1983/1990), the Lacanian psychoanalyst, gives a clue as to why so many people believe
removing a penis is mutilation. She suggests transsexuals “confuse the organ and the
signiﬁer” (p.143). I believe this is a dramatic understatement. A more accurate rendition
would be ‘almost everyone in the world mistakes the organ and the signiﬁer’. This, I
suggest, is why so many diﬀerent people, from radical feminists to right-wing Christians,
are distressed by ‘sex-change’ surgery. The surgery is the removal of the most potent
signiﬁer of maleness and patriarchal hegemony, a penis. It is now more than 20 years
since I had that surgery, and I am still very comfortable with the removal of said signiﬁer.
I can now see that the removal of my penis was about signifying I did not wish to be
recognised as male as well as being a rejection of male privilege and patriarchy.
I certainly had a personal dis-ease with the cultural expectations that I needed to
perform gender in a particular way rather than having a disease. To step beyond these
various disease models of gender nonconformity is as simple and as diﬃcult as each of
us becoming our authentic selves. Unlike the hidden Freudian unconscious, the Sartrean
prereﬂexive (Flynn 2006, p.77) is available for analysis, and this enables the individual
to become self-aware. I believe becoming self-aware would be of great beneﬁt in helping
populations, rather than the occasional individual, to move up the Hierarchy of Becoming.
This is deﬁnitely an area that would beneﬁt from more research.
8.4 A Critique of Complexes of Power on Gender Nonconformity
In this discussion, my aim is to critique a number of complexes of power in terms of their
diﬀering rules, moral codes and levels of acceptance of gender non-normative behaviour.
It is worth noting that we do not live in a homogenous society. In fact there are so many
institutions of power, many of them interacting with each other – some supporting and
others conﬂicting – that each of us lives under a unique regime of complexes of power,
albeit many of us live under very similar groupings. As well as agreeing with feminists
that patriarchy and male privilege limit women’s options, I would suggest patriarchy also
limits the lives of gender non-normative people.
Because I went to Catholic schools I did not see much diﬀerence between the normative
gender coercion of education and the church. Based on my experiences I would agree with
Bourdieu (1973) that the primary focus of education is the reproduction of culture. And
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the most stressful component for me was the cultural belief that gender was immutable and
determined by biology. Even though the aim of education might be the reproduction of
cultural norms, it is not always successful. For example, the educational aim of us reading
Shakespeare might have been to emphasise social norms on gender and class, but Twelfth
Night introduced me to gender and sexual diversity. I see this as supporting Douglas’
(1966) hypothesis that marginal behaviour can be dangerous to the social system. During
Secret Agency, I believed my dressing as a girl was sinful. My guilt led me to engage in
self-surveillance (Foucault 1975). Pahl (2010) suggests guilt is a violent tool the Christian
churches use to control people. And certainly by Dark Ages I had lost most of the active
resistance abilities I had shown a few years earlier.
Popular Culture as a Tool of Cultural Reproduction
Partly because it is so ubiquitous, I believe popular culture has become a more important
tool of cultural reproduction than education. In popular culture I saw normative portrayals
of masculinity, femininity and sexuality as well as negative portrayals of gender non-
normativity. All these portrayals told me how I ought to do gender. The natural hegemony
of men was well represented in the media. Basically, every detective, cowboy, military or
spy story conﬁrmed this. In the James Bond series, competent women were evil. (This
changed a little in the 2000s.) It did seem there were some exceptions. For example, the
incompetent Bob Hope being saved by Jane Russell (Paleface. 1948. Paramount Pictures)
and Maxwell Smart being saved in almost every episode by ‘99’ (Get Smart. 1965-1970.
Talent Associates). In both these examples, the woman was never acknowledged as the
one who solved the problem and the male went on believing in his own accomplishment.
These were insidious for real women audience members, many of whom could identify with
the competent woman supporting an incompetent man, because they learned it was ﬁne
to be secretly more competent than men as long as they didn’t embarrass men with this
reality.
As I was growing up I saw almost universal derision of gender nonconformity in
popular culture. One television news story I was very moved by in the late 1960s was
during the time Australia was conscripting young men to ﬁght in Vietnam. The story
was of a female impersonator who had been conscripted, and reported for duty in full
make-up, big hair, high heels and short skirt. The story purported to show that the Army
dealt sensitively with psychologically sick people but the sub-text I read was she deserved
ridicule. I was very impressed by her bravery and resistance to cultural norms. With the
level of self-esteem I had at the time, this story reinforced my belief that I could never
cope with that degree of public scrutiny.
During Identity Quest I started to look for how transsexuality, transvestism, sexuality
and gender non-normativity were portrayed in popular culture. Usually the non-normative
characters were murdered, suicided, or portrayed as a murderer, an exotic trickster or in
some way decadent. The table on the following page shows those cultural portrayals that
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most impacted on me from Identity Quest onwards. I deﬁnitely searched for positives
but was more often traumatised. I lost many years of personal growth because I was
left doubting my own sanity and fearing being open about my non-normativity. I feared
coming to a very violent end or, in the best case, committed to a psychiatric institution.
Films like Dressed to Kill, I simply avoided seeing at the time. Nearly all these ﬁlms left
feeling very negative and angry at the producers. It was 1992 before I saw The Crying
Game, a ﬁlm with a fairly positive portrayal of a trans woman. I would certainly like
to see more positive portrayals of trans women. That was partly why I was willing to
be interviewed in the 1990s on mainstream television and why have I started to write
plays and screenplays. The following table gives an overview of the fate of trans and
gender-diverse characters or how they are portrayed in ﬁlm and song.
Table 8.1: Personally Inﬂuential Portrayals of Gender Nonconformity
Character Portrayal
Title Year – Producer/Publisher or their Fate
Psycho 1960, Hitchcock Psycho, murderer
The Damned 1969, Visconti Decadence
Myra Breckinridge 1970, Twentieth Century Fox Trickster
Dr Jekyll & Sister Hyde 1971, Hammer Murderer of women
I Want What I Want 1972, Marayan Suicide
The Triple Echo 1972, Hemdale Shot to prevent a worse fate
Our Miss Fred 1972, Anglo-EMI, Willis Transnormative patriotism
The Woman Hunter 1972, Crosby, Epstein Creep, murderer
Women in Revolt 1972, Warhol Trashy
Pink Flamingos 1973, John Waters Trashy
Walk on the Wildside (song) 1974, Lou Reed Exotic, trickster
Freebie and the Bean 1974, Warner Brothers Murdered
Dog Day Afternoon 1975, Artists Entertainment Complex Association with violence
The Tenant 1976, Polanski Psychic suicide
Rocky Horror Picture Show 1976,Twentieth Century Fox Trickster
Dressed to Kill 1980, Filmways, Cinema 77 Murderer
Victor Victoria 1982, MGM/Blake Edwards Heteronormative resolution
The Crying Game 1992, Palace, Channel 4 et al. Associated with violence
Priscilla, 1994, Speciﬁc Films et al. Conﬂates drag and trans,
Queen of the Desert diminishes trans diversity
Clean Start (novel) Patricia Page (1999), Allen & Unwin Association with violence
The Skin I Live In 2011, Almodo´var Enforcing a sex change
as revenge
Hit and Miss 2012, Sky Atlantic Assassin
Orange is the New Black 2013, Titled Productions Credit-card fraud
Carllota 2014, ABC Borderland social role
Fourteen of the 23 ﬁlms listed above involve violence, murder or suicide. My best theory
for why many ﬁlms with a trans character are so negative is that the producers and writers
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believe a conﬂation of fear of death and fear of homosexuality heightens the fear experience.
If there is a risk of being murdered, we would all think fear was justiﬁed. And if a straight
man is attracted to a man pretending to be a woman he may feel he has been tricked into
homosexual attraction. And so a transwoman, especially an attractive one, could induce
fear of homosexuality. This genre of ﬁlm heightens the fear of murder by adding the fear
of homosexuality. In Freebie and the Bean, a detective’s disgust with homosexuality is
conﬂated with the transvestism of a minor criminal. This gives him the justiﬁcation to
unnecessarily execute the trans character. As described in the autoethnography (Section
5.2.3), I was devastated when I saw this in the cinema. I felt it was threatening me
personally. Vito Russo (1981) describes a mostly straight audience bursting into cheers
and applause when the trans character was dispatched. I have seen this technique used as
recently as 2012 in Hit and Miss, a mini-series in which the trans character is an assassin.
Patriarchy and the Feminine Aesthetic
This analysis has helped me see that my critique of men and patriarchy started as a
critique of my actual father. I considered his demands for respect and the expectation
of subjugation by my mother and my siblings unreasonable. As I reached high school, I
added a critique of my male school-teachers, and by my mid-20s I was critical of nearly all
men and institutions. And so over this time, my inductive reasoning mostly coincided with
the general feminist views on patriarchy. Patriarchy, then, attempts to subjugate women
and any gender and sexuality non-normative behaviour. This suggests all transpeople
would greatly beneﬁt from developing a feminist critique, especially if that critique writes
transwomen into these embodied discourses (Butler 1990, 2004; Stone 1991).
However, there is an extra layer I would like to consider: the association of subjugation
and femininity. For patriarchy to work it, is imperative to know a person’s gender, and an
important component of that gender labelling is gender-dichotomous dress and behaviour.
At times I have found it problematic that I am still very attracted to the feminine aesthetic.
So I ask, “Is it possible to break the nexus between subjugation and femininity?” Based
on Brownmiller’s (1986) deﬁnitions, and much personal experience I would be inclined to
say “no!” But if instead I ask,“Is it possible to break the nexus between subjugation and
the feminine aesthetic?”, I believe I can conditionally answer “yes”. But it is necessary to
impose a number of caveats to enjoy the feminine aesthetic without admitting any of the
vulnerability, submission and compliance that is normally associated with femininity. One
of the most obvious ﬁrst steps of mine was to ensure my aesthetic was directed at pleasing
myself and other women rather than men, and not competing with women to attract and
secure men. Other factors that are important are knowing I do not have to be femininely
aesthetic every day and knowing it is important not to be limited by femininity.
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8.5 The Radical Feminist Moral Critique of Transsexuality
Radical feminism was pervasive amongst lesbian women in Melbourne in the 1980s and
early 1990s. I was interested in it because it was so anti-patriarchal. Their inﬂuence on
perceptions of transsexuality is broad and rhizomic, still inﬂuential today and therefore
worth discussing. In the early 1980s I wasn’t at all impressed with medical opinion on
transsexuality, and the back-cover blurb of Transsexual Empire (Raymond 1979) promised
to answer many of the questions I had on the topic. But as I read on, I felt signiﬁcant
personal agency being stripped from me. Even though she said she was critiquing the
medical profession, I found Raymond’s language critical of transsexuals. In describing
transsexuals’ urge to look like women she writes, “All transsexuals rape women’s bodies
by reducing the real female form to an artefact, appropriating the body for themselves”
(p.104). This was a time when I was trying on an androgynous identity and did not identify
as transsexual. But because her attack was so broad and vehement, I felt personally
accused of raping all women. I was horriﬁed someone might think that, even though I
understood she meant it metaphorically. The use of metaphor felt worse to me, because
that meant they understood that the transwomen in question did not actually rape women
but politically chose to use the word ‘rape’ for emotional eﬀect. With my reading of
feminism to that date, I was certainly aware that dichotomous gender was about privileging
men. On hearing her primary premise, I felt obliged to try to understand how she came
to the conclusion that transsexuals were women’s worst enemies.
I certainly did not disagree with everything she said. One point she made, which I still
agree with and try to practice daily, was that the aim of the transsexual was to transcend
the cultural limits imposed by dichotomous gender. Raymond left me wondering how
I could address my issues with gender when she was so adamant a transsexual solution
would be immoral. I can now see that many of her arguments jumped from emotionally
worded assertion to conclusion with very little in between. I was very conscious that I did
not want to make women’s lives worse by reinforcing gender stereotypes. By exploring my
feminine side publicly and often being seen as a feminine male, it seemed to me I was at
least partially challenging gender stereotypes. Her primary political solution was to urge
all women to have nothing what so ever to do with transsexual women. The one thing I
became certain of was that I needed to add radical feminists to my list, which included the
Church, State and Clinic, of people with whom I could not share my personal concerns.
But mostly she left me confused. I just could not see how her arguments related to me. I
knew I desperately wanted to be a woman, but the book did not really help me understand
why. I could not change the type of behaviour she attributed to transsexuals because I
was not behaving that way. I could only conclude her criticisms were very much based on
stereotypes of how transsexual women behaved.
The other thing I found confusing was that she appealed to the existence of an essence
of womanliness – that I took to be a form of biological determinism – which she claimed
a ‘male-to-constructed-female’ (transsexual) could never possess. This did not ﬁt with my
understanding of more mainstream feminism, which challenged notions of biological de-
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terminism. I did come to agree with her critique of androgyny in that it relied on the need
for both a masculine and a feminine. I also agreed that one needed to develop a personal
ethic of integrity, even though I totally disagreed with her conclusions that transwomen
lacked integrity. I ﬁnished the book thinking she was blaming victims, transwomen, for
all the sins of patriarchy.
As discussed in the autoethnography, I became politically vocal from 1994 onwards,
after the incident at the Brisbane Lesbian Confest when a transwoman was expelled. I still
ﬁnd oﬀensive the use of transsexual women as a signiﬁer of patriarchy. But I determined
I would never go to an event advertised as “wymyn born wymyn only” and would never
challenge their right to have such events. However, I would add that I believe as well as
encouraging separatism in some circumstances, it is also important to encourage coalition.
We do not need to choose between separatist and coalitionist strategies. We need both –
at diﬀerent times and in diﬀerent contexts.
Critiquing the Radical Feminist Position on Transwomen
Even though I do not believe I have any right to tell radical feminists how to live their lives,
I do think it is my responsibility to critique their position when their strategies diminish
livability and agency for transpeople. This is especially true when I believe they are basing
their rhetoric on stereotypes of who the transgendered are rather than what is actually
happening. For example, Tania Lienert (1995) critiques transwomen as described by the
media. Jeﬀreys (1990) bases her argument on the autobiographies of just two transwomen,
both of whom were born in the 1930s.
To this purpose, I will critique ﬁve of their assertions (Raymond 1979; Jeﬀreys 1990, 2014;
Lienert 1995):
• that the transsexual is a homophobic homosexual;
• that transsexuals are reactionary to the feminist movement by giving ongoing sup-
port to patriarchy and male privilege and by not challenging the operation of gender
in the world;
• that transsexuals are taking health risks by having surgery and hormone therapy;
• that by having genital surgery and living and passing as women, while keeping male
privilege, transsexuals preclude the possibility of personal integrity and transcen-
dence;
• that transsexuals have a responsibility to change the gendered world.
Raymond sees the ‘male-to-constructed-female’ transsexual as an ultra-homophobic
male who is so upset by their attraction to men that they tell themselves they are not
homosexual by claiming they are women, and consequently avoid the stigma of being seen
as homosexual. Altman (1971, p.158), Steinem (1977), Jeﬀreys (1990), Lienert (1995) and
Greer (Greer 1999, pp.64-74; Greer & Walk 2015) all agree with this position. I believe
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I have met a number of transwomen for whom I think this model is possibly true, but I
would estimate it to be less than 5%. As discussed in the autoethnography, I was bisexual
as a male and as a female. And in fact because of my aversion to power diﬀerentials and
a wish to be in an equal relationship, I was, if anything, heterophobic. So I cannot see
how the homophobic theory could be true in my case, although as stated I do not identify
as transsexual. Lewins (1995) found 47% of male-to-female transsexuals were sexually
attracted to men, 31% to women, and 21% were asexual. Lawrence (2005, p.147) notes
9% of male-to-female transsexuals were predominately attracted to men before surgery
and 34% after surgery. Leonard et al. (2012, p.12) suggest about 15% of male-to-female
transsexual are predominantly attracted to men. Thus, at the very most, 47% could
Raymond’s ultra-homophobic model. It is my perception that since the decriminalisation
of homosexual acts in Australia, there is currently much more stigma attached to being
transsexual than to being homosexual. Supporting this thesis Leonard et al. (2015) have
recently reported transmen and transwomen suﬀer higher levels of harassment and measure
poorer health and wellbeing than gay men and lesbians. This certainly suggests that
‘choosing’ to be seen as trans rather than homosexual would not be an eﬀective way of
reducing stigma.
On Passing and Propping up the Patriarchy and Male Privilege
One of the feminist criticisms of transsexuals is that they reinforce feminine stereotypes
and consequently help prop up patriarchy and male privilege, so making all women’s lives
more miserable. Steinem (1977/1983) suggests, “transsexualism is used mostly as a testi-
mony [by the press] to the importance of sex roles as dictated by a society obsessed with
body image, genitals and ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’ behaviour” (p.209). But surely this is
actually a criticism of the press, not transsexuals. Raymond (1979) is much clearer, sug-
gesting: “sex-role stereotyping functions as a primary cause of transsexualism” (p.xviii)
and “the transsexual only exchanges one stereotype for the other, thus reinforcing the fab-
ric by which a sexist society is held together” (pp.xviii-xix). She adds, “What will go
unexamined is patriarchy’s norms of masculinity and femininity and how these norms, if
allowed to contain persons within such rigid boundaries, may generate such a phenomenon
as transsexualism” (p.77). For Raymond, rigid sex roles lead to transsexualism and anyone
performing the feminine is reinforcing rigid sex roles and therefore patriarchy. However,
I would assert that the number of transsexual women being feminine is insigniﬁcant com-
pared to the number of women-born-women who are being feminine, and consequently
transsexual women have relatively minimal impact on adherence to patriarchy. As stated
earlier, I believe one can perform the feminine aesthetic without supporting rigid sex
roles or agreeing to the subjugation of women. Jeﬀreys (1990) used only two examples
from published autobiographies, both of whose authors were born in the 1930s, to prove
all transsexuals reinforce gender stereotypes. And along with her literary device of al-
ways listing transsexuals with pedophiles, I was left discounting her opinion on this topic.
Lienert (1995) also avoided meeting real transsexuals and instead critiqued how they were
presented in the media, as if that was necessarily an accurate view. She notes, “Glossy
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magazines, newspapers and ﬁlms ask us to imagine what it must be like to be born in the
wrong body . . . Photos of their surgically and hormonally altered, perfectly smooth, model
bodies appear naked to demonstrate that they look like ‘real women’ . . . The Australian
Democrats endorse transsexual Julie Peters as a candidate in the next election.” (p.15).
I was a bit surprised to be mentioned personally. If she were more honest, she ought
to have added that I was endorsed in an unwinnable seat to try to garner a few niche
GLBT votes for our Senate candidate. One of the criticisms of transwomen was they hid
their status, so Lienert ought to be happy I had just told three million people my history.
Lienert then examines a number of very speciﬁc media portrayals of transsexual women,
as if ﬁlms like Priscilla and The Crying Game were documentary representations of the
lives of transsexual women. I see both of these ﬁlms as representing a very small subset
of transsexual women, and her criticism glosses over diversity. Here we see radical femi-
nists using popular culture both to justify their assertions as well as to critique it for its
portrayal of transwomen.
Both Raymond and Lienert speak of transsexual women enjoying male privilege. I can
see where this comes from, and both Pease (2010) and Connell (2010, p.7) have pointed
out male privilege is not equally distributed. They suggest that even though the degree
of male privilege enjoyed depends on how the individual’s maleness intersects with other
class descriptors, it still exists across class and race. Levitt & Dubner (2010) note that
male-to-female transsexuals lose a third of their earning capacity by transitioning. The
class intersections relevant for me include: working-class, one of nine children, not hetero-
normative or gendernormative and a young male (less privilege than older males). I did
gain some privilege by being the eldest son and grandson. Even though I was tertiary-
educated, the majority of my working life has been in work that did not require I ﬁnish
high school. Thus, I am lower on the social gradient than would be expected, and this is at
least partially attributable to being seen as a transwoman. But I realise that being seen as
White, living in the Western world, being able-bodied, tertiary-educated, employed most
of my adult life and owning property does give privilege, and I see that as giving me a
social responsibility. For me, honestly communicating on gender nonconformity is part of
my attempt to increase social capital. And even though it was not my motivation, the
autoethnography shows that my transitioning to be seen as female has certainly resulted
in a loss of privilege.
I was a bit shocked when my lover Elizabeth, as discussed in the autoethnography,
saw my passing as a woman to be a moral issue. I was very aware transwomen were
routinely viliﬁed, bashed and raped. An early 1990s survey (Perkins et al. 1994, p.38)
on transgender lifestyles in Australia reported over 30% had been raped. That is why
I saw passing as an issue of personal safety. Raymond sees passing as enabling men to
enter women’s space, making women unsafe as well as reinforcing and not challenging
“patriarchy’s norms of masculinity and feminity” (p.77). I could see Raymond’s point
that the gender stereotypes needed to be challenged. But I was not willing to routinely
wear my status publicly. Rather, I told people of my status if I felt it was safe to do so.
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On Health Risks Resulting from Medical Interventions
It is amazing the variety of people, including radical lesbian feminists, gay men, Catholic
bishops and fundamentalist Christians, who object to transsexual surgery. One of the
most common descriptions is ‘dangerous painful mutilation’. This emotional language
suggests it is the cultural symbolism of the loss of a penis rather than the operation itself
that evokes such moral outrage. However, Raymond does suggest the primary problem
is that, “behaviour modiﬁcation is both a prerequisite for and an eﬀect of the surgery”
(p.132). My autoethnographic data shows I was not being stereotypically feminine either
pre or post surgery. Raymond also objects to the loss of function. But the only function
I have lost is the ability to reproduce. Lienert (1995) asserts surgery is a key component
reinforcing sex-role stereotypes but she also objects to the medical procedures themselves.
She lists the possibility of complications, the links between estrogen and cancer, being on
oestrogen for life, problems with breast implants, continuous surgery to face and body and
the maintenance of hair removal. Not all transwomen have these procedures. Couch et al.
(2007, p.44) note 25% of transsexual women have had vaginoplasty, 10% breast implants,
5% a facelift, 3% liposuction, and 73% were taking hormones. Lienert continues, “There
is the enormous pain of radical surgery that transsexuals are silent about” (p.23). The
surgery is in fact cosmetic and primarily endodermal. It is far less invasive than an
appendectomy and anaesthetics are routinely used. I found the pain during the recovery
period was much less than for surgery I had for a kidney operation when I was 26. And
so I disagree it is dangerous and painful. McEwan, Ceber & Daws (1986, p.107) do speak
of complications. I chose a surgeon experienced in this procedure, perceived the potential
danger as minimal, and had no complications.
Lienert (1995, p.23) also notes there is much research showing a link between taking
estrogen and various cancers. Walters (Walters & Ross 1986, p.129) lists a number of
possible side eﬀects of hormone therapy, such as hypertension and cardiovascular disorders,
and urges ongoing medical follow up. More recent research (Ross et al. 2000) has shown
the cancer risk is considerably less if the hormones used contain estrogen only, which is
what I take, rather than estrogen plus progestin. I would add, a side eﬀect of the removal
of the testes not listed by Lienert is an increase in the risk of osteoporosis. Walters notes
this can be mitigated by hormone therapy. Because the surgery has shortened my urethra
I have increased the chance of urinary-tract infection. But my urethra is still signiﬁcantly
longer than for most women and so my risk is lower. My new vagina allows for easy
digital access to examine the prostate. I do have the added inconvenience of needing to
queue to use the toilets when going to the theatre. And on cardiovascular risk, New et
al. (1997) have noted that a person who is genetically male and takes estrogen reduces
cardiovascular risk. On taking estrogen for life, people like me are the research subjects.
I am willing to accept that responsibility, especially when there seem to be more beneﬁts
than contraindications. I believe my lifestyle carries signiﬁcantly less health risk than
being overweight, smoking or taking drugs.
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On Finding Integrity and Transcendence
Raymond (1979) believes being transsexual prevents the individual ﬁnding integrity and
transcendence. She deﬁnes integrity as, “an original unity from which no part can be taken
away . . . an original wholeness of personhood not divided by sex-role deﬁnitions” (p.155).
At one level I agree, but where we diﬀer is that she insists transsexuals must be divided by
sex-role deﬁnitions. I have shown over the decades of the autoethnography that I have put
a huge amount of energy into becoming myself and not being limited by cultural sex-role
deﬁnitions. And like Raymond, “my intention is not to integrate the feminine and the
masculine but to transcend them” (p.163). I would add that an individual does not need
a penis or the ability to have babies to move through the Hierarchy of Becoming, which I
see as the equivalent of her deﬁnition of ﬁnding integrity and transcendence.
A Responsibility to Change the World?
Raymond suggests that the individuals in gender distress, most of whom have very little
agency, ought to attempt to change dichotomous gendered beliefs and debunk patriarchy,
with its almost monolithic support from the family, the Church, the State, culture, popular
culture and the economy. Most of my life I have not had the energy for that task, and
I believe very few individuals do. Every woman who wears a dress, even just once in
her life, reinforces the stereotype that women are more feminine in dress. Surely it is
everyone, not just transwomen, who needs consciousness-raising and to learn to transcend
the limits of gender. As part of my own feminist beliefs, as discussed in Section 2.3.8, I
do believe I have some responsibility for breaking down dichotomous gender stereotypes.
But I am not capable of being a full-time activist, and putting myself in ongoing physical
and psychological danger for minimal social impact. With the aim of being strategic and
eﬀective, I choose with whom I share my story. I have been a public speaker and have
attempted to write myself into the discourses on trans since 1981 (Peters 1981). I see this
thesis as a signiﬁcant component of my feminist (Connell 2012) post-transsexual (Stone
1991) project.
8.6 Non-Pathological Gender Non-Normativity
Earlier in this chapter I critiqued a number of the current discourses on the operation
of gender. But rather than just critique, I’d like to build something positive to map
out a reasonably coherent, non-pathological, ethical but non-moralistic general overview
of the operation of gender in society. The aim is to describe both normative and non-
normative behaviour as a set of sensible and understandable reactions to the circumstances
the individual ﬁnds themselves. Implicitly, I am assuming everyone obeys some as-yet
unknown law of behaviour just as we all obey the law of gravity. I do not see this schema
as rigorous or well thought through. Rather, it is a schema in development.
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In any general theory of behaviour, the ﬁrst point to note is that each of us is both en-
abled and limited by our unique physical and genetic embodiment. We only exist because
we are embodied. Sexual reproduction mixes up genes from generation to generation and
so gives us variation around statistical norms. Evolution theory suggests the majority of
us get the advantage of near-optimal types but with some individuals getting a subopti-
mal endowment for the current circumstances. The advantage of genetic variation is to
allow for future adaptation to as-yet unknown circumstances. But we are not uniquely
determined by our genetic make-up, because from conception onward, our embodied selves
are subject to and need to adapt to diﬀerent physical, chemical (hormonal), nutritional,
social, educational, political and psychological environments. And at all these levels we see
canalisation into normative types. For example, in all human embryos we see the potential
to be either male or female, but the development process canals most of us into male or
female reproductive types. However, the canalisation process is not absolute, and we ﬁnd
some people cannot reproduce at all and a very small number retain intersex reproductive
potential. At the social level we see canalisation into masculine and feminine social types.
These types are highly correlated to the reproductive types, femininity with femaleness
and masculinity with maleness. But again we can see exceptions that show the process
is a canalisation and not deterministic. For example, the existence of transsexuals shows
having a male reproductive ability does not deterministically lead to masculinity. And
if we believe there has recently been an increase in the number of transsexuals, it would
make sense to ask if there was a social or psychological advantage in breaking the nexus
between gendered behaviour and reproductive type. This could also include examining the
hypothesis that gendered behaviour per se is close to its use-by date in terms of humanity’s
social and psychological evolution. In fact I believe it has, because for most people, gender
limits their potential and I consider limiting an individual’s potential to be a moral issue,
as well as limiting the social and psychological evolution of humanity.
Because of my background in the biological sciences, I feel comfortable in suggesting
there might be a biological component to behaviour if that behaviour is observed in other
species. For example, many species of ﬁsh swim in schools, birds ﬂy in formation and
sheep run in herds. I can see this behaviour as analogous to humans living in a social
world. And like us, these other species must be able to communicate to act in concert.
The term pecking order, referring to human hierarchy, derives from the observed behaviour
of some bird species. One of the advantages of hierarchal behaviour for those members of
the group with higher status is that they get more of the resources for less eﬀort. We see
a human tendency to classify which, combined with hierarchy, beneﬁts those who achieve
a higher status. These beneﬁts accumulate with intersections, so, for example, White,
middle-class, heterosexual males accumulate more resources than others.
Consciousness and communication are our social enablers. Nietzsche (Solomon &
Higgins 1999) suggested consciousness is an artefact of communication. And because the
internal structures of consciousness are created from language, they do seem to vary with
our ﬁrst language. It seems human biology has delivered us a form of consciousness that
is almost an open architecture. And this open architecture is programmed by language
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and praxis. Connell (2009) describes this as our “multi-potentiality” (p.87). This hu-
man communication ability is so powerful, it has made us to be the dominant species on
Earth. A tiger can run faster, climb trees and kill better than a naked unarmed human
and consequently, one on one, an adult tiger could easily dispatch any human. But us-
ing communication with other humans, we have cleared most of the tiger’s habitat and
invented weapons such as spears and riﬂes, and so we have almost driven the tiger to ex-
tinction. We are the ultimate generalisers. Using the technologies we have built, enabled
by communication, we can travel faster than any other animal, ﬂy higher and faster than
any bird, dominate the sea and changed which plants grow across the planet. That is
why Evans & Reid (2014) use the term, ‘Anthropocene’ to describe the current human
domination of the Earth’s evolution.
But human communication has not been limited to simply classifying and naming
things and actions. We have added abstract concepts such as beauty, relationship and
creativity. These concepts have become overloaded with stories, abstractions, and have
started to determine human behaviour. Bachhofen (1954) describes how, once in our
history, creativity was associated with mother right and matriarchy because of the female’s
ability to have children. He notes that later patriarchal religions gave the creative role
to males, who are now privileged over women. Living in society and communicating, we
learn a worldview; in my case, this was a patriarchal worldview. Where language was once
descriptive of sexual diﬀerences, it has become prescriptive of how one ought to behave as
a man or as a woman. These concepts we learn from doing things with words (Searle 2010)
eventually become so ingrained that they move from consciousness to become prereﬂexive,
unconscious opinions (Flynn 2006). That is, they become ﬁxed as our worldviews. These
worldviews then create and continually re-enforce prescriptive deﬁnitions of gender as a
classiﬁcation in our individual and group un/consciousness. But change is not as easy
as one person making a new declaration, particularly if that new declaration conﬂicts
with language and widely held worldviews. As discussed in the autoethnography, simply
by asserting I was a woman over thousands of days, even people who knew my history
eventually found it was easier (unconsciously) to think of me as a woman and relate to
me as one.
The Seeming Intransigence of Gender
Even though gender varies from culture to culture, it seems to exist in some form in every
society. For me the explanation rests with Will to Power combined with an easy visual
ability to classify humans into male and female types. In this context, I interpret Will to
Power as a tendency for individuals to empower themselves, and one of the easiest ways
of empowering a person or a group is to disempower others, assert privilege over others,
and demand a greater share of the available resources. At this point I would also like
to note the apparent intransigence over time and cultures of other class systems, such as
wealth, race, ethnicity, dis/ability, class, ecology, nation, urbanity and theism. All of these
are classiﬁcations that advantage one group over another. On the universality of power
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diﬀerentials, Foucault (1982) notes, “power relations are rooted deep in the social nexus,
not reconstituted ‘above’ society as supplementary structures” (p.791). He then lists ﬁve
criteria involved in understanding the origins and continuance of these power relations: (1)
the system of diﬀerentiations, such as status, privilege and economic diﬀerences; (2) the
types of objectives pursued, such as the accumulation of proﬁts; (3) the means of bringing
power relations into being (for example, force of arms, surveillance and economic dispar-
ity); (4) forms of institutionalisation, including legal and hierarchical structures, tradition
and phenomena relating to custom; and (5) the degrees of rationalisation of action and
instruments of inﬂuence being brought into operation depending on the situation. I see
all of these as being important in understanding the operation of gender in society. I
have noted that people have often demanded privilege based on easily observable char-
acteristics, such as skin colour and the having or not having of a penis. But there are
often disadvantages of 100% compliance, and exceptions are often allowed as long as there
are not too many. For example, Ross et al. (1981) and Roscoe (1988) have noted those
societies that have the most diﬀerentiated sex roles are the societies that are more likely
to have opt-out options. In these cases where exceptions are tolerated, the individuals
still carry stigma for not being normative. The stigma remains to ensure only a small
percentage are non-normative. Douglas (1966) suggests naming individuals as polluted
reinforces the structure of a given society, and “punishing transgressions have as their
main function to impose system on an inherently untidy experience” (p.4). Importantly,
then, a culture that allows a small proportion to be non-normative has stability because
the majority do conform.
The Potential Malleability of Gender
Even over my lifetime the social performance of gender has changed dramatically. That
suggests it will change in the future. But how can we inﬂuence the direction it takes? In
Chapter 2 I discussed two possible mechanisms for creating the normative social world.
And they are by doing (onto-formativity, Connell 2012) and by saying (the use of status
function declarations, Searle 2010). I see these as two aspects of the same process. In the
case of dichotomous gender, the easily observed diﬀerences between males and females have
become overloaded – masculinity with male privilege and femininity with subjugation. As
a culture, we then declare that to be true and we perform gender relations as if it were
true. The doing and saying reinforce each other.
If we created patriarchy and male privilege with declarations and praxes, then surely
we can change the signiﬁcance of our bodily diﬀerences with new declarations and praxes.
I believe we understand the mechanisms to bring about change and eliminate privilege.
Lewis Carroll (1876) gave us a hint of how to change cultural belief when, in The Hunting
of the Snark, he suggested that if you say something three times it becomes true. That
is how I believe propaganda works. As long as the speaker has some credibility, the
more we hear something repeated, the more likely it is to be believed. But do we have
the collective will to do so? I think the short answer is ‘no!’ And that is because the
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advantage of perpetuating any class system is that one group is privileged over others.
Many groups have called for the abolition of racism and sexism, but very little has changed
because very few are inclined to give up privilege. It would seem to me we would only get
widespread change if there were a huge advantage to living in a world without privilege.
But under what circumstances would a privilege-free society have advantage over a society
with multiple intersections of privilege? Connell (2009) suggests the inherent instability
of gender categories develops crises, leading to change. In a society that was so close to
falling apart, being able to select from the creative input of every single member of that
group would be a huge advantage. In terms of evolutionary language, being able to choose
from the greatest number of ideas and behaviours would optimise our chances of selecting
the ‘ﬁttest’. Yet it does seem paradoxical that we might need a severe crisis to encourage
social justice. Unfortunately, social unrest could just as easily lead to entrenching of
privilege. I will examine strategies for remaking the social world in the following chapter.
The Origins of Desire and Sexuality
Understanding desire is essential in creating a model on the operation of gender in society.
The existence of desire and disdain are often understood in terms of psychic-determinist
psychoanalytic theories (Brenner 1955) with their assumption of an ‘unknowable’ uncon-
scious. It seems to me they can be better explained in terms of existential prereﬂexive
reinforcement (Flynn 2006). The way I see it working is that within our acquisition of
consciousness, through our acquisition of language, we create thousands of mini-beliefs
that eventually create our worldviews. Because there are so many of them, if we had
to refer to them every few minutes, these processes would soon dominate our lives. So
instead we refer to our broad-brushstroke version of our worldview before we act. I see
this performative aspect as improvisation within constraints (Goﬀman 1976/1979). And
in line with Sartre’s (Flynn 2006) ‘prereﬂexive’ rather than an unknowable unconscious,
I see the emotions as embodied reminders of many-years-earlier (pre-reﬂexive) decisions.
For example, I see my childhood desire to be a girl as most likely coming from a complex
of an aesthetic appreciation for the feminine, a feeling girls are more valued than boys, im-
pressive matriarchal grandmothers, and disdain for incompetent male hegemony. I would
then suggest these childhood opinions on being a boy or a girl drifted from consciousness
(becoming prereﬂexive) and leaving me with an emotion, a desire to be a girl. And because
these dreams of being a girl gave me pleasure, I actively sought to reinforce them over the
next few decades. And there were plenty of other events that I was able to use to reinforce
my disdain for the masculine. These included seeing the sexual abuse of students at school
and the drunken misogyny of the engineers at university. It is interesting that I sought to
reinforce my very early childhood decisions even though I can now see I did actually meet
men I felt positive about and women I felt negative about. Further study on the origins
of desire would be fascinating and useful.
I see sexuality as a complex suite of desires, emotions and aﬀect, which for most
people is overloaded with perceptions of their own and other people’s gender. Connell
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(2009) suggests that sexuality can be seen as an “emotional attachment” (p.81) which is
culturally organised on the basis of gender. Sexuality seems to be about people desiring
many things including all sorts of body bits, items of clothing, as well as abstract concepts
such as power, subjugation or romance. MacKinnon (2010) sees pornography as embody-
ing “abusive sexuality by eroticizing the inequality” (p.506). During my 20s, I wondered if
sexual preference might just be a random imprinting event. A social world where sexual
attraction is determined by our reproductive abilities does have some evolutionary ﬁtness
in that it optimises the likelihood of producing oﬀspring. However, in times of overpop-
ulation, that ‘ﬁtness’ no longer applies. On sexuality, Freud (1905) believes humans are
born with a general drive toward pleasure and then the actual object of pleasure is selected
through social interaction. The desire for relationship and social connection is also often
conﬂated with sexual desire. Intimate relationships are often described as homosexual
or heterosexual because it is assumed that one of the motivations for the relationship is
sexual desire.
Sartre (Flynn 2006) suggests we have complete control of and responsibility for our
emotions. He believes they are simply an association created in our ‘prereﬂexive’ personal
histories and that these decisions and associations can be remade using ‘existential psy-
choanalysis’. If my desire to be a girl or a sexual preference is simply an emotion, then
according to Sartre that desire can be altered. If sexuality were malleable, certain groups
might lobby for homosexuality to be stamped out. This might lead to counter-claims that
sexuality is innate. I consider both of these positions are missing the point. I would
argue that any sexuality is morally valid between consenting partners. In counterpoint,
if an individual, making informed consent, genuinely wants to change or eliminate their
sexual preference, I cannot see any problem. For example, I could imagine that someone
who wished to be celibate might want to eliminate their heterosexual desires. I suspect
the reason this rarely happens is that most people are not at all interested in giving up
something they ﬁnd pleasurable.
Making the World a Better Place
If we acknowledge the malleability of the human psyche, it means humanity is responsible
for the direction of our social and psychological evolution as well as for all life on Earth. If
Will to Power/Agency continues to dominate, the few will become more and more powerful
as a consequence of the subjugation of the masses. But we can reimagine the world to
be a place where we try to empower all to move up the Hierarchy of Becoming. This by
necessity means de-privileging Will to Power/Agency and the institutions that rely on it
– de-privileging patriarchy would be a good starting point – and encouraging a balance
between Will to Power/Agency, Will to Health, Will to Knowledge and Will to Beauty.
We need to use our creativity, knowledge and power to ensure the ongoing existence of
every species on Earth.
Chapter 9
Remaking the Social World/Synthesis
This chapter synthesises this thesis, draws conclusions where possible and discusses ensuing
research. I start by shedding light on Research Question Three —
Using the interpretation of the subject’s life arc and the operation
of gender in the social world, is it possible to develop strategies for
remaking the social world, with the aim of increasing public health,
social justice and equity?
The primary rationale for remaking the social world is that the majority of humanity only
has its most basic needs met. I am particularly interested in how to move people who
are either gender or sexuality non-normative up the Hierarchy of Becoming – from the
Necessary, the Healthy and the Agentic to making one’s life a Work of Art. De Beauvoir
(1949/1989) urges us to change those social structures that limit our choices, rather than
just seek personal liberation. Bourdieu (1973) notes cultural reproduction is not accurate
and consequently social norms change over time. So why not attempt to nudge them in
a direction that broadens social justice and equity? In the 1970s, when I ﬁrst became
aware of a trans subculture in Australia, I was horriﬁed that transwomen seemed to be
limited to employment as either a showgirl or a sex worker. But even though a much
broader range of employment is now possible, gender and sexuality non-normative people
in Australia still suﬀer signiﬁcant discrimination and stigma (GLAD 1994; Perkins et al.
1994; Leonard 2002; Couch et al. 2007; Leonard et al. 2012, 2015). These are correlated
with declines in social determinants of health (Marmot 1999) and include physical, sexual
and mental health, life-stage issues, and issues with drug and alcohol use.
I would like to state clearly that I do not want a more tolerant society. At ﬁrst this
might seem strange, but as Altman (1971) suggests, tolerance is the act of not accepting
an individual as a peer in the social world. Similarly, Gressg˚ard (2010) argues that in
late-modern liberal humanist societies, transsexuality is no longer regulated by the law
nor is normativity realised through disciplinary strategies of expulsion or isolation but,
rather, intervention and regulation are masked as “liberal humanist tolerance” (p.541).
She suggests a “tolerance discourse represents a monster-producing technology even while
it counterposes horror and hostility” (p.542). In other words, an allowed transgression
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results in low status, stigma, penalty, sacriﬁce and, worst of all, tolerance. Tolerance en-
trenches subjugation. Similarly, Douglas (1966) suggests cleansing rituals and “punishing
transgressions [help] impose system on an inherently untidy experience” (p.4).
9.1 Strategies for Achieving the Necessities in Life
In the necessities for living, I include food, water, shelter and safety. I have been very
lucky in that I was born into a society where I was able to achieve these throughout my
life. But I am very aware that even in Australia there are many groups who do not.
In many cultures sexuality and gender nonconformity can lead to ostracism and even
death. Leonard et al. (2012, p.47) notes that in Australia, 37% of trans women have
suﬀered verbal abuse and 7% sexual assault. Wikipedia (2016) notes that in the Americas
approximately 40 transgender people are killed a year. And so for them the important
next step is to achieve the bottom rung on the hierarchy, the necessities. Based on what
I learned in achieving personal liberation, as documented in Chapter 7, I would suggest
that we can, in a small way, change the social world by sharing strategies so they are used
by more people. This table summarises strategies I feel could be used to improve people’s
achievement of life’s necessities:
Table 9.1: Strategies for Achieving the Necessities in Life
Strategy for Achieving When this Strategy Problems with or Limits to
the Necessities is most Useful the Particular Strategy
Direct resistance In severe situations Might entrench social ostracism,
success not guaranteed
Compliance When powerless it may Does not live as oneself
help achieve necessities
Social disengagement Useful if there is Entrenches problems
low personal agency
Develop social skills Generally useful No disadvantages
Lobby on behalf of Most useful for those low May take focus away from
the powerless on the Hierarchy of Becoming empowering individuals
Broaden the normative Useful when currently No disadvantages
seen as non-normative
I believe the key skill needed in achieving life’s necessities is an ability to relate to others
socially. In fact, the more non-normative an individual might be, the more highly tuned
these skills need to be. I believe helping the non-normative develop social skills is a great
start in moving them up the Hierarchy of Becoming. There will be times groups need help
from the altruistic to make a start, and this is deﬁnitely worth doing. But it is also very
important to empower individuals strategically. Rather than seeing the world as divided
into them and us, we could see the world as just ‘us’ by broadening our concept of what we
see as normative. For example, we could see everyone’s way of doing gender as normative.
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9.2 Strategies for a Healthy Life
Here I look at what we can learn from the subject’s life arc on remaking the social world
and whether any of these strategies could be used more generally in terms of achieving the
second level of the Hierarchy of Becoming, a healthy life. Inﬂuenced by Maslow (1943),
under health I include employment, intimacy, physical health and psychological health.
Gettler (2014) reports, “One in ﬁve Australians will have some form of mental disturbance
each year and 45 percent will suﬀer a mental health problem such as depression in their
lifetime” (p.22). Leonard (2002) reports 84% of gay lesbian bi and trans people have
“reported discrimination as a result of their sexual orientation” (p.4). The study then
notes a consequent decrease in physical health, sexual health, mental health and life-stage
issues and an increase in drug and alcohol use. My autoethnography suggests that even
though direct resistance and disengagement were partially able to deliver some of the
necessities in life, they were ineﬀective strategies in delivering a healthy life, particularly
in terms of mental health. The following table summarises the various solutions I have
used, with the least successful at the top and the most successful at the bottom.
Table 9.2: Strategies for Achieving a Healthy Life
Strategy for When this Strategy Problems with or Limits to
Achieving Health is most Useful the Particular Strategy
Silence and invisibility Might provide safety, Cannot achieve a voice
good for observation nor achieve one’s aims
Privacy Can be yourself Loneliness
Borderland spaces For non-normative groups Pressure to conform to
the borderland normative
Subversion of norms For non-normative groups Entrenches the status quo
Climb the social gradient When low on social gradient Nil
High-level empathy For reading people’s motives Requires chronic high energy
for social environs
Using humour to defuse tension When there is a general level Requires acute observation
of social inclusion
Eccentricity, a When there is a general level Doesn’t work for acute stress
socially allowed transgression of social inclusion or for large groups
Broaden the normative Generally applicable No disadvantages
Strategic health research Generally applicable but Nil
& health promotion good for non-normative groups
Acknowledge facticity Generally applicable Nil
Develop social skills Generally applicable Nil
My ﬁrst success at moving from just achieving the necessary to achieving a healthier
life involved moving from direct resistance during Realisations to silence and invisibility
during Secret Agency. Because I did not really understand the social world in which I
lived, I decided it was very important to become an intense observer of adults. I was
often so quiet people forgot I was there, and this enabled me to observe their uncensored
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behaviour. Silence also provided a private space on occasions. This meant I wasn’t noticed
when a bigger kid was looking for someone to bully. Not wanting to be noticed also led
me to want to pass as a girl rather than being transgressive and seen as a boy who wanted
to be a girl. Hao (2011) notes silence can empower an outsider. Rose (2011) suggests,
“silence is . . . conceptualised . . . as a powerful embodiment of opposition” (p.109). Privacy,
a room of one’s own (Wolfe 1929), was one of the factors that enabled my Identity Quest.
It allowed me to experiment with gender without stigma. Borderland spaces (Anzaldua
1987) provide the advantages of private spaces but with the added advantage of inhabiting
a social world where one’s diﬀerence does not attract stigma. In 1970s Melbourne, I met
many drag queens who felt safe at night in gay clubs but not in the heteronormative world.
Once one joins a borderland community, one can feel pressured to adopt the norms of that
group. For example, in the 1970s gay clubs, the normative for anyone who felt stress over
their gender was to be a showgirl or a sex worker.
During my Secret Agency era, I started to use subversion. In this context, I take
subversion to mean pretending to meet normative standards but in private being non-
normative. In my case this meant pretending to be a normal boy while secretly being a
girl at night. This subversion avoided the stigma (Goﬀman 1963) of being seen as gender
non-normative. In the long term, subversive behaviour does nothing to change the status
quo. My night-time outings as a girl as an 11-year-old, as well as risking discovery and
stigma, put me in grave physical danger.
At the end of Year 10 at my working-class Christian Brothers high school, I won a
scholarship which enabled me to go to the middle-class Carmelite school Whitefriars. This
new environment did give me a short burst of energy and self-esteem. But in this Dark
Ages era, rationalism was dominating and I gave up on being a girl or a woman. In this
new situation I aspired to move into the middle class, where I perceived masculinity to
be less severe. Being an acute observer I started to use humour to defuse tension, and
this enabled me to read social limits quite accurately and to sit close to the edge of social
acceptability. Very much related to using humour in terms of skill set was allowing myself
to be seen as eccentric. It gave me another mechanism for defusing tension. In fact, I
would suggest this was my most important health strategy during that era. Weeks &
James (1995) note eccentrics are less prone to mental illness than everyone else. They
make the distinction that people with a mental illness suﬀer from their non-normative
behaviour while eccentrics are energised by theirs. It is worth noting, eccentricity did not
work when faced with the huge stresses and depression during my ﬁrst year of university.
It only worked with low to medium levels of nonconformity. I’m not sure if being eccentric
can work for large populations, in that it seems to be a culturally accepted way of being
non-normative, and if everyone behaved that way it would then be considered normative.
The way around this is to broaden what we consider normative.
I believe we need a lot more strategic health research on the impacts and signiﬁcance
of normative gender coercion on gender non-normative individuals. I have decades of em-
bodied knowledge on the consequences of gender nonconformity, but that knowledge in
itself did not empower me to change my life, let alone have a broader cultural impact.
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Indeed, knowledge in the academy does not necessarily lead to any particular health inter-
vention. It has been known for decades that smoking tobacco can impact on health, but
as a culture we have been very slow to come up with an eﬀective public-health campaign.
And so strategically, it seems that research into health promotion is just as important
as research into health, especially when facing immense coercive forces promoting prod-
ucts like tobacco, non-nutritional food and gender-dichotomous gender roles, all of which
privilege the few over the many. I believe health research, knowledge, health promotion
and health interventions are most eﬀective when they are part of the same process. In
trying to help people who do not conform to heteronormative genders, the younger they
are when help is given, the more eﬀective the person becomes at living in society and the
less undoing is needed later in life.
Back in the 1980s it occurred to me that the next big revolution that was needed –
now there has been the Industrial Revolution, the Medical Revolution and the Information
Revolution – is a Psychological Health Revolution. My next-step utopia (Wilde 1891) would
be reached if the majority of humanity was sane. Of course, I am not the ﬁrst to think of
this. Nietzsche (Solomon & Higgins 1999, p.A.131) suggested thinking and consciousness
were dangerous because most people were very bad at it. I am far more positive than
Nietzsche in that I am very pleased we think, but humanity deﬁnitely needs a huge jump
in psychological health. This would include empowering individuals to make informed
life choices as early as possible in their lives. I did not transition until I was 39 and
I believe that delay held up my personal growth considerably. Butler (2004) suggests,
“psychoanalysis can work in the conception of humans as bearing an irreversible humility
in their relations to others and to themselves. There is always a dimension of ourselves
and our relation to others that we cannot know.” (p.15). I agree with her premise that
individual work can help us relate better but do not agree we are necessarily limited by
a ‘dimension of ourselves’, ‘we cannot know’. In fact, Sartre (Sartre 1939; Flynn 2006;
Barnett & Madison 2012) is particularly adamant that the use of Existential Therapy
allows access to all the recesses in our psyches. I can’t prove this, but I believe it worth
investigating and would like to see research in this area given high priority. To my mind,
closely related to psychological health is the ability to see the world as it is, often described
as acknowledging one’s facticity. Beyond direct health promotion as discussed above, we
also need the social skills to see the world as accurately as possible.
9.3 Strategies for Achieving a Life with Agency
In this section I look at what I can learn from the subject’s life arc on remaking the social
world in terms of the third level in the Hierarchy of Becoming, achieving a life with agency.
Under agency I include self-esteem, conﬁdence, achievement, respect for and by others,
recognition as a peer in society and a high-level acceptance of one’s facticity. I believe we
ought to be aiming to broaden the group that moves to achieve agency. French (1978)
sees the ‘transitional woman’ (p.xxiii) of the 1950s as being torn between the desire for
a conventional, secure lifestyle and her longing for an unconventional, largely uncharted
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course of action. She believes women are transitional because they would soon seek agency
through feminism in the 1960s and 1970s. I see this being torn between the normative
and the uncharted as a good description of someone lacking agency. I have met many
transwomen being torn between normative and non-normative lifestyles, presentation and
relationships, and between the desire to be a conventional secure woman and one who is
not limited by gender roles.
Cohen (2006) suggests one way we can gain agency is by ﬁtting in, “Individuals gain
agency (the ability to enact given practices) as they learn how to perform the forms of
conduct that are a matter of routine in a given group” (p.16). I agree we do gain some
agency through conformity, particularly if one can ﬁt into their social world while still
asserting their individuality. I wanted to gain agency by ﬁtting in as a woman.
Table 9.3: Strategies for Achieving a Life with Agency
Strategy for a When this Strategy Problems with or Limits to
Life with Agency is most Useful the Particular Strategy
Agency through conformity May not be possible and Must meet group expectations
still remain authentic
Change allegiance to Makes it possible to conform Not always possible
another social group and remain authentic (e.g. you cannot change
your family of origin)
Change expectations When group willing to change Requires high energy over
of the group an extended period of time
Develop social skills Generally applicable Nil
Resistance Preparing the way May be cathartic but
for gaining agency cannot improve agency
Cultural disruption Can provide a space But does not suggest
(pollution (Douglas 1966)) for personal growth a better solution
Taking risks & May be necessary Is dangerous and
living dangerously to change the world failure has consequences
Politics and When trying for a Identity labels
identity politics group agency increase can be limiting
Political recognition When acknowledging diversity More complex to set-up
amongst aligned individuals than identity politics
Education and When health Needs signiﬁcant agency
health promotion knowledge is low to be eﬀective
Psychological therapy When empowering the individual Belief in psychic determinism
to make informed choices may prevent progress
Write new life scripts When have internal Intensive use of resources
(cf narrative therapy) psychic limits
Writing, art and Can inform and illicit support May be misinterpreted,
performance for agency from diverse audiences one needs an audience
Art and performance Participant growth Intense use of resources
in research
Broaden the normative Reducing perceptions of Nil
for agency people as non-normative
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The table above looks at strategies for a life with agency. I have ordered them from the
most ubiquitous to strategies least often used, even though they might be very eﬀective.
What I ﬁnd most interesting in this table compared to those earlier in this chapter, which
look at achieving the necessities or health, is that the agentic strategies are extrovert, look-
ing outside of oneself, whereas the earlier strategies were most often introverted, looking
into oneself. I wonder if this is the key. It does help explain why one needs to deal with
one’s personal necessities and health issues before one can be agentic. Agency requires
autonomy and extroversion in the social world and political recognition – as discussed
in Section 2.1.4 and Section 7.5 – by the social world. Consequently, I see developing
empathetic social skills as key to gaining inﬂuence, autonomy, recognition and therefore
agency.
During Secret Agency I also achieved a degree of agency by pretending to conform to
group expectations. But disappointingly this subversion did not allow me to be myself,
because agency involves recognition, being accepted for who you are. One strategy for
gaining recognition is to change allegiance to a group that does recognise one. Another
possibility is to change the expectations of a group to which one already belongs. For
example, one of the group expectations we could change is the belief that it is important
to perform gender at all. If people did stop performing gender or started to see gender
as unimportant there would be no stigma attached to being gender nonconforming. An
eﬃciency I can see in changing group expectations is convincing inﬂuential people such
as politicians and celebrities to endorse the changes of attitude. This is especially true of
those who come to be seen as celebrities or public intellectuals. They are invited to speak
at hundreds of functions. And as I discovered when I ran for Parliament in the late 1990s,
simply being memorable provides you an advantage when trying to inﬂuence people.
I would like to brieﬂy discuss the usefulness of resistance in achieving agency because
I believe resistance most often entrenches the status quo and subjugation. It is important
to examine its strategic usefulness because so many commentators, including Foucault
(1982) and Butler (2004), emphasise the importance of resistance to the hegemony of
institutions of power. As discussed in Section 2.1.4, Douglas (1966) suggests polluted
behaviour – and in this context, resistance counts as polluted behaviour – is seen as
interstitial and dangerous and under the right conditions can disrupt the social consensus
(Searle 2010) (see Section 2.2.1) and lead to social change. But as Douglas notes,“pollution
ideas [are] enlisted to bind men and women to their allotted roles” (p.141) and “punish a
symbolic breaking of that which should be joined or joining that which should be separate”
(p.113). That is, labelling something as polluted can entrench the status quo by punishing
noncompliance. For example, a transsexual who always passes as a woman might resist
the need to perform the masculine gender but does not have any impact on cultural
perceptions of gender. On the other hand, a very feminine-acting male does at least
question the biological determination of gender. This does have the potential to question
gender norms, but a feminine male can also be considered polluted in a negative way
and suﬀer mild through to extreme social exclusion or be violently attacked (as discussed
in Section 8.1). I believe all resistance creates a paradoxical acknowledgement of the
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hegemony of the subjugator, and requires one to identify as subjugated to be able to
resist, consequently entrenching the subjugation. I see this as being consistent with McNay
(2000), who suggests we need to move away from the focus of Foucault and Lacan and
acknowledge the creative response of individuals to changes in gender relations in order
to gain substantive agency. But this does not mean that resistance as a strategy should
be discounted, especially when trying to achieve the necessary and the healthy. This is
because people can only make sense of their subjectivity within relations of power and the
struggle against domination if they have made enough progress in their resistance to gain
the self-esteem and clarity of thought to realise they can actually move beyond resistance
to achieving agency.
One strategy in advance of resistance is cultural disruption or pollution (Douglas
1966), which is not just about empowering an individual, but is attempting to empower
populations by changing group expectations. Connell (2009) suggests, “queer theory’s
critique of ‘heteronormativity’ – of which Lacan had been a great theorist – leads to a
strategy of cultural disruption” (p.84). Butler (1991) paraphrasing Ester Newton gives
an example: “drag is not an imitation or copy of some proper or true gender . . . drag
enacts the very structure of impersonation by which any gender is assumed” (p.312). The
downside of disruption is that it does not point to a new or better solution. This strikes
me as being similar to Douglas’ suggestion that polluted individuals are seen to possess
inarticulate powers which the individual most likely doesn’t even know they possess. Being
disruptive was very positive for me personally, in that once I started to see gender and
the whole social world as arbitrary social creations (Castoriadis 1991; McNay 2000; Searle
2010), I couldn’t go back, I could never ‘un-see’ it. Therefore, I do see cultural disruption
as being useful in gaining agency.
One of the characteristics that epitomised my Dark Ages was an unwillingness to take
risks. I now realise that with my Transition, I took risks to gain agency. And because I
was reasonably successful, I was then willing to take other risks, for example by running
for Parliament. I do think a willingness to take risks is necessary to gain agency, but
one has to balance potential gains and losses. Taking risks can be seen as pollution. As
acknowledged by Douglas (1966, p.102), polluted interstitial individuals possess disruptive
power which has the potential both to lead to social change and to receive backlash.
Not long after my transition, in my early Art of Becoming Myself era, I became
involved in mainstream and identity politics. It was only after living as a woman for a
few years that I understood I needed external recognition of my gender nonconformity to
obtain appropriate legal, medical and social changes to achieve health and equity. In 1996,
I ran for the House of Representatives on an environmental and social-justice platform.
I was not elected, but because of my openness and being comfortable in my own skin, I
was able to reform a number of politicians’ views on gender nonconformity. Many people,
including McNay (2010), have noted the paradox that ﬁghting for legal rights may be
entrenching the very status quo one is trying to eliminate. I was trying to gain legal rights
and improve health outcomes for the transgendered, a label with which I do not identify.
Fraser (2001) sees one of the limitations of identity politics as the imposition of a group
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identity which oversimpliﬁes the complexity of individuals’ lives, with their multiplicity
of aﬃliations and identiﬁcations. I experienced this very strongly when, as the convener
of TransGender Victoria (TGV & Peters 2002), I consulted with the members about the
group’s submission to the Victorian Government. I found the members had very diﬀerent
ideas of what being transgendered meant.
In the 1990s the Monash Gender Dysphoria Clinic (personal communication) believed
their job was to diagnose which of their clients were true transsexuals, and if someone was,
they then recommended surgery. I see their belief in a ‘true transsexual’ to be a conse-
quence of psychic determinism (Barrett 1958), and such a belief locks out personal agency
for the client. The Minnesota Clinic (Bockting & Coleman 1992) took a non-deterministic
pragmatic approach, and sought to empower individuals feeling stressed about their abil-
ity to ﬁt dichotomous gender categories to make informed choices about how they might
live without being limited by prescriptive psychological categories. As already discussed,
there are a number of worldviews that do not believe in psychic determinism and believe
an individual can be helped to see the world diﬀerently. They include Narrative Therapy
(White 2007), Existential Therapy (Flynn 2006; Barnett & Madison 2012) and Cognitive
Behavioural Therapy, the relative merits of which are beyond the scope of this work. So
I believe a productive area of research in empowering people to be agentic is to examine
therapies that do not assume psychic determinism.
I found acting and singing classes to be safe environments where I could develop more
advanced social skills. Indeed, art has been key in human education for millennia. Story-
telling, painting and dance have taught safety and where to ﬁnd food for hunter/gatherers.
Art helped me gain agency, and I believe there is great potential in using art for agency
more broadly. Flynn (2006) notes that existentialism defends “individual freedom, respon-
sibility and authenticity . . . and it often does so in an imaginative mode that employs art
and example to bring home in concrete fashion abstract principles” (p.106). Alain De
Botton (2014) urges journalists to use the techniques of great art, using the particulars
of a story to illustrate universals, “the hidden, psychological, social and political themes
that transcend the stories’ temporal and geographical settings” (p.90). It wasn’t until well
after my Transition, well into my Art of Becoming Myself era, that I discovered writ-
ing as agentic. Writers and writing, such as Plato, the King James Bible, the Koran,
Shakespeare, Voltaire, Tolstoy, Dickens, Marx and Brecht, have had considerable social,
ethical and political inﬂuence on the world in which we live. On Derrida’s move toward
dialectical materialism, Jean Michel Rabate´ (2014) notes, “writing acquires a new valence,
a new violence, and an almost unlimited power in the world of thought and facts” (p.xv).
Kirby (1979, quoted in Alexander 2005) suggests that autobiography, autoethnography
and performance art have at their focus “a critique of self and society, self in society, and
self as a resistive and transformative force of society” (p.423).
Another very important mode of storytelling and inspiring agency is performance.
The most common modes today are television, web-based clips, cinema and radio. Theatre
and cabaret seem to be more accessible for non-mainstream groups. Gore Vidal (1992)
suggested that we teach history using cinema. And that could include telling the histories,
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archaeologies and genealogies (Foucault 1976) of gender and sexuality diversity over time
and in diﬀerent cultures. As noted, my ﬁrst perception of other people’s gender non-
normativity came from reading Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night. Vidal’s (1968) novel Myra
Breckinridge was considered a great success in commenting on sex roles, and with its
translation to ﬁlm, the actress Rachel Welsh (Daly 2001), who played Myra tells of her
disappointment at the lost opportunities. She thought the ﬁlm, like the novel, could have
been a success in commenting on sex roles but for the choice of director, who chose to
portray Welsh herself as the joke. That is, the director interpreted Welsh’s manufactured
sexiness as no diﬀerent to a transsexual’s sexiness and asked the audience to laugh at
Welsh rather than critique sex roles.
On the political use of humour, Kelly (2011) writes, “the Fool can speak discomforting
truths . . . the Fool’s humour illuminates these truths; it intensiﬁes them, and it also enables
people to tolerate them by softening their sharp edges” (p.39). She adds that speaking
truth to the non-normative “requires empathy as well as humour, gentleness as well as
uncompromising clear-sightedness” (p.44). Downing (2008) points out that both Nietzsche
and Foucault use parody to bring relativism into relief. I have wondered if parody, satire
and pastiche are politically agentic. In a private conversation in 1986, when I was crew
on his television program, I asked satirist Max Gillies if he thought his humour had any
political impact. I was surprised when he said he wasn’t at all convinced it did, but added
he found it personally worthwhile in that he was able to very publicly voice his opinion.
Downing asks if parody can be “complacently misread as simply reinforcing the truth value
of normative belief systems” (p.14). I do think this is a valid question. I would suggest it
depends on context – for example, if a drag queen sends up femininity, it is easier to see it as
satire. But if a woman does exactly the same performance, most will see it as reinforcing
the normative. When I ﬁrst heard Australian comedians ‘Roy and HG’, I interpreted
their work as satirising the hyper-masculinity of sport. But over time I noticed that both
sport lovers and sport detractors enjoyed their performances. I believe they deliberately
pitched their performance to appeal to both audiences. This working to two audiences
strikes me as comparable to Stacy Holman Jones (2007) on torch singing – a musical form
sung by women, which on the surface is about desire, unrequited love and often being a
victim – which demonstrates the radical potential of performance as an eﬀective tool in
resistance and inspiring change. She notes, “In conversations, storytelling, folklore, jokes
and songs, as well as in spaces and ‘stages’ controlled by the powerful, a resistance and
active political culture was created, though ‘almost always in disguised forms.’” (p.18).
In these circumstances, normative audiences have their normative beliefs reinforced and
non-normative audiences understand the subtext and also feel supported.
If one chooses to use humour as a political tool I believe it is worthwhile understanding
its eﬀectiveness, if for no other reason than to optimise its impact. Especially when using
satire, important questions for me would be: have any normative members of the audience
had discomforting truths illuminated; and did non-normative members feel they had been
supported or had insights into their place in the social world. Applause is not a good
measure, because one cannot know if people are judging the performance on the skill of
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the singer rather than the story or the subtext. Therefore, the impact on audiences would
be another fruitful area of ensuing research.
There are currently a number of art and performance in research practices that use art,
storytelling and performance in all stages of research practice. The better-known practices
include Action Research, Narrative Therapy, Drama Therapy, performance autobiography
and performance ethnography. These all have potential to empower individuals and non-
normative populations.
9.4 Strategies for Making One’s Life a Work of Art
When I ﬁrst read of Foucault being inspired by Nietzsche’s concept of “giving style to
one’s character – a great and rare art” (Downing 2008, p.2), it beautifully summed up
an aspiration I had been trying to articulate. To this end, Nietzsche (1882) challenges us
to become ourselves by understanding all our strengths and weaknesses. On Nietzsche,
Solomon & Higgins (1999) see the key to freedom as the “the freedom to create . . . to
cultivate citizens who can create, people who can move forward the culture, people who
can express what culture is, and, of course, people who can think for themselves and ex-
periment” (p.A.165). Tanner (1994, p.5) describes it as a social need for rebellion and
radical transformation. Deleuze (May 2005) suggests we should aim higher than a livable
life to lead more productive, creative lives by directing our energy into asking “how might
one live?” (p.1). Heidegger suggests we learn to “dwell poetically” (Flynn 2006, p.53).
What an incredible thought, to dwell poetically. These various aspirations gelled with my
long-term wish to be able to transcend cultural limits imposed by normative dichotomous
gender.
I see the highest level of the Hierarchy of Becoming – making one’s life a work of art
– to include Maslow’s self-actualisation – creativity, spontaneity and transcendence – as
well as including the aspirations of Heidegger, Nietzsche, Foucault and Deleuze, discussed
in the previous paragraph. This level of the hierarchy is the one I feel least qualiﬁed to
discuss. I believe I have made some progress into this level in one area of my life, my
creative way of interacting with society’s belief in biologically determined dichotomous
gender. But because I am still very new to this level, and only in one aspect of my life,
this discussion cannot be detailed or rigorous. It is worth noting that the quotations
starting this section are all aspirational. None of them tries to spell out a methodology. It
is also important to note that all the strategies for achieving the preceding three levels on
the Hierarchy of Becoming – the Necessary, the Healthy, the Agentic – are very important
because they enable the individual to grow to a level of maturity where they are capable
of exploring making their lives works of art.
One step we can take toward transcendence and living creatively is to not be locked
into an identity deﬁned by others. Downing (2008) observes, “[Foucault insisted] the
self should be an ongoing process of creation rather than a ﬁxed identity or personality”
(p.1). Flynn (2006) sees it is the “collapse of transcendence (possibility) . . . which allows
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another subject to determine the ‘identity’ to which we try to conform” (p.73). In terms
of meeting these criteria, Declan Kiberd (2009) notes, “a cracked mirror, like a cubist
painting, projects a multiple, not a singular self. Fragmented, maybe, but also authentic.
Instead of sincere devotion to a single self-image, it calls for a recognition that every
person has several selves, which it is the labour of a lifetime to be true to.” (p.45). This
is consistent with Connell’s (2009, p.108) assertion that to weld one’s personality to a
ﬁxed identity is to refuse change and internal diversity. The strategic action required
to expand possibility and autonomy is to acknowledge and cultivate several selves. But
unlike the individual withMultiple Personality Disorder (APA 2010), the art is to intensify
personality by allowing each self a voice, acknowledging their strengths and weaknesses, a
dynamic coalition. Similarly, Sartre (Flynn 2006) suggests a criterion for being ‘authentic’
is to accept the challenge of living with ambiguity. In terms of the art of living, I would
suggest that, even though I now feel signiﬁcantly less limited by dichotomous gender, I
have been able to use people’s belief that there are only two genders to suggest they ought
to categorise me as a woman.
Another step I believe we can make toward the transcendence of gendered norms is
to break the nexus between the subjugation of women and the feminine aesthetic. At one
level it seems simple: dress femininely but refuse to be subjugated. In reality it is not at
all simple. In a performance piece of mine (Peters 2012a), I articulated faux dictionary
deﬁnitions, ‘tomboy femme’ and ‘fair-weather femme’ (quoted in the autoethnography,
Section 6.2.3, and discussed in Section 8.4). These novel function status declarations are
derived from how I try to live. Downing (2008, p.107) points to the danger of creative self-
styling being confused with self-policing, and which entrenches ideals of feminine beauty,
including subjugation. This contradiction very clearly demonstrates that making one’s
life a work of art is very diﬃcult. It requires a delicate, creative touch.
In the literature review under Cultural Reproduction — Making the Social World
(Section 2.2.2), I discussed how the social world has been constructed by our acts and our
speech acts. Searle (2010) suggested complex social structures can be created, maintained
and explained by the ongoing and repeated use of a particular type of speech act, the status
function declaration. I also discussed Kos´ık (1976) (Section 2.2.2), who suggested a social
structure like gender is created and reinforced by the act of doing, the onto-formative.
When I tried to decide which of these I thought was more important, I concluded that
these acts and speech acts are really part of the same process – like the opposite sides
of a coin. The reason I have returned to this here is that even though both acts and
speech acts are primarily used to maintain culture, they can also be used for remaking
culture. Consequently, novel performance of gender and use of language are components
in remaking the cultural meanings of gender. My invented phrases, ‘tomboy femme’ and
‘fair-weather femme’ are examples of speech acts or status function declarations. But they
are also onto-formative in the sense that they are phrases describing how I do gender.
Admittedly, these phrases are not in broad use, even though they describe the way many
women do try to separate being aesthetically feminine from the subjugation of women.
What I love about the idea of trying to use speech acts to change the world is that
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language is inherently creative in that we improvise hundreds of sentences every day. The
recent almost-exponential growth in international communication gives us an excellent
opportunity to get new concepts, memes, speech acts, status function declarations out
into the international zeitgeist very quickly. The downside is there is a such a volume
of traﬃc it will be diﬃcult to be noticed. But then, being noticed requires us to think
creatively.
As discussed in Section 2.1.4, Douglas (1966, p.111) suggests the power vested in
interstitial individuals has the potential to disrupt cultural beliefs of what is right or
wrong. But she emphasises (1966, p.96) that individuals who are a source of disorder
wield inarticulate power, even if they are not aware of it or have no intention of using it.
What is needed is a way of understanding how to direct such inarticulate power in a way
that remakes the social world. One possibility might be a theatre of the polluted – I think
I have just coined this phrase — which aims to generate interstitial cultural memes. If
directed creatively, these novel memes could, for example, allow large populations to see
the limits of gender diﬀerently.
Next I would like to consider a centuries-long debate, seen today in the current Carte-
sian domination of the rational over passion and the aesthetic. Nietzsche (1872) saw this
triumph as the tragedy of the modern age. Campbell (1982) sees both as important but
acknowledges each has limits. If a topic can be fully understood using rationality – it
is below the threshold of complexity – then use a rational approach to solve it. But he
suggests we need to operate in the realm of art, intuition or probabilistic logic when our
knowledge is chaotic or beyond the threshold of logical understanding. Because most com-
plex situations are actually suites of things we know and things we do not know, then we
would sensibly use rationality when we are conﬁdent we understand all the interactions,
and use art, intuition or chaos theory when we do not. The people who have brought
rationalism into disrepute, in my opinion, have done so because they believe they have
suﬃcient understanding when in fact they do not. In terms of making our lives works of
art, we need an alliance between the rational and the aesthetic, understanding they are
not alternative ways of viewing the world but, rather, are complementary. In practice
this would entail an initial assessment to see if one had enough understanding to make a
rational decision, and if not, then we need to privilege the art, the hunch, the aesthetic.
Considering the concepts discussed, I can see why not many people have even at-
tempted to make their lives works of art. It requires a sustained eﬀort over a lifetime, and
one needs to have made substantial progress with the Necessities, the Healthy and the
Agentic before one can start. But that said, it is very deﬁnitely worthwhile proselytising
universal necessities, health and agency, the preconditions for allowing us to achieve the
aesthetic in at least some aspects of our lives. This leads me to think that transcendence
is as simple, and as diﬃcult, as poise, being comfortable in one’s skin, a quality very few
people achieve but one we ﬁnd very attractive. Making one’s life a work of art requires
resilience, creativity, a sense of humour, spontaneity, extroversion, highly tuned intra- and
interpersonal skills, situated agency and ongoing reassessment. And I would add, from
Nietzsche (O’Hara 2004), “the secret of greatest fruitfulness and the greatest enjoyment of
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existence is: to live dangerously!” (p.18) – a willingness to take risk.
The following table summarises what I have gleaned on making one’s life a work of
art:
Table 9.4: Strategies for Living Aesthetically
Strategy for Making When this Strategy Problems with or Limits to
One’s Life a Work of Art is most Useful the Particular Strategy
Expand possibility. A good ﬁrst step toward This is exploratory so
ﬁnding transcendence no result is expected.
Break the nexus between the To allow an aesthetic Hard to do without
feminine and subjugation. outlet without people ascribing feminine
accepting subjugation subjugation to a person
Use acts and Generally applicable The general uptake of new
speech acts to memes and behaviours
change the world. will meet cultural resistance.
Create performance art, With a receptive audience Some may understand
a ‘theatre of the polluted’. the polluted memes as
reinforcing the status quo.
Be comfortable in not always Avoids privileging rationalism Privileging rationalism is
having a logical explanation. when inappropriate normative in our culture.
An alliance between the When we are not certain of our There is no deﬁnitive
rational and the aesthetic understanding of the relationships way of choosing.
Develop social skills Generally applicable Nil
for art.
Broaden the normative. Generally applicable Nil
9.5 The Realistic Possibility of Social Change
A society that eliminates discrimination and allows diversity is opening itself for the best
possible future in an evolutionary sense. The theory of evolution suggests when times are
stable, conformity is good, and when times are changing, then it important to test new
ideas and ways of living. So we need a balance between conformity and diversity. I would
suggest getting that balance right is an art not a science.
In summary, it seems there are so many options for remaking the social world. But it
is worth noting most of them probably will not work in isolation. When we see a feminine
transwoman in the press, our logical brains could say, “See, that proves gender is not
linked to biology”, but it is likely most people will see the particular story as a very rare
exception and not feel challenged. When we see gender-inappropriate images such as a
masculine-looking male performing a feminine pose, most people see it as transgressive
but without changing their view of how gender should be performed. We do not change
our view of gender based on exceptions, when we see that, by far, most performance of
and statements about gender reinforce the connection between gender and biology. This
means that to change the status quo, the majority of images and performances seen by
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the sum of all people, the consensus, need to show a much broader normative. Nietzsche
(Armstrong 2013, p.8, pp.17-18) notes that we can achieve very complex outcomes if we
persist for very long periods of time and are willing to expend considerable eﬀort, not be
disheartened by our mistakes and proceed via a myriad of very small steps. I agree with
Nietzsche because I have achieved something I considered virtually impossible when I was
a teenager, and I achieved it in a series of very small achievable steps over decades. Seeing
that the social world has changed, is changing and will change, why not try to change it
for a values-driven, empowering culture. Eva Cox (1995) speaks of needing “a sense of
the impossible being possible” (p.57). In this optimistic vein, the motto (Section 6.2.4) I
developed to help crew see the frequent stupidity of the social world,“Just because it’s very
stupid doesn’t mean it won’t happen” then becomes, “Just because it’s almost impossible,
doesn’t mean we can’t achieve it.”
9.6 Synthesis and Conclusions
In this thesis, I have explored the multiple and often contradictory links between my
subjectivity, daily practices and social interactions from 1950s working-class Australia to
the present day. A pattern can be seen. When I found myself in a distressing disempowered
state, I searched for a niche behaviour, a new way of doing gender that attempted to better
my health and agency. After a while, the downside of each new way of doing gender became
evident, and I repeated the process. These ‘punctuated equilibria’ (Gould & Eldredge
1977) or gender projects (Connell 2009) show that even though I managed to ﬁnd an
accommodation to the regimes of power in which I was living, I kept searching for safe and
often uncharted spaces between the more boldly signposted suites of gender performance.
Today, I believe I do not comply with dichotomous restrictions on gendered behavior; I
negotiate bordering in all my important relationships, in activism and in academia: I pass
as an ordinary woman when social relationships are normally anonymous, and I negotiate
diﬀerent relations with each complex of power I need to deal with.
I would be disappointed if this thesis is seen as a personal justiﬁcation or an expose´
on what transsexuality is about. My narrative has provided a framework to examine and
interpret the operation of gender in the social world. I believe the narrative and exegesis
demonstrate the importance for each individual of ﬁnding one of the many possible ways
for them to live authentically. And if this means crossing arbitrary gender conventions,
then so be it. It also shows that as soon as I had any awareness of myself in the social
world, I did not see any reason I could not be a girl, despite everyone I knew telling
me I was a boy. This has been a consistent belief over my life, and consequently I was
continuously on the lookout for how to become female. When I thought people were being
arbitrary I was angry. When religious belief said I was immoral, I quit that religion.
When the clinic said I was ill, I disagreed with them. When the workplace said I ought to
accept a lower status because I was a woman, I refused. Once I determined I wanted to
be female, I arranged my circumstances and my interpretation of the world to reinforce
that belief. For example, I tried to emulate the matriarchal practical approach to life
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practised by both of my grandmothers and ignore the fact that I lived under a patriarchy.
Well into adulthood, I returned to my childhood theory that gender was an arbitrary
imposition on our behaviour and simply said I did not agree with the strongly held social
belief that healthy gender performance was dichotomous and determined by one’s biology.
It is worth noting that this thesis cannot answer whether there is a biological cause or
tendency towards gender nonconformity. Yet I do believe I was born with a personality,
and so in part I have been determined by biology. I would add that my personality ﬁts
into this gendered world more easily as a woman than as a man.
Ensuing and Post-Doctoral Research Questions
At the end of this project, I have found myself with far more questions than answers.
In fact far too many to discuss here. This is not surprising because, from the start, I
saw this research as exploratory, in the sense that it has tried to ﬁnd new ways of seeing
gender and gender non-conformity. From here I can see years of ensuing quantitative and
qualitative research. Over the next few paragraphs, I will summarise what I consider to be
the most important and obvious next steps in the quest for understanding the operation of
gender in the social world – divided into four general, but intersecting, spheres of inquiry:
the sociological framing of gender, subject formation and making the social world, the
possibility of remaking the social world and ﬁnally the biological sciences.
In the Literature Review and Methods, I discussed and chose a variety of social fram-
ing concepts from diﬀering social ontologies. I believe this selection served this dissertation
well. I found it interesting to discover that my use of both phenomenology and speech
acts in concert would be considered controversial by some. Raoul Moati (2014) describes
a long running and often bitter debate between John Searle and Jacques Derrida. He
sees their diﬀerences of viewpoint as stemming from the diﬀerences between the Continen-
tal and Analytic schools of philosophy – between Searle the pragmatist and Derrida the
phenomenologist. Whereas, I see phenomenology and the analysis of speech acts as com-
plimentary. For me, phenomenology is very good for describing participant observation,
subjectivity, and speech acts very competently describe the process by which we create
the social consensus. And so together they show subject formation and cultural reproduc-
tion (Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2). Moati is of great service here in that his book is trying
to understand the conﬂuences and conﬂicts between Searle and Derrida. Another line of
future inquiry that could stem from this is Moati’s (2014, p.xvi) belief that Searle rejects
the importance of the unconscious. I found this refreshing in that I can see Searle’s use
of cognition and volition as compatible with Sartre’s (1939/2002) belief in a ‘knowable’
pre-reﬂexive rather than an ‘unknowable’ unconscious. I believe research in these areas
would help us develop a much better model of the interaction between the processes of
individual subject formation and the making and remaking of the social world.
This dissertation has been based on my autoethnographic data. A similar analysis
looking at populations would be signiﬁcantly more useful. In particular, I would like to
compare gender normative and non-normative subjects to broaden the applicability of
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the proposed work. As part of this research I would explore a schema to describe the
development process that helps us understand the emergence of both normative and non-
normative gender performance as a non-pathological consequence of individuals reacting to
their circumstances. The areas I see of most interest include gender, sexuality and identity
formation. I would suggest starting with ethnographic exploratory research on subjects
ranging from gender nonconformists through to highly conformist, noting their degree of
ﬁt/comfort with gender dichotomy. I would see the next stage as developing quantitative
measures of gender nonconformity/conformity that weren’t based on meeting stereotypical
gender prescriptions. The next step would be to correlate these measures against both self-
attribution and externally-attributed gender identity and analyse for clustering. I would
be particularly investigating if there is a continuum of gender performance expression or
deﬁnite types that are more successful than others. If there are gender clusters, I would
like to document their advantages and disadvantages. Over a period of time, I could see an
iteration between qualitative and quantitative inquiry, at each iteration getting closer to
an understanding of individual subject formation and cultural reproduction, the making
of their particular social worlds.
One major factors inﬂuencing individual and group behaviour is stigma (Goﬀman
1963). Altman (1971, p.158), Steinem (1977/1983), Raymond (1979), Jeﬀreys (1990),
Lienert (1995) and Greer (1999, pp.64-74; Greer & Wark 2015) have all suggested that
transsexual women are homophobic men who try to avoid the stigma of being seen as
homosexual by claiming they are women and hence see their attraction to men is ‘hetero-
sexual’. This seems unlikely to be true, particularly these days, when Leonard et al. (2015)
suggests there is more stigma attached to being seen as transgendered that as homosexual.
Also, over the last 20 years, in Australia, there seems to have been a dramatic increase
in the number of female-to-male transsexuals. It maybe there is less stigma attached to
trans than 20 years ago. This would be worth investigating. I have already examined this
topic in Section 8.5 and would like to extend the discussion to include all types of gender
nonconformity. In this proposed research it would be important to look at the intersec-
tionality of the various nonconformities with religion, education, culture and across time
and whether this stigma can lead to individuals opting out of their social world or leading
borderland (Anzaldua 1987) lives. Related to my feeling stigma was my perception that
most of the complexes of power (Section 2.3) impacting on my life were working in con-
cert against my nonconformity. This leads me to believe it would be worthwhile studying
the social mechanisms by which societies ensure cultural reproduction. For example, by
exploring the genealogy of how the portrayal of women in cinema has impacted on their
perception of themselves in the world.
The major theme of the earlier parts of this chapter was how could we maximise
the number of individuals who achieve physical and psychological health, agency and live
creatively in the social world (the hierarchy of becoming). It seems to me that we can only
change the social world one person at a time, although, through mass communication and
tapping into the group consensus we may be able to move huge numbers of individuals
up this hierarchy of becoming. The autoethnography itself and Chapter 7 examined in
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great detail strategies that worked for me. And so one deﬁnite area of interest would be
to examine if any of those strategies would work for broader groups of individuals, both
conformist and non-conformist. By trying to answer this question you almost need to
come up with a general theory of humanity – a ‘philosophy’. For example, I demonstrated
(Chapter 7) that I could ﬁnd a degree of explanation for my desire to be a woman in
the existential prereﬂexive. This leads me to ask which therapies are the most eﬀective
in changing lives permanently in a positive direction. I would deﬁnitely like to explore
individual psychological skill development in populations to enable a psychological-health
revolution. The skills I would initially examine would include inter- and intrapersonal
skills, psychic ﬁtness, situated agency and measured risk-taking.
Fields of activity I see as key to Sociology and Public Health are social development
and the promotion of social justice and equity. This requires changing the views of inﬂu-
ential individuals and groups to prevent the accurate rendering of what those promoting
social justice and equity might see as negative aspects of culural reproduction. A reading
of history shows there is no deﬁnitive way of shifting the social consensus. This suggests
it would be useful to look into this issue more deeply, moving beyond history toward a
genealogy (Section 2.1.2) of social change. A genealogy examines the minutiae of public
thinking, the public and private acts and speech acts (Section 2.2.1) that at times result
in seismic social change. I am particularly interested in remaking the social world to
help break down disease models of gender nonconformity. For example, a line of inquiry
that would help in understanding how the social world interacts with gendered behaviour
would be to document a genealogy of gender nonconformity and its naming across time
and cultures. Douglas (1966) notes the potential of polluted behaviour both to attract
backlash and entrench the status quo, but also, at times, to achieve social change. Con-
sequently I believe we need to attempt to determine under what conditions each of these
scenarios is most likely. This leads me to think it would be interesting to explore the use
of cultural disruption/polluted behaviour in remaking cultural expectations about gender
non-normativity. The most obvious place to work on this would be the theatre to develop
eﬀective communications and then take these messages into all forms of popular culture.
This process would include developing methodologies for assessing any short-term and
long-term impacts of performed research on the subject development of audience mem-
bers. For example, one could ask if normative audience members had any discomforting
truths illuminated or did non-normative audience members feel supported or have insights
into their relations with the normative world? Another question I ﬁnd fascinating is the
social impact of satire – does it reinforce or question normative beliefs? I suspect the
answer is both. But then it is important to ask under what circumstances does satire have
these impacts.
Early in Chapter 5, I describe feeling unsafe with my emotions and pushing myself
to use a systematising view of the world by looking for answers in science and electronics.
Whereas in my childhood and later in life I felt more comfortable with an empathising
view of the world. This shows I was able to move between systematising and empathising
modes of relating to the world. My reading of Simon Baron-Cohen (2003) suggests one
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mode dominates with most people. I would like to explore if changing modes or being
good at both modes is common. If it is possible to change modes then it may be possible
to learn to be systematising or empathising.
With my background in the biological sciences (B.Sc.(genetics major)), I am still
very curious as to what degree our genotype and physical and social environments deter-
mine/inﬂuence our development and behaviour. I had my curiosity peaked when I learnt
the biological sex of alligators (Ferguson & Joanen 1982) is determined by the temperature
the eggs are incubated. This reminded me that my mother had said it was incredibly hot
the summer while she carried me. Baron-Cohen et al. (2004) and Kraemer et al. (2009)
suggest gendered behaviour is inﬂuenced by foetal, early childhood and post-puberty sex-
hormone levels. In terms of possible research, this leads me to ask if heat trauma, illness,
diet or medication during pregnancy might impact on prenatal hormone levels of the foe-
tus and that individual’s consequent gendered behaviour. During a personal conversation
with Dr Trudy Kennedy of the Monash Medical Centre Gender Dysphoria Clinic (circa
1984), she suggested taking female hormones would predispose one, or set up a feedback
loop which might lead, to psychological changes that might reinforce wanting to be a
woman. I would certainly be curious to delve into this more deeply by asking what are
the long-term impacts of taking sex hormones on both physical and psychological health?
And secondly, with the recent availability of puberty-blocking hormones, it behoves us to
look at the long term impacts of taking them on the physical and psychological health
and development of prepubescent individuals?
With all the questions raised by working on this dissertation I can see so many options
for ensuing and post-doctoral research on understanding both the normative and non-
normative operation of gender in the social world, across so many intersecting ﬁelds of
academia, that I can easily see these studies would become many lifetime’s work.
The Major Themes Considered
In this thesis I have discussed the various strategies, changing perceptions and agency used
by the subject, myself, to resist and subvert authority discourses. These strategies have
included daydreaming, sneaking out at night dressed as a girl, strategic silence, embracing
the ‘culturally approved’ gender nonconformity of Twelfth Night, androgyny, sex change
and attempted gender transcendence, all the while being situated in the real gendered
world. Substantially I achieved this by performing/being inappropriately ordinary, and in
some circumstances purposefully misrepresenting myself, either for safety or to distance
myself from stigmatised labelling. The analysis has been multidisciplinary, and demon-
strated how my subjectivity, social interactions and daily practices have been re-formed
to enable a healthy and agentic, albeit eccentric, livable life. This study has not been able
to deﬁnitively point to the origins of my childhood beliefs/desires/assertions that I would
be happier being a girl. In looking for these origins, the path of inquiry I have found most
useful has been to extrapolate backwards to examine the prereﬂexive opinions made in
my childhood. For example, I could imagine forming a prereﬂexive opinion on the relative
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merit of men and women based on my family members. I could also see my developing a
prereﬂexive feminine aesthetic simply by developing virtually any aesthetic. That is, once
I learned what beauty was – for example, in nature – it then evolved into an appreciation
of the feminine.
An achievement of this thesis is the commentary on the normative operation of gender,
with particular consideration given to the seeming intransigence of gender, its mechanisms
and its arbitrariness. The intransigence of gender has the same basic origin as other class
systems such as wealth and race. They all allow one group to subjugate another. That
is, elites beneﬁt from class structures, and this social subjugation and exploitation can
be seen as an evolutionary advantage to the power elites. But this does not mean it has
moral value, nor in fact any long-term evolutionary advantage to the species or the ecology
of Earth. One could imagine subjugation of the majority and the environment leading
to global warming and wide-spread famine in the future. I believe the social world will
operate more eﬃciently, with the best chance of ﬁnding solutions for the future, if we
break down all classes, including race and gender, so we can use the creative energy in all
of us.
Most of us adopt our worldviews intuitively and not at all critically. For example,
many have adopted Christianity as their worldview. But instead of just accepting such
worldviews as ‘gospel’, we ought to look at the social and environmental consequences
of them. Over the centuries, Christianity has on occasions been responsible for genocide
and the subjugation of women. One could argue that a religious worldview was a deﬁ-
nite improvement over barbarism in that it suggested it was not acceptable to kill your
neighbour to gain his land or cattle. In the past, capitalism has empowered the middle
classes, whereas now it seems more focused on the trickle-up of wealth and the rape of
the environment. By gaining consciousness and language, humans are now in charge of
the direction of the evolution of all life on Earth as well as the evolution of our social
world. How do we even start to take on that responsibility? We can use the experience
of history, storytelling, art, sociology and science to examine the consequences of living
under diﬀerent worldviews, and then choose one that optimises social gains for the greatest
number of people. This can be extended to include other species, which would optimise
our ecosystem.
In this thesis I have tried to bring together a disparate collection of ideas, philosophies
and academic epistemes into a coherent theory of gender. I believe anyone who says they
understand how the social world works just does not appreciate its complexity. Indeed, a
skill we need today is to not be intimidated by the contradictions and complexities in the
world and especially to not be intimidated by not knowing. The world is complex, and
unknowable in a logical sense (Campbell 1982). And so instead of hoping to achieve the
impossible task of understanding the world rationally and objectively, I came to appreciate
probabilistic logic, which is derived from the subjective and is equivalent to intuition, the
phenomenological, or the use of chaotically inspired performative praxis (Kilgard 2011) as
a tool to appeal directly to the intuitive and the phenomenological. In my 20s I tried to
understand myself rationally. What I learned by embracing the chaotic and intuitive was
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the ability to see the natural complexity in life. It is almost as if I explained it to myself
as “mySubjectivity ≈ myObjectivity +Complexity”.
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